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INTRODUCTION 
Although a large volume of literature exists in the broad field of Anglo-Japanese diplomatic relations in the first 

half of the twentieth century, there are virtually no substantial biographical works on British citizens deeply 

involved with Japan during this period. Indeed, the only biographical study of such a figure is a short and 

uncritical work on the British scholar and diplomat, Sir George Sansom, written and edited by his wife. 

 

The major works on Anglo-Japanese relations in general have been written by Ian Nish and Peter Lowe. The 

former has largely concentrated on the period of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, in his monographs The 

Anglo-Japanese Alliance: The Diplomacy of Two Island Empires, 1894-1907 and Alliance in Decline: A Study 

in Anglo-Japanese Relations, 1908-23. Dr. Lowe has focused on Anglo-Japanese relations from the narrower 

standpoint of British foreign policy. In Great Britain and Japan, 1911-15: A Study of British Far Eastern Policy 

he covers a section of the Alliance period and in Great Britain and the Origins of the Pacific War: A Study of 

British Policy in East Asia, 1937-1941 he deals with the years immediately preceding the outbreak of the Pacific 

War. Dr. Lowe has also written a general history of Britain's role in the Far East, Britain in the Far East: A 

Survey from 1819 to the Present; and Professor Nish has written a history of Japanese foreign policy Japanese 

Foreign Policy, 1869-1942: Kasumigaseki to Miyakezaka.  Anglo-Japanese relations between the two world wars 

are surveyed in Anglo-Japanese Alienation, 1919-52: Papers of the Anglo-Japanese Conference on the History of 

the Second World War edited by Professor Nish, while the impact of the Admiralty on British Far Eastern Policy 

in the 1930s is analysed in Paul Haggie's Britannia at Bay: the Defence of the British Empire against Japan, 

1931-1941. As its title suggests, Ann Trotter's Britain and East Asia, 1933-1937 is a broad treatment of British 

policy towards the Far East. 

 

All these books, however, are based for the most part on British and Japanese government archives: there is a 

serious shortage of studies which extend beyond the field of diplomacy.  The pattern of Anglo-Japanese relations 

was not only shaped by diplomats but also by businessmen, journalists, propagandists, foreign government 

advisers, and intelligence agents.  Few such people left records of their activities. Captain Malcolm Kennedy is a 

very rare exception to this rule - he kept detailed diaries throughout the period 1917 to 1945. Moreover, during 

his varied career, in which he worked, in turn, as a military language officer in Japan, in Military Intelligence in 

Britain, as a political adviser to an oil company in Japan, as a journalist in Japan and Britain, and then again in 

intelligence, he was involved, directly or indirectly, with all these fields of activity. 

 

Captain Kennedy was extremely well-informed both on Japanese political and military affairs and also on the 

broad area of Anglo-Japanese relations. He was one of the few British people who had a working knowledge of 

both spoken and written Japanese in the interwar years and was regarded as a major authority on Japan at a time 

when British academic studies of Japan were not yet fully established. Captain Kennedy was perhaps the most 

prolific British writer on Japan in those years and contributed to British opinion on Japan by his many books and 

articles. 

 



 
 

His first works concentrated on the Japanese Army in The Military Side of Japanese Life (1924) and Some 

Aspects of Japan and her Defence Forces(1928). In The Changing Fabric of Japan (1930) he moved on to deal 

with new themes of social, economic and political change in Japan. The Problem of Japan (1935) provided a 

pro-Japanese interpretation of the social, economic, and international background to the Japanese seizure of 

Manchuria.  Sections of A Short History of Communism in Asia (1957) outline the history of the Japan 

Communist Party.  In A History of Japan (1963) he provides an overview of Japanese history from earliest times 

to the early 1960s. Although The Estrangement of Great Britain and Japan, 1917-35 is partly autobiographical, 

this book (like his earlier works) requires critical evaluation against the background of its main source, the 

Kennedy diaries.  In addition it is important to re-evaluate Kennedy's work in the light of official documents and 

later monographs.  

 

No previous biography has been written on Captain Kennedy. Although his numerous books and articles cover 

aspects of his years in Japan (most comprehensively in The Estrangement of Great Britain and Japan, 1917-35) 

no-one has previously thoroughly studied his extensive collection of diaries and papers which were donated to 

the Centre for Japanese Studies at Sheffield University in 1984. The diaries were the basis of all his writings 

since it was in these that he recorded information for future use in his books and articles. Although the books 

reveal some of Kennedy's views at the time, the diaries provide a wealth of additional detail not only regarding 

the attitudes of Kennedy and other foreigners in Japan, but also concerning the views of Kennedy's Japanese 

friends.  The diaries are also a valuable source of information on Anglo-Japanese relations because of Kennedy's 

close connections with the British Embassy in Tokyo.  In addition the diaries provide significant insights into 

Kennedy's work as Reuters correspondent in Tokyo from 1925 to 1934 and the reporting in Britain of news from 

the Far East. Last, but not least, Kennedy's continuing connection with British intelligence-gathering on the Far 

East from 1917 to after the Second World War forms a link connecting his various roles in Japan and runs like a 

leitmotif through the diaries.  The diaries and papers, combined with contemporary British official documents, 

newspaper articles and contemporary and subsequent academic writing form the basis of this dissertation. 

 

 

 



 
 

FAMILY BACKGROUND AND EARLY YEARS, 1895-1917 
Malcolm Duncan Kennedy was born in Edinburgh on 5th January 1895. His father, James Young Kennedy, who was 

an oil merchant, was President of the Municipal Commissioners of George Town (Penang) at the time, and, being a 

keen volunteer, was also Commandant of the Penang Volunteers. His mother, a McLeod by birth, came from a 

military family and, as a two-year old, had been with her parents in India during the Mutiny, when her father (later a 

lieutenant-general) had been a captain in the 74th Highlanders.  Both her grandfather and great-grandfather had 

fought under Wellington in the Peninsula War
1
. 

Malcolm was the youngest of four brothers and three sisters (one sister died in childhood). His mother brought him 

to Penang not long after he was born. 

 

In the 1890s large numbers of Chinese immigrants were arriving in Penang, chiefly to work in the Malayan tin 

mining industry.  This gave rise to fears among the small British community about the possible deterioration of law 

and order
2
.  

 

Matters came to a head in October 1897 when Whitehall decided that the British garrison in Penang should be 

replaced by Sikh police. J.Y. Kennedy was one of the leaders of the (unavailing) local opposition to the change. His 

appreciation of the insecure position of the European community, which was heavily outnumbered by the Chinese, 

and his belief in "firm" colonial rule were to be absorbed by his son Malcolm.  At this time the elder Kennedy 

stated: 

 

 "..... the way to prevent riots and disturbances is to be prepared for them, to be in a position to 

crush them at once should they break out. The proposal of the Government, if carried out, would, 

in my opinion, render our position here most insecure. Such a course would seem to me to be 

putting a premium on crime, and, with a population such as we have here, to invite disturbance 

and riot".
3
 

 

                                                           
1 Note on Diarist's Background Kennedy Collection, Sheffield University, 

10.3/6. n.d. 

2 According to the 1891 Census the total population of Penang was 235,618: 

Europeans and Americans only numbered 1,201.  Straits Settlements Blue Book, 

1897 page 63. Information kindly provided by the Library of the Institute 

for Commonwealth Studies, University of London. 

3 Pinang Gazette and Straits Chronicle 12 October 1897. The comments of J.Y. 

Kennedy at a "large and influential" public meeting in Penang Town Hall on 

the afternoon of 11 October 1897 held in protest against the replacement of 

the British Army detachment by Sikh police. It was attended by "all the more 

or less leading non-official residents....., both European and Asiatic". In 

all there were at least 300 people present, including the heads and 

assistants of all the firms and banks as well as owners of shops, godowns 

and stores. 

The fortnightly Pinang Gazette is available at the British Library Newspaper 

Division, Colindale. Apart from the years 1941-1946 the Library has a 

virtually complete run of the newspaper for the years 1872 to 1960. 



 
 

This small European community in which Malcolm's father played a leading role was passing through a financial 

crisis
4
. 1893 had been an exceptionally difficult year. The export/import trade on which many in the community 

depended was based on silver coins, chiefly the Mexican dollar. Many of the European countries which provided 

imports had currencies based on gold. Thus, when there was a sudden appreciation of gold, the consequent rapid 

decline in the exchange value of the local currency caused "considerable anxiety among the mercantile 

community"
5
. The loss fell most heavily on importers.  Petroleum prices fell about 25% owing to competition 

between oil merchants to maintain market share when the domestic market for kerosene was depressed by sharply 

increased prices in terms of the local currency. The position of oil merchants was further undermined by a fierce 

price cutting campaign launched by the American Standard Oil company which was attempting to regain its virtual 

monopoly in the Far East, following encroachments by the British Shell Oil company
6
. The depressed state of the oil 

import trade resulting from these adverse conditions persisted throughout the 1890s and bankruptcies followed. By 

early 1899 J.Y. Kennedy had also become a victim of this local slump. In view of the hostile attitude of colonial 

society towards poor whites, who, it was felt would undermine the respect due to Europeans, few bankrupts 

remained in Penang. Mr. Kennedy, having rejected, on moral grounds, the offer of employment in the whisky import 

trade, joined in the exodus from Penang.  These events undoubtedly impressed Malcolm with the uncertainties of 

business life and the vulnerability of "the white man" in the Far East. Throughout his life he would always seek a 

secure career and strive to support Britain's imperial position. 

 

In 1904 the Kennedy family moved to Ealing and Malcolm attended Durston House, a local preparatory school. In 

1907 he joined his brother Angus, six years his senior, at Trinity College, Glenalmond in Perthshire. Glenalmond, 

founded in 1854, particularly emphasised the preparation of potential officers for the British and Indian armies.  

Malcolm's eldest brother, Gilbert, had already preceded him and Angus at Glenalmond. In 1908 Angus entered 

Sandhurst, and, in due course was gazetted into the 8th Gurkhas. By the time Malcolm entered to Glenalmond, 

Gilbert was already a subaltern in the 1st Gurkhas
7
.  

Malcolm seems to have enjoyed his time at Trinity College, he made many friends, and, in later years, returned 

several times to his old school and attended old boy reunions. His later visits to Glenalmond often brought forth 

happy memories: 

 

 "Went for a stroll down to the river at Millhaugh Brig, where we found a couple of farm hands 

marching up and down playing the pipes. To hear the sound of the pipes out in the open once 

more and the sound of the river splashing over the boulders made one feel that life is well worth 

living. Equally good was it to see the wee bunnies scampering about, and the sheep and the fine 

                                                           
4 British Parliamentary Papers, Colonies Annual Reports, Straits Settlements, 

1893-1897. 

5 The atmosphere of the small, isolated and parochial European community in 

Penang is reflected in the pages of the Pinang Gazette and Straits 

Chronicle. (British Library Newspaper Division, Colindale). 

6  For detailed account of the petroleum industry in Japan and the Far East 

during this period, see Rising Sun Petroleum Company, 1922-1924, page 87. 

7 Note on Diarist's Background, Kennedy Collection 10.3/7 n.d. 



 
 

sleek cattle in the fields, and the sunset over the Slate Quarry Hill and Kinnoul Hill and the Paps 

o'Fife away in the distance, half hidden in the midst. Good indeed it is to see and hear all these 

things once more after all these years....."
8
 

 

From the 1890s British public schools had been in the grip of an obsession with sports. These somewhat 

authoritarian societies generated considerable energy and aggression and much of this was channelled into sport. 

Inculcating "team spirit" was emphasised with a quasi-religious zeal. The discipline of games such as rugby and 

cricket was seen as an excellent preparation for leading troops. At first the emphasis on games was such that military 

training was neglected. However, after the bitter lessons of defeats in the Boer War important changes took place.  

Officer Training Corps were established and military training was generally improved. Shooting matches gained in 

importance since they combined the merits of military training and sporting endeavour. Severe bullying at public 

schools, still extremely common in a new boy's first two years, served as an involuntary preparation for the 

harshness of life at pre-World War One Sandhurst.
9
 

 

In 1908 Angus Kennedy passed the examinations for Sandhurst. He was an outstanding athlete and Malcolm, who 

only showed moderate ability at sports, spent his school days in the shadow of his brother's achievements. Angus 

had been in the rugby first XV and had been captain of the shooting VIII: Malcolm was only a member of the 

shooting VIII. Angus was a prefect, Malcolm was not.
10

 

During his time at Glenalmond Malcolm was a cadet in the school Officer Training Corps. In 1911 at the time news 

broke of the Franco-German confrontation over the Agadir incident
11

, the school O.T.C. were in camp at Barry in 

South Wales. There was great elation when rumours began to circulate round the camp that, if war broke out, those 

who were going into the army would be gazetted as 2nd lieutenants. Such enthusiasm for active service was equally 

prevalent amongst the gentlemen cadets at Sandhurst.
12

 

 

Malcolm's first personal acquaintance with Sandhurst was in the summer of 1909 when, at the age of 14, he visited 

Angus there. In the previous year a start had been made on a series of new buildings at the Royal Military College to 

make room for 424 more gentlemen cadets. The buildings were finished in 1912 and Malcolm who passed into the 

                                                           
8 Kennedy Diary, Saturday 26th July 1930. 

9 Jonathan Gathorne-Hardy, The Public School Phenomenon, Penguin, London, 

1979, pp. 198-218. 

10 Information kindly provided by Trinity College, Glenalmond. 

11 Agadir crisis. A confrontation between France and Germany when the latter 

supported the independence of Morocco against French plans to expand their 

empire in North Africa. It brought both countries to the brink of war. 

Britain, which had nearly gone to war with France a decade earlier over 

rivalry for control of what is now Sudan, had reached an understanding with 

France by which Britain gave France a free hand in Morocco; France, in 

return, gave Britain a free hand in Egypt. During the Agadir crisis Britain 

supported France, fearing that Germany would gain a naval base on Morocco's 

Atlantic coast. The crisis was resolved when Germany backed down from the 

confrontation. 

12 Article on Pre-World War One Sandhurst, Kennedy Collection, 10.1/25 n.d.  



 
 

College in 1913, having succeeded in the entrance examinations, was a member of the first year to occupy the new 

buildings. The College was a rough and violent place which shared the public schools' obsession with sports, 

particularly rugby. The annual rugby match against the rival (Artillery) college at Woolwich was the great sporting 

event of the year
13

.  Once again Malcolm found himself in Angus' shadow. Angus had been in the Sandhurst rugby 

XV and represented the College in both the annual sports and gymnastics competitions against Woolwich: Malcolm 

was to have none of these honours. Intellectually, also, Malcolm was in his elder brother's shadow. Angus had won 

an entrance scholarship to Glenalmond and had passed out of Sandhurst in the top 30 of his year, thus winning the 

chance to join the Indian army.  Malcolm failed to gain a scholarship to Glenalmond and passed out of Sandhurst 

31st in his year - just missing the Indian army by one place.
14

 

It was during this period at Sandhurst that Kennedy studied the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. It loomed large 

in the curriculum since it was the most recent war between two major powers. The teaching left Kennedy with a 

lasting interest in the war. 

 

Malcolm had been very keen to join the Indian Army. There were three reasons for this. Firstly it was possible for a 

junior officer in the Indian Army to live without dependence on a private income, something that was impossible in 

the pre-World War I British Army. Secondly, two of his three brothers were by then serving in India and from their 

accounts life there sounded good.  In particular officers enjoyed a higher standard of living than in Britain. Thirdly, 

the prospects of seeing active service appeared considerably greater in India than elsewhere. Unfortunately he failed 

for the Indian Army by one place.  At this time he was comforted to some extent by his eldest brother, Gilbert, who 

was home on leave at the time. Gilbert pointed out that, "generally speaking, India holds out better chances of 

active service than elsewhere; but if ever there is a big "bust-up" in Europe - as is quite possible before many years 

have passed - you will have a much better chance of coming in for all the fun if you are in a British regiment than 

you would have if you were in the Indian Army". This reasoning seemed to satisfy Malcolm: the idea of being "stuck 

out in India" in the event of a big European war seemed too horrible to contemplate. In his desire not to miss "the 

fun" of warfare Malcolm Kennedy was typical of the majority of young British officers in the pre-World War I 

period.  This enthusiasm for active service had been apparent while Malcolm was at Sandhurst. During the Balkan 

War
15

 the tactics instructor, berating one of the students for stupidity, said, "to think that we may all be out in the 

Balkans fighting in the course of the next week or two, and the Army will have to depend on people like you for its 

                                                           
13 Hugh Thomas, The Story of Sandhurst, Hutchinson, London, 1961. 

14 Article on Pre-World War One Sandhurst, Kennedy Collection, 10.1/25 n.d. 

ALSO information kindly provided by Glenalmond College. 

15 In October 1912 Serbia, Greece, Bulgaria and Montenegro who had formed a 

Balkan League took advantage of Turkey's involvement in a war with Italy 

over Tripoli to attack Turkish-held Macedonia. By the Treaty of London of 

May 1913 the Turks agreed to surrender all their remaining territory in 

Europe with the exception of a small area around Istanbul. However, 

intervention by Austria and Italy, who insisted on the creation of an 

Albanian state upset the League's plans for a partition of the former 

Turkish territory. In June 1913 Romania joined with Greece and Serbia in 

opposing Bulgarian claims. The Bulgarians were soon defeated and, by the 

Treaty of Bucharest of August 1913, Serbia and Greece gained territory at 

Bulgaria's expense. Germany and Austria had supported Turkey in 1912 and 

Bulgaria in 1913. The assassination of the Austrian Archduke at Sarajevo in 

June 1914 gave the Austrians a pretext to crush Serbia.  



 
 

junior officers!".  The rumour quickly spread that war was imminent and that, as soon as it broke out, all the 

officer-cadets would be commissioned without having to take "passing out" exams. The rumour led to wholehearted 

rejoicing among the cadets.
16

 

 

In January 1914 Malcolm Kennedy obtained a commission in the 2nd Battalion (the Scottish Rifles) of the 

Cameronians. Two months later he sailed to join his battalion in Malta.  

Malta had been an important British naval base since 1869 when the opening of the Suez Canal made it a vital 

element in the defence of British communications with India via the Mediterranean. By 1880 the Grand Harbour 

was firmly established as the chief coaling station for vessels plying between Britain, India and the Far East. 

However, by 1900, competition from other Mediterranean ports, a lack of investment in new facilities, and the 

capacity of modern ships to sail further without refuelling, combined to damage the Maltese economy. By 1911 the 

departure of British naval units from Malta to strengthen the Home Fleet had led to a steep rise in local 

unemployment.  Indeed, hardship was widespread in Malta. In 1914 the economy began to recover, but it was to 

require the shock of the First World War to return the island to full employment
17

. The British garrison regarded the 

"Malts" in a similar light to other colonial "natives" under British rule. Such attitudes undoubtedly influenced 

Malcolm Kennedy's opinion of "native" peoples in colonial or semi-colonial situations. 

 

On arrival in Valetta harbour he was met by his commanding officer, Captain (later Major) E.B.Ferrers. His air of 

"almost imbecile jocularity" was largely affected and was entirely superficial.  Ferrers held very definite views on 

the subject of the "fishing fleet" - the young unmarried ladies who went out from England to Malta in large numbers 

each year for the social "season" (October to April), with the aim of catching a husband: 

 

 "A subaltern with a wife is like a man with a millstone tied round his neck. His mind is distracted 

from his work; he is forced into poodle-faking shows when he ought to be attending to his duties; 

he lives out of the mess and therefore does not get to know his brother-officers properly; and, in 

most cases, he is unable to afford to play polo - a most regrettable state of affairs".
18

 

 

Such views against the marriage of junior officers were, widespread in the army, and not merely peculiar to Major 

Ferrers or the garrison in Malta. 

 

At this time Malta was noted for its lawlessness: there were many attempted murders, and the drivers of the local 

horse-drawn cabs often involved British soldiers into fights with villagers by taking them into the country at night 

when they were sleepy or fuddled with drink.  There was also a local tradition of family vendettas. The British 

                                                           
16 Article on Pre-World War One Sandhurst, Kennedy Collection, 10.1/25 n.d. 

17 Brian Blouet, The Story of Malta, Faber & Faber, London, 1967. Chapter 8. 

18 From a short story in the Kennedy Collection: The Admonitions of Major 

Carruthers (Kennedy 10.5/4) in which Major Carruthers is a thinly disguised 

Major Ferrers. Kennedy wrote a series of short stories in which he drew 

directly on his own experiences, merely changing the names of the people 

involved. 



 
 

forces on the island were reluctant to become involved in keeping law and order. Officers took the view that "a dead 

Malt was better than a live one".
19

 

 

On 28 June 1914 Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand was assassinated by a Serbian nationalist at Sarajevo, the 

capital of the Hapsburg province of Bosnia, once part of the ancient kingdom of Serbia. After centuries of Turkish 

rule, the provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina had been placed under Austrian administration by the Treaty of 

Berlin of 1878. In 1908 Austria had annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina, taking advantage of a revolution in Turkey 

and the fact that Russia, which had frequently supported fellow Slavs, had not yet recovered from her disastrous war 

with Japan. The annexations had incensed Serbian nationalists who had hoped that the provinces would be 

incorporated into Serbia. Immediately after the assassination the Austrian government sent an ultimatum to Serbia 

demanding that measures be implemented to counter Serbian nationalist agitation.  When Serbia did not fully accept 

these humiliating demands Austria declared war on 28 July.
20

 

 

Austria was supported by her ally, Germany, and Serbia by Russia.  Russia, which needed a long time for the 

mobilisation of its forces, began to mobilise because of the danger of war with Austria and Germany which were 

able to mobilise much more rapidly. Germany in turn felt threatened by Russian mobilisation.  Berlin realised that if 

it supported Austria in a war with Russia, Russia's ally, France, would almost certainly join with Russia to obtain 

revenge for the loss of Alsace-Lorraine in 1870.  Berlin would then be faced with a war on two fronts.  Thus 

Germany sent a ultimatum to Russia demanding a halt to its mobilisation. When this was not complied with, 

Germany declared war (1 August). Austria entered the war on Germany's side and France on Russia's. Germany, 

fearing war on two fronts, determined to strike at France and eliminate her from the war before Russian armies were 

ready to advance.  Since the Franco-German frontier was well-defended, the Germans attacked through neutral 

Belgium. Britain was one of the guarantors of Belgian neutrality and independence under a Treaty of 1839. When 

Germany refused to respond to a British ultimatum demanding withdrawal of her forces from Belgium, Britain 

declared war on 4 August, 1914.
21

 

 

Meanwhile in Malta the seriousness of the European situation only began to make an impression on the junior 

officers of the British garrison at the end of July: 

 

 "I remember the last time I had a bathe off the rocks near the fortress of Dhereus Tigne. I 

remember the occasion well, for it was the last Sunday in July 1914 [26 July], the day on which 

Austria's ultimatum to Serbia expired. I had gone down there in the morning for a swim and found 

everyone discussing the possibilities of a war, and wondering if we should be dragged into it if it 

                                                           
19 From a short story in the Kennedy Collection Memories of Malta Revived 

(10.5/10). Virtually all of Kennedy's short-stories were thinly disguised 

accounts of actual events that he or his acquaintances had experienced. 

20 James Joll, The Origins of the First World War, Longman, London, 1984, pp. 

1-6. 

21 James Joll, The Origins of the First World War, Longman, London, 1984, pp. 

201-2. 



 
 

took place. A week before, if anyone had suggested such an eventuality, he would probably have 

been laughed at; but the war clouds had darkened with unexpected rapidity during the previous 

two or three days, though even then, on that last Sunday in July, the bathers off the Tigne rocks 

were still inclined to treat the matter flippantly....... 

 After my bathe I went off for the day to the island of Gozo. On the return journey I met a gunner 

subaltern who was convinced that the long-prophesied war was about to break out, but that it 

could not possibly last more than three - or at the most, six months, and that "unless we get 

pushed off to Germany straight away, we shall miss all the fun, as the whole show will be decided 

in the first big battle". It seemed perfectly natural that we should walk into Berlin without much 

difficulty; and as for imagining, even for a moment, that we could possibly do anything but win 

the war - why the idea of such a contingency never entered our heads."
22

 

 

Early in September 1914 two of the five regular battalions of the regiment left to join the 7th Division; those, like 

Kennedy, who were left behind felt more restive than ever, fearing that the war would be over before it was their 

turn to go.  Soon, Territorial battalions of the Royal Fusiliers arrived to relieve them, and, on 15th September, the 

remaining regular battalions of the Scottish Rifles sailed for England. 

After a few days at Baddesley Common near Romsey in Hampshire Kennedy's battalion spent some six weeks at 

Hursley Park near Winchester, awaiting the arrival of those other overseas units with whom they were to form the 

8th Division. On 4th November Kennedy embarked with the rest of the division for Le Havre, where they arrived 

the following day.  

Kennedy's battalion then travelled by train from Le Havre to near the Front and then marched northwards, parallel to 

the Front line, arriving at Neuve Eglise (Nieuwkerke), just inside Belgium, five miles to the north-west of 

Armentières and seven and a half miles to the south-west of Ypres (Ieper). The battalion had its first experience of 

life in the trenches on 14 November 1914.
23

 

 

By the time that Lieutenant Kennedy arrived in France the confident assumption of many in Britain that the war 

would be "over by Christmas" was beginning to look increasingly implausible.  The German assault at Ypres on 31 

October broke through British lines but the gaps were sealed by French troops before the Germans could bring up 

reinforcements to exploit the breakthrough. Such was to be the pattern of fighting on the Western Front: massed 

assaults gaining small advances on a narrow front, but at such great cost that reinforcements were necessary to 

continue the advance.  In most cases the defenders were able to bring up reinforcements faster than the enemy who 

had to advance over ground shattered by the previous assault.  

By November 1914 a line of trenches stretched from the Franco-Swiss frontier to the Belgian coast. With the 

defence usually having the advantage over the attacking forces, primarily due to the primacy of the machine-gun in 

infantry combats, there developed a stalemate along the whole of the Western Front. Through late December 1914 

and early January 1915 fighting in Flanders, where the Germans were opposed by the British forces, was desultory. 

                                                           
22 Memories of Malta Revived, Kennedy Collection, 10.5/10, typescript, 9 pp. 

23 M.D. Kennedy, Their Mercenary Calling, 1931, Unpublished Typescript in 

Document Collection of Imperial War Museum. pp. 42-61. 



 
 

Efforts were concentrated on developing the network of trenches and defensive obstacles. It was a ceaseless struggle 

against mud, snow, rain and floods, in the face of the ever-present danger from heavy artillery, mortars and snipers. 

Here and there trenches changed hands, but no major assaults were launched. Flooding of the trenches caused by the 

unusually heavy rain sometimes caused trenches to be abandoned; often the men had to stand for many hours in 

front-line trenches up to their waists in bitterly cold water. A German assault against British trenches at Cuinchy, 

three miles to the south of Neuve Chapelle, was launched at the end of January, but petered out by the second week 

in February. The advent of drier weather at the end of February cleared the way for large-scale military operations. 

The British struck first - at Neuve Chapelle, nine miles to the south-west of Armentières and eleven miles 

south-south-west of Neuve Eglise. The Cameronians were one of the units chosen to take part in the attack.
24

 

 

The attack was scheduled for 10 March 1915. The artillery bombardment prior to the assault began at 7.30 a.m. This 

concentration of British fire power was unprecedented and was not to be equalled again until some two and a half 

years later, in the closing stages of the battle of Passchendale. At 8.05 a.m. the fire lifted from the German line onto 

the village beyond and the infantry assault was launched. The bombardment had almost totally destroyed German 

resistance in the central part of the line and here the British forces attained their objectives for the day within one 

and a half hours. In fact, they succeeded in breaking through the German lines to open country beyond; but, in 

conformity with their instructions, the troops halted. This delay enabled the Germans to regroup and to establish and 

reinforce a new defensive line: thus a unique opportunity was squandered. The reasons for the delay in the centre 

were twofold: firstly the unambitious nature of the original attack plan, and secondly excessive concern of staff 

officers at unexpected setbacks experienced on both the extreme left and extreme right of the attack. On the extreme 

right a loss of direction during the attack by the Gharwali Rifles left a strip of trenches in German hands. This led to 

a considerable delay and this position was not taken until 5.30 p.m.. On the extreme left the heavy artillery units 

which the attack plan had designated to destroy the opposing German positions had failed to arrive in time to 

participate in the battle. Thus, on the extreme left, the German defences survived the artillery preparation virtually 

intact. The 2nd battalion of the Middlesex Regiment, on the far left of the British assault, attacked in three waves, 

but was cut down by rifle and machine gun fire: they died to the last man. As a result, the Scottish Rifles on the 

Middlesex's right were subjected to a fierce enfilade fire that swept diagonally across no-man's-land from the 

undamaged section of the German defences.
25

 

 

Lt. Kennedy commanded the 8th Platoon, B Company, 2nd Battalion (Scottish Rifles) of the Cameronian Regiment. 

Because of the limited frontage of the assault the attack by the Scottish Rifles was led by only four platoons - two 

each from A and B Companies. The 8th Platoon (Kennedy's) and the 6th Platoon (Lt. Conroy's) led the assault for B 

Company. 
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A Company was nearest to the Middlesex Regiment on the Cameronians' left, with B Company to its right. Within B 

Company Kennedy's 8th Platoon was on the left with the 6th Platoon to the right. To his left was a platoon of A 

Company. 

Lieutenant Kennedy's platoon, on the centre right of the Scottish Rifles' line, was to some extent shielded by A 

Company from the full force of the enfilade fire that swept across no-man's-land after the German defenders had 

annihilated the Middlesex Regiment's attack. That Kennedy survived to reach the German lines probably owed 

much to the fact that his platoon was in the first line of the attack and that he was, naturally, leading his troops.  At 

that stage the Germans on the undamaged far left of the salient were still preoccupied with the attack by the 2nd 

Middlesex. 

News of the setback on the extreme left led to an order to the whole attack force to consolidate their positions. At 11 

a.m. a second bombardment was unleashed.  This was directed at the surviving German positions on the extreme 

left. Those Germans who survived this bombardment promptly surrendered. 

By the end of the first day at Neuve Chapelle, the extreme caution of the British command in pushing forward the 

front line of the assault and the steady forward movement of second line forces produced increasingly serious 

congestion in the narrow area behind the British front line. Whilst the British delayed, the Germans hastily 

reinforced their infantry and artillery and sought to consolidate new defensive positions. By the end of the second 

day (11 March) British forces had made no further progress. The troops were exhausted and being subjected to 

ever-increasing German artillery fire. Casualties increased by the hour. On 12 March the Germans launched 

counter-attacks, but these were easily repulsed. However, further British attacks made little progress. By Sunday 14 

March both sides had fought themselves to a standstill. Nowhere had British forces advanced even a mile from their 

original trenches: British losses, killed and wounded, were put at some 13,000.
26

 

 

Of the six officers of B Company who had met at their billet in Estaires on the eve of battle to discuss arrangements 

for the assault three were killed in the attack the following day: the three survivors were all severely wounded. The 

battle of Neuve Chapelle saw the destruction of the regiment that had fumed and fretted out in Malta at the delay in 

being sent to the Front.
27

  

Kennedy, seriously wounded a few minutes after the start of the attack, nearly died before stretcher-bearers arrived, 

some six hours later.   After emergency treatment at a field hospital he was taken by ambulance to a nearby railway 

station and transferred to a hospital in Boulogne. Six days later he was repatriated by hospital ship. By the time he 

reached Dover he had a raging fever from acute blood poisoning. From Dover he was taken by hospital train to the 

Royal Herbert Hospital at Woolwich, where he remained for five months.  Most of this time he was bedridden with 

rubber tubes in his thigh to drain off poison. Eventually he was sent home to his parents' house in Freeland Road, 
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Ealing. A few weeks later Major Ferrers, by then an  inmate of King Manuel's Convalescent Home at Brighton, 

persuaded Kennedy to join him (early September 1915)
28

. The war had at least changed Ferrers' views on the 

marriage of junior officers: 

 

 "We are losing thousands of our best youngsters monthly. The majority of them are unmarried, so 

it means that good stock is being wasted. This wastage means vastly more to the country than 

most people seem to realise, for it means that the children of the next generation will be the sons 

and daughters of the wasters who shirk joining up and stay safely at home. The only way to equal 

things up a bit is to encourage youngsters on their return from the Front to marry and to breed 

like rabbits...."
29

 

 

In October Kennedy returned to Woolwich for an operation but was back in Brighton a month later, and, with the 

exception of Christmas at home, remained in Brighton until February 1916.  Then, together with a party of three or 

four other wounded officers, he was sent to Menton in the South of France. For most of the next three months he 

remained at Menton, at the Mount Fleuri Hotel, part of which had been taken over as a convalescent home. He 

returned to Britain in early May 1916, feeling much better, but still unable to walk without the aid of a stick. He 

applied to go before a medical board and induced them to pass him fit for light duty. At the end of May 1916 he was 

sent to Rouen to work at the Records Office of the 3rd Echelon Headquarters. However, after further illness 

resulting from his injuries, he was sent back to Britain in early July. After a short stay at Wandsworth Hospital he 

returned to his parents' home as an out-patient on four-months' sick leave. At the end of the four months, early in 

November, he was again passed fit for light duties and was posted to Eastern Command Headquarters in Pall Mall in 

London: 

 

 "There I spent four months of rather uncongenial office work, my main job being to draw up 

weekly intelligence summaries and arrange programmes of visits to various units and training 

centres in the Command for the Commander-in-Chief. The intelligence summaries consisted 

largely of reports, from well-meaning individuals living within the area comprised by Eastern 

Command [East Anglia, Northern Home Counties], telling of mysterious lights and signals and 

what not that they had seen and which they felt certain were of enemy origin. Occasionally a 

suspect was rounded up and examined on the strength of these reports; but, as a rule, they proved 

to be entirely without foundation, or, if not without some basis, at any rate of simple and harmless 

explanation".
30
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Basil Thompson, the head of Special Branch, described the spy mania which 

gripped the British public throughout the First World War as a "virulent 

epidemic .... accompanied by delusions which defied treatment". One of the 

earliest casualties of the spy mania was London's pigeon population, which 

was suspected of carrying messages to the Germans. The popular press 



 
 

 

For Captain Kennedy as he now was (his promotion was backdated to the date of the battle of Neuve Chapelle) this 

new appointment was not at all to his liking: he enjoyed leading troops in the field as much as he loathed desk jobs. 

By Christmas 1916 he was looking around for more congenial work. He had already made tentative enquiries at the 

Royal Flying Corps Headquarters but had been told that, because of his injured leg, a desk job was all that he could 

be offered. Time dragged on and uninteresting day followed uninteresting day.
31

 

To add insult to injury, it fell to Kennedy's lot to be Duty Officer on Christmas Day. An item that day in Command 

Orders had stated that the General Staff had decided to restart the pre-war practice of sending officers to Japan to 

study Japanese and carry out periods of attachment to Japanese Army units. Two officers were to be dispatched there 

by way of a start, and applicants wishing to be considered for this duty were to submit their names through the 

proper channels. The only stipulations were that those applying for secondment must be pre-war officers of the 

regular army, under thirty years of age, and unfit for active service for at least the next two years. This Language 

Officer scheme was one of the minor consequences of the Anglo-Japanese alliance which had been concluded in 

1902. 

Returning home to his parents' house in Ealing in the evening Kennedy remarked half-jokingly to his mother, "what 

would you think of it if I went out to Japan ?"  The old lady (she was sixty-two) left him in no doubt as to what she 

thought of the suggestion: "Oh, you can't do that, my dear boy, why, Uncle Bob was murdered out there"
32

. 

Although she herself had been only a child of ten at the time of the murder, her uncle had been a great favourite of 

hers and his death and the manner of it had left a deep impression. Seeing her evident distress, Kennedy tried to 

reassure her that conditions in Japan had changed greatly since the 1860s. 

 

Although Kennedy fulfilled all the requirements, on first reading the notice he had not seriously considered putting 

his name forward.  However, on Boxing Day, when he was again on duty, he found the same notification repeated in 

Command Orders. The prospect of going out to Japan for a couple of years appeared far more attractive than a desk 

job in London. A few days later, having obtained the necessary approval of his Colonel, Kennedy sent in his 

application.  After an interview at the War Office he was seconded, with six other officers, for a three-months' 

preliminary course in Japanese at the School of Oriental Studies (London), which started on 12 March 1917. At the 

end of the course the officers were set an examination.  Kennedy was one of the two selected to go to Japan
33
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Kennedy and Captain Bennett, the other officer who was selected, then attended a further three-month full-time 

Japanese language course until 7 August 1917, and a semi-intensive course for the rest of August.
34

 

Ironically, it seems likely that had it not been for his leg injury Kennedy would never have had the chance of going 

to Japan as a Language Officer. 

It was while Kennedy was attending the course at the School of Oriental Studies that he met another officer who was 

to become a lifelong friend, Major (later Major-General) "Roy" Piggott
35

. Major Piggott was serving in France on 

the Staff of the 20th (Light) Division. He had been a language officer in Japan in the pre-war period, and, being an 

enthusiastic friend of Japan, was visiting the newly founded School whilst on leave in Britain
36

.  

 

Apart from the unhappy impressions that Kennedy gained from his mother as a result of the murder of his maternal 

great-uncle, two factors probably shaped his initial views of Japan.  Firstly, the "quaint" and comic impression 

created by Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta "the Mikado", written in 1885, which continued to enjoy great popularity. 

Kennedy saw it performed at least once during his childhood, and continued to enjoy Gilbert and Sullivan operettas 

throughout the rest of his life. Secondly, the signing of the Anglo-Japanese alliance in 1902, when Britain was 

internationally isolated as a result of the Boer War, meant that many British views of Japan were favourable. 

Moreover, in the late Victorian and the Edwardian eras, Westerners, generally speaking, tended to regard the 

Japanese in a much more favourable light than most other Asian peoples. Japan's victory over Russia further added 

to her prestige among British commentators. 

 

Captain Kennedy's background - family, school and army - had contributed to develop a stoical and intensely 

patriotic personality. Perhaps the fact that he was wounded comparatively early in the war, combined with his pride 

in his regiment, left him immune to the antiwar spirit which developed later in many sections of British opinion. 

Now he was to travel to the Far East, where his ideas of Japan, moulded by the pro-Japanese mood of the British 

public throughout his school years, were to be confronted by reality.  Going to the other side of the world, however, 

was to prolong his isolation from the mainstream of British public opinion. 
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In 1887 when Roy Piggott was four, his father, a lawyer, had accepted the 

post of legal adviser to the Japanese Government. The four years the family 

spent in Japan left Roy Piggott with a lasting affection for Japan. A 

childhood friend in Japan was Arthur James, the son of an adviser to the 

Japanese Admiralty. They later attended the same preparatory school, the 

same public school (Cheltenham College), passed into the Royal Military 

Academy at Woolwich and served as language officers in Japan before World 

War I. Much later on they both served as military attachés in Japan, Piggott 

in 1921-26 and James in 1932-36. James was also to become a friend of 

Kennedy's. 



 
 

 ANGLO-JAPANESE RELATIONS, 1902-1917 
By the beginning of the twentieth century Japan had emerged as a major power in the Far East and was already 

attempting to turn neighbouring Korea into a Japanese sphere of influence.  She had succeeded in eliminating 

Chinese influence in Korea, as a result of the Sino-Japanese War, but now faced the challenge of growing Russian 

influence. Moreover, the growth of Japanese economic and political influence in China itself was dependent on the 

acquiescence of Britain (dominant in trade and investment in China south of the Great Wall) or Russia (dominant in 

areas north of the Great Wall)
37

. In the course of 1901 the Japanese government debated how they should respond to 

the threat to their position in Korea and northern China presented by the growing Russian influence in the area. The 

choice was whether they should seek a compromise with Russia or an alliance with Russia's great imperial rival - 

Britain. Since the alliance option, they believed, would also have the benefits of giving Japan access both to Britain's 

financial resources and to the markets of the world-wide British empire, the Japanese government, after a protracted 

debate, decided to seek agreement with Britain. The ensuing alliance, signed in January 1902, committed both 

parties to "maintaining the independence and territorial integrity" of China and Korea, as well as to "securing equal 

opportunities in those countries for the commerce and industry of all nations". However, it also recognised that 

Japan was "interested in a peculiar degree politically as well as commercially and industrially in Korea".
38

 

 

Britain obtained from the alliance support for its economic and political interests in the Far East at a time when 

Britain found herself internationally isolated as a result of widespread sympathy for the Afrikaners during the Boer 

War (1899-1902).  

The Alliance soon lost much of its relevance as both countries improved their relations with Russia shortly after the 

end of the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5). Britain's major preoccupation was the growing power of Germany. 

Germany, envious of the British and French colonial empires, realised that naval power was the basis of imperial 

power, and sought to build up a fleet that could match that of its rivals. The ambitious German naval building 

programme naturally caused great alarm in Britain. Britain increasingly came to rely on the Alliance as an 

economical means of protecting her interests in the Far East whilst she reduced her naval presence in the area in 

order to strengthen the Home Fleet against what was seen as the German threat. On the other hand, however, Britain 

was determined to protect her position as the foreign power with the largest commercial and financial interests in 

China; there were increasing concerns over Japanese intentions in China and the threat that Japan might pose to 

British interests. 

The Japanese annexation of Korea in 1910, followed by a remorseless drive to monopolise its economy and trade 

for Japan, the development of Japanese interests in south Manchuria, (spearheaded by the Japanese-controlled South 

Manchurian Railway company), and Japanese efforts to exclude foreign trade there turned the members of the China 

Association, which represented the majority of British trading interests in China, against Japan and the Alliance. 
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There was also growing anxiety in the British Dominions, particularly Australia, New Zealand and Canada, at the 

rise of Japanese naval power. On the other hand, the majority of Foreign Office officials in London trusted the 

Japanese government and supported the further renewal of the treaty in 1911. 

 

Whereas the United States and Britain emphasised the importance of the "Open Door" - free access to trade with 

China - Japan and Russia had strong interests in establishing spheres of influence in Manchuria where their 

economic and political influence would be paramount. American proposals for the internationalisation of the 

Japanese-controlled South Manchurian railway and the Russian-controlled Chinese Eastern railway - a blatant 

challenge to the basis of Japanese and Russian influence in Manchuria - was countered by a secret agreement 

between Japan and Russia in July 1910 by which the two powers divided Manchuria into two spheres of interest: 

Russian in the north and Japanese in the south. The agreement recognised that each had the right to intervene in 

defence of its interests within its own sphere. It also provided for co-operation between them if they were challenged 

by any third power.
39

 

In 1911, during negotiations on the renewal of the Alliance, Japanese Foreign Minister Komura Jutaro tried to win 

British acceptance of Japanese rights in China, but found British commercial hostility to Japanese actions in 

Manchuria an obstacle to any such move. However, British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey made it clear in the 

course of the discussions that Britain had no expectation of being able to check Japan's advance in north-east Asia
40

. 

Grey, Foreign Secretary from 1905 to 1916, was generally tolerant towards Japan's policy in China. He held the 

view that in a world where large parts of Asia and the Pacific had already been divided up amongst the major 

Western powers Japan, an ambitious latecomer to empire-building, could not be deprived of opportunities 

everywhere and might reasonably claim to expand in China. His successors, A.J.Balfour and Lord Curzon appear to 

have thought along the same lines, although they were to be less tolerant of Japan's methods.
41

 

 

The British Admiralty supported renewal of the Alliance in 1911 but steadfastly refused to trust the Japanese (by 

exchanging technical information) more than they had to.  

They were not prepared to reveal secrets to a powerful foreign navy - even if it was that of an allied power. For the 

War Office Lord Kitchener, who had visited Japan and Manchuria in 1909, firmly supported the Alliance. On the 

other hand British Military Intelligence, in places such as Hong Kong and Singapore, was becoming increasingly 

suspicious of Japanese intelligence-gathering activities.  

For the Colonial Office the problem of Japanese immigration into Canada, Australia, Hong Kong, Malaya and 

Singapore dominated their views of Japan. They tended to sympathise with the anti-Japanese sentiments of the 

White Dominions and resent the Foreign Office's support for the alliance. As far as the India Office and the 

government of India were concerned, although the terms of the treaty of 1905 meant that Britain could invoke 

Japanese support in the defence of India and Japan could call on British assistance in defending Korea, military and 

naval discussions between the allies in 1907 showed that the government of India was as anxious to rule out 
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Japanese military involvement in India as the Japanese were to exclude the possibility of British military 

involvement in Korea. That Britain should have an alliance with an Asian power was seen in British military and 

administrative circles in India as undermining Britain's prestige. Japan's defeat of Russia, a major European colonial 

power, offered inspiration to Indian nationalists. Although the latter were few in number in the period before the 

First World War, the government of India was becoming increasingly worried at their links with Japanese 

ultra-nationalists, such as Toyama Mitsuru, who sought to exploit Asian nationalism to further their ambitions for an 

expansion of Japan's political and economic influence. The Japanese government disliked the activities of these 

Pan-Asiatic extremists, but were afraid to act against powerful political "string-pullers" such as Toyama, who was 

able to threaten officials and politicians with blackmail and assassination. 

By the time of its second renewal in 1911 the Alliance was of far less importance to Japan than it had been six years 

previously. Nevertheless Japanese ministers felt that Britain was the only power they could rely on. Russia and 

Japan continued to regard each other with suspicion and Japan's relations with America had markedly deteriorated 

after 1905. The Americans had sympathised with Japan during the war with Russia; however, American attempts to 

challenge Japanese and Russian control of railways in Manchuria and agitation against Japanese immigrants in 

California had done serious harm to the glow of mutual goodwill felt in the immediate aftermath of the 1904-5 

war.
42

 

 

On the eve of the First World War Britain had hoped that there would be no need to call on Japan for assistance.  

Growing suspicions of Japanese ambitions in China led to a desire not to give the Japanese a pretext for 

strengthening their position in the Far East. However, the German naval presence in the Far East matched British 

naval forces in the region and presented a serious threat to British trade and communications with Australasia. On 7 

August 1914 the Japanese Ambassador in London was informed that Britain would be glad of the assistance of the 

Japanese Navy. The Japanese Foreign Minister, Kato Takaaki, soon won the cabinet over to the idea of entering the 

war. The Japanese had their eyes on the German base at Tsingtao and the surrounding German sphere of interest in 

China's Shantung Province,  and on Germany's Pacific island possessions. 

Japan declared war on Germany on 23 August 1914 and on the same day began a naval blockade and bombardment 

of Tsingtao. The first encounters between land forces took place on 14 September following landings by Japanese 

troops on Chinese territory outside the German sphere of interest. Operations developed into siege warfare, with a 

small British force serving with the Japanese. Meanwhile, on 6 October Tokyo announced the capture of the 

Marshall Islands in the Pacific. Exactly one month later the German garrison in Tsingtao surrendered. Thereafter, 

despite promptings from the British, French and Russian governments, the Japanese army took no major part in the 

war (if one excepts the intervention in Siberia in 1918-22).  

The British government had been concerned that acquiescence in the seizure by Japan of Tsingtao might damage the 

British position in China by undermining the Yuan Shih-k'ai regime which offered some prospect of a return to 
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stability in the wake of the downfall of the Manchu dynasty in 1911. Britain, with its valuable trading interests in 

China, put great store on stable government. Moreover, acquiescence in Japan's occupation of German Pacific island 

territory would worry the Australasian dominions and antagonise the United States, which regarded Japanese 

ambitions with extreme suspicion. The very weakness in the Far East that had led to the British appeal to Japan for 

naval assistance also left Britain with little choice but to reluctantly accept Japanese demarches; - at least until the 

war was over. British attempts to limit Japanese actions, by unilateral statements and diplomatic pressure, were only 

partially successful and served to antagonise the Japanese, whilst, on the other hand, what appeared as British 

connivance in Japanese expansionism annoyed the Americans and particularly the Chinese. One fact became 

increasingly clear to the British government: it was impossible to have a very close friendship with both Japan and 

the United States.
43

 

 

Tokyo and Washington were at cross-purposes in China and were each building up their fleets against the other, 

thereby succeeding in making each feel more threatened by the other. Increasingly Britain had to chose between 

Japanese and American goodwill. Considerations such as historical ties, "kith and kin", and the fact that Britain 

could not afford to compete with the Americans in a naval armaments race, made the decision to seek American 

goodwill, if necessary at the cost of antagonising the Japanese, an almost foregone conclusion. 

In the years 1915-16 Anglo-Japanese relations were dominated by the question of China's possible entry into the 

war, Japan's 21 Demands, and Yuan Shih-k'ai's attempt to establish a new Imperial dynasty. Britain sought to bring 

China into the war in order to eliminate German influence in the country; initially the plan foundered on Japanese 

opposition.  Japan did not wish to have the China participate as an equal in an eventual peace conference, where it 

could challenge Japanese gains at Germany's expense in Shantung.  

 

The 21 Demands were delivered to the Chinese government by Japanese Minister Hioki Eki in January 1915 when 

Yuan had tried to arrange the withdrawal of Japanese troops from some two hundred miles of German-owned 

railway leading from the German leased territory of Kiaochow to Tsinan, the capital of China's Shantung Province
44

: 

 

 "They fell into two segments. The first concerned Manchuria and Inner Mongolia. ...... In sum, 

Manchuria was to be put under Japanese tutelage, much as Korea had been during 1904-5. A 

second set of clauses were those which concerned Japan's position within the treaty port system in 

the rest of China. .......... Japan's wider aspirations emerged more clearly from a number of items 

which formed part of the last section of the document, known as Group V. ......... It inserted an 

undertaking that the Chinese central government would employ "influential Japanese as political, 

financial and military advisers"; another that in certain areas of China, where difficulties had 

arisen, the police should be placed under joint Chinese and Japanese control; and a third that 

China would look to Japan for the supply of munitions (to perhaps half its needs). Many 
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contemporary observers thought this to be uncommonly like the first step along a road which 

Korea and Manchuria had already travelled .......".
45

 

 

Yuan Shih-k'ai, however, managed to avoid making major political concessions in the face of the Demands. 

 

In May 1915 China signed treaties embodying with minor modifications almost all the 21 demands - but excluding 

the major demands embodied in Group V.  

The Japanese, frustrated and angered with Yuan who had already established a reputation for being anti-Japanese 

before he came to power, turned to support his rival Sun Yat-sen, who was sometimes prepared to promise 

concessions in order to gain foreign support. The British, realising that Yuan's ambitions to found a new Imperial 

dynasty would play into the hands of his enemies, had to stand aside while witnessing his political demise: Britain 

needed Japanese support in the Far East, particularly whilst the war was on, and was unwilling to save Yuan from his 

own folly. In February 1917 Britain gave a guarantee of Japan's right of succession to Germany in China and the 

Pacific in return for Japanese naval assistance being sent to South Africa and the Mediterranean. Japan also agreed 

that China should enter the war. Although Anglo-Japanese relations were thus much better in 1917-18 than in the 

previous two years, they were far from good.  

 

 

Thus by the end of 1917 when Kennedy travelled out to Japan there were already serious tensions in relations 

between the two allies and which had been exacerbated by Japanese ambitions in China as revealed by the 21 

Demands. Wartime propaganda in Britain which portrayed the Far-Eastern ally in a favourable light naturally 

avoided the question of growing mistrust and bad feeling between Japan and the United States, and the 

consequences this might have for Britain's position in the Far East. It also ignored the anti-Japanese feeling of 

British businessmen in China who saw Japan as a serious threat to their financial position. Kennedy, however, was to 

discover the realities of the situation. 
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TAISHO JAPAN, 1912-1925 

 

ECONOMICS & SOCIETY 

The Japan to which Captain Kennedy travelled in 1917 was a country that was undergoing rapid economic and 

social change under the stimulus of an economic boom generated by the World War. By the time of Kennedy's birth 

in 1895 Japan was firmly set on the path of rapid industrial development.  By sending students overseas and 

bringing in foreign experts, Japan had developed a cadre of skilled factory workers, technicians and managers able 

to handle many modern industrial processes. Unlike China, Japan was able to generate (by the formation of 

joint-stock companies) sufficient internal funds for its own entrepreneurs to import the latest western technology and 

machinery. It was the rapid expansion of the agricultural sector in the second half of the 19th century, in particular 

cash crops for export, such as tea and silk, which generated the foreign exchange needed to pay for imports of 

equipment and raw materials. Japanese industrialisation followed a path already familiar in Europe, starting 

primarily with the textile industry. By the 1890s Japan's cotton mills not only supplied most domestic needs, but had 

begun to produce for the export market as well. The developments in the textile industry were followed by rapid 

advances in other fields such as the railways and mining. War with China in 1894 and the looming threat of war with 

Russia stimulated the armaments industry; and the huge indemnity (amounting to one third of Japan's gross national 

product) received from China after Japan's victory in 1895 made possible the establishment of a significant domestic 

iron and steel industry. Prior to the First World War Japanese industry produced overwhelmingly for the home 

market which reduced her vulnerability to fluctuations in world trade. Industries tended to be dominated by large 

industrial combines (zaibatsu) and by cartels, since the expense of importing technology and the challenge to Japan's 

nascent industries from foreign competition encouraged co-operation
46

. Despite rapid industrialisation the direct 

impact of industry remained limited to the cities.  Before the First World War Japan was overwhelmingly an 

agricultural society, where the modern outside world had brought relatively few changes to the traditional pattern of 

life. As one observer wrote: 

 

 "Japan as a whole [appeared] to be in much the same condition of rural simplicity as it had 

always been. In a country so mountainous that the hills are never out of sight, the great majority 

of the people lived in villages dotted over the narrow plains and winding valleys. Wooden houses 

with roofs of thick thatch huddled together. Country mansions were few, and private parks very 

rare. Rice was the most conspicuous crop, because of its cultivation requiring a skilful levelling 

and terracing of the land, and up every little valley the terraces rose in higher and narrower steps 

till the land became so steep that it was impracticable to carry the process any farther. The 

village, with its Buddhist temple, the Shinto shrines with the torii as an open gate indicating the 

way of approach, the terraced fields, and the hills above covered with spruce fir or bamboo, the 

higher mountains with the great temples and groves of cryptomeria, the lofty ridges crossed by 
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narrow roads doubling and twisting to surmount passes which were less in altitude than the main 

ridge itself - these were the [main features of the country]....".
47

 

 

The Russo-Japanese war had gravely weakened Japan's financial position.  The First World War dramatically 

improved her situation by producing a great upsurge in demand for Japanese manufactures which in turn encouraged 

an industrial boom and widespread prosperity. The boom produced a group of nouveau riche businessmen (narikin). 

In this "get-rich-quick" period, financial and political scandals were rife. 

The wartime economic boom enabled Japan to convert herself from a debtor to a creditor nation. Her cost and price 

structure, however, had been distorted and the war had exposed serious weaknesses in her somewhat poorly 

regulated financial sector.
48

 

During the First World War prices rose much faster than wages, and the consequent discontent gave a great impetus 

to the development of socialist ideas, which, up to that time, had been only a matter of academic study on the part of 

a few. Speculation in the rice market during 1917 and 1918 led to a doubling of the price of this staple of the 

Japanese diet within twelve months. Fishing communities and the industrial workers were particularly hard hit. The 

upshot came in August 1918 when almost the whole country was swept by a wave of rice riots. The worst 

disturbances were in Kobe, where riots began on 12 August. Troops were called in, but it took five days to restore 

order. Buildings were set on fire by the rioters and well over one hundred of them were killed.
49

 

The riots had started on 23 July 1918 with a protest by fisherwomen in Toyama prefecture against the shipping of 

rice out of their district. Until 8 August the protest movement was almost entirely confined to this relatively isolated 

area. The peak of the unrest came in the week of 9 to 15 August with most of the incidents taking place in western 

Honshu and northern Shikoku. Afterwards, the disturbances subsided; in September-October 1918, with the riots 

dying out nationally the focus returned to Toyama prefecture. It has been estimated that a minimum of some 650,000 

to 660,000 people took part in this wave of riots.
50

 

Nevertheless, rural districts also benefited from the impact of the economic development of the war years: 

 

 "In every large town handsome buildings of a type previously unknown had sprung up. Electric 

tramways and railways and a rapid increase in motor vehicles were speeding up life in a degree 

undreamt of. Only seven years earlier if a motorist ventured out of the towns he might run for 

hundreds of miles without meeting another car. Everywhere he stopped he would be surrounded 

by a curious crowd. By 1923 there was a remarkable change. Every corner of Japan was now 

visited by cars; the old village omnibus with its rickety frame and starved horse had nearly 

disappeared, and villages formerly isolated were now brought into touch with city life by 
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motor-car services. In the poorest hamlet the people were now familiar with ice and electric fans, 

and amateur economists preached against the luxurious tendencies of the age".
51

 

 

The boom lasted until early 1920, by which time important new enterprises had been established in many branches 

of industry: between 1914 and 1919 the number of workers in factories that employed 5 people and over grew from 

948,000 to 1,612,000. The economic depression that followed the boom was relatively short lived. By 1922 the 

economy was recovering. Between 1913 and 1929 Japan's foreign trade more than tripled in value and doubled in 

volume. The proportion of her finished manufactures in her total trade with foreign countries grew from 29% in 

1913 to 44% in 1929 - a sign of her rapid industrial development. However, textiles, which included finished 

manufactures such as cotton piece goods and semi-finished goods such as raw silk, continued to account for over 

half the total exports. Indeed, between 1913 and 1929 the percentage of textiles in total exports rose from 53% to 

65%. In 1929 raw silk alone accounted for over a quarter of the total exports. Not only was Japan's economy 

vulnerable because its exports depended so heavily on a limited range of major items: throughout the period 

1913-1929 over 60% of Japanese exports were absorbed by only two countries - the United States and China. 

Indeed, by 1929, the share of her exports going to the United States had risen to 43%. As subsequent events were to 

show, the importance of the United States market to Japan was to have disastrous consequences for the Japanese 

economy.
52

 

 

POLITICS 

The period from 1917 to 1925 saw the growing influence in Japan of liberal and democratic ideas, the rise of the 

socialist movement and trade unions. There was strong support for parliamentary government and for the 

introduction of universal manhood suffrage which was instituted in 1925. Japan's military intervention in World War 

One against Germany and later against the Bolsheviks in Siberia (1918-22) produced little by way of territorial 

gains. The intervention in Siberia proved especially expensive and extremely unpopular with Japanese public 

opinion: this unpopularity spread to the attitude towards the army. 

 

The Meiji leaders who drafted the constitution in the 1880s had a strong bias against political parties and sought to 

ensure that the House of Representatives would have no influence over the establishment or duration of cabinets.  

By the late 1890s the Meiji leaders came to realise that they had to collaborate with the political parties if they were 

to control the constitutional structure.  However, in attempting to control a majority in the House of Representatives, 

they weakened their own position, and in the end were absorbed into the political party system.   

Subsequently a process of political change, which began with a balance of power between the House of 

Representatives and the House of Peers at the time of the Russo-Japanese War and ended with the growth of the 

political parties' influence in the House of Peers, left the House of Representatives in a position superior to that of 

the upper house.  This change paved the way for the establishment of the party cabinet system in the  years 1924-

1932. 
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Parallel to this trend were important changes in political theory.  By the mid-1920s the constitutional interpretations 

of Minobe Tatsukichi were providing theoretical legitimisation for party cabinets.  According to Minobe, the Diet 

was an "organ representative of the people" grounded directly in the constitution.  Moreover, there was a growing 

accommodation between the political parties and the higher reaches of the bureaucracy.  This was most evident in 

the recruitment of former officials into the ranks of the party leadership. 

The Privy Council had a considerable influence on the formation of policy.  It had the right to provide opinions on 

major legislation and on the ratification of international agreements.  Its importance was clearly reflected in the 

choice of Council presidents.  From its establishment in 1888 until 1924 all but one of the presidents were men who 

had served as prime minister.  After 1924, however, the political importance of the office was deliberately 

diminished.  The last of the genro, Saionji Kinmochi, tried to promote the council's political neutralization by 

advising governments to appoint to the presidency either scholars or former bureaucrats with few political ties.  In 

this he was seeking to guard against the Imperial Court's monopolisation by any particular political faction.
53

 

The political parties were prey to a considerable amount of corruption. In particular, the zaibatsu, the large 

industrial, trading and financial combines such as Mitsui and Mitsubishi exerted considerable influence over 

politicians and governments. The zaibatsu encouraged a peaceful foreign policy that would promote Japanese trade: 

it was precisely such a policy that was followed throughout the 1920s. The policy was in particular associated with 

Foreign Minister Shidehara Kijuro, who, in 1903, had married the daughter of the head of Mitsubishi. 

 

FOREIGN RELATIONS: JAPAN AND RUSSIA 

Prior to the Russian Revolution Japan had provided military aid to the Tsarist government in return for concessions 

in Northern Manchuria and Siberia. By 1916 Japan had invested heavily in raw material resources in Asiatic Russia 

and, with the coming of the civil war, the possibility arose of a further extension of Japanese interests there. At this 

time powerful interventionist movement developed within the Japanese army and Foreign Ministry. The 

interventionists encountered formidable opposition within the Japanese oligarchy from those who refused to 

countenance an expedition to Siberia without American approval. The American government saw an expedition to 

Siberia as an unproductive diversion from the campaign against Germany on the Western front, but under pressure 

from the other allies, in the early summer of 1918 issued an invitation to Japan to join in a limited intervention. The 

pretext was the rescue of Czech forces allegedly attempting to escape from Russia. 

Despite the attempts of the Japanese government to limit the size of the forces sent by the army to Siberia, once the 

government had agreed to the intervention the army went ahead and built up forces on its own initiative.  By the end 

of October 1918 Japan had 72,000 troops in Siberia. Such a build-up of forces could only increase American 

suspicions of Japanese intentions.
54
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Throughout the period from 1917 to 1921 no direct relations existed between Moscow and Tokyo. Japan was the 

focus of Soviet policy in the Far East, because Japan was the regime's principal enemy and the principal imperialist 

Power in eastern Asia.  Furthermore Japan's growing proletariat, was seen as a promising field for revolutionary 

propaganda. The First World War had brought to Japan a period of industrial boom accompanied by inflated profits 

and rapidly rising prices. Profiteering in the sale of rice had led to widespread riots. The Russian Bolsheviks, 

however, were too directly concerned with the Russian civil war and too short of expert advisers on the Far East to 

take advantage of the situation. 

The inability of the Soviets to make any headway in developing diplomatic contacts with the Japanese government 

or encouraging a revolutionary movement within the country led Moscow to take an interest in the unrest in the 

Japanese colony of Korea.
55

 

From the Soviet point of view not only was Korea more accessible from Russian territory than the Japanese islands 

but there were more than one hundred thousand Koreans resident in Siberia.  These were mostly refugees from their 

own country who were fiercely opposed to Japanese rule in Korea. By the end of the First World War two separate 

Korean nationalist movements had emerged, one looking to American ideals of national self-determination, the other 

seeking Bolshevik support on the basis of a combined nationalist and revolutionary programme.  

The former group was responsible for organising a national rising in Korea in March 1919 but seemed to have lost 

its influence when the nation-wide protest against Japanese rule was ruthlessly and swiftly suppressed by the 

Japanese authorities. However, the vigilance of the Japanese police authorities in Korea which helped the 

suppression of the rising was to be equally effective against the organisation of Communist subversion.
56

 

The association of Japan with the Western Powers, both in defending the status quo of extraterritorial rights in China 

against unilateral change and in supporting anti-Bolshevik forces in the Russian civil war, gave Soviet Russia and 

Chinese nationalists a common ground of hostility towards Japan. Within China the government in Peking tended to 

co-operate with the Western Powers and Japan, but was opposed by a rival nationalist regime based at Canton. A 

certain natural sympathy therefore existed between the Bolsheviks and the Chinese nationalists which was to 

develop into close co-operation between 1923 and 1928.  

By the spring of 1920, the Bolsheviks had achieved victory in the civil war and all foreign interventionist forces 

except the Japanese had been withdrawn from Soviet territory.  Consequently they were able to devote more 

attention to the situation in the Far East. By the late summer of 1921 the Soviet position in the Far East had further 

improved with the establishment of a government in Outer Mongolia directly subordinated to Moscow.  At the same 

time the United States was exerting strong pressure on Japan to withdraw her remaining troops from Siberia. 

In 1922 Soviet influence in the Far East was yet further strengthened, largely as a result of the Washington 

Conference in the winter of 1921-2. American pressure had persuaded Japan to complete the withdrawal of her 

troops from Siberia thus permitting the Soviets at last to restore Russian control over the Maritime Province. Japan, 
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however, still occupied northern Sakhalin and continued to withhold formal recognition of the Soviet government. 

This state of affairs persisted until 1925.
57

 

 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: JAPAN AND THE U.S.A. 

With the end of the First World War in November 1918 American policy in East Asia became more active. The U.S. 

government was convinced that a vigorous diplomacy would strengthen civilian moderates in Japan and allow them 

to win their struggle with military elements. In November the United States issued the first of many protests about 

the size and activities of Japanese forces in Siberia. Negotiations between the two countries over Siberia dragged on 

for months. The two governments could reach no agreement and, in May 1919, tensions between Japanese and 

American troops in Siberia reached a dangerous level.  

The Paris Peace Conference (1919) also left an ugly heritage in Japanese-American relations. Soon the two 

governments were publicly quarrelling over such issues as Japan's position in China's Shantung Province and in the 

Pacific Mandate Islands. Revulsion against Japan was widespread, both among the American government and 

people. Many Americans anticipated war in the near future.  

In California another campaign against Japanese immigration began in 1919 as exclusionist forces organised 

themselves to close loopholes in the alien land law. In 1920 a new land law passed the legislature. The collapse of 

talks on the ambassadorial level aimed at settling the immigration issue further strained relations. Never before had 

the tension between the two nations been so great. Both American army and navy intelligence concluded that Japan 

was preparing for a war with the United States and, in June 1919, Secretary of the Navy Daniels announced that the 

United States would divide its battle fleet equally between the Atlantic and the Pacific. With a powerful force in the 

Pacific, the U.S. Navy could concentrate on the development of shore support and chart the details of a Western 

advance that would culminate in an American blockade of the Japanese home islands. The end of America's 

absorption in the First World War and the subsequent peacemaking brought the hostility aroused by Japan's wartime 

expansionism into the foreground.  As a result the American government seemed determined to restrict Japan's 

hegemony in East Asia. Secretary of State Hughes and his subordinates reasoned that only by turning back Japan's 

wartime gains could they carry out America's traditional policy of preserving the Open Door and the integrity of 

China and begin to build a new order based on international co-operation and respect for the rights of weaker 

nations.  American leaders were particularly determined to remove one key symbol of the old diplomacy, the 

Anglo-Japanese Alliance. American policymakers felt that it provided a British sanction to Japanese imperialism 

and, in China, aligned Britain with Japan.
58

 

 

On the Japanese side many military officers intended to pursue continental expansion regardless of American 

opposition and talked of waging a defensive war in the Western Pacific and on the Asiatic mainland. In 1919 the 

navy won approval for a large building programme. However, powerful civilian politicians and business leaders 

hoped to ease tension by working out some kind of accommodation. Prime Minister Hara Kei privately conveyed to 
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the American government his belief that intervention in Siberia had been a mistake. Ultimately he was able to defeat 

the General Staff and bring Japan's Siberian expedition to an end
59

. That, however, was not to be accomplished until 

1922. 

Although there was great concern in Japanese government and military circles over the threat of communism, in 

Japan, China and Korea, the Siberian intervention was unpopular with the Japanese public. For them the enemy was 

not Russia, Bolshevik or otherwise, but the United States. 

This hostility towards America was increasingly reflected in the Japanese press:  

 

 

 HOW THE AMERICANS DESPISE US 

 "In Yokohama some time ago, some Americans put up a notice: "NO ADMITTANCE TO DOGS 

AND JAPANESE".....  

 If these Americans act in such a haughty manner in Japan it is no wonder that they indulge in 

anti-Japanese movements in America and China... It is certain that many Americans are now very 

conceited, thinking that there is no better and stronger Power than America in the world"
60

. 

  

Meanwhile, in California, there was a rising tide of protest against Japanese immigration. This anti-immigration 

movement, in turn, aggravated anti-American feelings in Japan: 

  

 "...the attitude of America has throughout been that of aggression, contempt and oppression: ... 

The possession of the Hawaiian Islands and also of the Philippines, with a view to menacing 

Japan, the land legislation against the Japanese in California, the efforts made by America to 

cause discord between China and Japan....... the wilful interference in the matter of the Siberian 

expedition.... the menacing of Japan with a greatly enlarged Pacific Fleet, the instigation of 

Koreans, the instigation of Chinese in the matter of anti-Japanese movements......."
61

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: JAPAN AND CHINA 

By the early 1920s virtually all the modern Chinese economy was dependent on the big foreign banks. The 

Customs, the Postal Service and the administration of the Salt Tax were all run by foreigners. There were 300,000 

foreigners in China, concentrated in the foreign concessions which had been granted to western countries in the 

nineteenth century and which were independent of Chinese administration. These concessions in cities such as 

Shanghai, Tientsin and Hankow, on the coast or on navigable rivers, dominated Chinese trade with the outside 
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world. Western and Japanese warships as well as merchant vessels were a frequent sight along the China coast and 

along the Yangtze River network. 

China was an impoverished and disorganised country, exhausted by a terrible civil war in the middle of the 

nineteenth century between the Manchu dynasty and the T'ai-P'ing rebels and by defeat in wars with foreign powers; 

its people were prey to exploitation by rapacious landlords and officials and fell easy victim to natural disasters such 

as flood, famine and epidemic.  Half a million people were to die in the famine of 1920-21. 

Armies recruited at the time of the campaigns against the T'ai-P'ing rebels in the middle of the last century had 

developed into independent forces. The disarray in the wake of China's disastrous defeat in the Sino-Japanese War 

in 1894 opened the way for the emergence of the leaders of these military forces as warlords. Within three years of 

the downfall of the Manchu dynasty as a result of the 1911 revolution, Yuan Shih-k'ai, the commander of the most 

powerful armies in China, had established himself as head of a regime based in the capital, Peking. Yuan was 

plagued by regional revolts against his authority and especially by the establishment of a rival regime at Canton in 

the south of the country by the foreign-educated nationalist leader Sun Yat-sen. In 1915 the Japanese had taken 

advantage of Yuan's weak position and of the preoccupation of rival powers with the World War to extract financial 

and political concessions in Manchuria, Mongolia and Shantung Province (presented in a note that came to be 

known as the 21 Demands).
62

 

 

When news of the 21 Demands leaked out it led to a strong upsurge of hostility towards Japan, not only amongst the 

Chinese, but also among western residents in China and among foreign countries in general, particularly the United 

States and Britain, the two countries most threatened by any expansion of the Japanese political and commercial 

position in China. Yuan died in 1916 and his subordinate commanders emerged as rival regional warlords, playing a 

complex game of shifting alliances as they struggled for power. Their armies, although sometimes well-equipped 

with the surplus weapons from the First World War, were often no better than bandits. The soldiers, ill-paid and 

ill-disciplined, lived off the countryside, resorting to pillage and extortion. Like European campaigns of the 

pre-Napoleonic era, campaigns followed mutually-accepted rules designed to minimise fighting and casualties.  

Battles were often decided more by manoeuvre and numerical superiority than actual fighting. The soldiers, like the 

impoverished peasantry from whom they were recruited and whom they exploited, had no firm commitment to any 

particular leader or cause. 

Japan, dominant in Manchuria, supported the Feng-t'ien group led by her protegé, Manchurian warlord Chang 

Tso-lin. Britain, dominant in the Yangtze valley area, supported Wu P'ei-fu and the Chihli group. In July 1920 the 

Anfu group, dominant in Central China and Fukien and then ruling in Peking, was defeated by the Feng-t'ien and 

Chihli groups. In the winter of 1921-22 fighting broke out between Wu and Chang: Chang was temporarily 

defeated.
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LANGUAGE OFFICER IN JAPAN, 1917-1920 
On the evening of Tuesday 4th September 1917 Captain Kennedy boarded the Japanese passenger liner Katori Maru 

at Birkenhead. He was accompanied by Captain Bennett, his fellow language officer. Their ship set sail late the 

following morning. Although a passenger ship it was armed with a gun on the stern and, as it left port, the ship's 

boats were lowered to the level of the promenade deck as a precaution in case of submarine attack. On 1 February 

1917 Germany had resumed unrestricted submarine warfare despite the risk that it might provoke American entry 

into the war against her. The German government was confident that it could bring Britain to the point of collapse 

by starving her of imports of food and raw materials before the arrival of American forces in Europe had a decisive 

impact. In April 1917 the United States declared war. In the same month German forces sank nearly a million tons of 

allied shipping. Allied ship yards were only able to replace 10% of the losses. For Britain the situation was desperate 

and the Prime Minister, Lloyd George, had to compel the Admiralty to introduce a system of convoys for merchant 

ships. By the end of the year the convoy system had so reduced losses that shipyards were almost able to replace 

allied losses. In September 1917, however, lone vessels such as the Katori Maru remained extremely vulnerable. In 

fact on same day, 5 September, the S.S. Mount Vernon was torpedoed on her way to America with the loss of 37 

stokers
64

. At about 7.20 that evening, just as many of the passengers of the Katori Maru were starting dinner, two 

loud crashes were heard in quick succession; the ship jarred as if something had struck her. Everyone rushed to their 

cabins to put on life-belts assuming that the vessel had been torpedoed or had struck a mine. In fact the ship had run 

aground on the Constable Bank in Colwyn Bay. During the night the rising tide floated the ship off the sandbank and 

the voyage was resumed.  They were fortunate not to have been spotted by a German submarine whilst they were 

stranded. The following morning brought evidence of submarine activity: the body of a man floating in the water 

and later on bits of wreckage. 

 

At the end of a two-month voyage during which the ship called in at Cape Town, Ceylon, Penang, Singapore, Hong 

Kong, Shanghai and Nagasaki, the Katori Maru reached Kobe on 5 November 1917. It was here that Captain 

Kennedy disembarked, travelling by train from there to Kyoto and then on to Tokyo to report to the British 

Embassy. His first impression of China (Shanghai) had been of a "very flat, dirty-looking place": his first impression 

of Japan (Nagasaki), by contrast, was that it had a "very pretty entrance to [the] harbour"
65

. Such contrasting 

impressions of China and Japan were common among Britons travelling to Japan.  Later the economist G.C. Allen 

was to write: 

 

 "Most Europeans who came to Japan in the 1920s travelled via the ports. As their ships usually 

spent some days at Hong Kong and Shanghai, they could scarcely avoid making comparisons 
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between the Japanese and the Chinese scene. ... I had been enthralled by the lively and 

picturesque disorder of Chinese streets, even though I had been repelled by the evidence of 

extreme poverty and squalor that they presented. Japanese towns ..... lacked the colour of the 

Chinese, but they looked cleaner and it was obvious at once that their inhabitants lived on a 

higher plane of material well-being than other Asians."
66

 

 

On actually setting foot in Japan Kennedy's first distinctive impression was of the clatter of wooden clogs (geta) on 

the platform of Kyoto station. This was the sound which more than any other struck foreigners as being 

characteristic of the country. In Kyoto he went to view the outside of the Imperial palace. There were huge crowds 

to see the arrival of the Emperor, "but no cheering - the Japanese custom on such occasions apparently being to 

stand in dead silence with bowed head. Very impressive in its way, but [I] prefer the British method."  Similarly 

Tokyo, with its maddeningly erratic system of street numbering, and its constant round of official functions and the 

need to make small talk at parties with "dago diplomats" did not appeal to the young officer.
67

 

 

The practice of sending British officers to Japan to study the Japanese language and the Japanese military system 

had been started in 1903 as one of the consequences of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance signed in the previous year. 

Each year there were usually two or three officers sent out from the British army and one or two from the Indian 

army. The scheme was intended to build up a reserve from which future military attachés could be selected, and, in 

the event of Britain and Japan fighting a common enemy, to provide officers for liaison work. In the event there was 

little requirement for liaison officers. The scheme did, however, train all British military attachés to Japan in the 

1920s and 1930s. 

 

Between 1903 and 1924 some sixty officers of the British and Indian armies served as language officers in Japan, 

although the total number at any given time seldom reached double figures. The officers played a valuable role, not 

only in gathering information on the Japanese army, but also in promoting a favourable impression of Britain among 

Japanese junior and senior officers. As Roy Piggott recalled many years later of his first period as Military Attaché 

in Tokyo (1921-26): 

  

 "There is no doubt that the collective effect of their presence with Japanese units acted as a brake 

on the subsequent downward trend .... of British popularity. Everywhere, including towns and 

districts where foreigners were seldom seen, I heard from their Japanese commanding officers 

and from other sources such as the mayor, business men, chief of police, etc., what excellent 

representatives these officers were of the British Army and Empire. There was one constantly 

recurring remark: "We can now see for ourselves what is meant by an "English gentleman""".
68
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The first year of the language officers' stay in Japan was mainly spent in studying Japanese but after this (usually a 

further two years) they also completed one or more periods of attachment to Japanese units or military training 

establishments.  In addition they attended manoeuvres, and, in many cases, travelled extensively in Japan and 

Japanese-held territories. These officers worked under the orders of the Military Attaché in Tokyo for whom they 

prepared intelligence reports on the Japanese army. 

The language officers found that attachment to Japanese units had its disadvantages. The isolation from other 

English-speakers, the diet (mainly boiled rice and green tea), and the unavailability of rugby, cricket, hunting and 

polo, were keenly felt.
69

 

 

It was up to each language officer to engage one or more Japanese teachers (selected on the recommendation of the 

Embassy), but they were generally left to their own devices during their first year in Japan, at least as far as language 

study was concerned. However, they did have to attend various Embassy functions and be introduced to the 

Japanese War Ministry. Apart from these necessary duties, their time was largely their own. If, however, they 

seriously sought to pass their yearly Japanese language exams they would have to spend many hours each day to 

reach the required standard at the end of their first twelve months. An officer who failed in his exams was liable to 

be sent home to his unit at his own expense. Apart from lessons provided by his Japanese tutor a language officer 

could hope to improve his knowledge of Japanese by talking to his servant(s) (usually one or two) and other 

Japanese; or by going to the cinema to listen to the benshi, who explained plot of the silent films to the audience.
70

 

 

After living for a few weeks in the Embassy, Kennedy moved to No.3 Minami-cho, 7-chome, Aoyama, which he 

rented during his first year in Japan. His diet was somewhat spartan since his Japanese servant insisted on giving 

him bread and peanuts for virtually every meal. Fortunately he was able to eat at the Embassy and at local Japanese 

restaurants. Official functions (such as dinners given by the War Minister) provided good food and a chance to 

practice Japanese. 
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By 1921 there were about 600 theatres in Japan giving regular film 

performances of which about 50 were in Tokyo. These theatres had an audience 

capacity of between 500 and 1,800. Most houses gave one performance a day, 

although some, such as the large houses in Akusaka Park, gave continuous 

performances. 

"Japanese audiences expected cinema performances to last as long as their 

own theatrical shows - usually five hours or more. The tedium of the silent 

films was relieved by the commentator (benshi) who sat alongside the screen. 

He translated the English captions into Japanese and provided a dialogue 

from his own lively imagination, with superb imitations of the foreign 

voices.... In those days the Hollywood kissing scenes offended Japanese 

taste and they were cut out of the films. The commentator made up for this 

elision by giving the audience his own realistic interpretation of the love 

scenes which everyone enjoyed much more than if they had had to depend on 

the pictures or the captions." 

Appointment in Japan op. cit. pp. 139-140. 



 
 

Kennedy imposed a strict routine on himself: he worked from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., had lunch, and then worked from 

1.30 p.m. to 3 p.m. Between 3 p.m. and 4.30 he went for a walk; on his return he worked again until dinner at 7.30 

p.m;  after dinner he revised the material he had studied during the day until about 10 p.m. when he went to bed. He 

always aimed to do between six or eight hours language work per day
71

.  Despite this demanding schedule there 

were numerous breaks from language study: official functions at the British embassy, the War Ministry and the 

Aoyama Detached Palace; meeting friends and sightseeing in Tokyo (for example a visit to the Asakusa Kannon 

Temple). 

 

Kennedy engaged a teacher called Watanabe. Watanabe would call on Kennedy on Saturdays and they would walk 

out to some place of historical or cultural interest in the Tokyo area.  Such sites included the graves of the 47 Ronin, 

the Hachiman Shrine, General Nogi's house and the tombs of the Tokugawa Shoguns. Kennedy also engaged an 

ex-soldier called Nakamura as a secondary teacher. In the examination at the end of his first year in Japan 

(November 1918) Kennedy scored 85 out of 100 for Conversation, 37 out of 40 for Kanji (Chinese Characters), 28 

out of 30 for Tokuhon (translation of selected passages from a Reader) and 28 out of 30 for Länge (translation of 

more extended passages) - a total of 178 out of 200, well on target for an eventual grade of First Class Interpreter.
72

 

By January 1918 Kennedy had become friends with Captain Homma Masaharu who was about to go to Britain as a 

language officer. On 30 January 1918 Homma invited Kennedy for dinner at his house: 

  

 "Dined in evening with Homma at his house. First time I have been inside a proper Japanese 

house. Everything is very simple - no furniture of any kind as you just squat on the floor on 

"zabutons", a sort of cushion. Straw "tatami" [mats] instead of carpets. Mrs. Homma acted as 

servant and did not eat with us. Apparently Japanese women never eat with their men folk, but 

have their meals separately. Felt rather awkward, as I did not know whether to talk to Mrs. 

Homma as one would normally do to one's hostess, or to regard her as a servant and say nothing. 

Very glad though to have had the chance of seeing the inside life, as it were, of a Japanese house, 

as it is very unusual for a foreigner to be asked in to a meal. Generally, when a Japanese invites a 

foreigner or other friend to a meal, he takes him to a restaurant".
73
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72 In his second year's examination in November 1919 Kennedy was awarded 76 

out of 100 for Conversation on Military Subjects, 36 out of 50 for General 

Conversation and 38 out of 50 for Translation - a total of 150 out of 200. 

This result, as Kennedy noted in his diary, was "satisfactory, but not as 

good as I had hoped" since he would need to score at least 160 out of 200 to 

obtain the First Class grade in the final interpretership examination. 

Kennedy took the interpretership examination on 5 April 1921, after his 

return to London. He scored 34 out of 40 for Conversation, 36 out of 40 for 

Interpreting, 12 out of 20 for "Notes", 56 out of 70 for Translation from 

printed Japanese, and 22 out of 30 for Translation from Grass Hand (cursive, 

handwritten Japanese). His total, 160 out of 200, was just sufficient for 

the award of a First Class Interpretership. 

73 Kennedy Diary Wednesday 30 January 1918. 



 
 

From his arrival in Japan in November 1917 until the summer of 1918 Kennedy lived in Tokyo and continued his 

language studies, a programme which was only broken by embassy functions and short trips to places close to Tokyo 

such as Hakone, Shimoda, and Yokohama. Most of his acquaintances were either British or American - embassy 

officials, missionaries and businessmen. In the next two years he was to travel widely in Japan and the Far East, 

visiting western Honshu, Shikoku and northern Kyushu (all in the course of a tour of the Inland Sea area in 

September 1919).  He also visited Hokkaido some twelve months later. In his first year in Japan, however, he did 

not stray far from the Tokyo region.  

Although the allowances paid to language officers were adequate to provide for the renting of accommodation 

(Japanese-style), wages for one or two servants and living expenses, they left little leeway for savings. These 

allowances were comparable to those of trainees in the Japan Consular Service such as Kennedy's close friend, 

Norman Roscoe. For language officers and trainees who were married, the financial situation was particularly 

difficult. Captain Bennett had brought his wife out to Japan and Norman Roscoe married the daughter of a British 

businessman living in Japan. Discontent at low pay was so acute amongst the consular trainees that Roscoe resigned 

from the service and joined his father-in-law in business.
74

 

 

During the three years which Kennedy spent in Japan as a Language Officer he regularly wrote letters to his mother, 

who sent typed copies of them to friends and relations whom she thought might be interested in her son's 

descriptions of Japan and the Japanese. One of his sisters-in-law, the widow of his eldest brother Gilbert, who had 

been killed at Neuve Chapelle, seemed particularly interested in the letters and wrote to Kennedy, urging him to 

keep a detailed diary of his experiences and observations for permanent record. At first he disregarded her 

suggestion, although he had been in the habit of jotting down brief entries in a pocket diary and note book. In the 

summer of 1919, however, an Indian Army friend had come out to Japan. This friend kept a diary and allowed 

Kennedy to read some of the entries. These struck Kennedy as so interesting that he decided to carry out his 

sister-in-law's suggestion. In December 1919 he compiled his diaries for September 1917-December 1919 from his 

notes, jottings and copies of his regular weekly letters to his mother. From January 1920 he began keeping a regular 

day-to-day diary and continued this until his return to Britain at the end of 1920.  He then began to ease off, and 

soon stopped
75

. One of Kennedy's main reasons for keeping a diary was to serve as a source for possible newspaper 

and magazine articles and books. Thus there was a financial motive for his diary-keeping besides a natural interest in 

recording day-to-day events. 

 

From early July to late September each year the foreign community in Japan, sometimes joined by members of the 

expatriate community in Shanghai, would rent accommodation at hill resorts in Japan in order to escape the 

oppressive summer heat.  Popular resorts included Chusenji, Karuizawa, Hakone, Lake Nojiri, Nikko and the 

hot-spring resort of Atami - all within relatively easy reach of Tokyo and Yokohama. Often families would spend the 

whole summer at such resorts and would be joined by their menfolk at weekends or for longer periods. The Swifts, 

an American missionary family who befriended Kennedy, rented a Buddhist temple (the Hongenji) at Hakone. 

Missionaries were an important part of the society of these summer resorts, often having "discovered" the locations 
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during the late nineteenth century.  Buddhist temples were often rented out to provide accommodation. Indeed 

Japanese never objected to the Swifts using the temple for Church services.  

Because of his friendship with the Swifts Kennedy spent most of the summer of 1918 at a house he rented at 

Hakone. He was relatively free to organise his own time since he was still within the first twelve months of his tour 

of duty, the period in which L.O.s concentrated on language study before being attached to Japanese army units for 

the remainder of their three years in Japan. 

 

The area around the lake at Hakone had become so well "colonised" that various places had acquired English names 

among the British and American summer residents. There was sun-bathing at Flat Rock; the Swifts and the Hawleys 

(another American missionary family) had their own boats and could row to Gubbin's Point, to Table Bay, Pirates' 

Nook, Teddy Bay, Knobbly Bay, Fly Bay, or Gyp's Bay; one could go swimming from Diving Rock or from a raft 

anchored off the shore or simply go for a walk as far as the Half Way Tree. If they wished to see something of local 

Japanese life they could go to Moto Hakone to see the local festival or take a walk to view the sulphur springs near 

Umijiri. It was ideal country for long walks including a stretch of the old Tokaido, once the main route along the east 

coast of Honshu. There were also trips to the seaside at Atami.
76

 

 

Most of the time, however, was taken up with bathing in the lake. Kennedy's first visit to the Hakone area was in 

May 1918 when he went there in the company of Walter Frederick France
77

, a British missionary who had been in 

Japan since 1909 and who had become a close friend: 

 

 Saturday 18th May 1918 

 "...... We struck the Old Tokaido Road down to Yumoto. Very steep in parts and very rough going, 

the surface being of big round stones. Stopped at the village of Hata for a rest. The old lady and 

girl at the tea-house refused to believe there is a war on! France tried to convince them of the fact 

by pointing to my leg and saying it was groggy owing to having been wounded. Seeing my leg, the 

girl said "How very much your wife and children must have wept when they heard you were 

wounded"! When I replied I was unmarried, she replied "Uso yo" (Don't tell lies"). Being at last 

convinced that neither of us were married, the old lady offered to look out for wives for us! The 

old lady says she remembers a battle which took place up near there many years ago. Says she 
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Whilst Kennedy was at Hakone the 1918 Rice Riots took place. The fact that 

Kennedy was comparatively isolated from news by being at Hakone and the fact 

that the Tokyo region was relatively unaffected by the riots help explain 

why he made no reference to them in his diaries. 

77 France, having come to Japan well before the economic boom in Japan during 

World War One, deeply regretted the passing of much of the old 

pre-Industrial Japan which he had found on his arrival in 1909. Kennedy was 

to absorb much of France's sentiments on this issue as well as his concern 

about the social and political consequences of Japan's industrial 

development. 



 
 

and the other villagers ran away and hid in the undergrowth, and from her hiding-place she saw 

the victors returning carrying the heads of the vanquished on long bamboo poles".
78

 

 

Perhaps 31 August was a typical day of that long, idyllic summer at Hakone: 

  

 "Very fine all day. Set off walking with Watanabe [Japanese teacher] about 7 a.m. and had deuce 

of a job getting down from the top of the ridge to the lake through thick undergrowth. On getting 

back about 10 a.m. found that it had been decided to set off on a walk to Atami about 11 a.m. 

owing to the weather having cleared. The party consisted of the Swifts, Richards [missionaries], 

Mrs. Hawley, Miss Brown, Miss Woodman, and self, plus one coolie. Had tiffin on way by side of 

path, and got to Atami via the Jugoku Pass about 4.30 p.m., very hot and thirsty so swilled down 

copious supplies of "kori mizu" [iced water] and then went and bathed. After supper, went for a 

stroll till about 10 p.m. wearing "yukata". Met 3 other foreigners, spotlessly attired, who looked 

rather shocked at our gear! The men of the party shared one room, and the girls another, meals 

being held "toute ensemble" in the latter. The "Furuya", the inn at which we put up, has natural 

hot water laid on, and, normally, men and women share the same bath - a fine big one holding 15 

or 20 at a time, but as there were foreign ladies in our party, we arranged with the inn to have the 

bath reserved for ladies only for half an hour or so. They were, however, asked to hurry up, as 5 

"foreign gentlemen" were waiting to go in. The 5 "foreign gentlemen" subsequently turned out to 

be Chinese!"
79

 

 

Kennedy, like his fellow language officer, R.D. Bennett, was on periodic attachment to the Japanese Army during 

his second and third years in Japan. He made many friends among Japanese junior officers whom he met, especially 

as he insisted on receiving no privileges and shared the same spartan living conditions as the Japanese officers.  

Their friendly response to this behaviour made them more communicative than usual.  Not surprisingly this 

provided interesting material for intelligence reports.  Usually foreign officers accepted the proffered alternative of 

living in local "inns" (ryokan), rather than accept the rigours of Japanese military accommodation. 

Captain Kennedy's first attachment to the Japanese Army came at the end of 1918 when he arrived at Shizuoka, the 

location of the 34th Infantry Regiment.  He had previously attended the annual Japanese Army Grand Manoeuvres 

(13-18 November 1918) which were held in that year at Tochigi to the north of Tokyo. The day before the 

manoeuvres began, November 12th, news had reached Japan of the German surrender at the end of World War One. 

Although the foreign military attachés who attended the manoeuvres were delighted by the news, the Japanese 

showed little reaction to it. The Japanese Army was concentrating on its manoeuvres and many officers, owing to the 

important role played by German military advisers in developing the army in the nineteenth century, had believed 

that Germany would, and should, be victorious. Tochigi itself was too preoccupied with welcoming the Emperor to 
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The old woman's memories of the fighting are perhaps recollections of events 

of the civil war at the time of the Meiji Restoration. 

79 Kennedy Diary 31 August 1918. 



 
 

the manoeuvres to pay much attention to the end of the European war.  But on the evening of 15 November the 

signing of the Armistice was marked by a lantern procession by school children.
80

 

 

When he arrived at Shizuoka Kennedy had been struck by the contrast between Japanese and British officers' 

messes: 

 

 Wednesday 27th November 1918 

 "At noon was introduced to, and had tiffin with, the officers of the Regiment. Terribly formal sort 

of show! Had to stand at the entrance of the Mess Room, bow, and then state who I was, why I 

was, how glad I was to meet them, and so on! While doing this, they all stood to attention (about 

100 of them) facing me, and when I had finished, all solemnly bowed and hissed through their 

teeth! A Japanese Mess is very different from a British one - a great barn-like room with bare 

white-washed walls and bare wooden tables with wooden benches. No table linen or decoration 

of any kind. For food, each officer has a large bowl of rice and a plate of awful-looking garbage. 

A piece of raw "daikon" [radish], a cup out of which he drinks green tea, and a small box 

containing his chop-sticks, completes his luncheon paraphernalia! They simply bolt their food, 

and when they have finished, wash their chop-sticks in their tea, which they then drink, and then 

clean out their rice bowls with the same liquid and drink that down also! By the noise they make 

in eating and drinking, it sounds more as though they were inhaling their food! This, however, is a 

sign of politeness, to show they appreciate it! Finally they have a regular "field-day" picking their 

teeth with tooth-picks provided for that purpose!"
81

 

 

The Japanese Army sought to glean intelligence from the language officers as keenly as they gathered information 

from the Japanese. On the evening of December 2nd 1919, Colonel Kimura, the commander of the 34th Regiment 

invited Kennedy to dinner.  Of this meeting Kennedy wrote: 

 

LETTER FROM CAPTAIN KENNEDY TO GENERAL WOODROFFE, MILITARY ATTACHÉ, TOKYO. 

 

Shizuoka 

 

3rd December 1919 

 

Dear General, 

 

Last night I went to a dinner an account of which I think might interest you as bringing out in a very marked way 1) 

the attitude of the Japanese officer towards our Alliance, 2) The great dislike they have for America. 
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I have been to a good many dinners in this Country at one time and another and I have at times heard pretty open 

statements made under the influence of drink; but I have never heard more open or more pronounced statements 

than were made last night - in fact, so much so was this the case that I could not help feeling that, even if those were 

the true sentiments of the Japanese officers, there was something behind it all, and that the whole thing was a more 

or less put up job to find out what I, as a British officer, thought about it. I got the impression from two things:- 

1) Colonel K[imura] came to my house on Sunday to see me, but as I was still in Tokyo, he came again next day 

when I happened to be out. Hearing I would be back again shortly, he came again about 5.30 and then asked me to 

dine with him with the ostensible purpose of meeting Major Yamanaka, the new commander of the 1st Battalion, 

who has just returned from England. He told me to fix my own day. The point is "Why should he have been so 

anxious to ask me as to trouble to come to see me 3 times within 2 days unless there was some special reason for it? 

The dinner could apparently have taken place any day. 

2) At the dinner, all present got very drunk except Captain K., Colonel K.'s adopted son. He remained sober and 

never joined in the conversation. They did their level best to get me in the same condition and then proceeded to 

"pump" me for all they were worth. I had to play up to the part by pretending to be as drunk as themselves and in 

fact I found some difficulty in keeping up mere pretence as they plied ....., I noticed that Captain K. kept his eyes 

fixed on me the whole time, and seemed to be taking in everything I said. 

 

Those at the dinner were as follows:- 

 

Colonel K. Regimental Commander. Always a heavy drinker, and on this occasion excelled himself by collapsing in 

the "genkan" [porch] when he came to see me off. 

 

Major Yamanaka New commander of the 1st Battalion. Just back from a visit of 7 or 8 months to England and 

France, and evidently very pro-British. Professes to be a great friend of Major [Leslie] Hill (War Office). Speaks 

English. 

 

Major Nakayama The regimental P.M.O. [Principal Medical Officer]. Generally very reserved in his speech. 

Speaks German and a little English. Up to now I have always imagined him to be inclined to have rather 

pro-German sympathies. 

 

Captain Sakata New commander of No. 3 Company. Just graduated from Staff College. 

 

Captain K. 21st Cavalry Regiment (Okayama). On his way to do a course at the Cavalry School at Narashino. 

Speaks English. Adopted (?) son of Colonel K. 

 

I said Captain K. was the only one sober. Captain Sakata also kept sober, but he left early. 

The dinner was an ordinary Japanese one at Colonel K.'s own house, and all, including myself, wore Japanese 

clothes. Colonel K. specially asked me to do so, and I have noticed before that on such occasions, if you dress à la 



 
 

Japonaise Japanese officers seem to be much freer in their speech and seem to forget, for the time being, that you 

are a foreigner, and therefore express themselves more freely than they do normally. 

I'm afraid I have put this at some length, but I do so in order to show the "setting" under which the following 

remarks were made. 

The "dinner", I may say, started at 5.30 p.m. and I did not get away till past 11 p.m. - which fact alone is perhaps 

worth mentioning, as it is rather unusual to stay till such a late hour in a Japanese house. I must say I thoroughly 

enjoyed the evening and, as they treated me as one of themselves, I may say I don't ever remember having felt so 

much "at home" among Japs. as on this occasion. 

Quite early in the evening and before they had begun to wax really "convivial", Major Yamanaka brought up the 

question of what England would do if Japan and the U.S. went to war. 

 

I shall only put down in brief form the most outstanding remarks which I noted down as soon as I got back to my 

own house: 

All 3 (Colonel K. Major Yamanaka and Major Nakayama) spoke very bitterly against America and urged a strong 

alliance between Britain and Japan, stating that Britain and Japan were the only two "gentlemen", and that 

America was nothing more than a good-for-nothing merchant, absolutely unscrupulous and overbearingly 

hypocritical. 

Colonel K. and Major Yamanaka both maintained that there would be a war between Japan and America within 10 

years and Major Nakayama was very insistent that it would be in 7 years. They seemed to have hopes that Britain 

would by that time be America's enemy owing to business competition and would probably be ready to help Japan. 

I asked who would start the War, and they all very emphatically said Japan. 

SELF: What about the U.S. Fleet and how do you propose to start? 

ALL: We shall take Manilla and Hawaii without any difficulty and from there will operate and destroy the fleet. 

SELF: What about the Atlantic Fleet coming through the Panama Canal to help? 

ALL: That can be prevented, and before it has time to arrive (via Cape Horn presumably?) the Pacific Fleet will be 

destroyed. 

One of the remarks made was "our Navy by itself would be no good, but with the help of the Army we should soon 

capture Manilla and Hawaii, and then go on to America". 

I could not get them to say how they proposed to "capture" America, though they hinted that Canada might greatly 

assist by attacking her from the North. Their main hopes, however, seemed to be based on a sudden and unexpected 

stroke, which would find America unprepared and would take her entirely by surprise. All 3 agreed that America 

could be entirely defeated within a very short time, "when the time was ripe". 

I brought up the question of aviation and got the reply that the U.S. was certainly greatly superior in that respect at 

present, but in 10 years time (or 7 years according to Major Nakayama) Japan would be as good and possibly 

better, and in any case "the spirit of the Japanese was such that it would overcome all difficulties"! America, 

according to them, had none of that "spirit", and it was just that "spirit" that would be the determining factor.  

I gathered though that "the time would be ripe" when Japanese aviation was developed to such a high state of 

efficiency that it would help very greatly in bringing about this "sudden and unexpected attack". 



 
 

From various remarks made I gathered their main reason for being so keen on a strong Alliance with Britain was 

on account of the American situation. All three pointed out how much the Japanese liked and admired the British: 

"but we wish you (Britain) were not so friendly with America". 

 

Major Yamanaka at this point said "You must report to your War Office what Japanese officers think about these 

things", whereon Major Nakayama chipped in hurriedly, "But remember that these are only the views of those 

present this evening. We do not know what our higher commanders really think." 

By this time, all three were very "convivial", especially Colonel K. and Major Nakayama and whenever the "Nichiei 

Domei" [Anglo-Japanese Alliance] was mentioned, they each insisted on shaking me warmly by the hand and kept 

on saying "If Japan and Britain work properly hand in hand, and Britain gives up her friendship with America, 

America can be rendered impotent and the 2 of us can rule the world." 

They several times drank to the "Nichiei Domei" and once to the crushing of America. I personally did not drink to 

this last toast, but made a compromise by drinking to Japan's good luck in the future, whereon there was once more 

much handshaking and shouts for the "Nichiei Domei". 

Major Nakayama was the only one who did not appear to like this compromise, and he emphasised his opinion by 

picking up a small orange and very deliberately tearing it to bits and eating it, saying "This is what Japan is going 

to do to America. We shall tear her to bits, crush her in our teeth, and eat her up." Major Yamanaka several times 

impressed on me the fact that the English people, at any rate those in England, were too friendly with America, and 

did not take sufficient interest in Japan in spite of her Alliance. That, he said, was what troubled and surprised the 

Japanese more than anything else. 

In urging a closer relationship between the two countries, he brought up the question of Russia, and the fear that if 

Germany and Russia combined it would be a very serious matter for both Britain and Japan. "Therefore", he said, 

"it is of vital importance for our two countries to stand together and present a combined front". 

This was the only other point mentioned in favour of the Alliance. All the rest was to do with the desire for Britain 

and Japan to work hand in hand, and for Britain to estrange herself from America, America not being classed in 

the "gentleman shiki [class]" category in which Britain and Japan stood alone! I have gone into this matter in 

rather more detail than I had at first intended. It must, of course, be remembered that all three of the chief speakers 

were under the influence of drink, so no doubt they made rather extravagant statements which very probably they 

would not even make amongst themselves under normal conditions, far less before, and to, a foreigner. But, as I 

say, I can't help feeling that the whole subject of conversation had been decided on beforehand, and that the main 

reason for asking me to dinner was to "pump" me, and try to find out my views, as a British officer KNOWING 

ALSO THAT I HAD RECENTLY BEEN WORKING AT THE EMBASSY. I may of course be mistaken, but I give it to 

you exactly as it struck me. 

 

I don't think they got much out of me, but it put me in rather an awkward position, as I felt I had to agree with them 

up to a point in order to humour them and draw them on, while, at the same time, I did not feel it was quite fair 

towards America which is, after all, a white nation and has a large amount of our own blood in her veins, to agree 

with their desires to "tear her to bits".  



 
 

If you could spare the time sometime or other to give me your opinion as to the best attitude to adopt should a 

similar occasion crop up once more I should be very glad. It is really rather a delicate question, and one in which 

you do not wish to give yourself away. I like Japan and the Japanese in spite of what people say against her and in 

spite of the many things there ARE against her; but at the same time, as no doubt you have gathered before now, I 

hold the view that Britain and America ought also to work hand in hand, and I can think of nothing more ghastly, 

short of a civil war in our own Country, than that Britain and America should ever go to War with one another. I 

am not in any way afraid of America, but some of my best friends are Americans and I should feel a downright cad 

to, in any way, work against their Country as things stand at present. 

One point I forgot to mention - When the subject of attacking America was being discussed, Colonel K. let fall the 

remark "Captain Sakata is the man who knows our plans. He has just passed through the Staff College". Whether it 

was because of this remark or not, I do not know, but very shortly afterwards Captain Sakata went out of the room, 

apparently intending to go home, but Colonel K. ran out to stop him and brought him back; but he went out again a 

few minutes later. Colonel K. again ran out apparently to stop him, but I heard them talking excitedly in the genkan 

- but shortly afterwards Colonel K. came back, and as Captain Sakata did not again put in an appearance, I 

imagine he must have gone home. Colonel K. had certainly had too much to drink by that time".
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The Military Attaché, Brigadier-General Woodroffe, was impressed with the report and passed it on to the Director 

of Military Intelligence. Kennedy's personal view on the course of action to be followed in the case of a 

Japanese-American war was that Britain should keep aloof from the conflict; despite his sympathies for the Japanese 

and the fact that he resented what he saw as British subservience to the United States, Kennedy felt that the racial 

ties binding the two Anglo-Saxon powers made war between them unthinkable. His friendship with the Swifts 

undoubtedly strongly influenced his attitude towards America.
84
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83 Kennedy had definite reservations about the U.S., despite his broadly 

pro-American views. In mid-November 1919, at a time of growing U.S. 

opposition to the continuing Japanese intervention in Siberia, Kennedy wrote 

in his diary: 

 

"Although the U.S. are doing their best to discredit Japan and there is a 

certain amount of truth in what they say, the Yanks themselves have done 

some pretty discreditable things against her and they are acting largely out 

of selfish motives. The individual Yank is a very good chap and some of my 

best friends are Americans, but some of the things done by their countrymen 

make one utterly disgusted."  

Kennedy Diary 19 November 1919. 

84 John Trumbull Swift (3 April 1861 - 14 August 1928). When Kennedy first 

met John Trumbull Swift at the end of 1917 Mr. Swift was already 56 years 

old. He had married Belle Wallace Newman in 1889 a year after his 

appointment as an instructor at the Presbyterian College in Tokyo. For the 

next nine years he served as Secretary for Japan of the International 

Committee of the YMCA. In 1900 he was appointed a lecturer on English 

language at the Tokyo Imperial University and Professor of English at the 

Higher Normal School. From 1904 to 1911 he was Japan correspondent of the 

New York Sun. He was President of the American Association of Japan in 



 
 

Mr. Swift, an influential figure in the American community in Japan, was extremely well-informed on Japanese 

society and politics (he was acting head of Associated Press Tokyo Bureau during the winters of 1917-1918 and 

1918-1919), and was widely-respected by both Japanese and foreigners.  He was probably one of Kennedy's major 

sources of information on Japanese politics and definitely his major source on Japanese-American relations. 

Kennedy was influenced by Mr. Swift's pro-Japanese views and came to strongly agree with him that Japan was "the 

only nation in the East which had shown itself to have a capacity for organisation"
85

. China, a country which was 

prey to civil war and banditry, apparently deserved little respect, particularly in view of Chinese attempts to play off 

one foreign power against another. 

Not all Kennedy's attempts to gather intelligence on the Japanese Army were successful. Sakata Yoshiro, a 30-year 

old Captain who had served with the 34th Regiment since 1909, returned from Staff College in November 1919 and 

brought with him the College's latest ideas on strategy and on the necessity to tighten up on security and intelligence. 

It was Sakata who had stormed out of the dinner on 2nd December because of his fellow officers' loose talk in 

Kennedy's presence. Sakata, an able officer with a promising career ahead of him (cut short by his untimely death 

from illness in Manchuria in July 1933) had soon made progress in tightening up security. On 19 January 1920, 

shortly before the end of his own attachment to the 34th Regiment, Kennedy discovered that Captain Sakata had 

recently given a lecture on the situation in Siberia. However, when Kennedy tried to ascertain the opinion of those 

who had attended the lecture all gave the same reply - to the effect that they considered that no fresh reinforcements 

were needed to supplement the Japanese forces already in Siberia; but that should such reinforcements be required 

the 15th Division (of which the 34th Regiment formed a part) might very well be sent.  They therefore hoped no 

more forces would be sent as it was too cold for them in Siberia! Kennedy realised that Sakata had probably warned 

them during the lecture that the Japanese intervention in Siberia was of great interest to foreign countries. 

 

At the beginning of February 1920 Kennedy joined a course for Captains at the Chiba Infantry School. The School 

ran courses for Captains and courses for subalterns, the latter specialising in either machine-guns or 

communications. The course began on Tuesday 3rd February. The first two weeks' training programme was as 

follows: 

 

 Tuesday 3rd February  

 8.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Instruction on Light Trench Mortars. 

 1.30 p.m. - 3.30 p.m. Lecture on musketry. 

 

 Wednesday 4th 

 8.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Instruction on Trench Mortars. 

 1.30 p.m. - 3.30 p.m. Observing artillery firing. 

 

 Thursday 5th 
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 8.30 a.m. - 10.10 a.m. Tactics. 

 10.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Trench Mortars. 

 1.30 p.m. - 3.30 p.m. Sogekiho [Light field artillery] 

 

 Friday 6th 

 8.50 a.m. - 3.15 p.m. Observing artillery practice. 

 

 Saturday 7th February 

 8.30 a.m. - 10.20 a.m. Lecture on tactics. 

 10.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Musketry. 

 

 Monday 9th February  

 8.30 a.m. - 10.20 a.m. Musketry. 

 10.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Tactics. 

 1.30 p.m. - 3.30 p.m. "Sogekiho". 

 

 Tuesday 10th February 

 8.30 a.m. - 10.20 a.m. Machine-gun instruction. 

 10.30 a.m. -12.30 p.m. Tactics. 

 1.30 p.m. - 3.30 p.m. Communications. 

 

 Wednesday 11th February 

 Kigensetsu holiday.
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 Thursday 12th February  

 Camouflage (all day) 

 

 Friday 13th February  

 8.30 a.m. - 10.20 a.m. "Sogekiho" 

 10.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Map Tactics. 

 1.30 p.m. - 3.30 p.m. Musketry. 

 

 Saturday 14th February 

 8.30 a.m. - 10.20 a.m. Lecture on aircraft and anti-aircraft  measures. 

 10.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Tactics.
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The first two weeks set the pattern of the training course. Kennedy remained at Chiba from the beginning of the 

School's term in February to the end of term in July. On 23 February Kennedy wrote up his first report from Chiba, 

on the subject of anti-American feeling in Japan. The day before, a Sunday, Kennedy had travelled up to Tokyo and 

visited the Swifts who provided him with the information that formed the basis of his report. Intelligence reports 

from language officers on attachment to Japanese units were sent to the British Military Attaché in Tokyo in the 

form of letters through the Japanese postal service - obviously a method that left something to be desired in terms of 

security. The Military Attaché, in commenting on Kennedy's report, noted that the Japanese Military appeared to 

have completely lost their confidence in and respect for America.
88

 

 

There was no doubt that anti-American feeling was rapidly increasing throughout the country. However, the senior 

military authorities, particularly the Minister of War, were doing their best to improve U.S.-Japanese relations since 

they realised that Japan was in no financial or military position to sustain a war with America at that time. Delays in 

passing the military budget had further postponed the date by which Japan could be fully prepared for war. 

Kennedy's report continued was as follows: 

  

 "It seems that Shimada Saburo, a well-known member of the Kokumin Party, recently invited 

several American missionaries to meet him, and addressed them on the subject of the relations 

between their country and his. 

 He apparently gave them a pretty straight talk, and asked them to use their influence to improve 

relations between the two countries. According to him, America has pretty well exhausted Japan's 

patience, and only very little is now required to bring matters to a head - in fact, had it not been 

for Japan's financial position, Japan would not have put up with what she has done. For this 

same reason she has continually given way to America in order to humour her, but she now feels 

she can do so no longer without losing her dignity. 

 America is doing her best to cripple Japan's shipping business; she is drawing a ring round 

Japan by fortifying the Philippines, Hawaii and Guam; she is continually butting into Japan's 

interests in China, spreading abroad anti-Japanese propaganda and defying the terms of the 

Ishii-Lansing Agreement; and in a hundred and one other ways she is doing her best to wear out 

Japan's patience...".
89

 

  

This report was judged of sufficient importance for a copy to be forwarded by the British Military Attaché, 

Brigadier-General Woodroffe, to the Ambassador, Sir Charles Eliot, and then sent by the Ambassador to the Far 

Eastern Department of the Foreign Office in London.  It even found its way into the Foreign Office's Confidential 

Print. 
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Indeed, it appears that not only did Kennedy's reports go to Far Eastern Military Intelligence at the War Office in 

London (where they were highly regarded) but also that the War Office sent the reports on to the Adjutant General 

and the Quarter Master General.
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Kennedy's attachment to the Infantry School proved a useful source of intelligence. Not only was Kennedy able to 

see Japanese army training in all fields of infantry tactics and weaponry, but the school was also attended by 

Captains from 63 of the 79 Japanese infantry regiments (the remaining 16 regiments were all stationed in Siberia or 

Manchuria). Thus Kennedy was able to gain a wide range of intelligence on Japanese units and draw up a complete 

Order of Battle for the Japanese army.  This listed the locations, and subordinations to Brigades and Divisions of all 

the Regiments in the army. Kennedy was able to note the deficiencies in Japanese army training in comparison with 

what the British army had learnt from the fighting in the World War. The Japanese appeared backward in their use of 

tanks and bombing. Experiments with tanks on 17 April were something of a failure as the tanks frequently became 

stuck in shell craters. 

On 3 May 1920 Kennedy sent a report to the Military Attaché on the Japanese intervention in Siberia.  Its two main 

points were the views of Japanese officers that Britain ought to help Japan against the Bolsheviks and Japanese 

intentions to retain Vladivostok and turn Siberia east of Lake Baikal into an independent buffer state.
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At a camp at Shimoshizu (near Yotsukaido) Kennedy was able to discover the true feelings of at least one Japanese 

officer: 

  

 Saturday 22nd May 1920 

 "During the [evening] meal Major Yamada [one of the senior instructors at the Chiba Infantry 

School] came in, very drunk, and proceeded to rail against foreigners in general and British in 

particular, especially [against] Hughes [Australian Prime Minister] and the Australians for 

talking about a "White Australia". [He] bitterly denounced the Anglo-Japanese [Alliance] Treaty, 

as he maintained that Britain got all the advantages whereas Japan got none. Several of the 

officers tried to shut him up, but he only became more vehement. I must admit that I have great 

sympathy for Japan for the way she is being held back by Australia and America, but I can quite 

understand the feelings of those two countries on the subject. 

  

  .... [Yamada] told me he meant nothing personal, and even went so far as to say, in obvious 

sincerity, that if all foreigners were ready to share the life of the Japanese instead of looking down 

on them, he would not be so hostile towards them, and he expressed admiration for me coming to 

share camp life and poor food with them when I might have stayed at an inn in comfort and with 

good food. ....... It is extraordinary how much Japanese officers seem to appreciate it if you are 
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prepared to live with them, and be content with the same food and quarters, and so on. It would 

not be an exaggeration to say that more than half the officers have made practically this same 

remark to me, and have shown great surprise and obvious appreciation on finding that I am living 

exactly the same as themselves and taking no special privileges, and several have remarked in 

absolute sincerity that they have never come across another foreigner who would do so. This fact 

no doubt helps to explain the somewhat anti-foreigner attitude of many Japanese. They get the 

idea that foreigners look down on them for their simple ways of living, and they in their turn are 

apt to look down on foreigners whom they think are incapable of [bearing] hardships. Even 

during these few days in camp, I have seen a marked difference in the attitude of some of the more 

"stand-offish" officers towards me - Major Yamada being a case in point; and its seems to be 

simply due to the fact that they find that I, far from looking down on them, am prepared to live 

and share their life with them".
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By the end of the ten days spent in the camp at Shimoshizu, Kennedy was on excellent terms with his Japanese 

fellow-officers:  

  

 Thursday 27th May 

 "..... I had a very cheery evening with the officers [of "B" Set] who were much impressed by my 

rendering of "Rappa Bushi", "Oitoko" [Army marching songs] etc.! Also got me to teach them 

"Tipperary" and "Auld Lang Syne", which they made me write up on the backboard, and then got 

me to sing while they joined in. Was very impressed by their keenness to learn them, especially the 

former, which they practised for half an hour or more, and copied down in their note-books! 

Much drinking of sake, "Democracy" Whiskey and native red wine, and everyone very cheery!"
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On 24th May Kennedy went up to Tokyo to complete his monthly report for the Military Attaché. At the Attaché's 

office he found Major Marsden, the Assistant Military Attaché, who had recently returned from Vladivostok where 

he had been sent to report on the situation. Marsden had found the Japanese in Vladivostok very anti-American.  

 

On 16 June Kennedy visited the Observation School (Kansoku Gakko) at Yotsukaido. On his return to Chiba that 

evening he wrote a report on what he had seen: the combined action of aircraft and infantry, wireless instruction, 

observation of artillery fire, co-operation between artillery and aircraft and aerial photography.
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On a visit to the British Embassy on 15 July where he had tea with Laurence Collier, the 2nd Secretary of the 

Embassy and John Davidson, the Consul in Tokyo, he learned details of an incident involving the American Military 

Attaché which had been causing much excitement in the Japanese papers. According to Colonel Burnett, the 
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American Military Attaché, a man came to his house late one night and showed him Japanese maps of Siberia which 

he claimed were secret. The man then asked Burnett how much he would pay for them. Colonel Burnett asked him 

to leave the maps with him and return a few days later for an answer. The man agreed to do so, and Burnett cabled 

to his agent in Vladivostok to find out if they were genuine. The agent replied that they were genuine but not secret 

since they could be bought on the streets of Vladivostok! Whilst the Americans were carrying out their enquiries, the 

man who had tried to sell them was arrested by the police and the whole case appeared in the Japanese press.  

Burnett was upset by this publicity and straight away called at the Japanese War Ministry to see Lt.-Colonel 

Tatekawa Yoshitsugu, the Secretary to the Minister of War. Tatekawa had spent two years in Britain (1911-13), over 

two years in India (1913-16), and over a year attached to the British Army (1916-1918). He was pro-British and 

spoke English fluently. When Burnett saw Tatekawa he urged him  to keep the matter out of the papers at all costs 

because of the likely diplomatic consequences. Burnett maintained that he had intended to return the maps. 

Tatekawa replied that Burnett's assertion was undoubtedly true now that he had found the maps to be worthless, but 

wondered what Burnett would have done if he had found them to be of real value. 

In a similar case the British Naval Attaché had been more circumspect: on being approached with secret naval maps 

he had at once telephoned the Japanese Admiralty and had the man concerned arrested.
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On 18 July 1920 Kennedy spent an evening with Majors Kaneko and Kono, both officers of the Chiba Infantry 

School, at the Kaneko's house.  This meeting yielded useful intelligence on the Manchurian warlord Chang Tso-lin 

and the Siberian cossack leader Ataman Semenov and their connection with the Japanese. This information formed 

the basis of a further intelligence report.
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On 21 July the course at Chiba ended with a graduation ceremony for the Japanese officers. It was time for Kennedy 

to say "goodbye" to his fellow students and the staff of the School - 100 or more officers. Kennedy left with some 

regrets: 

 

 "I must say ... that I am really awfully sorry to say good-bye to them all, as, taken on the whole, 

they are an awfully good set and have been damn good to me..... 

 .....On getting back to my house, [I] found a Lance Corporal of the 55th Regiment waiting to 

present me with a sword from [Lieutenant] Yazaki
97

, a subaltern of the Kyodo [Joint] Regiment 
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[based at the Infantry School]. With it came his photo and a letter which reads: "Sir, I wish to 

present you this sword. This is made by Rai Kindo, famous sword-maker, about 300 years ago. 

The Japanese sword represents "Bushido". Please receive this as a memorial of Chiba". 

 It is a beautiful bit of steel, and I feel very touched by it, as I hardly know the fellow who gave it, 

and a sword, especially a really good one such as this one is, is only given by a Japanese as a 

very great compliment. The letter, though short, conveys a great deal".
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A farewell outing on Thursday 22nd July 1920 which was given by Major General Kawamura [1868-1924], the 

head of the Infantry School [July 1918-January 1921] for Kennedy, showed an unexpected side of the Japanese 

officer class: 

  

 "About a dozen of the more senior instructors .... came also, as well as two of the Chinese officers 

[who had attended the course]. ..... As soon as we got to Yawatajuku, about 20 minutes by train 

on the Hojo line, we all trooped off to the Azumaya, a local "ryokan" [inn], and changed into 

"yukata" [informal cotton kimono for summer wear] provided by the pub [inn]. From there we 

padded down to the sea, and about midday set off in a large sampan. The sea all along this coast 

is very shallow, and you can wade out 2 or 3 miles with the water barely up to your waist. On the 

outward journey the boat was propelled by means of punt-poles, but 2 or 3 times struck 

"sand-banks", on which occasions we all, including the old "kakka" [lit. Your Excellency - i.e. the 

General] himself, got out and pushed her into deeper water! Some 2 or 3 miles out are sort of 

"mazes" made of light bamboo sticks. The fish enter these mazes and then forget the way out, and 

the fishermen come down with sort of shrimping nets and scoop them out. On this occasion we 

acted as the fishermen and it was really a splendid sight to see the old general and pot-bellied old 

colonels, clad in "yukata" tucked up round their "middles" and wearing "tengui" [face-cloth] on 

their heads [a protection against the heat], all paddling about in the water and scooping up fish 

with as much zest and enjoyment as a party of children at the seaside! ........ After fishing and 

paddling about for an hour or two, we set off back in the "sampan", our means of propulsion this 

time being by two "sendo" [boatmen] pulling and one pushing from behind! On the way back we 

consumed some of the fish we had netted, some raw and some fried. It was low tide when we got 

back, a stretch of sand a mile or more in width being exposed..... Got back to the inn about 5 p.m. 

and after a tub we sat down to a "go chiso" [a feast], which carried on till about 8 p.m. when we 

had to get into our proper clothes and set off to catch the 8.25 p.m. train back to Chiba, everyone, 

the usually very stern-looking old general himself included, being very full of vim and vigour! As I 

was the "guest of honour", I had to sit beside the latter by the "toko-no-ma" [alcove forming the 
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focal point of the main room of a Japanese house; the place of honour is that nearest the alcove]; 

but far from being dull as I half-expected it to be, General Kawamura was in great form, and 

altogether it was a most cheery evening".
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On 26 July Kennedy had a meeting in Tokyo with Captain Mortimer, the expert adviser to the British Aluminium 

Company in Japan, China and India, who had served in the Royal Flying Corps during the war. They discussed 

Japanese military aviation and what Kennedy termed the "Japanese financial hold on China". Kennedy used the 

information obtained from Mortimer for an intelligence report. Mortimer, who lived at St. Andrew's House [near the 

Anglican Church in Tokyo] when he was in Japan, had had his papers searched several times by the Japanese police 

during his absence, but had put a stop to it by complaining to Baron Furusawa, whom he knew very well.
100

 

The Japanese police, both civil and military, kept a close watch on the activities of foreign military officers, 

especially Americans who were regarded as enemies.  But, despite the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, British officers 

were not ignored: 

 

 Wednesday 23rd June 1920 

 "A policeman fetched up about 5.30 p.m. to see me with the rather bright excuse that he wanted to 

know what decorations I was entitled to wear! ...... After he had left I asked my cook if the police 

ever came while I was out, and was told that they had been twice. Was surprised to hear that at 

Shizuoka the Kempei [Military Police] came time after time, always wearing [plain clothes] to 

find out where I had gone to!"
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Nevertheless, in the period up to the Washington Conference in 1921, which brought the end to the Anglo-Japanese 

Alliance, the British Military Attaché and language officers were given access to information on the Japanese army 

which was denied to other countries. They were often the only foreigners who were permitted to attend Japanese 

military exercises. This meant that British officers often had to parry awkward questions from their foreign 

counterparts, who noticed that their periodic absences from Tokyo often coincided with certain manoeuvres in 

remote country districts. With tense relations between the United States and Japan, the American Military Attaché, 

Charles Burnett, realised that British language officers could be a useful source of intelligence on the Japanese army.  

David Tait, the American assistant Military Attaché, cultivated Kennedy's friendship. In October 1919, by leading 

Kennedy to believe that the British and American military attachés had been comparing notes on a new Japanese 

lightweight field gun used in a direct infantry support role, Tait tried to discover what the British knew of the new 

weapon. Tait and Burnett also tried to cultivate the wife of Captain Bennett to obtain information on the movements 

of British language officers.
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Before the end of his tour of duty as language officer in November 1920, Captain Kennedy spent the period from 

September to October visiting Vladivostok, which was occupied by Japanese forces, and Manchuria.  

After spending three days in the vicinity of Vladivostok (13-16 September 1920), Kennedy travelled by train via the 

Trans-Siberian and Chinese Eastern Railways to Harbin in northern Manchuria.  Here he spent three days (17-20 

September) before travelling to Mukden, the administrative capital of Manchuria (21-26 September).  He then 

travelled down the Japanese-owned South Manchurian Railway to Liaoyang (26-28 September) and finally reached 

the port of Dairen in the Kwantung Leased Territory on 29 September. He spent the next four days in the Kwantung 

Territory visiting Dairen and Port Arthur. He returned to Japan travelling via Antung (on the Yalu River - separating 

Manchuria from north-west Korea), Seoul and Fusan [Pusan] on the south coast of Korea, taking the ferry to 

Shimonoseki in southern Honshu. He was back in Tokyo by 10 October. All the areas he had travelled through were 

either recognised as Japanese possessions - Korea, the Kwantung Leased Territory, the zone along the South 

Manchuria Railway, or had been occupied by Japanese forces during the Siberian intervention - (Vladivostok, the 

eastern section of the Trans-Siberian Railway, and the Chinese Eastern Railway). 

 

Kennedy's main aim in visiting Manchuria was to see the battlefields of the Russo-Japanese war, since that war had 

been used as the basis for much of his study of the latest developments in warfare at Sandhurst.  

Kennedy was most impressed by the kindness and efficiency of the Japanese officers who were his hosts during this 

visit. Instructions were telegraphed from one place to another to ensure that he would be met off the train and guided 

to wherever he wished to go. Horses and guides were provided when required and accommodation arranged. He 

also received free travel passes covering his travel by ferry to Vladivostok and by rail all the way from Vladivostok 

to Changchung in southern Manchuria where the zone under Japanese military control ended. Kennedy realised that 

this kindness also served another function. The guides who accompanied him were almost invariably Japanese 

 

Figure 1 Captain Kennedy's Tour of Vladivostok & Manchuria, 

September 1920. 



 
 

Military Police [kempei] who were able to keep a close watch on his movements. Whenever he left one area and 

was met by another kempei the latter always knew every detail of Kennedy's background and travel plans. Such 

surveillance was nothing unusual - it was something that foreigners became accustomed to both in Japan, and 

especially in Japanese territory overseas.  

Another reason for Kennedy's friendly reception was that the Japanese military authorities in Manchuria had 

mistakenly concluded from their instructions to afford Kennedy every assistance, that the British officer was 

engaged in some form of official or semi-official mission.
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Although this was an unofficial visit which Kennedy had personally arranged and made with the main aim of 

visiting the battlefields of the Russo-Japanese war, he wrote an intelligence report on what he had seen during his 

journey. In his report on Japanese forces in Manchuria he included the locations and sizes of various units and 

information on their commanders. He discussed the "bandit problem"; the quality of Chinese troops in Manchuria 

and the hostile attitude of many European residents to the Japanese. He also devoted a long section of his report to 

what he had learned from the journey regarding relations between Japan and America. 

 

The report was judged to be of sufficient importance for the Military Attaché, Brigadier-General Woodroffe, to send 

a copy to the Ambassador, Sir Charles Eliot, and for the Ambassador, in his turn, to forward it to the Far Eastern 

Department of the Foreign Office in London. 

On Japanese-American tensions Kennedy wrote: 

 

 Relations between Japan and the U.S.A. 

 "While lunching at a hotel in Port Arthur, a Mr. Williamson, late American Consul at Dairen, 

started a conversation with me on the subject of the present strained relations between Japan and 

America. He was very anti-Japanese, and spoke in a loud voice, as he was two tables away from 

where I was sitting, so that the waiters, who all speak English, could not but have over-heard his 

remarks. 

  The following is a brief summary of his remarks on the subject- 

 

  (1) Before another year, or at most two years, have passed, all Americans in Japan will be 

interned, and in spite of the money question Japan will fight America. 

  (2) The Japanese could easily seize the Philippines and damage the Panama Canal so as to make 

it unsafe for 4 years. The Japanese fleet could then destroy the American fleets one at a time 

before they had time to combine, and America would be unable to retaliate. 

  (3) The late war has shown that wars can be waged long beyond the point at which, according to 

financial statistics, they can be carried on, and lack of money on Japan's part would not, 

therefore, necessarily be a deterrent. 

  (4) Japan, even though she destroyed the American fleets in detail, would not attempt to invade 

America, but would be content to seize and hold on to her Pacific possessions; and America, with 

her fleets destroyed and powerless to strike, would soon tire of a war in which the great majority 
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of her people had little interest. (Note - Owing to the fact that most Americans would realise that 

they had brought the war on themselves by the Californian question?)"
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  "(5) A war between the two countries is bound to take place sooner or later, as Japan is 

gradually being hemmed in, and the sooner Japan takes action the more chance she has of 

success, as aircraft have not yet advanced to such a stage as to make an invasion of Japan by air 

a possibility, and until that is possible, America could never defeat Japan if she chose to make 

war. 

 

  This Mr. Williamson, so I have since learnt, retired from the American Consular Service last year. 

He is said to be a very able man, but of a very truculent nature, which made him unpopular in 

Dairen with everyone, including his own nationals. He was also known for his anti-British 

sentiments, and certainly his remarks to me on the subject of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance seem to 

bear out that statement. He is now in business out there. 

  The following evening, Mr. Irvin Correll, American Vice Consul at Dairen, with whom I was 

dining, also brought up the subject of Japan-American relations. He seemed very concerned 

about them, and said he and the other members of his Service out there were fully expecting to 

receive orders to return to America within the next few months, as they think Japan will be forced 

into taking action in order to save her national honour [Dairen was the major commercial port of 

the Japanese-held Kwantung Leased Territory]. Mr. Correll, having been born in Japan and lived 

there for most of his life, is naturally concerned, as he has many Japanese friends, so possibly he 

takes a more serious view of the case than circumstances call for.  

 

 The only alternative to war, he thinks, is a revolution in Japan, as a result of the Military Party 

losing its power, which they are gradually doing, and which they will do unless a popular war 

[i.e. against America] breaks out and gives them the chance to get it back again. His theory 

seems to be that it is the Military Party that holds the country together, and once they lose their 

power the present World tendencies will bring about further discontent in Japan. There then will 

be no one strong enough to keep the people together and prevent the spread of dangerous 

teachings [i.e. Communism]
105

, which will, in time, bring about risings against the Military, 

whom the people will come to regard as their oppressors. 

  Professor Swift, who, owing to his long residence in Japan and wide knowledge of the country 

and its people, is an honorary member of the American Embassy and is frequently consulted by 

the American Ambassador in regard to questions affecting the Japanese, in a conversation I had 

with him a few days ago, spoke very gravely of the situation, as he says that the Californian Bill 

[against Japanese immigration] gains nothing for America, and is simply a direct insult to Japan, 
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and he seems afraid that Japan may feel herself bound to take drastic steps in order to save her 

national honour. For a man such as Professor Swift, who is exceptionally level-headed, to take 

such a serious view of the case, seems to indicate the extreme gravity of the situation.
106

 

 

 Professor Swift is one of the leading members of the Japan-American Association, and it was 

under his signature that a letter.... was sent to the American government a short time ago urging 

restraint in the matter, and stating the seriousness with which Americans living in Japan regarded 

the matter. 

  The fear seems to be that, if the Bill is passed, the Japanese Government may be forced to take 

steps by the action of the rougher elements in the country who will very possibly precipitate 

matters by stoning the houses of prominent Americans, just as happened at the time of the signing 

of the Treaty of Portsmouth [at the end of the Russo-Japanese War] when the mob attacked the 

house of the Russian Arch-Bishop of Tokyo [as the terms were regarded as too lenient to the 

defeated Russians]. Should such a thing happen, and should any American be killed, or even hurt 

as a result of it, Americans in California would be sure to retaliate, and nothing could then 

prevent the outbreak of war between the two countries".
107

 

 

It was the section on anti-Japanese feeling to which Brigadier-General Woodroffe, the Military Attaché, particularly 

drew the attention of the British Ambassador.  The section read: 

 

  ANTI-JAPANESE STORIES 

 "While travelling through Manchuria, I heard many anti-Japanese stories, the foreigners in 

Mukden expressing particularly anti-Japanese feelings. No doubt many of these stories have some 

truth in them, but the majority of them appear to be grossly exaggerated and many are obviously 

untrue. These stories chiefly concerned:- 

  (1) Allegations of brutality on the part of the Japanese towards Chinese and Koreans. 

  (2) Allegations of sending troops to places where they had no right to send them. 

  (3) Allegations of selling arms and ammunition to bandits, and urging them to keep the country 

in a state of unrest, so that the Japanese might have an excuse to interfere and thereby gain 

control. 

 

 "Though I heard stories about all these things from a dozen or more foreigners at different times, I 

could get no first hand evidence, and it reminded me forcibly of the story of the Angel of Mons 

[which was claimed to have helped British forces at the Battle of Mons in 1914], or the one about 
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the Russian troops passing through England in the early days of the War. It was always "someone 

who had heard it from someone else". 

 

 "As an example of the kind of story going about, the following is pertinent. Three apparently 

intelligent foreigners, two British and one American, told me in all sincerity that the Japanese, in 

order to extend their control in the country, would send off disease-ridden prostitutes to 

out-of-the-way Chinese villages in order to spread venereal disease amongst the villagers. The 

disease would become so bad that doctors would then have to be sent off to cope with it, and as 

Chinese doctors are scarce, Japanese doctors would have to be sent. But as the country is in a 

very disturbed state it was always necessary to send off Japanese troops to protect them. In this 

way, Japan is gradually extending her influence throughout the country! This story is typical of 

many I was told while in Manchuria, and it is difficult to understand how intelligent people can 

believe such stories without even questioning them, yet the fact remains that they do so. 

 ......The Japanese may not be guiltless of many of the charges made against them, but when one 

hears [such] stories ...... it makes one wonder how much truth there is in the other charges. The 

stories of their torturing the Koreans, for instance, may be true in certain cases, but from the way 

the foreigners in Mukden and such places talk, one might imagine such cases were universal".
108

 

 

 "So much has been heard of the alleged Japanese atrocities in putting down the Korean 

insurrection last year, that it is interesting to hear the Japanese side of the question. In the course 

of conversations with Japanese officers on the subject, they have pointed out that in many cases 

Koreans were equally brutal, if not more so, and that it was due to these brutalities that the 

Japanese acted rather harshly on some occasions. In the famous Suwon incident, for instance, 

Koreans set fire to a Japanese school, destroyed the Police station and killed two policemen, one 

of these receiving more than 50 wounds in his body. This, according to the officer who told me 

was all done before any troops arrived, so one can well imagine the feelings of the troops on 

finding what had happened. These troops were, as is known, subsequently punished for their 

harsh treatment of the Koreans, and no doubt deserved the treatment they received; but the 

statement made by this officer shows that the Koreans themselves were largely to blame, though 

the majority of foreigners in Manchuria and Korea overlook this point and only tell you the one 

side of the story - the side against the Japanese. This is only one instance, but many others could 

be mentioned in which only the anti-Japanese side is known to the foreigners."
109

 

 

 "The reason for this seems to be that only very few foreigners living in Manchuria and Korea can 

speak Japanese, and therefore they do not come into contact with the Japanese. Those in Korea 
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are mostly missionaries who work amongst the Koreans, and only get to hear the Korean point of 

view. The Japanese, owing to their somewhat difficult-to-understand characteristics, and very 

often, lack of tact, only add to the foreigners' convictions that all their actions are wrong. It is also 

undoubtedly true that the Japanese who find their way to those parts, especially those living in 

Manchuria, are not by any means the best type. 

 ...... The military are ... anxious to obtain a better understanding [with the foreign community]. 

While at Liaoyang, for instance, General Shiki, Commander of the 16th Division, received me in a 

friendly way and asked me about my impressions of Manchuria; and on the following day one of 

his A.D.C.s, Lieutenant Miyawaki, whom I came to know very well during my stay there, asked me 

to tell him frankly what was the opinion of foreigners in regard to Japanese administration in 

those parts, and in what way they considered it could be improved. From the way he said it I have 

little doubt that he had been instructed by General Shiki beforehand to make these enquiries, and 

as the General gave me the impression of being both straight-forward and friendly, the only 

construction to be placed on this question is that he has a real desire to find out foreign opinion 

with a view to obtaining better relations. 

 As Lieutenant Miyawaki speaks quite intelligible English, I thought the best thing to do was to 

give him an introduction to some British medical missionaries living there, and get him to talk 

freely to them; and since returning to Tokyo I have received a letter from him thanking me for 

giving him the chance of finding out the views of foreigners well acquainted with Manchuria. 

 

 But though the foreign element out there regards the Japanese with suspicion, the same feeling 

seems to be held by some Japanese towards the foreigners. At an informal dinner given to me at 

Port Arthur by General Tachibana, Commander in Chief of the Kwantung Army, the General 

asked me for my opinion of the foreigners in Manchuria, and expressed his own opinion, which 

was anything but complimentary towards them. He said that he had spent some years in Europe, 

and during that time had made many friends there, but he considered that those who came out to 

China and Manchuria were certainly not representative of the best types. There were five other 

officers present at this dinner .... [and] all of them agreed with General Tachibana's statement, 

and seemed to think it a great pity that a better type did not come out".
110

 

 

B.L. Newton in the Far Eastern Department noted on reading Kennedy's report on his tour of Manchuria on 25 

December:  

 

 "This report is very interesting especially the part relating to anti-Japanese stories of atrocities 

etc. Captain Kennedy is no doubt an admirer of the Japanese but his account is probably less 

biased in favour of Japan than are other accounts which have reached us from missionaries etc. 

against Japan".
111
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There were many who did not share Captain Kennedy's pro-Japanese views, such as the editor of the Kobe 

Chronicle, Morgan Young
112

, whom the British Embassy regarded as being unduly critical of Japanese actions and 

motives. Young was not inclined to share Kennedy's indulgent attitude towards Japanese actions in Korea. The 

differences in attitude vis-à-vis Japan between Young and Kennedy clearly reflected their differing backgrounds and 

experiences of Japan. Young was a civilian and a journalist, closely interested in Japanese politics and foreign 

policy, particularly as the latter affected British economic interests in the region. Kennedy was an army officer, 

closely interested in the Japanese army and Japanese foreign policy in so far as it affected the military position of 

British interests in the Far East. Whereas Kennedy admired the discipline and fighting spirit of the Japanese army, 

Young saw it as a constant threat not only to the development of democracy in Japan but to British interests on the 

Asian mainland.  

 

In 1919, hoping to impress the delegates at the Versailles Peace Conference, Korean patriots had fixed on their late 

emperor's commemoration day as the occasion for a protest against Japanese rule. On March 1, 33 cultural and 

religious leaders and their co-conspirators in every town in the country read out a "Proclamation of Independence". 
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 "But this knowledge, obtained almost exclusively from the press, 

at least in so far as Japanese personalities are concerned, is 

not illuminated by any intimacy or sympathy with the Japanese 

people, official or non-official. On the contrary Messrs. Young 

and Evans, the editor and proprietor respectively, seem to suffer 

from an exaggerated critical faculty ...... ". 
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G.C. Allen, who was later to become a leading authority on the Japanese 

economy, formed a much more favourable opinion of the editor: 

 

 "Morgan Young was a first-rate journalist, a stylist and a man of 

courage and integrity. He wrote much of the paper himself, 

including its admirable leaders." 

 

 "[In the 1930's his] task as an editor became much more 

difficult. He regarded himself as a candid friend of Japan, but 

his vigorous attacks on government policy in those years 

persuaded the Japanese that he was hostile to their country. He 

certainly did not allow tact to disguise his opinions." 

 

G.C. Allen, Appointment in Japan: Memories of Sixty Years, Athlone Press, 

London, 1983, pp. 133-136. 



 
 

A million or so demonstrators marched, chanting their support for independence. In brutally suppressing them, the 

frightened Japanese recorded 19,000 persons jailed and 2,000 casualties. Korean sources give 7,000 killed in the 

following 12 months
113

.  In a later work, Morgan Young viewed the Suwon incident in a very different light from 

Kennedy: 

 

 "The local Christians were surrounded in their church, shot down, and the church burnt over 

them. It was said in extenuation, first, that a policeman had been killed in the neighbourhood, and 

secondly, that the troops were newly arrived and did not understand that the Koreans were fellow-

subjects, conceiving rather that they were in an enemy country. Similar scenes, however, were 

witnessed in localities where these predisposing causes could not be pleaded. ... Thousands were 

arrested and imprisoned, not only for demonstrating, but taken from their homes on suspicion".
114

 

 

As a consequence of the suppression of the Korean uprising of March 1919, the powers of the Japanese police in 

that country were increased; the police used these powers to evict a large number of Koreans from their land. These 

families usually migrated across the border to Chientao Province in Manchuria where they formed a base for the 

Korean nationalist movement.  Here they organised frequent cross-border raids which the Japanese sought to control 

by establishing consulates throughout Chientao. These consulates were well supplied with armed police who acted 

more like the police in the foreign concessions in China than consular guards. 

 

Admiral Saito, Governor-General of Korea, stated that the ruthless punitive action taken by Japanese troops after 

Koreans had attacked the Japanese Consulate in Hunchun in Chientao Province in October 1920 compared 

favourably with that of the "Black and Tans" in Ireland. Ten Japanese were killed at Hunchun: hundreds of Koreans 

died as the result of Japanese reprisals in Chientao. 

Colonel Midzumachi Takezo, who had been Military Attaché in Washington in 1916-1918, also lectured foreign 

missionaries in Chientao who had protested against Japanese actions. He reminded them of General Dyer's massacre 

of Indians at Amritsar, and told them that it would only make things even if, as a retaliation for missionaries 

encouraging Koreans, Japanese Buddhists encouraged Indian nationalists
115

. This was hardly what Captain Kennedy 

had in mind when, a month earlier, he had advised the Japanese army on improving its relations with foreigners in 

Manchuria. Unlike the majority of missionaries in China and Korea, however, Kennedy was not particularly 

shocked by the strong measures taken by the Japanese army to suppress Korean insurgents. He, and many of his 

friends, including Walter France, the Anglican missionary in Tokyo, had supported General Dyer's actions to 

disperse the crowd of protesters at Amritsar in the Punjab
116

: 
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 "[General Dyer], though possibly mistakenly, did what he considered to be his best for his 

Country, and, as recompense, has been branded by many of his own countrymen as a murderer.... 

[According] to the account in the leading article "The Amritzar Affair", in your number for July 

15th, one might imagine [he] was the incarnation of all that is evil.  

 One must remember that those living in sheltered places cannot fully understand the dangers 

which beset those not so favourably situated. It is not fair to defame the name of an officer for 

taking what appeared to him to be the only possible action. Had he not taken this action and if, in 

consequence, an uprising on a large scale had taken place, those same papers which, today, are 

dragging his name in the mud, would probably have been the first to denounce him for having let 

matters go too far". 

 (signed "K.")
117

 

 

Kennedy believed that unruly crowds of colonial subjects required firm treatment.  Without soldiers to defend a 

colonial power's defenceless civilians the latters' fate at the hands of lawless natives was too terrible to contemplate. 

In holding such views, Kennedy was probably doing little more than perpetuating his father's opinions at the time of 

the withdrawal of British troops from Penang in the late 1890s. 

 

Before leaving Japan in mid-November 1920, Kennedy attended the annual Grand Manoeuvres, which that year 

were being held in the vicinity of Nakatsu in northern Kyushu. A night under canvas filled Kennedy with nostalgia 

for the only life that he really enjoyed - that of a junior army officer leading his troops in the field. 

These were the third annual Grand Manoeuvres which Kennedy attended. Those in 1919 and 1920 merely served to 

reinforce Kennedy's impressions of the 1918 Grand Manoeuvres - that the Japanese Army was definitely 

behind-the-times in its equipment and tactics: 

 

 "Though much impressed with the toughness of the troops, one could not but be surprised at the 

lack of modern material and also at the "out-of-dateness" of the tactical formations employed; in 

fact, the manoeuvres were little, if any, different from such as were carried out at Aldershot and 

elsewhere in pre-War days. The troops, basing their tactics no doubt on those of their former 

German instructors, had a great tendency towards adopting mass formations, and the small 

number of machine-guns and aircraft seemed almost incredible in view of lessons taught by the 

War. Such things as bombs, light trench-mortars, and tanks were non-existent, and camouflage of 

any kind was chiefly conspicuous by its absence. 

 .... It came ... as a revelation to find a great military power such as Japan so far behind in the 

matter of tactics and equipment, both of which had undergone so great a change in the last few 

years".
118
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During these manoeuvres the Japanese demonstrated the same desire to improve their image in the eyes of 

foreigners which Kennedy had encountered in his conversation with Lieutenant Miyawaki at Liaoyang in late 

September.  Now lavish welcomes were organised for foreign military observers. On 9 November the foreign 

military attachés and language officers were invited to the villa of the wealthy owner of a local gold-mine, Mr. 

Narikyo.  Kennedy described this occasion as follows: 

 

 Tuesday 9th November 1920 

 "We then motored over to Mr. Narikyo's "besso" [villa] at Hiji - a very fine place with an excellent 

view across Beppu Bay. Got to Hiji about 1.30 or 2 p.m. and had to walk about 300 or 400 yards 

up an avenue lined with school children, each of whom carried a flag! Came as something of a 

surprise to meet with such a reception, all of them waving their flags and "banzai-ing" as we 

came along! The Japanese certainly know the art of stage-managing things, and are really 

overwhelming in their hospitality. Throughout these manoeuvres - and it was much the same last 

year and the year before - we have simply been treated like princes. It is really astonishing how 

well we are treated by rich and poor alike. The roads, for instance, in certain parts of the 

manoeuvre area are simply thick with sightseers on both sides, and as we pass through these 

"human avenues", the crowds bare their heads and bow to us as though we were the Emperor 

himself!"
119

 

 

At the end of the manoeuvres the troops were reviewed by the Crown Prince (who was to become Emperor in 

1925). The ceremony added to the admiration for the Japanese army that Kennedy had developed over the past three 

years: 

 

 Thursday 11th November 1920 

 "At 10 a.m. the Crown Prince arrived with a flourish of trumpets and much noise from day-light 

rockets, and took up his stand inside the [Imperial] tent. We then filed up and made our bows one 

at a time, after which ceremony the Crown Prince mounted his horse, and set off to review the 

troops of the three divisions which had taken part in the manoeuvres, the foreign attachés (Britain 

leading), following up in the rear. 

 As the cortege set off, the Band struck up the "Kimi ga yo" [national anthem], while the bugles 

played the Royal Salute - terrible discords, but something very impressive about it. 

 As there was no big open space like last year on which to hold the Review, the troops were drawn 

up by regiments in the "paddy" fields on the left of the road, as was done after the 1918 

manoeuvres, while bodies of "zaigogunjin" [reservists], school children etc. were lined up in 

fields on the right of the road". 
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 "These Kyushu troops are certainly a fine body of men - fine sturdy-looking beggars, who look fit 

for anything, and, of course, they have the reputation of being the best fighting troops in Japan. 

The fact that the whole 12th Division did a march of 53 kilometres through mountainous country 

in 10 hours with only 33 casualties during these manoeuvres shows that their reputation is 

well-deserved; and the fact that an officer actually committed "hara-kiri" because he considered 

that he had not carried out his orders properly shows that the old "samurai" spirit of wiping out 

disgrace with death is still very much a reality. 

 The more one sees of Japanese troops and their [battle-damaged] tattered "Colours", the more 

one comes to admire them".
120

 

 

Despite his admiration for many aspects of Japanese life, Kennedy did, on one occasion, find himself faced with a 

difficult decision because of a conflict between traditional Japanese views (on the status of women) and 

contemporary British ideas. This problem arose in January 1920 when Kennedy was still attached to the 34th 

Regiment at Shizuoka. On 12 January a Miss Kawatani called at Kennedy's house seeking work as a servant. 

Nineteen years old, she had already graduated from the Kotojogakko (Girls' High School). From her behaviour and 

statements it was obvious that she was from an upper class family.  Indeed, her parents had a villa at the hot-spring 

resort of Beppu in Kyushu. She stated she had come from the house of Major Kawanabe, a senior officer of the 34th 

Regiment, who was a distant relative. Kennedy explained that he did not need another servant but agreed to ask if 

any other member of the very small foreign community in Shizuoka required one. She then left, leaving Kennedy 

puzzling as to why someone of her relatively high social background should be seeking such lowly work. The next 

day Kennedy discovered that she had run away from Major Kawanabe's house; it seemed probable that Kawanabe, a 

very conservative Japanese, was intending to force her to marry him. Kennedy had sought advice from a junior 

officer of the regiment, Captain Jimbo, who had become his friend. Jimbo had recommended that Kennedy write to 

Kawanabe to verify the girl's story. Kennedy did so, and later the same day Kawanabe sent word that she had 

already been found and brought back to his house. Kennedy was relieved to hear this because he did not like the 

idea of handing the girl over to a man like Kawanabe when she returned to him to enquire if he had been able to find 

work for her. A week later Kennedy learned that the girl had run away once again.
121

 

 

By November 1920 Captain Kennedy's three year tour of duty in Japan had come to an end. Before returning to 

Britain he made a brief visit to China, out of personal interest. In Japan Kennedy had associated both with the 

foreign community and with the Japanese themselves and spoke their language: in China he associated only with 

foreigners - chiefly British and Japanese officers and officials. His impressions of the country were overwhelmingly 

negative. 

 

On 17 November Kennedy arrived in Tsingtao, which Japan had captured from Germany in October 1914. During a 

dinner with members of the British community Kennedy discovered that his fellow diners were violently 

anti-Japanese in their opinions, and seemed to think Kennedy mad for trying to defend the Japanese: 
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 Wednesday 17th November 1920 

 "From all accounts the Japanese certainly seem to be antagonising everyone out here, but it 

seems to be more from lack of tact than anything else. It's an awful pity, as they have got some 

darned good points about them, but by their own actions out here they are simply cutting their 

own throats. It is largely a case of "trade morality", and the way they talk of the "Open Door 

Policy" [free and equal access to the Chinese market for the goods of foreign nations] and yet 

employ all kinds of methods to hold back the trade of other nations. As a result, most of the British 

out here are dead against the renewal of our alliance with Japan, and are doing their best to 

prevent it, apparently not realising that by doing so they are playing into Germany's hands; for if 

the Alliance ends it is a thousand to one that Germany will step in and form a Japanese-German 

Alliance, and may eventually get Russia to join in also. If that happens, there is going to be hell 

for the World within a few more years. That is the point which seems to be overlooked by our 

people out here. I can't help feeling that many of the present misunderstandings between 

ourselves and the Japanese are also largely due to the "colour" question, as the British out here 

seem to think that, owing to their colour, the Japanese are inferior to them and should therefore 

lick their boots as the Chinese seem to do. Personally I rather admire the Japanese in that 

respect, as it shows they have spirit in them, and to "kowtow" to anyone is as objectionable to the 

Japanese as it is to the British or to any other self-respecting nation. It is, incidentally, a 

characteristic of the Japanese to adopt their worst attitude when they feel they are looked down 

on, and no doubt this accounts very largely for their somewhat domineering attitude out here".
122

 

 

From Tsingtao Kennedy travelled by train to Tsinan, the chief city of Shantung Province, where he was met by 

Geoffery Mumford, a friend from Kennedy's preparatory school days in Ealing. Mumford took Kennedy on his first 

tour of a native Chinese city: 

 

 

 Sunday 21st November 1920 

 "Roads filthy, shops filthy, people filthy, everything filthy and unsanitary - absolute breeding 

places for diseases of all kinds! John Chinaman ought to take a lesson from his neighbours in 

Japan. I don't altogether wonder the Japanese look on the Chinks as very much inferior to them. 

They are cheery-looking rogues, but disgustingly filthy. Asked Geoff if he thought they would ever 

learn the value of sanitation. Replied in the negative and said it would be a bad thing if they did, 

as they breed like rabbits and the only thing that keeps down their numbers is that so many 

hundreds of thousands die per year from these same unsanitary conditions! A curious way of 

looking at it, but there is certainly a lot to be said for it! 

 ..... Numbers of Chinese soldiers about - sloppy-looking beggars without arms or equipment, 

wearing wadded clothes. Nice and warm in cold dry weather, but must be like sponges in wet 
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weather, and must be impossible to get dry again. However, from all accounts, no Chinaman, 

whether soldier or civilian, ever thinks of going out in the rain - in fact, in the recent operations 

[fighting between warlords] heavy rain set in and both armies ceased fighting for 5 days in order 

to keep themselves dry! Truly wonderful gentry are the Chinese!"
123

 

 

On 24 November Kennedy arrived in Peking. On arrival he went to the British Legation, which was part of the 

Legation Quarter where the foreign powers had extraterritorial rights. Kennedy was made an honorary member of 

the officers' mess of the British Legation Guard and was invited to stay with the Military Attaché, Major Brookes, at 

his house in the Legation compound. Martin, the British Consul, invited Kennedy to his house for a drink and they 

chatted about China, being joined by a Colonel Holt. Holt and Martin, like Brookes, had very clear views on the 

Chinese: 

 

 "They admit that however much you may like individual Chinese, you can never respect them, as 

they simply stink with corruption and deceit from highest to lowest, and are absolutely 

untrustworthy unless you have the upper hand, and God help the man under them. The Chinese 

Army seems to be a thing of wonder and a joy for ever! Brookes tells me that even the Chinese 

War Office itself knows neither its strength nor its dispositions! 

 In [one] case two opposing forces of artillery agreed to fire to the left of each other instead of at 

each other, but one of the generals on seeing this ordered his men to fire actually at the enemy. As 

soon as he had gone, however, his men sent over a note of apology to the enemy, and it was 

agreed that in future they should only fire at each other when there were generals about!"
124

 

 

Kennedy also met Harry Nathaniel Steptoe, a junior consular official, who in reality, was a recently-arrived Secret 

Intelligence Service agent. He was not to meet Steptoe again until 26 October 1924 when a chance meeting on the 

train from Haslemere to London led to an offer by Steptoe to try and find Kennedy employment with the Secret 

Intelligence Service. 

 

Kennedy found Peking to be infested with "concession-hunters, so-called "advisers", and box-wallahs [merchants] 

of all kinds - all of them parasites sucking the blood of the Chinese Government." Nor was he impressed by western 

women in China who were "not of a type from whom I should ever care to select a wife. Seem to think of nothing 

but dancing and amusing themselves, and dressing themselves in a way which is little better than disgusting". The 

latter offence was all the more serious in that it threatened to undermine the respect for foreigners that ought to be 

inculcated into the minds of the Chinese. 

 

By the time Kennedy set sail from Shanghai on 4 December for the voyage back to Britain, he had formed a clear 

opinion of the relative merits of the Japanese and Chinese: 
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 Saturday 4th December 1920  

 "From all accounts it seems that John Chinaman, whenever he gets the upper hand of anyone, is 

little better than a savage. Rather interesting to hear this after all the talk one hears of the 

Japanese ill-treating the poor, harmless Chinese! From what I have heard since coming here, no 

one is more cruel to a Chinaman than one of his own race who happens to be in a higher position 

than himself. The Japanese have their faults, but one doesn't hear of that kind of thing in 

Japan...... 

 In regard to cruelty to their own people, though the Japanese police are often accused of 

harshness, I only once saw a case of it during my 3 years in Japan, whereas I have several times 

during the last week or two seen Chinese police beating coolies over the head for no particular 

reason."
125

 

  

Kennedy arrived back in Britain on 13 January 1921. It had been a relatively uneventful voyage, apart from the 

death of two passengers from the plague and the resultant state of near-panic among the majority of the passengers. 

Kennedy's sang-froid did not contribute to his popularity among his fellow-passengers. 

 

Kennedy returned to Britain with the pro-Japanese sympathies, which he had taken to the Far East in 1917, more 

strongly reinforced than ever. Unlike other foreigners who had stayed in Japan and become interested in the country, 

Captain Kennedy had taken a limited interest in Japanese culture. Musically, he had no time for oriental music - his 

taste was for European popular classical music, particularly Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. In drama he found 

Japanese theatre boring and much preferred foreign-style revues or the amateur dramatic performances put on by the 

foreign community in Tokyo. He did visit a large number of Japanese temples, but this was chiefly a by-product of 

his enjoyment of walking: temples provided a useful and interesting focal point for an afternoon's exercise. He 

appreciated Japan's natural scenery, but much preferred the Scottish Glens. He liked some Japanese food, but not to 

eat every day. As a good Scot he was glad to get a bowl of porridge - the thing he missed most when living on 

Japanese food. He was not adverse to sampling Japanese culture - at least once. In December 1918 he had attended 

a tea ceremony, but found it "too long-drawn out to wish to see again". His taste was for Western-style entertainment 

such as the dinner parties and dances put on by the foreign community.  

Japanese-style dinners, with large quantities of sake being consumed and geisha in attendance, held little appeal to 

him. He viewed geisha as "little more than empty-headed dolls...".
126

 

 

Captain Kennedy belonged to an international yet at the same time somewhat parochial world of privilege. This was 

the world of families with backgrounds of colonial and military service, the world of the preparatory school and 

public school. School would be followed by entry into Sandhurst, Dartmouth (naval college) or the universities of 

Oxford and Cambridge. This was the world of exclusive clubs - in the West End of London, and throughout the 

Empire and beyond. These clubs, though they represented different groups - military, civilian, political, sporting - 

were linked by the common social backgrounds of their members and, geographically, by the "posh" ocean-going 
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liners that connected London with the Empire. Captain Kennedy, travelling first-class on such liners, would meet the 

Colonial officials, the Malayan rubber planters, the Indian army officers, going to and coming from "blighty". 

During the voyage time could be whiled away with organising deck games, publishing a ship's paper, with parties 

and lavish dinners. At each port of call in the Far East Kennedy had friends whom he could visit whilst the ship was 

in port - at Colombo, Penang, Singapore, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Kobe. 

Kennedy was a dedicated junior British army officer par excellence. He was single-mindedly determined during his 

time in Japan to make a success of his tour of duty as a language officer and, by constant exercise, to overcome his 

leg injury so that he could return to his regiment. He had kept in touch with his formed commander, Major Ferrers, 

who, despite his injuries, was serving with the regiment in India. Kennedy was determined to follow his example. 

 

His interest in Japan was overwhelmingly military, largely to the exclusion of matters political, commercial and 

cultural. As a junior officer with a talent for winning the respect of his soldiers and brother officers he was a great 

success with the Japanese officers whom he met. Kennedy continued to retain a great respect for the discipline and 

the frugal life-style of the Japanese army. He had a contempt for squabbling politicians and troublemakers such as 

Communists and Socialists, whether Japanese or British. A man of Conservative political views and intensely 

patriotic and pro-monarchist, he had a limited patience with those whom he thought misguided. Whilst passing 

through Marble Arch in London ten days after his return to Britain he stopped to listen to some public speakers at 

Speakers' Corner in Hyde Park: 

 

 Sunday 23rd January 1921 

 "Have never heard such rank sedition and lies spoken in public places. It fairly makes one's blood 

boil to hear, and, after restraining my feelings for some time, I at last could stand it no longer, but 

had to butt in. Had a violent argument with one of the stinkers who was running down the King, 

and quite enjoyed myself for about half an hour, though I was very disgusted to find that, with the 

exception of one other fellow, the whole crowd appeared to favour the "tub-thumper" and jeered 

at me in consequence. ........ Gad though! It makes one wonder what is to be the end of it all".
127

 

 

By the early 1920s Kennedy was not merely out of step with much of public opinion in Britain. He had retained his 

pre-war attitudes, such as support for the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, which were increasingly out of favour in Britain, 

and had developed an admiration for the Japanese army, which was partly out of public favour in Japan itself. In 

early 1923 he wrote in praise of the spirit of the old Japan, which the armed forces alone were preserving against the 

corrupting influence of commercialism: 

  

 "It cannot be denied that the ideals of the Military are on an infinitely higher plane than those of 

the politician, or, for that matter, of many of the business men. It is this lowest form of 

commercialism which is eating into the very vitals of Japanese life, and in place of the fine old 

ideals of former days, when the individual was taught to sink his own interests for those of the 
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community, a money grubbing spirit .... is coming to the fore. There is, however, one place in 

which the old ideal is still in existence and that is the fighting forces..".
128

 

 

It should be appreciated that contempt for commercialism was widespread, not only among British officers but also 

throughout considerable sections of the British "establishment". In India, for example, amongst the British 

community the senior civil servants and army officers stood at the head of the social hierarchy: the "box-wallahs" 

(merchants and businessmen) were very much at the bottom. The fact that Kennedy's contacts with Japanese were 

for the most part with army officers, who, like British officers, tended to despise merchants and businessmen, 

doubtless reinforced Kennedy's opinions. Indeed, the Japanese officers he met were one of his two chief sources of 

information on Japan. The other was his contacts with the British Embassy and his occasional periods of working in 

the Military Attaché's Office there. Such contacts gave him access not only to summaries of the Japanese press but 

also to intelligence reports prepared by other language officers and communications with the Far Eastern 

Intelligence Section at the War Office in London. Moreover, the Military Attaché's Office during this period acted as 

the base through which reports from British officers observing the situation in Vladivostok and Eastern Siberia were 

channelled. 

 

Kennedy's interest in Japan was limited by the role of the Military Attaché's Office.  He concentrated on the 

capabilities and intentions of the Japanese Army and the ramifications of Japanese foreign policy as they affected 

British interests in the Far East. His assessments within this limited area were basically sound. The Japanese Army, 

he appreciated, was a well-disciplined and well-officered force, despite the relative backwardness of its equipment, 

strategy and tactics compared with the British Army with its four years of experience in the First World War. As a 

Language Officer it was part of his task to promote Anglo-Japanese goodwill in the course of his day-to-day 

contacts.  He thus put great store on the continuation of the Alliance. He correctly appreciated that ending the 

Alliance would have an unfortunate psychological impact in a Japan which was already feeling isolated in the face 

of serious tensions with the United States. Nevertheless he doubtless overemphasised the immediate dangers of such 

a termination to Britain's position in the Far East. 

Despite Kennedy's lack of interest in politics, the three years during which he was attached to the Military Attaché's 

Office at the British Embassy had given him valuable insights into the work of the Embassy and the international 

politics surrounding the allied interventions in Siberia.  This experience had also opened his eyes to the workings of 

British intelligence in the Far East. On 5 November 1920, three years to the day after arriving in Japan, Kennedy 

assessed what he had learned from his time there: 

  

 "What a deuce of a lot has happened in that time, and what a different outlook on life it has given 

one! One has learnt a lot during these three short years, and has seen, and heard, more than one 

could have imagined even in one's wildest dreams; and, moreover, has learnt a lot about the inner 

workings of Policy and Diplomacy. Few truer words have been spoken than those quoted in 

Hamlet - "There are more things in Heaven and Earth than are dreamt of in your philosophy, O 
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Theosophus, (or whatever the beggar's name was!)! A case of "wheels within wheels". Truly one 

lives and learns!"
129

 

 

"Inner workings of Policy" no doubt included the activities of British secret service agents in Russia and China. 

Kennedy may have learnt much during his three years in Japan as a Language Officer, yet his basic outlook on the 

world had changed little.  
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ANGLO-JAPANESE RELATIONS, 1919-1921 
By 1919-20 the British Foreign Office had come to the conclusion that the Anglo-Japanese Alliance had no future 

and should be merged in a Far Eastern agreement involving Britain, the United States and Japan. The head of the 

Foreign Office's Far Eastern Department, Victor Wellesley, supported such an agreement. A Foreign Office 

committee which examined the options in the winter of 1920-21 concurred with Wellesley's opinion. Its report 

recognised that Japan stood "little chance of industrial survival" unless she could obtain control over the resources 

of China". Britain could neither afford to give the appearance of conniving at such Japanese hegemony over China 

nor could she prevent such Japanese domination by means of force. The committee argued that the best means of 

preventing Japanese domination was to strengthen China rather than directly confronting Japan. A triple entente 

involving Japan and America was seen as the best way to strengthen China.  Such an entente would also offered a 

means by which the Anglo-Japanese Alliance might be renewed in some form. Lord Curzon, the Foreign Secretary 

(1919-1924), however, saw the Alliance as a valuable restraint on Japanese expansionism, but, influenced by 

Canadian and Australian criticisms of the Alliance, gave formal notice to Japan in May 1921 that renewal of the 

Alliance could not be taken as automatic. The prospect of a tripartite Anglo-American-Japanese agreement 

superseding the Alliance gave rise to fears among Japanese ministers of an Anglo-American conspiracy against their 

country.
130

 

 

The fundamental problem lay with the United States. Britain could not defend her interest in the Far East against a 

hostile Japan, but neither could she afford to risk American hostility. Hostility with the United States would lead to a 

naval armaments race which Britain, financially weakened by the war, could not face.  In such circumstances the 

British Empire would be threatened by American naval superiority. Britain thus felt compelled to seek American 

goodwill. Moreover, Britain had incurred large war debts to the United States.  Washington and Tokyo were 

becoming increasingly hostile to one another, and the United States was resolutely opposed to a renewal of the 

Anglo-Japanese Alliance. However, if Britain ended the Alliance she would have to face the prospect of a 

potentially hostile Japan against which she would be unable to adequately defend her position in the Far East, unless 

she had American support.  However most Americans, influenced by a growing mood of isolationism and innate 

hostility to British imperialism, were unwilling to commit themselves to such an "entangling alliance". This 

conundrum continued to haunt British Far Eastern policy throughout the interwar years. It was pressure from the 

United States from 1919 onwards which brought Britain and Japan to accept the urgency of reaching a decision 

about the future of the Alliance. The Americans convened the Washington conference on lines which they 

themselves had laid down and insisted that the Alliance should be discussed in association with discussions on naval 

armaments limitation and the problem of the powers' relations with China.
131
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The British government, for its part, definitely did not want to risk a confrontation with the United States. Prime 

Minister Lloyd George in a speech in the House of Commons on 11 July 1921 clearly showed the supreme 

importance which he attached to good relations with the United States: 

  

 "..... the first principle of our policy [is] friendly co- operation with the United States. .... We also 

desire .... to maintain our close friendship and co-operation with Japan. The greatest merit of that 

valuable friendship is that it harmonises the influence and activities of the two greatest Asiatic 

Powers, and thus constitutes an essential safeguard to the well-being of the British Empire ...... We 

also aim at preserving the open door in China .... 

 In addition to these considerations, we desire to safeguard our own vital interests in the Pacific, 

and to preclude any competition in naval armaments between the Pacific Powers".
132

 

 

The British government came to the conclusion that a tripartite conference with the United States and Japan was 

essential. Faced with many problems both at home and abroad, Lloyd George found the prospect of serious 

difficulties with the United States unthinkable. Naval competition would increase the strain on Britain's economy 

and frustrate domestic demands for budget cut-backs. Worst of all, Anglo-American tension would further erode 

Britain's international prestige further and complicate any settlement with the Irish nationalists - one of Lloyd 

George's principal objectives - since the U.S. might actively support the nationalists. The Foreign Office, worried 

about the vulnerability of British interests and the future policy of an isolated Japan, hoped to extricate the Alliance 

and use it as a restraint. Lloyd George, however, dominated the government so completely that the wishes of the 

Foreign Office counted for little. He had never given much attention to East Asian affairs or attached much 

importance to Britain's position there. Strong opposition from Canada and the United States made the renewal of the 

Alliance too dangerous.
133

 

 

At the Washington Conference in 1920-21, Britain did accede to American wishes and abandoned the Alliance. A 

four-power treaty, between Britain, the United States, Japan and France, provided for the termination of the 

Alliance. The new treaty, under which the four powers agreed to meet whenever mutual disagreements arose and 

which rested on related agreements on armaments limitation in the Far East and Pacific, was ultimately to prove a 

dead letter. Britain had ended the Alliance under American pressure but had failed to solve the conundrum
134

. 

Although Japan's representatives approached the Washington Conference in a defensive frame of mind in the light of 

their suspicions of an Anglo-American conspiracy to isolate them, Prime Minister Hara Kei and Navy Minister Kato 

Tomosaburo were far more interested in the opportunities which the conference offered to alter the political scene 

within Japan than in its international consequences. The Prime Minister saw a chance to consolidate his ties with the 
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navy, reduce the foreign policy influence of the army, and enhance civilian influence over the Military. The Navy 

Minister saw the chance to conclude an alliance with Hara that would reduced the power of the generals.
135

 

On naval disarmament the Japanese representatives accepted in principle that Japan should have a smaller tonnage 

of capital ships than Britain or America (a 60% ratio as against the two other powers), but devoted much energy to 

ensuring that this concession would not leave them at too great a disadvantage in the event of naval conflict with the 

other powers. The result was a moratorium on naval fortifications in the western Pacific, other than in Japanese 

territory. 

After the issues of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance and naval armaments limitation had been settled the third important 

element in the conference was discussion of Chinese affairs. A nine-power treaty of 6 February 1922 bound the 

powers to respect China's sovereignty, independence, and "administrative integrity". They were to abjure spheres of 

influence and to observe the principle of "equal opportunity for the commerce and industry of all nations" in China. 

This was in reality no more than a formal declaration in favour of the Open Door, as the United States defined it. 

During the course of the conference Japanese representatives reached agreement, in direct negotiations with the 

Chinese, on returning the Kiaochow leased territory to China.
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The chief consequence of the Washington Conference for the conduct of Japanese foreign policy was to restore the 

dominant position of the Foreign Ministry which had suffered from the army's foreign policy ambitions.  These had 

been partially unleashed by military intervention in Siberia during the Russian civil war. Over the next decade 

foreign policy was to concentrate on utilizing privileges within the treaty port system in China. This policy, closely 

identified with Shidehara Kijuro, Foreign Minister in 1924-7 and 1929-31, sought to avoid any action likely to 

deprive Japan of international sympathy in pursuing its economic ends: Shidehara believed that Japan's progress and 

stability depended on the growth of industry and that this in turn relied on foreign trade.
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THE WAR OFFICE & THE END OF THE ANGLO-JAPANESE 

ALLIANCE (1921-1922)  
The vast bulk of the information available on Captain Kennedy is to be found in his diaries. Kennedy kept a regular 

diary from January 1920 until early 1921.  But following his return to Britain in January 1921 he found less 

interesting things to write about.  Kennedy's return also brought a reunion with Margaret Coutts a friend since 

childhood
138

. The couple became engaged in the spring of 1921 and married in September 1922. The first of their 

three children, a son, was born 12 months later. Family and career preoccupations led to a lapse in Kennedy's 

diary-keeping. It was to take his experiences in Japan at the time of the Great Tokyo Earthquake in September 1923 

to spur him to resume his diary. Thereafter he kept a regular diary throughout the period 1923-1945. Notes which he 

made in the course of writing his first book, The Military Side of Japanese Life, published in 1924, and notes he 

made concerning his work at the War Office in 1921-22 were written up, many years later, as Notes & Diary, 

1921-23.  

This break in Kennedy's diary-keeping in the years 1921-23 means that there is a relative dearth of material on 

Kennedy's activities in a period during which he spent a year working in Far Eastern Military Intelligence at the War 

Office.
139

 

 

On 14 January 1921, the day after Kennedy's return to Britain, he visited the War Office to report to Colonel 

Piggott, the head of Far Eastern Military Intelligence. Piggott told Kennedy that he, Piggott, would probably 

succeed General Woodroffe as Military Attaché in Tokyo. The Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Sir Henry 

Wilson, had wanted a friend, Colonel Meinenhausen, to have the post. However, Meinenhausen had no experience 

of Japan, and so General Woodroffe had persuaded the British Ambassador, Sir Charles Eliot, to send a cable to the 

Foreign Office protesting about the proposed appointment. The protest had produced the desired effect and 

Meinenhausen was dropped in favour of Piggott. As to Kennedy's future, Piggott told him that if he was going to 

remain in the army Piggott wished him to enter Far Eastern Intelligence - as Piggott's departure for Tokyo would 

leave the War Office without a Japan expert.  This left Kennedy with a difficult decision. He hated the idea of 

leaving the army, but realised that the appointment at the War Office would only be a short-term one. After that, his 

leg injury made his prospects of remaining in the army, let alone promotion, poor. Whilst still out in Japan, Kennedy 

had discussed his future prospects with the Military Attaché, General Woodroffe, and the latter had urged A.P. Scott, 

the Manager of the Rising Sun Petroleum Company, to try "a sort of Language Officer Scheme" for the company. 

Woodroffe's intention was to create an opening for Kennedy in case his leg injury should lead to him being invalided 

out of the Army. Scott subsequently adopted this idea and adapted it into a plan for creating a post of 
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"socio-economic adviser" - "one for a man who can speak [Japanese] and get into touch both with the up-country 

Japanese and, more important still, the Government officials, so as to get Government contracts. He has also to act 

as a sort of intelligence agent for the Company, and must be a man who, not only speaks the language, but also 

gets on well with the Japanese and is in sympathy with them". At a meeting on 3 November 1920 Scott had told 

Kennedy that the job was virtually his for the asking; it carried with it a handsome salary of £800 per annum. 

Kennedy thought he would be "a bit of a fool not to take it", but hated to think of "chucking the Service". 

Nevertheless, it seemed to be an interesting job.
140

 

 

On Monday 17 January 1921 Kennedy had lunch with Piggott: 

 

 "Piggott wants me to see Debenham [Rising Sun Petroleum Head Office in London] before the 

26th, so as to more or less decide my future course of action. It's a darned awful decision to make. 

Got a very nice report
141

 from [General Woodroffe] and that makes me want to stay on even more 

than ever, but........ it's the devil to decide. If only I had cash of my own, I should not hesitate, but 

would most certainly take the [War Office] job. But one has to consider the future, and as I myself 

am never likely to be able to get back to the old Regiment, and, if I stay on in the Service, am 

never likely to have sufficient cash to send my sons (if I have any) into the Service, I suppose my 

main object should now be to get a job which will bring me in enough cash to enable me to do 

so". 

 

In the end Colonel Piggott was able to resolve Kennedy's dilemma by persuading the Rising Sun Company to allow 

Kennedy to work at the War Office until the end of February 1922 when he would be invalided out of the army.  He 

would then join the company out in Japan. 

 

Kennedy started work in Far Eastern Intelligence at the War Office on Monday 11 April 1921
142
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Woodroffe wrote to Kennedy on 23 December 1920 mentioning a letter of 

appreciation, dated 11 October 1920, from the Director of Military 

Intelligence, Major-General Thwaites, for six of Kennedy's intelligence 

reports. In his letter Woodroffe wrote:  

 

 "We got on capitally together, and I am most grateful to you for 

all the good work you did out here. The [Director of Military 

Intelligence] has written officially to thank you, but his letter 

arrived too late, and I have had to return it to the [War 

Office]. You are sure to get it in due course. It will be 

something to be proud of, because I have never known them open 

out before like that." 
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It was a common occurrence for a language officer to be appointed to the relevant section in Military Intelligence at 

the War Office on returning from a tour of duty abroad. Kennedy was thus moving up the chain of information: 

formerly he had written intelligence reports which would be forwarded to Military Intelligence at the War Office; 

now (as the Far Eastern Section's Japan expert) he was reading the reports sent by Language Officers in Japan. 

By 1921 Far Eastern Military Intelligence was only in the early stages of becoming firmly established as a centre of 

expertise on Japan and China. This expertise which had initially been built up by former language officers in the 

years immediately before the First World War had inevitably been disrupted when these officers were sent on active 

service during the war.  By 1921, as a result of the interruption of the language officer programme during the first 

three years of the war and losses of former language officers in the fighting, the Section was only just reestablishing 

its expert base. At least Far Eastern Military Intelligence was in a better position than it had been at the turn of the 

century. In 1904, for example, at the time of the Russo-Japanese War, the officer in charge of the Far Eastern Section 

at the War Office was replaced when he was found to have confused Kowloon (the city) with Kaoliang (Chinese 

sorghum), and to have made other embarrassing errors. Thereafter, the situation on Far Eastern Intelligence soon 

improved as a result of the return of Language Officers from China and Japan. By the end of the first decade of the 

twentieth century Far Eastern Intelligence at the War Office had a number of former language officers to serve as 

either Japan experts (such as Roy Piggott) or China experts (such as Vernon Kell
143

).
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Kennedy shared an office (Room 322) with Major R.B. Denny
145

 of the Somerset Light Infantry, the Far Eastern 

Section's China expert. The Far Eastern Section was grouped with the Russian Section under the overall command 

of Colonel Napper Tandy. The Russian Section had a staff of four as opposed to the three of the Far Eastern Section.  

 

Early in 1920 Roy Piggott had been transferred to Military Intelligence at the War Office as head of the Russian 

Intelligence Section. At the end of that year Leslie Hill, the head of the Far Eastern Section, received a nomination 

for the next Staff College course, which meant that a successor would have to be found. 
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"Denny had served for some years as a language officer in Peking and had 

been engaged in Intelligence work in 1918 in Eastern Siberia at a time when 

the British government was looking around for a useful ally among the 

anti-Bolshevik guerrilla leaders. One of those who came to Denny's notice 

was Ataman Semenov. It was on Denny's recommendation that Semenov was 

supplied with British arms and money. Semenov, however, soon proved too 

ruthless and unreliable for British tastes and support for him was quickly 

abandoned. He was then taken up by the Japanese, who thought highly of him 

and he remained closely connected with them from then until his capture and 

execution by Soviet authorities in 1945. For his services in recruiting 

Semenov, Denny had been awarded the O.B.E.. In the light of Semenov's later 

reputation for brutality Denny was careful never to boast of the reason for 

his decoration". 
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At the same time another post had become vacant: that of Military Attaché in Tokyo. Brigadier-General Woodroffe, 

disillusioned by what he saw as the British government's lack of interest in Japan as reflected in its refusal to allow a 

second assistant military attaché in Tokyo, had decided to retire after only two years (instead of the usual three 

years) in the post
146

.  

 

The combination of deaths caused by the war and retirements caused by postwar financial cuts meant that there was 

only one officer with the appropriate rank and specialist knowledge to hold either post - Military Attaché or head of 

the Far Eastern Section. This was Colonel Piggott. Pending a solution of this problem the Military Attaché's Office 

was left in the charge of Major Marsden, the Assistant Military Attaché, whilst Piggott took Hill's place as head of 

Far Eastern Intelligence at the end of 1920. 

Kennedy, as the War Office's Japanese expert, was responsible for relations with the Japanese Military Attaché and 

his staff, Japanese language officers and other visiting Japanese military personnel. With his superior officer in Far 

Eastern Intelligence (Piggott and subsequently Major King) he had frequent meetings with their Japanese opposite 

numbers, either at meals in their respective clubs or when Japanese officers came to visit the War Office. Kennedy 

also gave occasional talks on Japan and its army at the School of Oriental Studies to groups of prospective language 

officers. He wrote several reports for the War Office, one of which was on the education of Japanese officers. He 

liaised with the Far Eastern Department of the Foreign Office where he visited the China specialist Eric Teichman
147

 

on two or three occasions. He also acted as guide to visiting parties of Japanese officers: for example, on Monday 

28 November 1921 he "chaperoned" a party of Japanese officers to the Woolwich Arsenal.  On another occasion 

Kennedy was visited at the War Office by the Master of Sempill to discuss matters in connection with the unofficial 

air mission
148

 which was about to depart for Japan
149
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Both Piggott and Kennedy were closely involved in the arrangements for the visit of the Japanese Crown Prince to 

Britain in May 1921. Piggott was attached to the Prince's suite and Kennedy was involved in the security 

arrangements for the visit in liaison with the Metropolitan Police Special Branch.
150

 

 

The Anglo-Japanese Alliance had been revised and extended for ten years in 1911. The issue of whether to renew 

the Alliance was discussed at an Imperial Conference in June 1921. In preparation for the conference Kennedy was 

given the task of preparing a report on the future of the Alliance for the War Office. Kennedy described the situation 

as he saw it in his diary: 

 

 "Among questions discussed were the retention or termination of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance 

and the need to confer, with the other countries primarily concerned, on the problems of the Far 

East and on naval disarmament. 

  All three matters were closely linked and called for urgent attention, but careful handling was 

required if, as was essential, the Americans were to be persuaded to join in. They, as was well 

known, were strongly opposed to the Alliance, while we, for our part, were fearful of a head-on 

collision between Japan and the U.S. if something was not done shortly to end the deadly race in 

naval armaments between them. We were also much worried about the U.S. threat to outbuild our 

own Navy and to what extent we could depend on her to co-operate with us in China. 

  The outcome of all this was that it was agreed to retain the Alliance for the time being, pending 

the calling of a conference on Far Eastern affairs, and to sound out the U.S. about holding such a 

conference. Washington was therefore approached early in July with the suggestion, which was 

worded in such a way as to make it appear that the conference would be called on U.S., not 

British, initiative, as this would be more likely to appeal to the Americans. The British idea was 

that this should be in the nature of a preliminary conference, confined to a consideration of Far 

Eastern questions only, and would be followed later by a disarmament conference, but the U.S. 

insisted that both matters should be discussed together and, without more ado, issued invitations, 

for a conference to be held in Washington in November. 

 

  As the question of the Alliance would play an all-important part at the Conference, I was detailed 

by Piggott to make a close study of the pros and cons of retaining it and to draw up a paper on 

my conclusions for the guidance of our military delegation, which he would be accompanying 

before going on to Tokyo to take up his appointment as military attaché.
151

 

 

 Briefly stated, these conclusions were:- 
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  1) By scrapping it, we would please the Americans, as it would remove their wholly unwarranted 

fear that it contained secret clauses posing a threat to the U.S. Its termination would therefore 

help to improve Anglo-American relations. 

  2) Everything else pointed to the desirability of renewing the Alliance in some form or another. 

  3) Its termination would be resented by the Japanese if, as would be clear, it was carried out at 

their expense in order to ensure the friendship of their main potential enemy. After 20 years of 

close and mutually valuable ties, this would be regarded as base ingratitude. 

  4) If ended, Japan would be left in much the same plight as she had been in 1895 at the time of 

the Triple Intervention, isolated and without a firm friend to whom she could look for support and 

counsel in time of need. 

  5) Left friendless, she would almost certainly seek out a new friend in place of Britain and might 

well turn to either Germany, the most likely, or Russia, which would certainly not be to our 

advantage. 

  6) So long as the Alliance existed, Britain would be in a position to exert a restraining influence 

on her in China and elsewhere, but if it was scrapped, this could no longer be possible. 

  7) If the Alliance lapsed, Britain would have to face the expense of taking over defence 

commitments in the Far East, which had been performed for her previously by Japan, and she 

would have to construct a strong naval base at Singapore or some other strategic point in the 

Pacific. Besides the heavy cost of such defensive measures for the British taxpayer, construction of 

this kind would add further resentment in Japan, where it would be regarded as a threat and as 

indicating British distrust of her intentions. 

  8) With Britain and Japan no longer bound to assist each other in defending their respective 

interests and in maintaining the peace of the Far East, the Chinese would feel free to play off one 

against the other to the detriment of Far Eastern peace and stability".
152

 

 

Meanwhile, in Washington, the Senate had asked President Harding to join with Britain and Japan in arranging a 

conference to reduce naval armaments. Early in July the President sounded out opinion over a naval and Pacific 

conference to be held later in the year. Japan, like Britain, was anxious to attend a naval conference but resented 

very much the intrusion of issues concerning China, the Far East and the Anglo-Japanese Alliance.  Nevertheless 

when the United States sent out invitations on 13 August both Japan and Britain accepted
153

. 

 

At this time Piggott was offered the post of Military Attaché in Tokyo. He was to proceed to Japan via the United 

States attending the Washington Conference en route.  
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Since Piggott's appointment as Military Attaché in Tokyo had long been likely the problem arose for his superiors of 

finding a suitably qualified successor as head of Far Eastern Military Intelligence. Piggott was anxious to ensure that 

his successor should have first-hand knowledge of Japan and the Far East. As it was a precondition for the 

appointment that officers should have passed through the Staff College, and since none of those eligible had 

knowledge of the Far East, it was laid down that the officer chosen to succeed Piggott, Major D.M.King of the 

King's Regiment, should always have, as his assistants, one officer who had specialised on China and one on Japan. 

Kennedy was to continue as the Japan expert until the end of February 1922 when he was due to be invalided out of 

the army.  He would be succeeded by "Dicky" Bennett who had been Kennedy's fellow language officer in 1917. 

For this solution of the problem to be possible, however, Piggott had had to intercede with Sir George Macdonogh, 

the army Adjutant-General, to prevent a medical board from discharging Kennedy from the army even before he 

began working in Far Eastern Intelligence. Had the medical board had its way the Section would have been deprived 

of their only Japanese expert
154

. The medical board's keenness to invalid Kennedy out of the army reflected the need 

to radically reduce the size of the armed forces in order to economise in the wake of the crippling financial cost of 

the First World War. 

 

The Washington Conference lasted from November 1921 to February 1922 and, apart from the future of the 

Anglo-Japanese Alliance, dealt with the questions of naval competition and stability in China. The British delegation 

was led by A.J. Balfour, who had a vast of experience in the fields of defence and foreign policy.  The leading 

Japanese negotiator was Admiral Kato Tomosaburo. Britain sought a tripartite Anglo-American-Japanese 

agreement, a naval treaty relating to the Pacific, and the renewal of the Alliance to help her defend her interests in 

the Far East. Japan sought a naval treaty with Britain and the United States, and wished to retain the Alliance, but 

was prepared to accept a tripartite pact. The Four Power treaty which was signed on 13 December reflected 

American determination to bring the Anglo-Japanese Alliance to an end, whilst not burdening Washington with 

military or naval commitments.  Yet another power, France, was added to the agreement on American insistence. 

The treaty referred to the common interests of the four powers in the Pacific region; each recognised the rights of 

the others and agreed to call a conference if any controversy threatened co-operation between them.
155

 

 

In the naval negotiations at the Washington Conference the U.S. was determined to win acceptance of the principle 

that their navy should be equal to the British fleet and superior to the Japanese navy. France and Italy were also 

included in the discussions. Again  Washington had its way - equality with Britain in capital ships and a 10:6 

superiority over Japan. Japan had sought a 10:7 ratio but eventually gave way in order to secure an agreement. Japan 

accepted a 10:6 ratio in return for the guarantee that the Philippines and Guam inter alia would not be fortified by 

the United States.
156
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This agreement caused serious dissatisfaction among a small, but important minority in the Japanese navy, led by 

Admiral Kato Kanji. After the naval agreement was signed on 6 February 1921, the United States pressed for, and 

again obtained, a nine-power treaty relating to China. This agreement, to which the Americans attached great 

importance, sought to secure greater stability in China by minimising foreign intervention
157

. With these three 

agreements the U.S. attempted to promote stability in the Far East on American terms.  Washington had deprived 

Tokyo of its only international alliance, established the principle of its naval superiority, and sought to prevent 

Japan, a rising power, strengthening her position in China at the expense of the United States and other powers. 

Britain, a power facing financial difficulties, was anxious to maintain the status quo in the Far East, and supported 

the Washington agreements, if with some reluctance.  

The Washington agreements of 1921-22 formed part of what was effectively an international system defending the 

global status quo against violent or unilateral change.  A keystone of this system was the Covenant of the League of 

Nations. Support for the status quo (against forcible change) through the machinery of the League was the main 

plank in British foreign policy, since the League seemed to offer a solution to the problem of defending the 

world-wide interests which Britain herself was unable to protect alone. The U.S. Congress, influenced by a mood of 

isolationism, had refused to ratify American adherence to the League.  This left Britain and France as the leading 

members of the organisation. Japan, however, played an important role, being one of the permanent members of the 

League Council. The Achilles' heel of the Washington system was China where the status quo depended on the 

co-operation of the eight foreign powers and China under the Nine-Power agreement. This problem was particularly 

complex as China did not possess a stable government which could control the whole country
158

. 

 

During his period at the War Office it is likely that Kennedy read reports from Piggott in Washington.  In December 

1921 Piggott wrote the first of two reports on American-Japanese relations, assessing what he had learnt of 

American attitudes from two months spent in Washington (where he was a member of the military section of the 

British Empire Delegation to the Conference).  Piggott's sympathies lay more with Japan than with the United 

States.  He felt that the British policy of deferring to American susceptibilities was being pursued to the point of 

subservience. Piggott noted in his report that the main body of American public opinion was anti-Japanese: 

 

 "From this, the most numerous class, it is difficult to quote individuals, for their name is legion. 

The ultra-friendly officer of jingoistic views, who, in a moment of after-dinner expansion, 

confidentially says, "England and America will get on all right; but for that ....... Alliance, cut it 

right out." The normal American, with no pronounced views on any subject except the 

virtues/wickedness of Mr. Wilson, who airs his knowledge of foreign affairs by abusing the 

Germans, and saying the Japanese are a "menace" (strategic, commercial, economic or racial, 

not stated). The genuine Californian, who is frankly alarmed at the increasing numbers of 

Japanese in his State, but can think of no better method of dealing with the problem than by 
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abuse. Perhaps these different shades of opinion may be summed up by the following precis of a 

conversation between myself and an American lady: 

 

  American Lady: I hear you are going to Japan; how interesting. I long to see that beautiful 

country; so many people admire it so much. 

  Self: Yes, indeed. 

  American Lady: Of course, I dislike the Japanese intensely. 

  Self: Oh! 

  American Lady: I've never met any, except that I shook hands with the Japanese Ambassador 

once; in fact, I really know nothing whatever about them, but I just dislike them on principle. 

  Here we seem to have the kernel; many Americans, from no discernible motive, dislike, despise 

and distrust the Japanese as heartily as they liked, admired and believed in them at the time of the 

Russo-Japanese war. The reaction on the sensitive Japanese character inevitably produces 

dislike, contempt and distrust as ardent as that shown by the Americans, just as the opposite 

sentiments produced affection, admiration and trust seventeen years ago".
159

  

 

Piggott was exaggerating when he stated in his report that there was "no discernible motive" for anti-Japanese 

feeling in the United States.  Firstly there were fears, in part irrational and arising from racial prejudice, of Japanese 

immigration into the western seaboard of the United States, and into California in particular. Secondly there was 

resentment at Japanese attempts to undermine the principle of the "Open Door" for international trade with China, a 

principle by which the U.S. government set great store despite the fact that the U.S. share of trade with China was 

small when compared with that of Britain or Japan.  Many American missionaries in China developed a strong 

sympathy for the Chinese.  This was often conveyed to their compatriots at home. 

 

Kennedy, like Piggott, was depressed by the outcome of the Washington Conference.  In its aftermath he wrote: 

 

 Saturday 25th February 1922 

 "Four-Power Pact ratified yesterday by U.S. Senate, so that ends our 20-year alliance with 

Japan. The U.S., of course, are delighted at having persuaded us to give it up, but their means of 

persuasion amounted to virtual blackmail, as they threatened to outbuild us in naval armaments if 

we didn't. Burdened down as we are with war debts, we are in no position to engage in an 

armaments race to retain our naval superiority".
160

 

 

This was definitely a minority view in British government circles. Suspicion of Japan's economic and political 

intentions in China (particularly among the British community there) and the need to win the good will of the United 
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States determined attitudes towards the Alliance
161

. There was also a degree of anti-Japanese prejudice. For 

example, in the autumn of 1921 Colonel Pringle, who had been the Chief of Staff to the commander of the British 

forces in the joint Anglo-Japanese campaign against Tsingtao at the end of 1914, had written to the War Office 

telling them to place no faith in the Japanese at the Washington Conference. Unfortunately for the Colonel, all his 

letters were sent to Kennedy as the War Office's Japanese expert. Kennedy "commented on them very strongly" to 

Major King, the head of Far Eastern Intelligence
162

. 

 

Another important factor affecting British attitudes was the rise of pro-American feeling in Britain in the early years 

of the twentieth century. Naturally the American entry into the First World War encouraged such emotions, but 

perhaps more influential in terms of British government policy was the intermarriage between wealthy Americans 

and members of the British elite.  The increase in Anglo-American goodwill resulting from such matrimonial 

alliances was likely to have a greater impact on the British establishment than the paper alliance with a distant Asian 

power, Japan. The small pro-Japanese lobby, centred on the Japan Society of London, had, by comparison, very 

little influence
163

. 

 

Kennedy was always much less wholehearted in his enthusiasm for Japan than Piggott and took a much more 

sympathetic view of the United States.  Piggott had been in Japan as a small child and had been a language officer in 

Japan whilst the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was still at its height.  In contrast Kennedy was in his early twenties when 

he first went to Japan.  He liked the Japanese and wanted to preserve the Alliance because he felt that Japanese 

cooperation was vital to safeguard British imperial interests in the Far East (against the threats from Russian 

Bolshevism and Chinese nationalism).  Conversely, Japanese hostility could prove fatal to such interests. Kennedy's 

sympathy for the United States, however, was of a different order, being founded on his friendship with individual 

Americans (such as the Swifts) and on feelings of fellowship with the Americans on the basis of "kith and kin" racial 

ties. He hoped that Britain would never have to choose between American and Japanese goodwill; but, if the choice 

had to be made, there would be no question in his mind that good relations with the United States were of 

paramount importance. Nevertheless, he could be harshly critical of Americans as a result of what he learned of their 

anti-Japanese attitudes and actions both from his work in the Military Attaché's office in Tokyo and from his work at 

the War Office
164

.  
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British attitudes towards Far Eastern policy might be represented as a triangle with each side marking a continuum 

between apexes respectively of pro-Japanese, pro-Chinese and pro-American sympathies. Whereas Piggott could be 

placed firmly at the pro-Japanese apex, Kennedy's views were probably located halfway along the side which joined 

the pro-Japanese and pro-American apexes. 

 

Kennedy's year in Far Eastern Intelligence had led him to a far greater appreciation of the international political 

realities facing the British government. More than anything else he had come to realise the strength and importance 

of the United States, particularly in the field of international finance.  Similarly he was acutely aware of Britain's 

relative weakness - with world-wide interests yet inadequate resources to protect them.  During his time as a 

language officer in Japan Kennedy had been subject to the tendency to which all a state's overseas representatives 

are prone: allowing the question of relations between their country and the host nation to influence excessively their 

opinions regarding their own country's general foreign policy line. Kennedy's experience of the War Office, where 

he worked alongside a China expert and in the next office to Russian experts, gave him a broader appreciation of 

British foreign relations. He also had regular access to a variety War Office and Foreign Office documents which 

would have further broadened his knowledge of international realities. 

 

Undoubtedly the event which had the greatest impact on Kennedy during this period was the ending of the 

Anglo-Japanese Alliance. Although Kennedy was fully aware of American pressure for the Alliance to be 

terminated, and of the debate within Britain and the Empire over its future, he was nevertheless stunned when the 

Washington Conference agreed that the Alliance should be superseded by the Four Power Pact. Kennedy had grown 

up in the years when the Alliance was at its height and had made many friends in Japan; he realised how much the 

Alliance meant to his friend and former superior, "Roy" Piggott. All these factors explain his terse reaction to the 

first news of the ending of the Alliance: 

 

 Sunday 11th December 1921 

 "Decision to scrap Anglo-Japanese Alliance reported from Washington. What utter madness. A 

sad blow for Piggott".
165

 

 

These factors also explained Kennedy's embarrassment when the Japanese Military Attaché, General Itami, called to 

see him at the War Office a day or two after the news of the ending of the Alliance: 

 

 "I tried to say how sorry I was that the Alliance was to end, but that I was sure our two countries 

would remain as friendly as ever. Noticing my embarrassment he checked me. "I understand your 

feelings and appreciate them" he said, patting me on the shoulder in a fatherly manner. Then he 

added, "But you British will find how mistaken you have been. You think that the Americans will 
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be so pleased that they will cancel your war debts, but they won't, I am sure they won't, and you 

will lose far more than you gain by giving up one friend to win the favour of another"".
166

 

 

Kennedy's preference for a disciplined, active, outdoor life had been provided by his previous career as a junior 

officer. Although his work in the War Office was desk job, it offered the consolation that he could remain an army 

officer. When he was invalided out of the army in March 1922 he was denied even this consolation. It was a great 

blow. 

 

The one consolation about his new employment with the Rising Sun Petroleum Company in Japan and Korea was 

that he was not to be desk-bound.  Apart from being a political and economic adviser, he would have to visit 

retailers in various parts of Japan and Korea to promote sales of the company's products (chiefly kerosene) and  

gather information on market conditions. In this his command of Japanese was clearly a valuable asset. 

 

At the beginning of March 1922 Kennedy and his wife sailed for Japan to undertake his first post in civilian life.  
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RISING SUN PETROLEUM COMPANY, 1922-1924 
In 1878 Marcus and Sam Samuel established an import-export business trading between Britain and the Far East. 

They established offices in London and Yokohama, and, within ten years their partnership had become one of the 

leading foreign firms in Japan. The 1880s witnessed a rapid development of the international oil industry and by 

1888 the Samuel brothers were actively investigating the idea of adding Russian kerosene to their range of 

merchandise in the Far East. In the same year the establishment of the Japan Oil Company with American 

technology led to a marked growth of Japan's indigenous oil industry. The kerosene market in the Far East
167

 was, 

however, dominated by the American Standard Oil company, which were able to exclude major competitors by 

ruthless price cutting. By the early 1890s the Samuels were able to mount a sustained advance into the Far Eastern 

kerosene market by building a fleet of oil tankers which enabled them to sell their product at less than half the price 

of Standard's who imported kerosene ready-packed in cans. In 1895 Standard launched an all-out price war in an 

effort to ruin the Samuels. This failed, but it contributed to the bankruptcy of J.Y. Kennedy in Penang. In 1897 

Marcus Samuel formed the Shell Transport and Trading Company to take over the entire operation.  In 1900 the 

wholly-owned subsidiary, the Rising Sun Petroleum Company, was established in Yokohama to import and sell oil 

products. Rising Sun and Standard rapidly expanded their refining and storage facilities for imported oil and also 

their distribution system in Japan. After 1908 this foreign competition, combined with geological difficulties in 

exploiting new oil fields, led to a marked decline in Japan's domestic oil production. This led the Japanese 

companies to come to an agreement with their two big foreign rivals by which the latter were allotted 65% of the 

market between them.  

 

The economy's chief energy source was domestically-produced coal, and later hydroelectric power. In the 

countryside many peasants relied for their fuel supplies on such materials as they could gather such as wood or 

straw. Oil contributed less than 10% of the nation's energy requirements. Within this relatively small market for 

petroleum products the domestic kerosene market was the scene of the fiercest competition between the rival 

companies.
168

 

 

By the early 1920s, despite the relatively small market for petroleum products, Japan's few oilfields were wholly 

inadequate for her requirements: her Navy and merchant marine had been rapidly undergoing conversion from coal 

burning to the use of fuel oil; her air force, motor vehicles and factories were all consuming increasing quantities of 

oil products. 

The only domestic oil company of any importance which owned oil wells in the country was Nippon Oil. Although 

it owned 90% or more of the existing wells in Japan, it was a large oil importer. The only other large domestic oil 
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concern was the Asahi Oil Company, which had its own refineries and was closely connected with the Navy 

Department; all its oil was imported. For some years the Japanese Navy had been buying large quantities of oil from 

the United States and the Dutch East Indies.  This amounted to several hundred thousand tons annually. Only part of 

this amount was for immediate use.  The rest was stored in large tanks and underground reservoirs as a reserve 

supply for use in wartime. Britain and America controlled all sources of supply open to Japan, including the oilfields 

in the Dutch East Indies, which were closely connected with British commercial interests.
169

 

 

This, then, was the background to Kennedy's new career in Japan. 

When the Kennedy's arrived in Japan they were met by "Roy" Piggott who had already been busy in seeking out a 

house which they could rent. For their first six weeks in Japan, however, the Kennedys lived in hotels in Yokohama. 

Kennedy started work at the R.S.P. Company's Yokohama head office on 24 April 1922. That afternoon Piggott took 

the Kennedys to Tokyo to show them a house (No. 3 Mita Koyama-cho) near Aoyama Gakuin which he had 

tentatively arranged for the Kennedys to rent whilst the owner returned home to the United States for six months. 

Kennedy found Piggott very depressed, partly because he was still recovering from a bout of jaundice and partly 

because of the ending of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance.
170

 

At the beginning of June 1922 Kennedy was transferred to the company's Tokyo office and he and his wife moved 

into the house that Piggott had found for them. 

Apart from Kennedy the company had two, Japanese, advisers. One of them, Okudaira by name, described himself 

to Kennedy as a "little potato" with close contacts with "big potatoes", who were in a position to provide him with 

inside information on politics and other matters. Kennedy described him in his diary as a "cheerful rogue"
171

. The 

other Japanese adviser was Vice-Admiral Funakoshi Kajishiro who joined the company as an adviser in August 

1922. Funakoshi had been Naval Attaché in London from 1915 to 1917 and was present at the Battle of Jutland. 

After returning to Japan he had been appointed Director of Naval Intelligence. The fifty-two year old Admiral had 

recently retired from the Navy. 

Kennedy's work was varied. It included, in the course of his two years with the company, a few business trips to sell 

the company's products to local kerosene buyers and to investigate local market conditions. These trips included 

visits to buyers in Fukushima Prefecture (Koriyama and Aizu Wakamatsu) a hundred miles to the north-east of 

Tokyo, to buyers in Nagoya (150 miles to the west of Tokyo), a round-trip to Konosu, Kumagaya, Chichibu, Honjo, 
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Takasaki, Maebashi, Ikaho, Shibukawa, Komoro, Ueda, Nagano, Matsumoto, Iida, Kofu, Kajikazawa, and Hachioji, 

(to the north-west of Tokyo), and to Sendai and Mito (to the north-east). 

The most important part of his work, however, was establishing (or re-establishing) contacts with government 

departments, particularly the Ministry of War. In fact it was the government which allocated the largest and most 

lucrative contracts.  

 

Apart from making new friends among his colleagues in the company, Kennedy renewed his acquaintance with 

friends from his language officer days. In particular he maintained close contacts with British language officers and 

Japanese junior officers. During 1922 he paid a return visit to the Chiba Infantry School to see a British language 

officer (Captain K.S. Morgan, 94th Russell's Infantry, Indian Army) on attachment there and to renew contacts with 

a number of his old friends on the training staff
172

. On 1 August 1922 General Itami returned to Japan from London 

to take up his new appointment as Director of Military Intelligence. At Piggott's suggestion Kennedy accompanied 

him down to Kobe to meet Itami on his arrival. Kennedy was surprised to see that Itami was not in uniform. This 

was evidence of the strongly anti-military mood then prevailing in Japan. Itami had been warned by his friends in 

Japan that it was unpopular to be seen in uniform.
173

 

 

On 4 August 1922 Kennedy was able to renew his friendship with Homma Masaharu when he invited the Japanese 

officer to dine at his house. 

 

Kennedy was also much involved with the Japanese Army and Navy in connection with his work.  

Alongside the important domestic market for kerosene (paraffin) was the industrial and military market for benzene 

(petrol for cars, lorries and aircraft) and heavy fuel oils (ships). The R.S.P. Company sold benzene (petrol) to 

Japanese retailers for resale to the private and commercial vehicle market as well as seeking the military market for 

fuel for aircraft. Heavy fuel oil was sold to Japanese shipping lines such as Nanyo Kisen and to the Japanese Navy. 

Kennedy, because of his military contacts, was particularly involved in pursuing military contacts. "Roy" Piggott 

was able to assist by inviting Kennedy to dinners where he could make useful contacts with Japanese officers. One 

officer, a Major Tanaka, was able to give him useful leads in selling to both the Navy and Army Air forces and was 

able to arrange for Kennedy to visit the Army air force base at Tokorozawa. Kennedy was also able to visit the Navy 

Air Force base at Kasumigaura, when he accompanied a party from the British Embassy on 10 October 1922. He 

met Japanese officers and members of the unofficial British mission sent there to train and reorganise the Japanese 

Navy Air Force. 

 

With the departure from Japan due to illness of A.P. Scott, the managing director who had accepted the idea of 

employing a socio-political adviser, Kennedy's position became insecure.  The Acting Manager, Hugh Malcolm, 

who regarded Kennedy's socio-political job as unnecessary and his employment as a waste of money, cancelled the 

car that Scott had promised Kennedy for business travel. From April 1923 onwards Kennedy found himself with 

more and more time on his hands as Malcolm virtually brought Kennedy's work to a halt. Apart from visits to the 
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Army Aviation Department (kokubu) Kennedy was left free to finish the book he was writing, The Military Side of 

Japanese Life. This was based on his earlier experiences as a language officer. Kennedy was able to finish his new 

book by June 1923, and arranged for it to be typed and then sent to his father in Britain who had agreed to 

proof-read it before it was sent on to various publishers.
174

 

 

On 7 July 1923 Kennedy took his family to the hill resort of Hakone where his wife and child were to spend the 

summer away from the oppressive, humid heat of Tokyo. Kennedy joined his family at Hakone at weekends. They 

were together at Hakone on 1st September 1923 when the Great Kanto (Tokyo area) Earthquake struck. The house 

which they were renting collapsed on them.  Kennedy managed to dig himself out, and, with the help of others, was 

able to rescue his wife and son. Fortunately they were unhurt.  Nearby several people were killed when a hotel 

collapsed
175

.  

The earthquake struck at noon and devastated a wide area including Tokyo and Yokohama. Most of the houses were 

made of wood; the earthquake scattered embers from the wood and charcoal fires on which people were preparing 

their mid-day meals; soon large areas of the cities were ablaze. The disaster also led to a breakdown of law and 

order. Vigilante groups killed many Koreans (estimates ranged from a few hundred to 60,000) on the pretext of 

various wild rumours. Over one hundred thousand people were reported dead or missing; of which over ninety 

thousand were from Tokyo and Yokohama. Over three-quarters of the population in those cities lost their homes.
176

 

 

Within three weeks of digging his family out of the ruins of their summer house at Hakone Kennedy was busy 

helping his company to first salvage and then re-establish its offices in Tokyo and Yokohama. His diary vividly 

evokes the devastation in those cities: 

 

 Thursday 20th September 1923  

 "Tokyo and Yokohama are entirely cut off from the south, except by sea - hence the food shortage. 

Telegraphic and telephonic communication has likewise been knocked to blazes and will take 

many weeks to repair, whilst gas and water mains have been destroyed. 

 About 9 a.m. I went to meet the party of [British] Marines which was to help to open up and clear 

out the strong room, which was all that was left of the Rising Sun Petroleum Co. Office [in 

Yokohama]. 

 The scene of desolation on shore was appalling and it was all but impossible to distinguish roads, 

as most of them were buried in ruins as deeply as were the sites of former buildings, some of 

which were still smouldering even then - nearly 3 weeks after the big quake and fire. In certain 

patches the air stank of the corpses rotting under the ruins, and in the Main Street, just opposite 

what had been the Hospital Pharmacy, lay the decaying body of a Japanese woman roughly 
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covered with a sheet of corrugated iron, whilst a little further away a rotting hand was sticking up 

from under a pile of masonry. 

 One indication of what had been roads was that numerous derelict motor cars and bicycles, 

charred and crumpled, were to be seen - some of these being half buried under fallen masonry 

and debris of all kinds".
177

 

 

 "Amongst the derelicts are the charred remnants of a couple of fire engines near the ruins of the 

[British] Consulate. The latter building, like most of the others, is absolutely levelled. It 

apparently collapsed like a pack of cards at the first shake, as also did the U.S. Consulate next 

door, so no one had a chance to escape. Mrs. Horne was sitting out on the verandah with her 

small son waiting for her husband at the time and was struck by some of the falling debris. There 

seem to have been any number of cases like this, where husbands were killed before the very eyes 

of their wives, and vice versa. 

 Young Mrs. Mollinson had just gone upstairs to her husband's office, leaving her father-in-law 

downstairs. Both she and her husband were cut off from escape by the collapse of part of the 

building and both were burnt to death whilst old Mollinson could only watch on, powerless to 

help. In much the same way, Komor
178

 had to watch while his wife, who was pinned down, was 

burnt to death before his eyes. Mad with anxiety he tried to rescue her and was only prevented 

from sharing the same fate by the timely arrival of friends who dragged him away. 

 Old Abbey, the auctioneer, could have saved himself but refused to leave his old friend 

Dr.Wheeler
179

, so both lost their lives. One hears innumerable stories of this kind, each more 

pathetic than the last. 

 The case of the British and U.S. Consulates is a bit of a scandal. The former was condemned 11 

years ago by architects as being unsafe, and for years past the U.S. Consul General had been 

urging his State Department to have their Consulate rebuilt for the same reason. No action was 

however taken by either Government. Result - both Governments lost valuable servants when the 

quake wrecked the two buildings as predicted. Had the same thing happened in the case of a 

commercial firm, the heads of the firm would have been liable to prosecution for criminal 

negligence in refusing to take adequate steps to safeguard the lives of their employees and would 

have had to pay compensation money to the dependents of those killed. Being Governments, no 

such steps can be taken and the unfortunate widows are not even granted pensions".
180
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 "Whilst clearing out the strong room I noticed a Japanese woman with a half demented look and 

dishevelled appearance digging amongst the debris of what had been the mombans' [porters] 

quarters at the back of the office. Murai, who was with her, told me she was the widow of one of 

the mombans who had been killed and that she was searching for his remains and for those of her 

four children who had also been burnt to death. 

 Ten Japanese are said to have been killed in the office. We found the charred remains of four of 

them, though charred beyond all recognition. The woman and Murai collected these together and 

cremated them on the spot. The whole scene was somewhat ghastly - the woman, half demented 

with her loss, convulsed in tears, burning up the supposed remains of her husband and children, 

and prodding the smouldering embers so as to ensure proper cremation. This, combined with the 

scene of absolute desolation all round and the horrible smell form the burning corpses, was 

anything but pleasant, and, to add to it all, a heavy drizzle fell continuously whilst the mugginess 

of the day served still further towards the general feeling of depression. 

 McDougal had the unpleasant experience of being pinned down under a pile of fallen masonry 

whilst the flames from the fire came nearer and nearer. Two men did their best to release him, but 

as it seemed a hopeless task to get him away before the fire reached them, they asked him if he 

would like them to kill him before they went or whether he would prefer to be burnt to death. This 

so terrified him that he struggled for all he was worth and managed to free himself just in time. 

 [This], and many other, stories of the quake I heard from Laffin and Stillwell [R.S.P. Co. 

employees], who had been in Yokohama at the time. They also told me of certain instances, 

witnessed by themselves, of Koreans being clubbed to death by infuriated mobs who, in some 

cases, had caught them looting and in other cases did so because the Koreans were suspected, 

rightly or wrongly, of incendiarism. 

 It seems that for the first few days after the quake, Yokohama was in a state of chaos and all 

semblance of law and order vanished, as there were no troops on hand and the police force, who 

had themselves suffered heavy casualties, were unable to cope with the situation. The convicts 

who had broken loose from the prison, and all the lower elements of the City who had escaped 

with their lives, had matters pretty well their own way for the first few days".
181

 

 

 "Bands of "vigilantes" were therefore formed from the local Young Men's Associations for 

protective purposes, but these people appear to have lost their heads in many cases and started 

rounding up all people unknown to them and slaughtering all those who were unable to give a 

clear account of themselves or who appeared in any way suspicious. These were all put down as 

being Koreans, though quite a number of Japanese and Chinese are said to have been done in 

also. This Korean scare seems to have been due to rumours having been sent around to the effect 

that Korean malcontents were taking advantage of the situation in order to further their own ends, 

in conjunction with socialists, who proposed starting a revolution". 
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The Japanese government, alarmed by the 1919 nationalist uprising in Korea, depicted the Korean minority in Japan 

as a dangerous element which had to be watched closely. In the disorder that followed the earthquake such an image 

had led to wild rumours of the approach of bands of Koreans intent on looting and killing. At the same time 

numerous vigilante groups were formed with official encouragement. The combination of rumours and vigilante 

groups led to a widespread massacre of Koreans. It was not until a statement by Prime Minister Yamamoto on 5 

September against anti-Korean violence that the violence began to decline.
182

 

 

By the end of 1923, with Rising Sun Petroleum re-establishing its operations in Tokyo and Yokohama in the wake of 

the earthquake, the problem of Kennedy having time on his hands recurred. In November 1923 the family moved to 

Seoul in Korea where Kennedy was to help with the company's sales campaign.  

Kennedy had not been favourably impressed by what he saw as the backwardness and filth of Korean peasants 

during his brief journey through Korea in October 1920.  These impressions were reinforced when he returned to 

Korea in 1924. 

At this time Seoul was a city where the old traditional Korean way of life contrasted sharply with modernisation 

introduced by the Japanese. Red-roofed mud huts were mixed with fine modern buildings and tram cars passed 

vendors squatting in front of their shops and porters trudging along under enormous burdens. Nevertheless, in 1924, 

backwardness and primitive conditions were more evident than modernisation. On 16 November 1924, two days 

after his arrival in Seoul, Kennedy noted in his diary: 

 

 "From all accounts there seems to be excellent shooting to be had here in Korea - pheasant, duck, 

geese, snipe & quail as well as "big game" such as tiger, leopard, wild boar, deer and wolves. 

Wish I had got my gun with me. They say that in mid-winter wolves sometimes come right into 

Seoul at night, and that they have been known to come into our compound".
183

 

 

If the sound of wooden clogs was characteristic of Japan, then the smell of kimchi -fermented and pickled cabbage - 

pervaded Korea. In autumn, when the kimchi was prepared, many foreigners found the smell nauseating. Once 

prepared the cabbage would be stored in huge jars and left to ferment either buried underground or placed on the 

roof of the house. 

Tales of the unsanitary conditions of Korean inns had reached legendary proportions among the foreign community 

- often with good reason. This, however, was no worse than the ordinary Korean house with its "daily vision of 

squatting figures by doorways and gutters and street corners rolling back their clothes in a leisurely pursuit of 

lice"
184

. Although western residents tended to resent the Japanese, many despised the Koreans. This contempt for the 
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Koreans tended to be a typical attitude among foreign businessmen.  Consular officials were probably less extreme 

in their views.  On the other hand, most missionaries held the Koreans in high regard.
185

 

 

The battle for the home kerosene market in Korea was particularly fierce. Standard held 50% of the market and 

Rising Sun 35%. The rival companies employed Korean orators to stand in public and shout the praises of their 

company's product. 

 

 Friday 14 December 1924 

 "Our "beer-bottle" campaign seems to be progressing. The latest development is that some days 

ago a pitched-battle took place as a result of rival orators. Our sportsman was apparently 

holding forth on the virtues of the R.S.P. Co. brands of kerosene and managed to attract a larger 

crowd than did the S.O.C. orator who had started an opposition oration close by. Seeing this, the 

latter started to hurl personal abuse on his rival and on the ancestors of that worthy. Back-chat 

thereupon set in and after both orators had worked themselves up into a fury of righteous 

indignation, stones and bottles began to fly, as the rival crowds decided that it was not to be 

merely a private fight. Casualties occurred on both sides and the battle was only terminated by 

the timely arrival of the local police, who proceeded to break up the meeting! 

 The Koreans are comic beggars and scrap and bicker amongst themselves on the least 

provocation. Just like children, though of a dangerous nature at times. About a year or so ago, for 

instance, a party of foreigners on their way back from bathing in the river were attacked by a mob 

of Koreans just near the Seidaimon [Great West Gate] and some of them got knocked about pretty 

badly. The cause of the trouble was a drunken Korean, who had made himself offensive to them in 

the tram and had collected a mob of his compatriots when they got out to walk. He shouted out, 

"Kill the foreigners! Kill the foreigners!" and they apparently did their best to carry out his 

injunctions. 

 In addition to the beer-bottle campaign, another scheme on which Wood has fixed for increasing 

our sales of Kerosene is a performing ape. This ape accompanies one orator and a band 

accompanies another. Both band and ape are used to achieve the same ends, viz. - collect a crowd 

to whom the orator can orate!"
186

 

 

Such events merely reinforced Kennedy's negative impression of the Koreans which he had formed during his years 

as a language officer in Japan from the opinions of Europeans who had lived in Korea. 

In Korea Kennedy associated chiefly with expatriate businessmen and consular officials - his colleagues in the 

company and others such as the Vice-Consul Wilfrid Cunningham and Esler Dening, then a junior Consular 
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official
187

. There was the usual round of dinner parties, and men went shooting the plentiful wild fowl and game 

(chiefly deer) usually at Tokson, a few miles to the north-east of Seoul.  

 

Kennedy's contacts with Koreans were limited to giving instructions (probably in Japanese) as employees of the 

Rising Sun Company working on menial tasks. Kennedy's view of the Koreans was further shaped by the attitudes 

of other foreigners and by his acquaintances in the Japanese army whom he met in Korea: 

  

 Saturday 14th June 1924 

 "Dined with the Bennetts in evening and had an interesting talk with Martel about Korea, he 

having been out here over 30 years. His love for Koreans appears to be about nil, and he is 

particularly down on the present day Korean students and their disrespect for women and the 

aged. He thinks a lot of Saito [the Japanese Governor-General of Korea], but thinks he is too 

gentle with the Koreans, especially in his education policy. Korean students are continually going 

on strike and, instead of taking severe measures against them, the Government-General deals 

lightly with them so as not to lay itself open to charges of repression against the Koreans. His 

theory on the origin of the Koreans is interesting, as he maintains that they come from Arab stock. 

This he bases on the fact that many of their customs are similar, these including the wearing of 

white clothes and, up to recently, the veiling of women ..... Terry, however, likens them to the 

Aztecs of Mexico and thinks they come from that stock, though how they crossed the Pacific, if his 

theory is correct, is not stated".
188

 

 

Kennedy's tour of duty in Korea ended in July 1924. 

On 14 February 1924 Kennedy was informed that the R.S.P. Co. Head Office in London had recently sent a 

telegram to Japan saying that A.P. Scott, the former manager, was coming out to Japan as an adviser to the company 

and would be employed almost entirely on social and political work. As a result Kennedy's job was to be ended and 

he would be given the choice of resigning or being absorbed into the business organisation of the company. If he 
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chose the latter, he was told, he would be sent to Moji and be employed almost entirely as a travelling sales 

representative. 

Kennedy decided to resign, chiefly because if he became a touring sales representative his wife would be left even 

more isolated than previously in Tokyo. Unlike Kobe or Yokohama where there was a substantial and close-knit 

foreign community, the foreign community in Tokyo was scattered throughout the city.  In this situation it was easy 

for a foreign wife, staying at home all day, to become very isolated. The isolation had been particularly bad in early 

1923 when the family had moved (January 1923) to a new house towards the Tamagawa (river) on the outskirts of 

Tokyo, chiefly because of the lower rent. The prospect of being based in Moji (on the northern tip of Kyushu), a 

small provincial city where the foreign community consisted of three people was unacceptable. Kennedy was 

understandably annoyed at the way the company had treated him: 

 

 "As there are only three other foreigners in Moji and it would mean my being away most of the 

time, it would be terribly lonely for poor old M., so I don't feel much inclined to accept the offer, 

but, on the other hand, I can't afford to leave the Company, as I have no other job in view. It 

strikes me as being a damned dirty trick, inducing me to come out here on a specific job and then 

suddenly abolishing it and giving me the alternative of either going on the streets or else being 

sent to a place in which M.'s nerves would probably conk out".
189

 

 

The Kennedy family left Japan to return to Britain in July 1924. 

 

Captain Kennedy's attitudes towards Japan changed little in these years. He deeply regretted the ending of the 

Anglo-Japanese Alliance as did his friends such as Colonel Piggott. As a consequence of his work as adviser to the 

Rising Sun company he came to take an interest in the political and commercial aspects of Japanese life, but his 

sympathies remained with his friends in the Japanese army. He saw the army, with its frugal life-style, as preserving 

the best traditions of a Japan which was undergoing rapid social change. The political parties had come to dominate 

Japanese cabinets, but, in his view, were too busy squabbling among themselves - or rewarding their supporters with 

lucrative appointments or government funds - to attend adequately to the affairs of state.  There was a significant 

growth in support for socialist ideas and trade unionism.  The affluent urban young were influenced not only by 

socialist ideas but also by western fashions in clothes, music and dancing. None of these trends were viewed by 

Captain Kennedy with any great sympathy.  Similarly in Britain widespread support for the League of Nations, and 

ideas of collective security, disarmament and even pacifism, struck no chord with Kennedy and his friends. 

Kennedy's strongly-held conservative views and moral principles remained an almost fixed point in a rapidly 

changing world.  

Kennedy's two years with the Rising Sun Company increased his knowledge of the petroleum industry in Japan and 

of Japan's economic situation in general. This, when added to his expertise on the Japanese military and to what he 

had learned of Japanese society from his five years (1917-20, 1922-24) in the country, made him uniquely qualified 

to write about Britain's former ally. The rivalry between the British-owned Rising Sun and the American-owned 

Standard Oil for the dominant position in Far Eastern markets clearly heightened Kennedy's perception of the 
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economic strength of the United States and its growing economic influence throughout the world.  Yet this rivalry 

does not appear to have engendered any anti-American feelings on Kennedy's part. 

 

Whilst the two rival companies were struggling to improve their market share in Japan, other, larger struggles were 

taking place in the Far East which would, eventually, have a dramatic impact on these companies and their 

expatriate staff.  
 
 



 
 

CHINA AND JAPAN, 1921-1931 
From the closing years of the nineteenth century Chinese nationalist leaders regarded the system by which foreign 

powers held extraterritorial privileges in their country as exploitative and semi-colonial. It was, however, the 

decisions of the Versailles Peace Conference, which recognised Japan's right to Germany's former sphere of 

influence in Shantung Province, which sparked the wave of nation-wide protest known as the May Fourth 

Movement. Thereafter, hostility to foreigners and foreign firms resulted in frequent strikes, boycotts, riots and 

demonstrations. Such popular protests put pressure on Chinese governments to at least make a show of demanding 

the end of extraterritorial rights. The central dilemma for major foreign powers was that they needed a stable 

Chinese government to uphold their extraterritorial rights but that no Chinese government could be stable unless it 

made some concession to popular demands that these rights should be ended
190

. 

From 1915 to 1922 China experienced ten major civil wars as rival warlords - provincial military governors - 

struggled for power. A geographical base was vital to a warlord - it was his chief source of income, in the form of 

taxation, and of manpower for his armies. Although he exploited, often ruthlessly, his own area, in many cases his 

ultimate goal was to take control of Peking, the seat of government. Possession of the capital would enable him to 

form his own regime and lay his hands on a greater income which included control over customs receipts.  Warlords 

were, however, "a diverse lot"
191

. 

Because of difficulties of transport and supply, warlord armies, although perhaps the largest in the world at this time, 

were usually divided into smaller units so as to enable them to live off the land. Recruits were often "press-ganged" 

and this accounted for a high desertion rate. Such forces, although enormous (in 1929 it was estimated that 

1,620,000 men were under arms) were for the most part ill-trained and ill-disciplined. Often the warlord's survival 

prospects depended on his skill in intrigue amidst the ever-shifting pattern of alliances among his rivals. He also 

needed to keep a constant eye for signs of treachery among his subordinates
192

. 

 

The student activity of the May Fourth (1919) Movement inspired the nationalist leader, Sun Yat-sen (who had 

established a government at Canton in 1917) to begin the reorganisation of his political forces in October 1919. The 

nationalists were determined to put an end to foreign concessions and privileges and therefore encountered 

considerable hostility from foreign banks and trading companies, and particularly from the British government.  All 

these foreign interests saw the nationalist base at Canton as a hotbed of anti-foreign agitation.  Sun, who was denied 

financial assistance by the capitalist powers, increasingly turned to the Russians for assistance in fighting the 

warlords, some of whom (for example Chang Tso-lin) benefited from loans and military advisers from foreign 
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countries, particularly Japan. The Bolsheviks, who sought to weaken the capitalist powers which had intervened 

against them in the Russian Civil War, were keen to help nationalist movements. The Chinese nationalist party, the 

Kuomintang, was soon re-organised into a monolithic structure on the lines of the Russian Communist Party. 

Russian advisers helped establish the Whampoa Military Academy to train a cadre of Kuomintang officers. The 

academy was placed under the command of Sun's brother-in-law, Chiang K'ai-shek, who had received military 

training in Russia. However, whereas Sun proved somewhat sympathetic to Communist ideas, Chiang remained 

fundamentally hostile to them. 

 

When Sun died in March 1925 a power struggle developed within the Kuomintang between the left wing, which was 

strongly influenced by the co-operation with the Russians and the Chinese Communists, and the right wing, led by 

Chiang K'ai-shek
193

.  A year later the power struggle was brought to a head by Chiang K'ai-shek's arrest of 

communists under his command.  In May 1926 Wang Ching-wei, the leader of the left wing, resigned as Chairman 

of the Nationalist Government. Thereafter Chiang worked to replace Wang's supporters in key positions by his own 

followers. 

 

Having ousted Wang, Chiang felt able to release his forces in July 1926 for the long-awaited expedition against the 

warlords to the north. By the end of 1926 the whole of the upper valley of the Yangtze had been taken and a 

nationalist government had been established at Wuhan.  The Wuhan Government, however, was left-wing 

dominated and hostile to Chiang.  

 

In January 1927 Kuomintang forces reached Hankow. A large crowd stormed the British concession, demanding its 

return to Chinese administration. Eric Teichman and the acting counsellor of the British Legation in Peking, Owen 

St. Clair O'Malley, were sent to negotiate with Eugene Ch'en, the Nationalist Foreign Minister. O'Malley strongly 

sympathised with the views of the officers of the British gunboats on the Yangtze River at Hankow who were eager 

to open fire on the Nationalists in order to regain the concession. However, the British government, Miles Lampson, 

the British Minister at Peking, and Teichman opposed the use of force to regain the concession. A document was 

signed agreeing to the retrocession
194

. 

 

The campaign in the Lower Yangtze proved a tougher proposition than that in the Upper Yangtze region. 

Nevertheless, Chiang's forces entered Shanghai on 22 March 1927.  This capture of China's largest city was 

achieved with considerable help from local workers' organisations.  

The taking of Nanking, two days later, was accompanied by attacks on the local foreign community
195

.  The 

initiative in the attacks had been taken by Chiang's Communist and left-wing Kuomintang opponents who were 
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seeking to draw him into conflict with the foreign powers. In mid-April Chiang struck back. At Shanghai, on 12 

April, 1927, Chiang's forces, with foreign concurrence, supported local anti-communist elements in destroying the 

armed Chinese Communist organisation and labour movements with a sudden coup and reign of terror
196

. Shanghai 

was the most populous and most industrialised city in China: the urban-based Communist movement never fully 

recovered from these massacres.  Now the way was open for the rural-based communist organisation to become the 

major element in the Communist Party. That same month Chiang established his own nationalist government at 

Nanking as a rival to the left-wing government at Wuhan. 

On August 1, 1927, an uprising of Communist troops at Nanchang began an open civil war between the Kuomintang 

and Communist parties. 

In December Chiang K'ai-shek remarried: his bride was the sister of T.V. Soong, the financier, who held a number of 

important posts in the Wuhan government. At the beginning of 1928 the two wings of the Kuomintang were 

re-united on Chiang's terms following a purge of the Communists in the Wuhan government. Soong was appointed 

Minister of Finance in the Nanking government. It was through Soong that Chiang's regime came to have the 

backing of many powerful Shanghai Chinese bankers and businessmen.  

 

In February 1928 a series of strikes against Japanese-owned cotton mills was launched by the Communist-controlled 

West Shanghai Workers Club. Further strikes followed and the situation in and around the foreign concessions in 

Shanghai became increasingly tense. Meanwhile, Kuomintang forces continued to advance northwards against their 

warlord rivals.  In April 1928 they advanced into Shantung Province, but that same month the Japanese landed 

forces at Tsingtao to defend Japanese lives and property in what they regarded as their own sphere of interest. In 

May a clash took place between Kuomintang and Japanese forces at Tsinan. Chiang withdrew his troops.  His 

armies were the basis of his power and he could not afford to risk their destruction in fighting a major foreign 

power
197

.  

 

In mid-May a Chinese striker in Shanghai was killed by his Japanese foreman. Communist labour leaders called for 

a demonstration on 30 May: on that day British-led police in the International Settlement fired into the crowd, 

killing eleven marchers. The situation deteriorated rapidly and the Western and Japanese authorities in the 

International and French settlements mobilised their military volunteer corps and landed marines to defend the 

settlements. In all some 60 demonstrators were killed.  A nationwide boycott of British and Japanese goods 

followed.  The boycott was of serious concern to both British and Japanese business interests.  For the Japanese 

economy in particular, the China market was of crucial importance. 
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In the period between the two world wars, China came to account for nearly one quarter of Japanese exports and 

over three quarters of Japanese overseas investment. By the early 1930s the Japanese share of overseas investment 

in China had grown so significantly (to 35% by 1931) that it came close to matching Britain's share
198

. 

 

At the beginning of June, warlord Chang Tso-lin, confronted by the advance of Kuomintang forces, abandoned 

Peking to return to Mukden, his Manchurian power-base. On 4 June 1928 he was killed when his train was blown up 

en route by a group of Japanese junior officers. The Japanese had supported his position as Manchurian warlord in 

order to guarantee the autonomy of an area where they had vital economic and strategic interests. Although Chang 

enjoyed the friendship and confidence of Japanese Prime Minister General Tanaka Giichi, several junior officers 

had become exasperated at his persistent involvement in Chinese civil conflicts. These junior officers, noting that 

Chang's ill-judged involvement in the fighting had brought Kuomintang forces ever closer to Manchuria, had 

resolved to end his meddling for good. 

In January 1929 Chang's son, Chang Hsueh-liang, secured his position as Manchurian warlord in succession to his 

father by executing Yang Yu-t'ing, his father's Chief of Staff.  Chang, angry at his father's death, and resenting the 

growing Japanese influence in Manchuria, allied himself with Chiang K'ai-shek. Once more both the autonomy of 

Manchuria and Japanese dominance seemed under threat; once again groups within the Japanese army planned to 

take drastic steps to counter the threat. It was becoming increasingly clear that whatever the policies of the Japanese 

cabinet, the Japanese army was evolving its own foreign policy in China and was less and less inclined to pay 

attention to politicians and the diplomats.
199

 

 

Meanwhile, the Chinese Communists, largely defeated by Chiang in the cities, turned their efforts to the countryside. 

In many areas the peasants were impoverished and exploited by local landlords and were easily won over by the 

Communists who attacked landlords and redistributed land. By contrast the Kuomintang drew their strongest 

support from the urban comprador class and the rural landlords. Chiang was becoming increasingly worried by the 

Communist threat in the countryside and, from 1931 to 1934, was to direct a series of military campaigns against the 

Soviet republic of Jui-chin which the Communists had established in the south of Kiangsi Province. Chiang also 

faced opposition from the left wing of the Kuomintang. In March 1931 Sun Fo, the son of Sun Yat-sen, along with 

Wang Ching-wei, Eugene Ch'en and others, was involved in the formation of a new anti-Chiang coalition at Canton.  

In May 1931 it formed an opposition government and Eugene Ch'en became its foreign minister. In July 1931 Ch'en 

went to Japan to obtain arms and military advisers for the Canton regime. Chiang was facing a serious threat.  

 

However, elements within the Japanese army were concerned at the nationalist threat to Japanese dominance in 

Manchuria, regardless of the dissension within Kuomintang ranks. The staff of the Kwantung Army with the support 

of the Korean Army (Japanese forces in Korea) and of officers on the General Staff in Tokyo had evolved a plan to 

stage a sabotage incident on the South Manchurian railway in Mukden which could be blamed on the Chinese and 

used as a pretext for military action against Chinese forces.  Their goal was the seizure of the whole of Manchuria. 

Although the plan leaked out to the Japanese government just before the date which had been planned for the 
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incident (18 September 1931) the conspirators foiled attempts to halt the operation. Ironically it was the Japanese 

army's campaign to seize Manchuria which saved Chiang from a serious challenge from within the Kuomintang, 

since his opponents had little choice but to close ranks behind his leadership or be faced with accusations of 

disloyalty at a time of crisis.
200

 

 

This, then, was the turbulent background to the last phase of Captain Kennedy's career in the Far East. From 1925 to 

1934 it was he who, as Reuters correspondent in Tokyo, played an important part in interpreting events in the Far 

East to the outside world.  
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REUTERS' CORRESPONDENT IN JAPAN (1925-1934) 
On Thursday 24 July 1924 the Kennedys, having recently arrived in Shimonoseki from Korea, travelled to Kobe 

and boarded the ship that was to take them to Canada en route for Britain.  This followed the ending of 

Kennedy's appointment with the R.S.P. Company. Just as the ship was about to leave port, Kennedy received a 

telegram from Roy Piggott, the British Military Attaché, saying that it was most important that they should meet 

in Tokyo. On the next day the ship put in to Shimizu in Shizuoka Prefecture for a cargo of tea, and Kennedy 

went ashore and travelled up to Tokyo by train. He was met at the station by Piggott who informed him that the 

job of Reuter's correspondent had just become vacant and that he had recommended Kennedy to Reuters as 

successor to J.R. Kennedy. Kennedy rejoined the ship when it called at Yokohama.  

 

Kennedy arrived back in Britain in mid-August.  By this time not only had Piggott arranged for Kennedy to have 

an interview with Sir Roderick Jones, the Chairman of Reuters, but also to receive an introduction to Sir 

Roderick from Sir Eyre Crowe, the Permanent Under-Secretary of State at the Foreign Office. On 26 August 

1924 Kennedy had an initial interview with Sir Roderick.  Then, after a second interview, on 23 October, he was 

offered the position of part-time correspondent in Tokyo.  Kennedy was to be paid £600 per year. He was to pay 

his own fare to Japan, but was to receive something towards the cost.  He was also to have all his club fees and 

telephone expenses in Japan paid by Reuters. In order to supplement his income he was given introductions to 

several newspapers, including the Observer and the Morning Post .
201

  

 

On 10 November 1924 Kennedy went to the Observer 's offices at Cumberland Place for an interview with J.L. 

Garvin, the editor:  

 

"A heavily-built, clean-shaven man with longish hair, except for some baldish patches, he 

wears horn-rimmed glasses and speaks with a curious, almost foreign, accent and leaves one 

with the impression that he is a careful student and deep-thinker, but inclined to be an idealist 

and to be set on retaining Anglo-American friendship at all costs, e.g. although he seems 

friendly disposed towards Japan and sympathetic with her, he holds the view that, no matter 

what happens, Britain must help America in the event of a Japanese-American War. In part, 

this is due to his belief that Australia and Canada would insist on joining in and that the effect 

on India would be dangerous if Japan happened to defeat the U.S. Had a long, interesting 

talk with him and was impressed by the intense interest shown by him in Japanese affairs. He 

has offered me £120 a year for 12 articles of 1,000 to 1,500 words each, and extra payment 

for anything over and above this number for which he may ask".
202

  

 

At an interview with Grant, the foreign editor of the  Morning Post, on 10 December 1924 Kennedy was offered 

the post of Tokyo correspondent for the paper, but only on a "piece work" basis: he would be paid 4 guineas per 
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column of about 1,000 words. Grant suggested that Kennedy send in articles about three or four times per month 

and promised to print them whenever possible   

 

Although Kennedy now had a guaranteed basic income of  £720 per year, which corresponded very favourably 

with contemporary salary levels (1st Secretaries in the Foreign Office and Principals in the Home Civil Service 

received from  £700 to £900), Kennedy had to consider the cost of living in Japan for himself and his family. It 

was not until Reuters agreed to pay his telephone charges and his club subscription in Tokyo that he finally 

agreed to accept the appointment. In recent weeks he had been applying for a wide range of jobs in the British 

Isles, including Bursar of King William's College on the Isle of Man. On 26 October 1924 during a chance 

encounter with a S.I.S. agent in the Far East, Harry Nathaniel Steptoe, on the train from Haslemere to London 

Waterloo, Steptoe had offered to enquire whether the Service could offer Kennedy employment. Although 

Kennedy followed up this lead by writing to Steptoe on 11 November, he had never been particularly attracted 

by "cloak and dagger work". 
203

 

 

Kennedy had also received an introduction from Colonel Whitton, editor of  The Fighting Forces, to Commander 

Oswald Tuck, R.N., a member of the Japan Society since 1909, who had close connections with the Government 

Code and Cipher School (GC&CS), particularly the Japanese side of its operations. Kennedy had followed up 

this lead by writing to Tuck on 12 November 1924
204

.  In the end, however, Kennedy accepted the offer from 

Reuters.   

 

Up to the time of the Russo-Japanese War, news from Japan did not greatly figure in the press of the major 

Western states. The  Times  kept a correspondent in Tokyo in the person of Captain Frank Brinkley who had 

originally gone to Japan as a military instructor. Brinkley became a profound scholar of Japanese history and 

literature, and established an English newspaper called the Japan Mail. For many years he opened the columns of 

the paper to the official pronouncements of the Japanese Government. The Government subscribed liberally to 

the paper and Brinkley himself was given exceptional opportunities to accumulate a fortune as a result of good 

advice regarding investments in new enterprises. With the passage of time Reuters and the American Associated 

Press began to place their own correspondents in Japan. Moreover there was a growing feeling in Japan that 

there should be a Japanese-run news service
205

.  

This led to the founding of the  Japan Times  in 1897 by Zumoto Motosada
206

. The object of the  Japan Times  

was to publish purely Japanese news in English. For this purpose it was ultimately found necessary to have 
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definite news contracts all over Japan. For this purpose the Kokusai News Agency was established in 1914 with 

the help of the Irishman, John Russell Kennedy (no relation), who was appointed its manager, and who also 

served as Reuters correspondent
207

.  

 

Kokusai entered into a contract with Reuters whereby it was to act as its Japan agent.  Russell Kennedy was to 

continue to act as Reuters correspondent in Japan. This ambiguous role made him a target for Morgan Young, 

editor of the  Japan Chronicle, who maintained that he was a paid propagandist who coloured Reuters reports 

accordingly. Russell Kennedy did little to allay such suspicions when, in 1919, he accompanied the Japanese 

delegation to the Paris Peace Conference as Press Officer
208

.  

To make matters worse, Russell Kennedy was also editor of the  Japan Times . Not only did the  Japan Times, 

Kokusai and Reuters occupy the same building in Tokyo but the  Japan Times  and Kokusai were controlled by 

the same individuals and both carried official government news.  The Kokusai/ Japan Times  organisations were 

closely connected with the Japanese government.  These connections had serious implications for the Reuters 

news service from Japan. Reuters were heavily dependent on Kokusai, which was inextricably linked with the  

Japan Times, a paper heavily subsidised by the Japanese government and regarded as a voice of the Japanese 

Foreign Ministry. After Russell Kennedy retired as Reuters correspondent in 1924 a British employee of 

Kokusai, W.E. Laxon Sweet, acted for Reuters until Captain Kennedy arrived in Tokyo. Kennedy knew both 

these journalists from his time with Rising Sun Petroleum.   

 

This legacy of close connections between Reuters correspondents and the government-influenced Kokusai 

agency would inevitably leave a large question mark over Captain Kennedy's position as an independent 

Observer of Japan's domestic and foreign policies.  

 

The  Japan Times was part of a system of Japanese government propaganda which included an "Enlightenment 

Fund" which was used from the late 1880s to support Japanese publicity overseas, principally in the United 
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207 Russell Kennedy, an easygoing Irishman with considerable charm and 

humour, was born in November 1961. After an education at Trinity College, 

Glenalmond and Trinity College, Dublin, he enlisted in the Cameron 

Highlanders and fought in Egypt and the Sudan in 1882-4. He then moved to 

North America and took up a career in journalism. He settled in the United 

States where he was to spend the next 25 years, and took out U.S. 

citizenship. From 1899 to 1914 he was on the staff of Reuters and Associated 

Press. He came out to Japan in 1914 as Reuters correspondent at a time when 

the Japanese were anxious to form their own news agency in order to break 

the monopoly on the reporting of foreign news held by the foreign news 

agencies. In 1914 Russell Kennedy helped to organise the semi-official 

Kokusai news agency and became its General Manager.   
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to Sheffield University by Professor Nish). 
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States. As early as 1909, Zumoto Motosada had been sent to New York to found a paper called the  Japan 

Review  and a local news agency called the East and West Bureau. Both ventures received considerable 

subsidies from the Japanese Embassy's "Enlightenment Fund".  Previously, in the wake of the Japanese victory 

over Russia in 1904-5, Zumoto had been closely involved in the campaign to take over the foreign-owned 

(chiefly British and American) press in Korea. In 1906 Zumoto took over the  Seoul Press  from its British 

owner, and subsequently used it as the basis for the absorption of all the other foreign-owned papers. This left 

the  Seoul Press  as the sole English-language paper in Korea. The paper was as closely linked to the Japanese-

controlled Korean Government General as was the   Japan Times  to the Japanese government. Besides Japanese 

Government propaganda organised via the  Japan Times /Kokusai organisations there were also a number of 

foreign journalists, writers and editors in the direct pay of the Japanese government. Examples were George 

Bronson Rea, owner of the  Far Eastern Review  in Shanghai and J.O.P. Bland
209

 an Englishman engaged by the 

Japanese Ambassador in London in 1921 to visit America secretly on behalf of Japan
210

.  

However, it was not until March 1930 that Kennedy finally learned the truth about Kokusai's close connections 

with the Japanese government.   

 

Captain Kennedy sailed from Britain on 31 January 1925 on board the N.Y.K. Line's  Hakone Maru  to take up 

his new appointment. A letter from Reuters Chief Editor, Herbert Jeans, was his main source of guidance for his 

new career.  This letter warned him to tread warily especially when cabling news on U.S.-Japanese relations
211

. 

On his arrival in Shanghai on 13 March Kennedy reported to Reuters Far Eastern Headquarters. He was annoyed 

at being told that he would have to spend one or two days there "to learn the ropes" instead of continuing out to 

Japan on the  Hakone Maru. Kennedy finally arrived in Tokyo a week later
212

. As Reuters correspondent he was 

to be based in the offices of the Japanese Kokusai News Agency to which Reuters was allied.    

 

When Kennedy returned to Japan at the end of March 1925 his circle of friends changed little, merely expanding 

to include more Japanese and foreign journalists than he had previously known. Roy Piggott was still Military 

Attaché , and his old friend Dicky Bennett
213

 was now stationed at Hong Kong. Old friends such as the Swifts 
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were still in Japan as were former colleagues in the Rising Sun Petroleum Company. Kennedy met up with new 

Language Officers, as well as former Language Officers who had returned to Japan as civilians
214

.   

He also made friends at the British and American Embassies, and with Dimitri Abrikosov, the Chargé d'Affaires 

at the Tsarist Embassy in Tokyo - until it was taken over by the Soviets in 1925.  

 

Iwanaga Yukichi, the managing director of the Kokusai News Agency since November 1923, became a close 

friend and was a valuable source of inside information on Japanese government and politics. Iwanaga had 

previously been head of intelligence of the South Manchurian Railway Company. Kennedy soon developed a 

wide circle of friends and acquaintances among Japanese journalists and editors.  A journalist for the  Hochi 

Shimbun  called Kumasaki, who had close links with the Ministry of War and the ultra-nationalists of the 

Kokuryukai (Amur River Society), was a constant source of information. So too was Zumoto Motosada, the 

owner of the  Japan Times, who was always closely associated with the Japanese Government. 

 

Kennedy's major source of information for his journalistic work, apart from the Kokusai News Agency reports, 

was the daily news briefing by the Heads of the Information (joho) Section of the Japanese Foreign Ministry.  

Like other foreign journalists, Kennedy relied heavily on these briefings. Kennedy could also draw on his 

contacts with officers in the Japanese War Ministry and the General Staff and on information provided by his 

friends in the British Embassy.  He was on especially good terms with successive British military attachés (Roy 

Piggott, Leslie Hill, Arthur James and Hugh Simson), whom he provided with any information which he was 

able to glean on the Japanese army. 

 

Heads of Information Section, Japanese Foreign Ministry, 1923-1937.  
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214 An interesting example of a Language Officer who later returned to Japan 

as a civilian is that of the Australian  Alexander Rodney Boyce  (1998-

1961). He came to Japan as a Language Officer in 1924. After a brief period 

in Britain after the end of his tour of duty in Japan he returned to Japan 

as a civilian in 1929 and worked for the Gerrard Wire Tying Company of 

Yoyogi in Tokyo. In 1931 he became a teacher of English at the Tokyo Higher 

School, a post he retained until he went back to Britain in 1938. It seems 

probable that he was involved on covert intelligence-gathering in Japan 

after his return there as a civilian.  

Another Language officer was Captain (later Major)  C.G. Oxley Brennan, of 

the 16th Punjabi Regiment. He arrived in Japan in March 1925 and was 

responsible for the surveillance of the activities of Indian nationalists in 

Japan, particularly Rash Behari Bose and Mahendra Pratap. He returned to his 

Regiment in 1933, but in the same year John (later Sir John) Figgess came 

out to Japan under the cover of business to take charge of operations 

against Indian nationalists. During World War Two Brennan was to work in the 

Japanese Section of the Government Code and Cipher School.  
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HEADS OF INFORMATION SECTION YEARS   

Debuchi Katsuji  1924-1927  

Marquis Komura Kinichi  1927-1929  

Saito Hiroshi  1929-1930  

Shiratori Toshio  1930-1933 

Amau (Amo) Eiji  1933-1937 

 

Their counterparts in the War Ministry were the Heads of the Newspaper Office, who were also valuable sources 

of information. 

 

Heads of Newspaper Office, Japanese War Ministry, 1924-1936.  

HEADS OF NEWSPAPER OFFICE YEARS      

Colonel Sakurai Tadayoshi  1924-1930  

Lt.-Colonel Yoshiki  1930-1932 

Colonel Homma Masaharu  1932-1933  

Lt.-Colonel Suzuki Teiichi  1933-1934  

Lt.-Colonel Nemoto Hiroshi  1934-1936 

 

Kennedy's friendship with senior Japanese officers meant that he was probably one of the best-informed 

foreigners regarding the Japanese army. Homma Masaharu, his closest and oldest Japanese friend was head of 

British (Military Intelligence) Office in the Japanese General Staff from January 1926 to December 1927. The 

holder of this office was, by custom, also the head of the Europe Office (han) of which the British Office was 

one of three subdivisions. The Europe Office, in turn, was one of four subdivisions of the Europe & America 

(Intelligence) Department. The head of this department from December 1924 to March 1928 was Tatekawa 

Yoshitsugu, another of Kennedy's old acquaintances
215

. Tatekawa  became head of Japanese Military 

Intelligence (August 1929-August 1931) and, later on, so did Homma (July 1937-July 1938). It was Tatekawa 

who, in mid-September 1931, was sent on a special mission to Manchuria to forestall the Manchurian Incident 

conspiracy. His delay in delivering the all-important letter from War Minister Minami to the Commander of the 

Kwantung Army, Shigeru Honjo, gave the conspirators time to carry out their plans.   

 

On the afternoon of 26 March 1925 Kennedy attended a conference between Iwanaga Yukichi
216

, the managing 

director of the Kokusai News Agency and William Turner, the Reuters general manager for the Far East, who 
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had come over from Shanghai. Originally it had been Sir Roderick Jones' idea that Turner should accompany 

Kennedy to Tokyo "_in case Kokusai tries to impose on my ignorance of the agreement with Reuters"
217

.  Now, 

for the first time Kennedy learned important details of the close connections between the various news services: 

the British Reuters, the American Associated Press, the French Havas, the Soviet TASS and the Japanese 

Kokusai. Kokusai provided Reuters, Associated Press, Havas and TASS offices in Tokyo with news about 

Japan. Kokusai (Kokusai Tsushinsha- International News Company) had been founded in 1914 as the first 

Japanese news agency and had entered into contracts with Reuters and its allied agencies. Later, the rival Nippon 

Dempo was formed and entered into a similar agreement with the American United Press. The Toho agency was 

formed under Japanese government auspices to operate a news service to and from China.  In 1926 Kokusai and 

Toho combined, as far as incoming news was concerned, and in conjunction with the eight leading newspapers 

of Tokyo and Osaka, formed themselves into the Nippon Shimbun Rengo, a news cooperative modelled on the 

American Associated Press.  Later, in 1929, Rengo bought out the remaining Toho interests including the 

outgoing service to China.  Between them the two agencies, Rengo and Nippon Dempo provided the bulk of the 

domestic news supplied by news agencies. While some of the Tokyo and Osaka papers maintained special 

correspondents of their own in the principal foreign capitals and cities, the bulk of the foreign news entering 

Japan was received and distributed by the two rival news agencies
218

.   

 

Before these developments, in May 1925 Kennedy attended a dinner at Iwanaga's house in honour of the new 

head of the Associated Press bureau in Tokyo, Victor Eubank. Kennedy was not impressed by the American, 

who:  

 

"... made rather a fool of himself by professing to know everything there is to know about the 

Far East, and proving that his knowledge is precisely nil. I have seldom heard anyone talk 

more concentrated rot on the subject.... No wonder America gets such distorted views on 

Japan and the Far East if they have men of this type as their chief news distributors. By way 

of impressing his hearers, he has a habit of uttering some fatuous remark about a well-known 

question and then saying, "have you ever thought of that, Mr. ......""
219

.   

 

The task of the accurate and honest reporting of news from Japan was not helped by the fact that many papers 

were unable to afford full-time correspondents, and many journalists, both British and American, were employed 

as "stringers" - only being paid for cables which were accepted for publication. Since American and British 

newspapers had discovered that sensational stories were popular with the public, the journalists realised that 

sensational stories were popular with editors and owners. Speed and sensation were at a premium - not accuracy 

or honesty. Reuters Head Office sent out frequent Editorial Orders impressing on its correspondents the need to 

beat the "Opposition" in the race to be the first with the news.  An example from 1932 is given below: 
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EDITORIAL ORDER 

 

September 29th 1932 

 

THE ATTACK ON SIR ALFRED WATSON 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FOLLOWING UP A STORY QUICKLY 

REUTER was well ahead of the Opposition yesterday with the first news of the attack on Sir 

Alfred Watson in Calcutta. The times of the flashes of the four Agencies were as follows: 

 

REUTER................ 3.33 p.m.  

EXCHANGE.............. 4.17 p.m.  

CENTRAL NEWS.......... 4.18 p.m.  

B.U.P. ............... 4.20 p.m. 

 

Calcutta and Bombay are to be warmly congratulated on this success, though Bombay 

unfortunately did not follow up their original flash as quickly as the EXCHANGE and the 

B.U.P., who thus secured the quotes in the later editions of the evening papers. It cannot be 

too strongly emphasised that it is imperative to follow up a flash on an important story with a 

series of brief, snappy bulletins, containing essential details, with the utmost possible speed. It 

always makes a good impression in Fleet Street when an Agency is quick to follow up a good 

story, and a correspondingly bad one when there is delay. All foreign correspondents should 

bear this carefully in mind
220

. 

 

 On 14 August 1925 Kennedy temporarily took over as the  Times  correspondent, covering for Colonel Orde-

Lees who was going on leave. Perhaps the spirit in which Japan was reported to the British public in this period 

is best represented by the ironically-written letter from Orde-Lees giving Kennedy guidance:  

 

 "Things with an English angle are the best; the sharper the angle the better the goods. ..... 

Nothing short of a crash in Japanese politics interests the readers of the Thunderer. The most 

spicy bits are the indiscreet utterances of Japan's statements [sic], no allowances being made 

for warped translations. ...... "Our readers" adore gory news. If Japanese must die let them be 

burnt or boiled alive, engulfed in the outpourings of a volcano or crushed to death in the 

fissures of the earth otherwise they die in vain as far as news is concerned. About two cables a 

week of not less than 50 and not more than 250 [words] is about my average. One word per 

two persons killed in earthquakes is about the right amount"
221

.  
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 In 1931 Herbert Jeans, a long-serving Reuters employee and former Parliamentary correspondent, was 

succeeded by Rickatson-Hatt as Chief Editor. Rickatson-Hatt, who had an American wife and admired the 

American press, was much more responsive to the growing demand from the British popular press for "human 

interest" stories. However several Reuters correspondents, including Kennedy, refused to trim their sails to the 

prevailing wind:  

 

Saturday 9th April 1932 

"Had a long pow-wow with Chancellor [Manager of Reuters Far Eastern Office] about my 

position out here. ...... In reply to my criticisms of the sensation-mongering which Reuter 

seems so anxious to encourage now, he admitted that several of the older Reuter 

correspondents in different parts of the World have made similar complaints and some have 

even resigned, but that Rickatson-Hatt, the new Chief Editor, considers its necessary to 

compete with the U.P. and others in this "Americanisation of the Press" or else go under 

financially, as it is what the "popular" papers demand and they are Reuters' best customers 

..... He was very sympathetic with my view-point and admitted that even Sir Roderick [Jones] 

himself was very upset at having to change the old Reuter policy ...".
222

  

 

Kennedy's reaction was not surprising in view of the kind of instructions Reuters' head office in London had 

been sending him:  

 

Thursday 5th March 1931 

"Letter from Head Office [in London] asking for mail items of news with a "sentimental, 

romantic or passion interest". Apparently that is the kind of muck that the "great British 

reading public" want; but they are not going to get it from me. I consider it little short of 

insulting to be asked to send stuff of that kind. If Reuters wants to pander to the crowd like 

that, they can go elsewhere for it"
223

.  

 

Kennedy had other reasons to be unhappy with his position as Reuters correspondent. Reuters only paid him on 

the basis of it being a part-time post. By 1931, however, there were increasing numbers of trans-Pacific fliers, 

whose arrival and departure in Japan were precisely the "human interest" stories that Reuters sought. It meant a 

greatly increased workload for Kennedy, who, having, as usual, rented a house for his family at a summer hill 

resort (that summer at Nikko, some 80 miles to the north of Tokyo), hoped to be able to join his family there at 

weekends:  

 

Friday 24th July 1931 

"Like last week, thought I would not be able to get away for the weekend owing to the 

anticipated arrival of trans-Pacific fliers, but flight postponed, so got away all right by the 7 
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p.m. train to Nikko. Trans-Pacific fliers and the like are becoming absolute pests. A constant 

succession of them for the past month, and they always seem to pick weekends. Jones and 

Robbins, Lebrix, Chichester etc. and now Jones and Robbins again. Others, including the 

Lindberghs and Amy Johnson, are also planning flights to Japan within the next week or so, 

so I foresee that my weekend trips up to Nikko [a hill resort where Kennedy's family were 

spending the summer] during the summer are to be subject to cancellation. Cuss 'em!".
224

  

 

The outbreak of fighting in Manchuria in September 1931 was to play havoc with Kennedy's attempts to escape 

from the office for the weekend. It also heightened the confrontation between Kennedy and Reuters over the 

issue of the part-time status of his post, since he found himself so busy with his work for Reuters that he had to 

abandon his writing for British papers and magazines such as the  Morning Post  and the  Nineteenth Century .    

 

The years 1925-1934 during which Kennedy served as Reuters correspondent in Japan witnessed increasing 

rivalry between the popular press in Britain. There was fierce competition for readers between the  Daily Herald, 

the  Daily Mail, the  Daily Express  and the  News Chronicle.  By 1933, at the end of a costly promotional battle 

in which papers had vied by offering free insurance and later free gifts, both the  Daily Express  and  Daily 

Herald  had more than two million readers
225

. The public wanted to read "human-interest" stories and sports 

news. With the demand for sensation there also developed a race between the news agencies, who competed to 

sell news stories to the papers, to beat their rivals with the news. Speed was paramount: Kennedy was praised for 

beating his rivals by only a few minutes and criticised if he was beaten by the same amount. The tendency was 

for accurate and informed reporting to yield to haste and sensationalism.   

 

Kennedy became increasingly disgusted by what he saw as the decline in journalistic standards:  

 

Monday 17 August 1932 

"I must say it rather disgusts me the way I am thanked and congratulated for anything of a 

sensational or "human interest" nature, while serious matter is at a discount. I suppose it is 

simply a question of what "the great British public" want, but it is a pretty damning 

indictment of their standard of intelligence and serves well to explain their extraordinary 

ignorance on matters about which they presume to pass judgement. It is very riling, too, to 

find [Reuters' Head Office in] London dating my mail items in such a way as to make them 

appear cabled. Rank dishonesty, I consider it, and often very misleading"
226

.  
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Important news items were sent to Reuters Far Eastern Office in Shanghai and 

thence to Reuters Head Office in London by telegram; other items were sent 

by mail. When the news items appeared in the newspapers those sent by 

telegram would usually carry the previous day's date: the other items, sent 

by mail, would carry a much earlier date. There was always the temptation 

for news agencies to redate mail items so that they would appear to have 



 
 

 

Kennedy, however, was determined to report what he considered to be important, serious news: the Japanese 

political scene and Japanese foreign policy, particularly as it affected British interests in the Far East.    Reuters, 

under the autocratic chairmanship of Sir Roderick Jones, was under increasing pressure from its American rival, 

Associated Press. After the first world war Associated Press, already dominant in the Americas, now looked to 

lucrative markets in the rest of the world - and found that Reuters dominated many lucrative markets. The real 

conflict between Associated Press and Reuters was to be fought out in the Far East. For Reuters, who had 

hitherto dominated the area, this region was an important source of revenue.  

 

In June 1933 Kent Cooper, the general manager of Associated Press, visited Japan and offered a contract to the 

managing director of the Rengo press agency, Iwanaga Yukichi.   Under this Rengo would accept a news service 

from Associated Press and would make its own domestic service available to America through Associated 

Press
227

.  Iwanaga realised that Rengo's financial position had become so serious that it would soon be unable to 

pay Reuters' heavy service charges without risk of bankruptcy.  Thus it seized this opportunity for a contract with 

Associated Press. The contract broke Reuters' virtual monopoly on the provision of international news to Japan, 

and on the international distribution of news from Japan.   

 

Reuters, however, had not been prepared to lose their monopoly without a fight.   News of the impending 

contract leaked out to Christopher Chancellor, Reuters' Manager in the Far East. He advised Sir Roderick Jones 

to call on Matsudaira Tsuneo, the Japanese Ambassador in London.   Sir Roderick Jones in turn asked both the 

Japanese Ambassador and the British Foreign Office to use their influence to prevent Rengo signing a contract 

with Associated Press. Kennedy would have known nothing of this had not Chancellor asked him to help code 

the cable in which the suggestion was made. The next he knew of the issue was on 3 June 1933 when he called 

on the British Embassy and was questioned by the Chargé d'Affaires, Thomas Snow and others about the Rengo-

A.P. contract. The Embassy staff were much concerned that it might mean the substitution of the American A.P. 

for the British Reuter as the medium for news entering Japan through Rengo. Kennedy was told that the British 

Foreign Office had instructed the Embassy to use its influence with the Japanese Foreign Ministry to prevent the 

contract being concluded
228

. On Tuesday 6 July Kennedy had a "very blunt" talk with Iwanaga who told him that 

he had learned from the Japanese Foreign Ministry of Sir Roderick's attempt to prevent the signing of the 

contract. Iwanaga spoke very bitterly of Sir Roderick's actions and said that he had made clear to the Foreign 

Ministry that Rengo would brook no interference in these matters
229

.  

 

In the end Reuters had to come to terms with the growing strength of its American rival.  In February 1934 it 

signed a new agreement with Associated Press, replacing a previous agreement which had limited A.P. to the 
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domination of the American market
230

. Now both parties had a free hand to issue news anywhere in the world. 

Reuters' retreat in the face of pressure from Associated Press was only symptomatic of the broader positions of 

Britain and the United States.  The former was attempting to defend world-wide commitments with inadequate 

resources, while the latter demonstrated its increasing economic might.   

 

Against this background of fierce competition between rival news agencies, how did Kennedy present Japan to 

the outside world in such a key area as its relations with China?  

 

On 3 May 1928, a clash occurred between Kuomintang and Japanese forces at Tsinan, the chief city of China's 

Shantung Province. The Kuomintang forces were continuing their northern advance against the remnants of  

warlord armies whilst Japanese forces were defending Japanese civilians and property in an area where Japan 

had acquired Germany's former sphere of economic interest. Kennedy and his friend, the  Times  correspondent 

Hugh Byas, reported the conflict in a way that was clearly sympathetic to the Japanese.  Kennedy relied for his 

news on reports from Reuters' Japanese ally, Rengo. Rengo's news from Tsinan was obtained from the Japanese 

Military Headquarters in Tientsin, where it was received by radio, as all other lines of communications had been 

severed. Rengo then sent the story by long-distance telephone to Mukden.   From here it was cabled to Japan. 

Sending news reports from Northern China via Mukden (in southern, Japanese-dominated Manchuria) was a 

frequently-used means of avoiding Chinese censorship
231

. Relying on the Rengo service, Kennedy reported that 

the Japanese Commander at Tsinan had removed defence works from the city on receiving assurances from 

Chiang K'ai-shek regarding the safety of Japanese lives and property. No sooner had the barricades been 

removed, however, than looting broke out. When the Japanese troops tried to suppress it, they were attacked by 

superior numbers of Chinese forces. The responsibility for the fighting, Kennedy believed, lay with Chinese who 

sought to embroil Chiang in a major conflict with the Japanese
232

.  

 

A few days later, General Hata Eitaro, the Vice-Minister of War, wrote (or rather had the journalist Kumasaki 

write) to Kennedy to thank him for his sympathetic reporting of the Japanese side of the story:  

 

"Dear Captain, 

Will you read this letter as one from a fellow soldier, for it is in that spirit that I am writing it. 

A soldier's spirit only a soldier can fully appreciate, I have always believed. And I am taking 

this liberty. We are infinitely sorry that Tsinan Incident has occurred. There is certainly 

nothing more unfortunate than this. I hope I am wrong in saying this, but somehow I am 

under the impression that the cause of Sino-Japanese friendship for which our people have 

laboured for years and years has been sadly marred. We are quite appreciative of the 

sympathy shown us by the British and American Press when we took such measures as we 
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have thought necessary to protect the persons and property of the Japanese residents in this 

terrible crisis. We are fully convinced that all this we owe to your and other foreign 

correspondents' efforts to represent Japan's case in the true light. Sincerely we deplore that 

we have been compelled to take such a step, but in the circumstances there was no alternative. 

When you look at the hideous pictures of the mutilated bodies, you will find the most eloquent 

explanation of our motives. A similar fate has been experienced at different times by 

Europeans, and all the time by the Chinese themselves. We have done only what you would do 

if you were in our place ....."
233

.  

 

Such gratitude on the part of the general was not surprising in view of the sympathetic way Japanese actions 

were reported by Kennedy and his friend Hugh Byas, the  Times  correspondent in Tokyo. As Byas reported on 

7th May, "... all nationalities are weary of the pretensions of the [Chinese] Nationalists and are thankful that 

one Power, in the face of wanton provocation, has at last decided to show its teeth ...."
234

.   

 

Kennedy, although proof against bribery, was vulnerable to flattery. He was duly flattered by the general's letter 

appealing to him as a fellow-officer:  

 

12th May 1928 

"Had a letter from General Hata in regard to the Tsinan affair. Some people would probably 

maintain that it was written for propaganda purposes, but personally I think it was written in 

all sincerity and I much appreciate the spirit in which it was written - "from one soldier to 

another ........"
235

.  

 

Kennedy, although resolutely determined never to be a paid Japanese propagandist, was prepared to give the 

Japanese government free advice on their propaganda effort. On 14 June 1928 Hata invited Kennedy to the War 

Office and asked his advice on how best to counter Chinese propaganda over the Tsinan Incident:  

 

"He told me in confidence that the military authorities were much worried as to what steps to 

take in order to counter Chinese propaganda regarding the Tsinan Affair and he asked me to 

say what I thought was the best line to take - to say nothing or to refute the Chinese 

allegations. It is a rather knotty problem, as some people go on the principle that silence 

proves inability to deny, while others consider denial shows that the charges made are true. I 

told Hata this and suggested that, as he had been very frank with me, he might go one step 

further and ask the opinion of some of the other foreign correspondents in confidence, but he 

thought it inadvisable to do so, and emphasised that he had only asked me because he felt that 
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I, as a former Army officer, would be able to appreciate the Japanese stand in the matter. He 

had a whole list of similar questions typed out and seemed very appreciative of such advice as 

I was able to give, while I for my part felt well pleased at the unusual confidence placed in me 

by him.." 
236

 

 

By early 1930 Kennedy was to develop a serious concern regarding the integrity of the news service provided to 

Reuters by their Japanese ally, the Rengo news agency.  

 

On 20 March 1930 Kennedy learned from Sir John Davidson, the Japanese Counsellor of the British Embassy, 

that Eugene Dooman of the American Embassy had told him about a quarrel between Rengo and the Japanese 

Foreign Ministry. Evidently Rengo had complained bitterly to the Foreign Ministry over the indiscretion of 

Shiratori, the Foreign Ministry Press Spokesman, who had revealed that Rengo was subsidised from the Japanese 

Government's secret funds. Since Sir Roderick Jones had told Kennedy, before he took the job as Reuters' 

correspondent, that Iwanaga, the Managing Director of Rengo, and Count Kabayama, its Chairman, had assured 

him that the organisation was entirely independent of Government funds, Kennedy was inclined to put the report 

down to a slur campaign mounted by Reuters' American rivals, U.P
237

. Kennedy never questioned the assurances 

given to Sir Roderick Jones by Iwanaga and Count Kabayama because of the traditional British upper class 

attitude of accepting the word of a gentleman (albeit a foreign gentleman). Kennedy was therefore slow to accept 

contrary information on the subsidy issue.  

 

The next day, Kennedy discussed the issue with Babb, the American Associated Press correspondent, and 

discovered that the "rumour" was true. Rengo (and its precursor, Kokusai) had been subsidised ever since the 

latter's founding in 1914 and had received from the Japanese government more than enough funds to cover their 

dues to Reuters. It further emerged, from a talk between Babb and Dooman, that Shiratori had given an interview 

to the editor of the  Shimbun Oyobi Shimbun Kisha  (Newspapers and Journalists) on the subject of news 

agencies. In the course of the interview Shiratori had revealed that Rengo received a 200,000 yen a year subsidy 

from the Japanese government.  Kennedy received this news with more disappointment than anger.
238

  

 

Kennedy's willingness to help the Japanese counter Chinese propaganda was part and parcel of his broad 

hostility to the Chinese. Throughout his period as Reuters' correspondent, Kennedy's negative impression of 

China and the Chinese continued to be reinforced:  

 

Monday 29th July 1929 

"Babb  had me along to his house in evening to dine. Kinney [American propagandist for the 

Japanese-run South Manchurian Railway Company], Penneybacker, and three young 
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American journalists ..... made up the party. The last three have been touring around China 

and Mongolia and seem to have had a very interesting trip, as they made a point of getting 

into the interior off the usual beaten track of the average tourist. In consequence of what they 

have seen and heard for themselves, they confess to having been entirely disillusioned of the 

beliefs they formerly held regarding the good work of the Nationalists. They went to China 

prepared to sympathise and applaud. They have come back firm in the conviction that no 

greater liar or bully than the Chinaman exists anywhere. They had letters to a number of the 

leading Nationalists and, in talks with them were assured that China was now unified, that 

opium has been abolished throughout the country, that foot-binding is no longer tolerated 

anywhere and that peace, prosperity, and happiness reign supreme. They very soon saw for 

themselves that all these alleged facts were entirely contrary to the truth, and in their 

subsequent travels met with similar unblushing lies wherever they went. The more one hears 

of the Chinese, the more utterly untrustworthy and unscrupulous they seem to be ........ ".
239

  

 

Kennedy had a low opinion of the Chinese at a time when such views were common among westerners with 

experience of the Far East (with the major exception of most missionaries based in China). Such attitudes were 

based on the anarchy prevailing in a country wracked by civil war, poverty, disease, famine, corruption and 

banditry. On the one hand foreigners despised the Chinese because they had allowed foreign powers to enjoy 

extraterritorial privileges which foreigners, as members of "self-respecting nations" would never tolerate. On the 

other hand foreigners were often infuriated when the Chinese tried to end these very rights. Kennedy and those 

who shared his conservative views regarded Chinese nationalists as Bolshevik-inspired trouble-makers. Since the 

presence of Soviet advisers with the Kuomintang was well-known in diplomatic and journalistic circles, such 

views of the nationalists were not without some basis.  Similarly Chinese attempts to remove foreign privileges 

by trying to play one foreign power against another were seen as prime examples of this race's despicable "low 

cunning". Since playing off one set of foreign barbarians against another was a time-honoured Chinese strategy it 

could fairly be described as cunning: but, since this tactic had more often than not proved successful, it was more 

a case of "high" rather than "low" cunning. Kennedy was infuriated by Chinese efforts to play the foreign powers 

off against each other and believed that force was the only political language which the Chinese understood. His 

particular fury was aroused by the way in which Nationalist-controlled papers in China accused him of being a 

propagandist in Japanese pay, simply because he adopted a line in his reporting which was sympathetic towards 

Japan and hostile towards China.  A man of high moral standards, Kennedy was naturally enraged by what he 

saw as slurs on his character. He was extremely angry at the way the Chinese, even before the beginning of the 

Japanese conquest of Manchuria in September 1931, tampered with and distorted his dispatches - as they came 

into Reuters Far Eastern Headquarters via the Shanghai telegraph office, or as they were printed in the Chinese 

press: 

 

Sunday 21st June 1931 
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"Received from Struthers [father-in-law of Norman Roscoe] a copy of  The Chinese Nation, a 

Nanking [Kuomintang] propaganda organ, containing what appertains to be a review of my 

last book [ The Changing Fabric of Japan ]. They have the damned sauce, however, to say 

that I am "Japanese employed", "connected with the Japanese Army", and engaged in trying 

to "whitewash Japan's imperialistic actions". I should like to sue the blighters for libel, but it 

would be difficult to do from here, so I shall have to content myself with asking for an apology 

and retraction for casting reflections on my position as an independent writer. A miserable 

bunch, the Chinks, who try to judge the actions of others by their own degraded standards of 

morality".
240

  

 

Within a week of the outbreak of the fighting in Manchuria on 18 September 1931 Chinese press censorship and 

distortion of Reuters cables was having a telling effect, not least in Japan itself. In his reporting of the early 

stages of the fighting, Kennedy, like other foreign correspondents in Japan, had to rely for the bulk of his 

information on the daily news conferences given by Shiratori Toshio, the outspoken Foreign Ministry press 

spokesman who had close links with the Japanese Army. The Foreign Ministry backed the claim of the Japanese 

military that the fighting had been started by the Chinese; Kennedy reported this in his despatches. The Chinese 

rightly claimed that the Japanese army had started the incident.  Since the telegraph office in Shanghai (through 

which Kennedy's cables reached Reuters Far Eastern Headquarters) was under Chinese control, the Kuomintang 

censorship authorities set about "correcting" his reports. In one case Kennedy sent out the following telegram:  

 

"Regarding Chinese action destroying line which precipitated whole affair spokesman 

intimated official circles inclined belief was mere act bravado on part of hot-headed juniors 

who were angered at what they considered weak-kneed policy their superiors in agreeing 

punish those responsible murder Nakamura"
241

  

 

This despatch appeared in the  Shanghai Times  and other papers throughout China in the following form:  

 

"Tokyo September 20. Official circles now seem inclined to believe that the action taken by 

Japanese troops was merely bravado on the part of hot-headed junior officers who were 

angered at what they considered the weak-kneed policy of their superiors over the alleged 

murder of Captain Nakamura"
242

.  
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The Japanese Consul-General in Shanghai sent a clipping of the report to the Foreign Ministry in Tokyo. Then 

the cat was among the pigeons: 

 

Saturday 26th September 1931 

"Find one of my cables of the 20th quoting Foreign Office Spokesman [Shiratori] has been 

tampered with, apparently by Chinese censors at Shanghai, so as to give an entirely false 

picture. The [Japanese] War Office, thinking that Shiratori had been giving out false 

information to the foreign correspondents, has jumped on him heavily, so he is naturally 

pretty peeved at my having apparently misquoted him. However, I managed to clear myself of 

the charge by showing him a copy of the original, so the [Japanese] Foreign Office has 

instructed Shigemitsu [Japanese Minister to China] to look into the matter with Reuters at 

Shanghai. Damn these Chinese! First they suppress my cables altogether, so that the 

Japanese version of the doings in Manchuria shall not be known abroad, and now they 

actually tamper with the wording of those they allow through. A pretty dirty trick, but 

typically Chinese"
243

.  

 

In January-March 1932 at the time of fighting between Chinese and Japanese forces in Shanghai, Kennedy 

placed much of the responsibility for the growing anti-Japanese mood in America and Britain on "the Press, with 

its huge misleading headlines and its love of sensation, and on the Yankee correspondents in Shanghai, so many 

of whom are so anxious to file a good "story", and to file it without delay, that the bare truth and the 

explanatory background receive but secondary consideration or none at all"
244

.  Likewise Kennedy had little 

respect for Miles Vaughn, the Tokyo correspondent for the rival, American, United Press and as such one of the 

four principal American correspondents in Japan:  

 

Thursday 10th January 1932 

"Received another cable from [Reuters office in] Shanghai on the U.P. report of a sensational 

"lengthy statement" issued by the [Japanese] Foreign Office. Apparently, despite my denial, 

the U.P. has reasserted what they said, so Shanghai asked me to obtain a statement from 

Shidehara [the Foreign Minister] confirming my denial. This I have now done; but it beats me 

how Vaughn - who admitted to me yesterday that no statement had been issued and that his 

people in Shanghai had probably touched up his original cable a bit - can have the face to 

reaffirm the issuance of this mythical statement. I tackled him on the subject again this 

evening when I met him up at the Foreign Office, but he gave a very evasive reply to my 

questioning and was obviously simply trying to bluff it out. A curious mentality"
245

.  
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The principal American correspondents in Japan in 1932 were: Babb (Associated Press), Byas (New York 

Times), Vaughn (United Press) and Fleisher (Japan Advertiser). Byas was British and also correspondent for the 

London Times.   

 

Later that year Kennedy was given a further insight into how the Japanese government sought to manipulate the 

press. On 8 September 1932 Kumasaki
246

 a journalist who had close connections with the Japanese War 

Ministry, called on Kennedy for a confidential talk. According to Kumasaki it had been rumoured that Reuters 

were considering terminating Kennedy's contract because his reporting was too pro-Japanese. Kumasaki, 

therefore, had been sent to sound Kennedy out as to whether he would take on the editorship of either the  Japan 

Times  or  Contemporary Japan. Apparently both the Foreign Ministry and the War Ministry wanted to replace 

Shiba Sometaro
247

, the chairman and editor of the  Japan Times .  In addition the War Ministry wanted to replace 

Vere Redman
248

, the British editor of   Contemporary Japan. Kennedy, determined not to become a paid 

propagandist, politely declined these offers.   

 

On 2 November 1933 Iwanaga, the Managing Director of Rengo, admitted to Kennedy that the news agency had 

been forced to issue government propaganda in the early stages of the Manchurian conflict, but pointed out that 

Sir Roderick Jones, the chairman of Reuters, had done the same during World War One
249

.  

 

18 December 1933 brought further disillusionment with the Press and Japanese government propaganda:  
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"Among the clippings received this morning ... is one from the News Chronicle
250

 of November 

28th, in which a brief message in which I quoted the [Foreign Ministry] as declaring that 

Japan would not interfere in the Fukien trouble unless Japanese lives and interests were 

endangered, is twisted around with a large heading "Japan's Invasion Threat" and the 

statement (entirely unfounded) that "a descent upon the coast by Japan at Amoy or Foochow 

should cause no surprise".  

 

Even a reputable paper like the Observer has seen fit to add to a message of mine, re. the 

export of cotton textiles from Japan, a hopelessly one-sided statement about "Japanese 

primitive labour conditions".......  

 

I had a visit from Kumasaki this afternoon ....  

The main object of Kumasaki's visit was to urge me once more, on behalf of the [War 

Ministry], to stay on in Japan and to offer me the job of instructor in English at the Staff 

College if I would do so. Somewhat ingenuously he added that, as they recognised that the 

post would not give me a sufficient income, they would arrange with either Mitsui's or 

Mitsubishi's to pay me a regular honorarium in addition and they would see to it that I would 

have plenty of time to carry on with my writing.  

I asked him to convey my thanks, but to explain once more that, apart from having to go home 

for the children's education, I preferred to remain independent in the matter of writing and 

considered I could be of far more use if I continued to write from conviction without the 

stigma of being a paid propagandist"
251

.  

 

Throughout his period as Reuter's correspondent Kennedy maintained close links with the British Embassy, 

particularly with the successive military attachés. It is not surprising that there was a close identity of views on 

the situation in the Far East between Kennedy and the attachés, who, like Kennedy, had all been former language 

officers in Japan: 

 

Saturday 21st November 1931 

"Lunched with Colonel Simson, who is leaving for Manchuria this evening on a tour of 

inspection with a party of other Military Attachés. Simson, of course, is all in favour of the 

Japanese Army "putting the Chinese in their proper place", and told me that, in a recent letter 

to the War Office at home, he had, in effect, said: "Thank God there is still at least one nation 

[Japan] that is prepared to recognise realities and act accordingly"!"
252
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Colonel Simson had been a language officer in Japan in the pre-World War One period (in 1912 his colleagues 

had included Roy Piggott and Leslie Hill) and had served as an interpreter with the Japanese forces during the 

Anglo-Japanese combined operations against the Germans at Tsingtao in 1914.  

 

From the end of the First World War to 1939 all the British military attachés had previously been language 

officers in Japan in the period, before the war, when the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was at its height. Moreover, 

Sir Francis Lindley had been a 2nd Secretary in Tokyo in the period just after the Japanese victory in the Russo-

Japanese War. It was then that he had come to know Roy Piggott who was nearing the end of his first two-year 

tour of duty as a Language Officer (1904-6). Thus these British officers and diplomats shared an almost natural 

inclination to sympathise with Japan.  This attitude was shared by the Naval Attaché (Peking and Tokyo), 

Captain Montague Legge. During the time of the fighting in Shanghai in January-March 1932 he made his views 

perfectly clear to Captain Kennedy:  

 

Monday 1st February 1932 

"Had a visit from Legge to enquire about the latest developments at Shanghai. His sympathies 

are plainly with the Japanese whose main mistake, he considers, is failure to use sufficient 

force to teach the Chinese a lesson! "I fired 300 rounds at the Chinese myself in 1927," he 

remarked, adding "My only regret is that I didn't loose off 3,000 at the b____rs!" The good 

old Nelson touch! I asked him if the rest of the Embassy held similar views, but he replied 

"Simson, I think, does; but the diplomats seem rather upset at the measures adopted!""
253

  

 

On 4 February 1932 Lindley held a meeting in his study to review the fighting at Shanghai and the course of 

action he should recommend to the British government. Colonel Simson advised that the Western Powers should 

agree to shut their eyes for a week or so while the Japanese drove the Chinese forces back from Shanghai. 

Kennedy strongly agreed with this. The Ambassador was also inclined to advocate a policy of non-intervention, 

as he had done at the time of the Mukden incident.  However he admitted that his views were strongly opposed 

by Miles Lampson, the British representative in Peking, who took a pro-Chinese line and advocated 

confrontation with Japan on moral grounds. When Lindley mentioned that he had received a letter from 

Lampson condemning his advocacy of non-intervention over Manchuria, Kennedy pointed out that, as regards 

the fighting at Shanghai, the question they should ask themselves was: 

 

"Which is the more immoral? To refrain from interference while Japan slays a few hundred 

Chinese in order to restore peace, or to bring pressure to bear on Japan and thereby risk 

precipitating a world war, in which millions may be killed and civilisation dealt a blow far 

greater than in  

1914-18?" 
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It was as a result of this meeting that Lindley sent a strongly-worded despatch to the Foreign Office opposing 

sanctions. Back in Britain, Roy Piggott and his pro-Japanese friends and colleagues at the War Office followed 

with satisfaction both Lindley's strongly-worded despatches and Kennedy's pro-Japanese reporting of the 

Manchurian and Shanghai situations. What they saw as the general anti-Japanese tone in most of the British 

press, however, left them "speechless with rage and shame"
254

.  In Piggott's view, some sections of British 

public opinion, ignorant of the Far East, had allowed themselves to be influenced by League of Nations rather 

than British interests and had condemned Japan. He was glad that, throughout the winter of 1932-33, the 

controversy during the M.C.C. cricket tour of Australia over the "body-line" bowling tactics had distracted 

British public opinion.
255

  

 

Meanwhile, in Japan, Lindley urged Kennedy to continue to present a pro-Japanese line: 

 

Friday 5th February 1932 

"You must do your best to emphasise the Japanese viewpoint as favourably as possible in your 

cables in order to remove the possibility of the British public demanding further pressure on 

Japan, as it is more than ever essential now to avoid any action that might arouse national 

sentiment in Japan to the extent of challenging the world. They would simply have our people 

at Shanghai at their mercy if that happened"
256

.  

 

Lindley's friends such as Kennedy and Piggott were also hostile to the League of Nations, which sought to 

preserve the post-war international status quo against violent change. The League had widespread public support 

in Britain, and among smaller European states such as Czechoslovakia. By opposing violent change it offered a 

sense of moral, if not military, security to those with a vested interest in the status quo, but who lacked the ability 

to defend it alone. To Lindley, Piggott and Kennedy who had grown up in the pre-war era of secret diplomacy 

and imperial rivalry, ideals such as collective security appeared dangerously unrealistic. As Lindley wrote in a 

letter to The Times  on July 20 1935:  

 

"The mental comfort of an Englishman requires that British foreign policy should have a 

moral foundation. ..... To show our sincerity we have sacrificed our interests in weak 

countries where, before the War we should have successfully defended them.... Moreover, we 

have disarmed to a point which, relatively, has never been approached in our history.... 

The monotonous chant of "we are loyal members of the League", [has been] as detrimental to British 

interests in the past as it has been useful in calming the electorate and providing an alibi for bankrupt 

Secretaries of State..."
257

.  
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Similarly Kennedy's attitude to the Japanese seizure of Manchuria is shown in a confidential dispatch he sent to 

Christopher Chancellor, the Reuters general manager in Shanghai on 20th July 1932:  

 

"Without in any way condoning Japan's actions "in toto", I frankly hold [the League of 

Nations] and the Powers to blame for much that has happened. ..... if only the League and 

America had a better understanding of both Japanese and Chinese psychology, they would 

never have acted in the way they have done.... China was led to realise that she could escape 

the consequences of her own misdeeds and follies by getting others to fight her battles for her, 

while the Japanese ... were led into believing that they could expect no real justice or 

understanding from the Western Powers. The demon of mistrust and distrust was thereby 

roused in Japan, and once this particular devil has been raised no amount of arguing will 

ever induce the Japanese to listen to advice or reason, especially where Manchuria is 

concerned"
258

.  

 

Even after the Japanese seizure of Manchuria and the fighting at Shanghai the appreciation of the situation of 

such pro-Japanese observers as Kennedy, Piggott, Simson and Legge changed little.  In 1935, H.G.W. 

Woodhead, a British journalist whose many years' residence in China had left him with a contempt and loathing 

of Chinese corruption and injustice, provided an assessment of recent history with which Kennedy would not 

have disagreed: 

 

"In 1925, and again in 1927, British subjects and officials in China were the victims of a 

series of officially instigated outrages and indignities ... The conciliatory policy adopted by 

the British government from 1927 onwards only whetted the appetite of the Kuomintang for 

further concessions, the granting of which would have meant the abandonment of all those 

safeguards which alone have made it possible for Britons ... to reside and trade in this 

country.... When Japan hit back in 1931, the news was not unexpected or unwelcome in 

foreign circles generally .... They may not have approved of many of Japan's actions in 

Manchuria and Shanghai, but the fact remained that it was Japan alone who staved off the 

final surrender of foreign rights and safeguards in China".
259

  

 

Kennedy's views of East Asian rivalries were never restricted to events in Japan and China.  He also took a close 

interest in Russian affairs.  For Captain Kennedy there were two distinct categories of Russians: communist and 

non-communist. He saw the Soviet regime as the inheritor of tsarist Russia's expansionist ambitions - and thus a 

military and strategic threat to the British Empire.  He also saw it as an instigator of subversion among the 
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subject peoples of the Empire and of the Chinese nationalists.  The latter threatened British investments and 

extraterritorial rights, and disrupted trade.  In short, Kennedy loathed the Bolshevik regime and all its works. In 

view of this he was surprised to receive an invitation along with other foreign and Japanese journalists to visit 

the new Soviet Embassy building in 1931: 

 

15th January 1931 

"As I have always been somewhat persona non grata with the Soviet people up to now, I had 

never been invited to any of their functions before and was rather surprised, therefore, to be 

invited to this one. What was even more surprising was that Golkovich, the 1st Secretary to 

the Soviet Embassy, greeted me like a long-lost friend (though I had never met him before) 

and without more ado invited me to name a day when I could dine with him at his house! He 

said he had followed all my writings when he was in Moscow and had therefore been wanting 

to meet me! As I have been a bit outspoken about the Bolshies in some of my writings, I am 

wondering just what is intended. Poor old Margaret [Kennedy's wife], when I told her, was 

very worried, as she is convinced that they intend to put poison in my beer or slit my throat or 

boil me in oil or something!"
260

.   

 

Mrs. Kennedy's fears for his safety proved unfounded.  In fact Kennedy received a the warm welcome from the 

1st Secretary, a post which in Soviet embassies often served as cover for the officer in charge of local Soviet 

Intelligence.  This incident clearly shows that the Soviet Union, increasingly concerned about the threat of 

foreign attack during the first Five-Year Plan, was keen to pick the mind of any leading foreign expert on Japan. 

 

In the course of his work for Reuters Kennedy met a succession of TASS journalists. In 1932/3 Kennedy and 

TASS correspondent Nagi, each with close connections with their respective embassies, acted as an unofficial 

channel of Anglo-Soviet communication. The Soviet Union was worried that with Japanese and Soviet troops 

confronting each other over the Siberia/Manchurian frontier, minor border clashes might escalate into a full-

scale war.  Soviet diplomats were also aware of powerful elements in the Japanese army who were planning an 

invasion of the Soviet far east.  Russians also realised that time was on their side, as the rapid development of 

Soviet industry and mechanised military forces gave them an increasing advantage over Japan.  The danger was 

that the Japanese also realised this, and might decide to attack before the Soviets further increased their military 

superiority - despite the fact that the Japanese army was in the midst of modernisation and re-equipment. The 

Soviet Embassy was sensitive to any hint of rapprochement between Japan and any capitalist power as this might 

influence a Japanese decision to attack Siberia. The Embassy sought to collect all possible information on 

Japanese military intentions and preparedness, and to buy time by impressing the rest of the world with 

Moscow's military might. For these reasons Kennedy was regarded as a useful contact.  He was well-connected 

with the British Embassy, was an expert on the Japanese army and, as Reuters correspondent, was a potentially 

useful conduit for publicising Soviet military strength. In view of the dangerous tensions existing between Japan 
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and the Soviet Union during the 1930s, the Soviet Embassy doubtless felt it needed all the useful contacts which 

it could find.   

 

Soviet-Japanese relations were a major theme in the 1930s which preoccupied not only the two governments but 

also all the major powers. It was also a question in which Kennedy took a keen interest since a conflict between 

the two countries could have a profound effect on the stability of the Far East and Britain's imperial position. If 

either Japan or the U.S.S.R. were to gain a decisive military victory over the other, British interests in the region, 

already vulnerable, could fall easy prey either to Japanese imperial ambitions or Soviet subversion.   



 
 

THE SOVIET UNION AND JAPAN, 1925-1939 
Diplomatic relations between the Soviet Union and Japan were not established until 1925. Even after that date the 

two countries regarded each other with deep suspicion: the Japanese authorities viewed Soviet support for Japanese 

and Chinese Communists with great anxiety.  Soviet diplomatic and trade representatives in Japan were kept under 

extremely close police supervision (everyone entering or leaving the Soviet Embassy was noted by specially 

appointed detectives); waves of arrests left the Japanese Communist Party a small and clandestine organisation. 

Communication between the Party and the Soviet regime was extremely difficult.  

In the 1920s and 1930s Shanghai was a major centre for Soviet Intelligence - it was the power base of the Chinese 

Communist Party and had a large European population, including many Russians (chiefly White emigrés), which 

could provide a cover for agents.  However, this Soviet Intelligence presence had attracted the attention of British 

and Japanese Counter-Intelligence, which operated from the International Settlement and regularly exchanged 

information on Communist activities. As a consequence, Communist couriers operating between Japan and 

Shanghai ran a high risk of detection. An alternative method of communication, wireless messages from Moscow, 

ran the risk of interception. 

 

In practice the main burden of liaison between the Soviet government and the Japanese Communist party fell upon 

TASS correspondents
261

. The first TASS correspondent in Japan, Slapec, moved into his office at the Kokusai 

Headquarters on the Ginza on 1 October 1925. However, Slapec was so busy on liaison work that he hardly ever 

used this office
262

. He was succeeded in 1927 by Vladimir Romm. Romm and his Japanese assistant, Okura Akira, 

were closely involved with the Tokyo Kisha Renmei (Tokyo Journalists' League), an organisation of radical 

journalists. Unlike Slapec, Romm was more of a bona fide journalist: liaison work was left to Okura who acted as a 

courier between the Soviet commercial mission in Tokyo and the Japanese Communist Party. However, on 10 April 

1928 Okura was arrested. This left Romm particularly concerned as his assistant had the keys of his safe.
263

 

 

The period of the first five-year plan, 1928-1933, was a time of particular vulnerability for the Soviet Union: the 

country was convulsed by the effects of forced industrialisation and the collectivisation of agriculture. With fierce 

resistance to the government in the countryside and the continuing brutal struggle between the security forces on the 

one hand and local nationalists and the remnants of other anti-Bolshevik groups on the other, an attack by a foreign 

power would have presented an especially grave threat to the U.S.S.R.   
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The Maritime Province, linked to European Russia by the 5,800 mile Trans-Siberian Railway, was isolated and 

vulnerable to attack. In the years before the Japanese seizure of Manchuria in 1931 Soviet security along the 

Manchurian border had been lax; the Soviets controlled the Chinese Eastern Railway, which, connected with the 

Trans-Siberian Railway, provided an additional and shorter link between the Baikal region and Vladivostok. The 

Chinese Eastern Railway cut across Manchuria, and roughly divided the region into a Soviet sphere of influence in 

the north and a Japanese sphere in the south. 

Harbin, the major city on the Chinese Eastern Railway, had a large Russian population, and owed its existence to the 

Russian-built railway. Several years prior to the Japanese seizure of Manchuria in 1931 Japanese Military 

Intelligence had established the Harbin Special Service Agency (Tokumu Kikan) as the field arm of the Fifth Section 

(Russian affairs) of the Second Bureau (Military Intelligence) of the Japanese General Staff. It was to become the 

core of anti-Soviet intelligence operations in Manchuria and established subordinate agencies all along the 

Manchurian frontier with the Soviet Union and Soviet-dominated Outer Mongolia. In the years 1932-34 the Harbin 

agency used well-trained White Russians for espionage work in Siberia, while the frontline agencies chiefly relied 

on local Chinese and Koreans. In 1933 Japanese intelligence operations revealed large-scale fortification 

construction work on the Soviet side of the border. This coincided with information from the Polish General Staff of 

similar work along the Soviet-Polish frontier. Photographic reconnaissance flights in July and August revealed the 

full scope of the defences, which were chiefly designed to protect the Trans-Siberian Railway and to forestall a 

Japanese dash from the Manchouli area directly to Chita (thus cutting the Trans-Siberian) along the 

Manchouli-Chita Railway.
264

 

 

The ambitious fortification programme was accompanied by a marked increase in the number of N.K.V.D. border 

guard units, which between 1932 and 1934 increased from two or three to approximately 18 or 19. Each unit 

established numerous sentry posts and carried out constant patrolling, the sentries being accompanied by Army 

dogs. In 1933 many Koreans living in the Maritime Province were forcibly resettled in Central Asia and armed 

collective farm immigrants were settled along the border. The N.K.V.D. border guards also organised a 

counterespionage network in Manchuria, particularly in the border area; Soviet spies reported on the movements of 

Japanese agents. Chinese and Korean spies, on being arrested by Soviet border guards, frequently responded to 

bribery or threats and became counter-spies. 

Soviet agents found it comparatively easy to slip into Manchuria. They directed their main efforts to spreading 

communist ideas among the Chinese soldiers and police of the Japanese puppet Manchukuo regime and among the 

railway workers. However, once they reached the cities such as Harbin, Mukden and Hsinking (Changchung) they 

had to cope with the vigilance of the Japanese Military Police (kempei).
265
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The Soviet Embassy in Tokyo was to play an important role in the defence of the U.S.S.R.: firstly by its part in the 

diplomatic effort to dissuade the Japanese from attacking the Soviet Union, but more importantly in gathering 

intelligence, both political and military, on Japanese intentions and their ability to implement them.  By mid-1933, 

with the completion of their border fortifications and the sending of large military reinforcements to the Far East, the 

Soviet government felt able to take a strong stand against the Japanese. In a letter dated 17 October 1933, Karakhan, 

the Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, outlined Soviet policy to Konstantin Yurenev, the Soviet 

ambassador in Tokyo. The best way to avoid war, he stated, was to stand up to the Japanese, since such a policy 

would deter the Japanese Military and give encouragement to groups opposed to aggression; a propaganda effort to 

show the world the true nature of Japanese militarism would leave the Japanese isolated if they did attack the Soviet 

Union; if war could be postponed the Japanese might attack the United States first. Most important of all was the 

need for the Embassy to improve its gathering of information.
266

 

 

The Foreign Section of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police, which kept a close watch on all foreigners, was especially 

determined to deal with the threat of Communism.  It was extra-vigilant towards the Soviet Embassy, trade 

organisations and particularly the TASS news agency
267

.  The purges in the Soviet Union, Soviet-Japanese tension, 

close police surveillance, and waves of arrests of communists in Japan, did little for the confidence of Soviet 

personnel in Japan. In November 1932 Okura Akira, who, on his release from prison had returned to his previous 

work as assistant to the TASS correspondent, was again discovered acting as a contact with the Japan Communist 

Party. He was held in prison until April 1933 when he was sentenced to a two years' suspended sentence and sent to 

join his common-law wife who was a patient at a sanatorium in Kanagawa Prefecture.
268

 

 

The Japanese police suspected that the TASS office relayed instructions from Moscow to the Japanese communists 

and forwarded information gathered by Japanese communists to the Soviet government. In July 1931 Vladimir 

Romm had been replaced by Aleksei Lvovich Nagi. Aged 38 when he arrived in Japan, Nagi was an experienced 

journalist who won the respect of his Western and Japanese colleagues. TASS was allied by treaty to the Kokusai 

News Agency (later incorporated into the Nihon Shimbun Rengo, which became the Domei News Agency) and to 

Reuters, Associated Press and the French Havas agency. Nagi had his office at the headquarters of Rengo on the 

Ginza, where Kennedy also had his office.
269
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From December 1931 with the appointment of Yoshizawa (who was seen as favouring good relations with the 

U.S.S.R.) as Foreign Minister, the Soviets did their utmost to persuade Japan to sign an non-aggression pact - but 

without success. At the beginning of January 1933 the Soviets tried the threat of publishing the correspondence 

between the two countries over the question of the pact. When this met with no success, they went ahead and 

published. This merely infuriated, confused and alarmed the Japanese side. Yurenev, who succeeded Troyanovsky in 

March 1933, tried a more low-key approach, but was no more successful than his predecessor. 

The embassy's task was complicated by the inability of the Japanese government to do more than occasionally 

restrain the Military. As ambassador Troyanovsky told British ambassador Lindley on 10th January 1933, "we have 

to deal with a government which does not govern ...... "
270

. 

While the Soviets had no faith that the Japanese government could or would control the Military, the Japanese 

government was unable to believe in the Soviets' good faith. In April 1933 Prime Minister Saito Makoto told 

George Sansom, the Commercial Counsellor of the British Embassy, that there was no point in signing a 

non-aggression pact with a government in which no trust could be placed
271

. The Japanese interpreted persistent 

Soviet efforts to obtain Japanese agreement to a non-aggression pact as a sign of weakness. Repeated public 

warnings against aggression by Soviet leaders in speeches were similarly interpreted. The Japanese were not, 

however, absolutely certain: in October 1933 Foreign Ministry press spokesman, Amau (Amo) Eiji, quoting a 

Japanese proverb, stated that "coward dogs bark a lot", but jokingly added that as brave dogs do likewise, they 

would have to await developments before deciding in which category the Soviets belonged
272

. 

 

By the spring of 1933, with the onset of the military campaigning season, and with the Japanese army in generally 

firm control of Manchuria and the Chinese Eastern Railway more and more isolated and vulnerable to attack, the 

Soviets saw clearly that if they did not sell the railway the Japanese might well seize it. Moreover, lengthy 

negotiations might serve to postpone any military action by the Japanese. Thus in the spring of 1933 the Soviet 

government took up a previous, unauthorised, suggestion made by Hirota Koki, the former ambassador to Moscow. 

It was intimated to Ota, the new ambassador, that the Soviet side might be willing to sell the railway. This was 

followed by a new incentive: on the evening of 13 May ambassador Yurenev called on Japanese Foreign Minister 

Uchida and hinted that the U.S.S.R. was prepared to recognise the Japanese puppet state of Manchukuo if the 

Japanese bought the C.E.R.  The negotiations for the sale were to drag on for the next eighteen months before the 

final agreement was signed in March 1935. The Soviet side stood its ground in the negotiations, refusing to make 

unilateral concessions over the selling price.  The Japanese applied pressure.  They left the railway effectively 

unguarded and prey to raids by Chinese bandits, arrested Soviet railway officials on a number of pretexts, and 

circulated rumours in Tokyo and Harbin of an impending attack on the Soviet Union. The Soviets responded to the 

most blatant provocations by breaking off the negotiations. 
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In 1935 Nagi received instructions from the Embassy to increase his intelligence-gathering activities.  In 1936 he 

was a regular visitor to the Embassy and was exchanging information with other foreign correspondents such as 

Kennedy's successor as Reuters correspondent, Melville Cox. Nagi also resumed contacts with Okura Akira, now 

returned from Kanagawa, and who was still being closely followed by the police because of his Communist party 

connections.
273

 

In 1937 the TASS office continued to report information to the Soviet Embassy and translated articles published by 

the Japanese socialist movement. Nagi maintained a close contact with A.R.Catto, the British assistant to the 

Exchange Telegraph Company special correspondent in Tokyo, and with Melville Cox and Alsot, the Havas 

correspondent. Any information he obtained was reported to the Soviet Embassy at secret meetings. 

 

However, on 3 September 1937, Nagi collided with a Japanese cyclist whilst driving an official car. Nagi had been 

driving without a licence and drove off at high speed. The cyclist was only bruised but the bicycle was damaged and 

Nagi was traced by the police. At an appearance before the Tokyo District court on 25 September he signed an 

acknowledgement of his violation of the traffic regulations. On 5 November he left Tokyo station along with his 

wife and eldest son to return to the Soviet Union. In early January 1938 news of his execution in the Stalinist purges 

reached the West.
274

 

 

The Soviet Military Attaché in Japan during this period was Lieutenant-General Ivan Aleksandrovich Rink. 

Forty-one years old when he arrived in Tokyo in April 1932, he had previously been Military Attaché in Afghanistan 

from where he had gathered intelligence on British forces in India. His Assistant Military Attaché, Nikolai Petrovich 

Vishnevetsky, had arrived in Japan in August 1932 and had completed a year's attachment to a Japanese Cavalry 

Regiment at Narashino before taking up his appointment in October 1933. By the end of his first year in Japan 

Vishnevetsky could speak Japanese fairly well but could not read it. One hour each day of private tuition from a 

Japanese teacher had, by 1935, brought him to the level at which he could read newspapers and magazine articles
275

. 

Rink knew no Japanese but spoke English fluently and, with his jovial personality, endeared himself to the foreign 

community. He and his assistant established a useful working relationship with the British, French and American 

Military Attachés: they exchanged intelligence on the Japanese army and discussed its significance. 

 

By 1933 the Soviets had built substantial fortifications guarding the Trans-Siberian Railway which could not be 

overcome without the use of heavy artillery. They were confident of their military superiority over the Japanese, 

especially in mechanised warfare. They had paid great attention to the question of strategy and tactics for 

mechanised units.  They were also sure that the Japanese General Staff had no grasp of the difficulties of 

co-ordinating large bodies of tanks, artillery and aircraft and that their ideas did not generally rise beyond the actions 

of individual divisions. Rink appreciated, however, that the Japanese had a good army despite these limitations
276
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The Soviets realised that a key factor in any conflict was their superiority in military aircraft, particularly heavy 

bombers.  Soviet bombers based in the Vladivostok area, were not yet able to pose a serious threat to major 

Japanese cities, but seriously threatened Japanese communications with Manchuria via ports on the north-east coast 

of Korea. Previously the overwhelming Japanese naval superiority in the Sea of Japan had secured these lines of 

communication. 

The destruction of the Japanese heavy bomber base at Hamamatsu on 7 June 1933 by a series of explosions aroused 

great interest in the Soviet Military Attaché's Office: it was seen as an extremely serious blow to Japanese military 

strength
277

. The Soviets certainly played on Japanese fears of air raids (as shown by practice air-raid blackouts in 

Tokyo). The Soviet delegates to the railway negotiations in Tokyo were given an aerial escort as part of their 

send-off on their sea-voyage from Vladivostok in June 1933.    

 

In the final analysis it was not Soviet diplomacy which deterred the Japanese Military from launching an attack on 

the U.S.S.R.  The real deterrent was the combination of Soviet military preparedness in the Far East and the fact that 

the Kwantung Army was not ready to attack. Before it reached that state of readiness, the Kwantung Army suffered a 

decisive defeat in a major confrontation with the Red Army in 1939 on the disputed Manchukuo-Outer Mongolian 

border at Nomonhan.  

Meanwhile, between 1932 and 1934, (according to the Soviets) the Japanese constructed in Manchuria over 1,000 

kilometres of new strategic railways and over 2,200 kilometres of new strategic roads - all leading to the Soviet 

frontier. Fifty airports and air bases had been constructed in the triangle formed by Mukden, Harbin and Tsitsihar 

and in the area to the north of it
278

. In any major war in such desolate and inhospitable regions as Siberia and 

northern Manchuria, logistics would inevitably play a decisive role.  The forces that were better and faster supplied, 

and more easily reinforced would have a crucial advantage.  The Japanese needed to have control of the Chinese 

Eastern Railway, and they did not obtain this until 1935. Even then they were faced with a further difficulty.  The 

railway was built on the Russian 5 ft. gauge and would have to be converted to standard gauge if full use was to be 

made of it. Most important, the Japanese army in the mid-1930s was in the midst of re-equipment and 

reorganisation. For the time being the Kwantung Army had to bide its time, and gather intelligence on the Soviet Far 

East and the Red Army. 

 

Meanwhile the British government watched the situation in Manchuria, hoping that Soviet-Japanese tensions would 

continue and keep both powers fully occupied, far away from regions where Britain had vital, and vulnerable, 

economic and political interests. 
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JAPAN: BRITISH POLICY AND PERCEPTIONS, 1931-34 
After Sir John Simon became Foreign Secretary in December 1931 the British government handled the Manchurian 

conflict by consistently following a policy of mediation and conciliation through the machinery of the League of 

Nations. In Britain this policy received widespread, if reluctant, approval.  There was resolute opposition to any 

unilateral British coercive action and a definite refusal to risk war with Japan. During the years 1933 to 1935 the 

influential "peace movement" resolutely opposed the slightest increase in defence spending. Criticism of the 

government's lack of action over the Japanese seizure of Manchuria continued.  Various critics advocated economic 

sanctions as a means of bringing Japan to heel.  But, being for the most part advocates of disarmament if not 

pacifism, they often refused to acknowledge that the imposition of strong, effective sanctions might lead to war. 

Invariably they argued that there was no real risk of war: if deprived of vital raw materials Japan would be forced to 

capitulate in a matter of weeks.
279

 

 

Pressure on the government from liberal and left-wing opinion to take some action against Japanese aggression in 

China had eventually produced a short-lived British embargo on arms exports to both Japan and China (27 February 

- 13 March 1933).  This did little to placate those who were demanding extensive economic sanctions against Japan, 

and did much harm to Anglo-Japanese relations. The Japanese, lacking vital raw materials such as oil, were naturally 

extremely sensitive to any hint of economic sanctions. As far as the British Foreign Office and War Office were 

concerned the consequences of sanctions did not bear thinking about. On 13 May 1933 the Chargé d'Affaires of the 

Tokyo Embassy, Thomas Snow, warned the Foreign Office: 

 

 "[George] Sansom [Commercial Counsellor] has been here thirty years. ....... he remembers no 

time when so strong angry anti-British feelings have been current .... In retrospect it was with our 

announcement of an Arms Embargo that things began to go seriously wrong. That action ..... 

came like a bolt from the blue .... The only result of our move has been to render us objects of 

deep suspicion ...... The general view is that, despite its form, it was a preliminary tentative in the 

way of mobilising a blockade of this country..... 

 To speak plainly, we all believe that Anglo-Japanese relations have now reached a crucial turning 

point. The situation in Europe [Hitler had become German Chancellor in January 1933] is being 

closely watched, and Japan's future is still being determined. A redeeming feature is that we still 

possess, I believe, the confidence of the [Foreign Ministry] and of some Army and Navy officers. 

But the Army as a whole need an enemy".
280
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In response to Snow's warnings, Sir Robert Vansittart, the Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office, wrote 

to Sir Horace Wilson, Chairman of the Board of Trade, urging a spirit of conciliation in trade negotiations with 

Japan: 

 

 "Snow's views may seem to you somewhat alarmist, but they represent nothing but a more forcible 

expression of the opinion which we have frequently heard from Tokyo in the last six months, 

namely, that the action taken in various parts of the Empire to combat Japanese competition was 

causing great resentment in Japan, and that the cumulative effect of our measures might lead to 

serious tension. The ultimate influence of this on our whole Far Eastern policy, which clearly 

postulates good relations with Japan, causes us a great deal of concern. ..... our apprehensions 

are sufficiently lively to make us anxious to avoid, if possible, giving further cause for irritation. 

..... It is ..... very difficult for us to pit possible political disasters against admitted hardships and 

dangers to British industry. But there would be a certain danger in taking the embassy's warnings 

lightly ......"
281

. 

  

In December 1933, Charles Orde, head of the Far Eastern Section of the Foreign Office, prepared a memorandum 

on British relations with Japan: 

 

 "There can be little doubt that Russia is the Power with which Japan is most likely to enter into 

armed conflict ....   It is impossible to see what advantages Japan could hope to gain from a war 

with the United States that would compensate her for the loss or dislocation of her trade with 

them - the most vital factor in her external economy. .....  Her trade with India, less in importance 

only than her trade with the United States and China, is a similar deterrent from war with us, in 

which, indeed, apart from the possession of Hong Kong, there is little that she could not hope to 

achieve equally well by economic competition, for Singapore will, it is to be hoped, soon be 

secure from attack." 

 "....we should not ....... be influenced by fears of the harm that Japan could do to our interests in 

China to the extent of tamely yielding to her pretensions.  If we show fear of Japan, the Chinese 

will be encouraged to attack us when they are not currying favour in order to enlist our support 

against her. " 

 "....we ... cannot ignore the aggressive instincts of the Japanese, and the plans they cherish for an 

expansion in Asia which must react to our disadvantage if they realise that we are afraid of them.  

I therefore suggest that, besides meeting firmly the difficulties with which their industrial 

efficiency confronts us, we should, so far as we are able, but in no spirit of panic or immoderate 

haste, not hesitate to proceed with the Singapore Base and the strengthening generally of our 

naval position in the Far East." 
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 "It has been suggested that we should cultivate friendliness [with Japan] even to the point of 

renewing the alliance which lapsed in 1921.  The objections are overwhelming: [it would 

encourage the Japanese to prosecute ambitious plans]; even more decisive is the virtual breach 

which it would entail with the United States, against whom ..... an alliance would seem to be 

directed, and the profound reaction which would follow in Canada."
282

 

 

A percipient observer of British foreign policy, Soviet Ambassador Ivan Maisky, assessed the prospects for 

Anglo-Japanese relations in May 1934: 

 

 "[The Soviet government] has given the Japanese to understand that we will fight and fight 

fiercely if they try to attack us. Britain cannot permit herself the luxury of our Far Eastern 

strategy, for if she were to say the sort of things we have, the Japanese would not take them 

seriously, since it is clear to all that British words are not backed by the threat of real force. The 

course of action taken by the British government over the past two years in relation to Japan 

inevitably follows from this. They continue to try and avoid any aggravation of relations ...... The 

British government is seeking to buy the time it needs to finish the Singapore [naval] base and to 

strengthen its naval and air forces. It is also ... pinning its hopes on ... an economic crash in 

Japan as the result of the frenzied growth of its armaments. Finally, it is seeking to buy time 

because it is counting on some change or other in the international situation which might make it 

easier for them to bring the Japanese militarists to take a "christian attitude". 

 ... Who will reach their goals first - the Japanese or the British militarists? .... The initiative now 

undoubtedly rests in Japan's hands; much depends on how they use it.
283

 

 

The British Ambassador in Japan during this period (1931-34) was Sir Francis Lindley. Sir Francis was to become a 

friend of Kennedy's and a strong advocate of Anglo-Japanese co-operation. He expressed his views firmly in his 

dispatches to the Foreign Office in London; these were read with satisfaction by Roy Piggott, by then Deputy 

Military Secretary (1931-5). 

 

 

British Ambassadors to Japan, 1913-1941 

Ambassador Years 

W.C. GREENE 1913-1919 
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C.N.E. ELIOT 1920-1926 

J. TILLEY 1926-1930 

F.O. LINDLEY 1931-1934 

R. CLIVE 1934-1937 

R. CRAIGIE 1937-1941 

 

Lindley, who had moved to Tokyo in 1931 after two years at his first ambassadorial post in Lisbon, embodied in his 

relations with the Foreign Office in London the conflict between "head office" and "the man on the spot" inherent in 

organisations with world-wide operations. In the prewar Foreign Office there was little direct contact between the 

embassies and London in terms of exchange of personnel or personal visits.  Many leading officials in the Foreign 

Office in the 1930s suffered from a serious lack of experience of the Far East. Lindley, not a man to stand in awe of 

the authority of the Foreign Office, was critical of officials, ministers and policies. Since his criticisms were often 

just, they struck home and did little to endear him to his superiors. Lindley had firmly held conservative views and 

had many friends in the Conservative Party, notably Neville Chamberlain, a friend of many years standing.  

Moreover, he made no secret of his contempt for the League of Nations, support for which had been the main plank 

of British foreign policy since 1919.
284

 

 

From the time of the Manchurian incident in September 1931, Lindley argued in a stream of dispatches to the 

Foreign Office against antagonising Japan. His policy of placating Japan (at the cost of alienating China and, 

inevitably, the United States) ran contrary to Foreign Office thinking (outlined in Orde's Memorandum), in which 

Japan's military potential was seriously underestimated
285

. 

Moreover, Lindley soon found himself indirectly pitted against Lord Robert Cecil, the British Permanent 

Representative at the League of Nations. Cecil, the 3rd son of the Marquis of Salisbury, had attended the Versailles 

Peace Conference and helped to draft the Covenant of the League of Nations. The Chairman of the League of 

Nations Association since 1923, he was a leading supporter of the League and all its actions. Lindley and Cecil were 

the very antithesis of each other. At the League Council meeting on 24 October 1931 Lord Cecil had taken the 

initiative in calling on Japan to remove her troops unilaterally from Manchuria. As a result Britain was held in Japan 
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to be chiefly responsible for the anti-Japanese character of the resolution.  Japan held that Britain was supporting 

China at Geneva so as to win an increased market in China for British goods - at the expense of Japanese trade 

which had almost been destroyed by a rigorous Chinese boycott. In his efforts to counter the harm done by Cecil and 

other "pacifist fanatics" Lindley strove to reassure the Japanese government, as well as politicians and journalists, 

that Britain desired friendly relations with Japan.  

The more Lindley gave reassurances to the Japanese the more Cecil complained to Sir John Simon, the Foreign 

Secretary, that his stance in Geneva was being undercut. On the whole Simon supported Lindley against Cecil, but 

only reluctantly. 

 

Although the fighting in Manchuria carried the possibility that it would expand into a wider war, it was distant from 

the Yangtze Valley where British economic interests were concentrated. The fighting in Shanghai in January-March 

1932, however, was at the mouth of the Yangtze.  At this time Lindley feared that Britain was likely to be persuaded 

by the League and the United States into applying sanctions against Japan. In February, in a very strongly-worded 

despatch to the Foreign Office, he spoke out against such a policy.  Foreign Office officials, however, thought he 

was being deliberately offensive by what they regarded as the intemperance of his language.  In their opinion 

Lindley was exaggerating the danger of a conflict with Japan and was too pro-Japanese.
286

 

 

In a dispatch to the Foreign Office dated 30th August 1932 Lindley expressed views that Captain Kennedy, Roy 

Piggott and other pro-Japanese officers and civilians would have endorsed: 

  

 "... I would earnestly beg [the British Government] to consider the effects on the British position 

of alienating the most powerful nation in the Far East, with whom our interests harmonised so 

closely in the immediate past as to give rise to an Alliance beneficial to both countries; and before 

that position is endangered, I would ask [the Government] to examine in the light of past 

experience the relative value of the goodwill of Japan and of that of a handful of Chinese 

politicians who are here today and gone tomorrow; and to examine critically the advantages 

likely to be gained by following a line laid down by America, which, like England in the days of 

Palmerston, is so invulnerable that she can with perfect impunity indulge in the loftiest sentiments 

of humanity when her own interests are not involved......"
287

 

 

 

Lindley resigned in protest from the diplomatic service in 1934, bitterly complaining that the Foreign Office had not 

heeded his advice and warnings
288

. On his return to Britain he became a leading figure in the Japan Society and did 
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all he could in public meetings and lectures to promote Anglo-Japanese friendship and co-operation. His efforts, and 

those of his friends such as Kennedy and Piggott, to improve Anglo-Japanese understanding appeared all the more 

necessary in view of the unfavourable impression of Japan which was being formed in the mind of the British 

public. Japanese military aggression in China had already led to increasing public hostility in Britain among a 

population which was predominantly pacific as a result of the bitter experiences and memories of the First World 

War.  This had brought tragedy to almost every family in the country.  Public hostility to Japan, however, was 

aggravated by skilful Chinese propaganda, and, especially, by sensational and inaccurate reporting in the British 

press. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
are likely to bring about a very dangerous situation if they continue their 

present line of policy toward the Far East and refuse to heed the warnings 

of their own diplomatic representatives in Japan. His views are, in fact, 

much the same as [Sir Francis Lindley, the British Ambassador], and he 

repeated to me a remark made to him by [Sir Francis Lindley] on the occasion 

of their farewell meeting. "I am leaving Japan and resigning," said [Sir 

Francis], "because it is perfectly useless for me to stay on out here when 

none of my recommendations are heeded by my government". 



 
 

THE CONROY CASE AND THE BREAK WITH REUTERS, 1933-34 
There had been continual friction between Captain Kennedy and Reuters over reporting news from the Far East 

almost since he became Tokyo correspondent in 1925. As has been noted, Reuters, influenced by the demands of the 

British public and the popular press, put a priority on sensational material such as natural disasters, scandals and 

adventures of intrepid aviators. Kennedy was determined to send serious news reports and was not a man to 

surrender over what he regarded as a matter of principle. Rival correspondents might be prepared to sensationalise 

events or turn minor tremors into major earthquakes: Kennedy was not. His pro-Japanese reporting was generally 

unpopular. British newspapers, realising that pro-Japanese views would not help circulation, were prepared to cut 

his dispatches drastically, turning a paragraph of solid analysis into a phrase which could be transformed into a 

sensational news story. Such tampering with reports infuriated Kennedy. 

After Kennedy learned, in June 1933, of the bitter dispute involving Reuters over the issue of a contract between 

Associated Press and Rengo, he took an even more jaundiced view of the Press. In Reuters' Editorial Log there was 

plenty of damning material: 

 

 Monday 26th June 1933 

 "Latest Editorial Log to hand records the fact that the Daily Mail had rung up Reuter to ask how 

far Peiping was from Peking [different names for the same place]. A pretty good query for a 

paper boasting of a 2,000,000 circulation!"
289

 

 

 Friday 21st July 1933 

 "It disgusts one to read, time and again, in the Reuter Editorial Log, how Reuter "lead the field" 

in obtaining intimate details of this, that, or the other spicy bit of news ........ Of course the 

unfortunate Lindberghs [whose baby son was kidnapped and later found dead] provide the most 

classic and tragic examples of bad taste and utter heartlessness on the part of reporters. A truly 

pestilential crowd....."
290

  

 

Another major bone of contention was the question of money. Kennedy's original agreement with Reuters in 1925 

had been that he was employed on a part-time basis and that he would be able to supplement his inadequate salary 

by writing for newspapers and magazines. On 27 April 1925, a month after returning to Japan as Reuters' 

correspondent, he came to an agreement with the Japan Advertiser to supply four leading articles and six or eight 

other articles per month (totalling about 15,000 words) for 200 Yen (about £20) per month. 

With this additional £240 per year and the income from freelance articles accepted by other publications (Morning 

Post, Melbourne Argus, The Nineteenth Century), Kennedy earned over £1,000 per annum, probably as much as 

£1,100.  However, since three-quarters of his income was paid in Pounds Sterling, the rising exchange rate of the 

Yen against Sterling (from April 1925 to April 1926 the rate rose from 12 Yen to the Pound to 10 Yen to the Pound) 
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and the fact that Kennedy now had a wife and three children to support sometimes left him with difficulties in 

meeting his bills - if he did not receive prompt and regular payment for his writings.  The Japan Advertiser's 

irregular payments caused Kennedy particular distress since it accounted for about 22% of his income: 

 

 "The Business Manager, 

  Japan Advertiser, 

 

  17th March 1928 

 

 Dear Sir, 

 Although, as you no doubt know, I have been contributing one editorial weekly for the past three years, 

payment for these articles has always been very irregular and consequently I am put to considerable 

inconvenience at times in meeting bills which I am owing. Under these circumstances, I should be most 

grateful if payments could be made monthly instead of, as at present, at intervals of several months. 

  As it is, I have not been paid anything for the four "leaders" contributed in December ...... the four in 

January .... or the two "leaders" in February, nor have I yet been paid for the "leader" contributed on 

October 1st, to which I drew your attention when signing the receipt for payment of those contributed in 

October and November. In addition to these, I contributed a book-review which appeared in your issue of 

February 5th. This also has not yet been paid for. May I request, therefore, that payment be made for all 

these at your earliest convenience so as to enable me to pay off a number of bills that I have, of necessity, 

had to leave unpaid for sometime past".
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With the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident in September 1931, Kennedy had been so busy meeting Reuters' 

demands for information that he had to give up his other writings. Thus he was deprived of over one third of his 

regular income.  Reuters eventually conceded him an increase in salary in order to compensate for his increased 

workload and loss of alternative income; but this was only as the result of Kennedy's repeated protests. This 

financial dispute merely added to the already bitter disagreements between Reuters and Kennedy over the status of 

the Tokyo posting as "part-time", and over the reporting of news from Japan and the Far East. 

The case of the book The Menace of Japan was a prime example of the Kennedy-Reuters confrontation. The book 

was published in October 1933 accompanied by the following publicity notice: 

  

  

 

THE MENACE OF JAPAN 

by 

T. O'CONROY 
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Late Professor of Keio University 

TOKYO 

 

 "[The author] portrays a country that is corrupt from one end to the other. He shows that the 

power is in the hands of a few strong men who, through their intensive patriotic propaganda, 

have subverted the minds of the people until they believe themselves all-powerful and divine. He 

tells authentic stories of the debauchery of the Buddhist priests, of unutterable cruelty, of sex 

orgies, of trafficking in human flesh, and of baby-brokers, of things impossible to believe without 

the proof supplied by the author. 

 The book is not mere sensationalism, it is a cold, logical thesis compiled by the author during the 

last fifteen years. In manuscript form it was consulted by Lord Lytton when he was about to 

present his report [on the Japanese seizure of Manchuria] to the Assembly of the League of 

Nations".
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The author, Tim Conroy, had been born in Ireland. He arrived in Japan towards the end of the first world war, 

having jumped ship from a freighter on which he was working.  Later he acquired a position as an English teacher at 

Keio University through some chance acquaintance. He was also employed by Tokyo Police Headquarters as an 

informer against resident British and Americans. He acquired an attractive Japanese wife (whom he had bought from 

a brothel in the infamous Yoshiwara district). Conroy, a talented confidence trickster, who impressed people as 

quiet, unassuming and personable, was soon passing himself off as "Professor Taig O'Conroy", a former officer in 

the British Navy, and his wife as the daughter of a Japanese aristocrat. Although both Kennedy and Conroy were 

guests at an Armistice Day Anniversary Dinner given at the Tokyo Club on 11 November 1922 by the British 

Military and Naval Attachés, Kennedy apparently was not introduced to Conroy until 1925.  At this time the 

Minister of Education to the Nizam of Hyderabad, Nawab Masood Jung, who was on a short visit to Japan, invited 

Kennedy to dine with him and an "expert" on Japan - Conroy. Kennedy found Conroy totally plausible. It was only 

when Kennedy, during one of his frequent visits to the British Embassy, mentioned his meeting with Conroy that he 

learned of the latter's dubious past. Two years later Conroy had to leave Japan in order to avoid legal proceedings by 

a Japanese businessman who had entrusted him with selling a collection of netsuke in the United States. Conroy had 

given the netsuke away in order to win influential friends among leading American businessmen and politicians
293

. 

By 1932 the plausible Irishman was living in London and had gained the confidence of Douglas Crawford, the 

foreign editor of the Daily Mail. Conroy, running short of money, persuaded Crawford to write him a letter of 

introduction to the Foreign Office. On June 1st 1932 he visited Sir John Pratt of the Far Eastern Department of the 

Foreign Office: 
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 "Mr. O'Conroy .... called to see me this morning. He has spent thirteen years in Japan studying 

Shintoism and unfortunately his mind appears to have become affected by the process. ..... He 

exaggerates the extent of his own knowledge and other people's ignorance. His idea was that the 

Foreign Office might get together a committee of experts to examine him. It was impossible to 

convey in a few hours his own "infinite knowledge" (these were his actual words!). I listened to 

him patiently for an hour but when he proceeded to predict the assassination of Lord Lytton I 

interrupted to suggest that perhaps he had better put what he had to say into the form of a 

memorandum which we could study at leisure. He asked if he could be loosely attached in some 

capacity to the Foreign Office. I said this would be difficult but we had better see his 

memorandum first...."
294

 

 

The Foreign Office responded to Conroy's long memorandum with a letter of thanks which regretted the 

impossibility of finding him employment. If they hoped that this was the last they would hear of Mr. Conroy, they 

were sadly mistaken. 

On the evening of 24th November 1933 Captain Kennedy was dining with friends in Tokyo. During the dinner he 

was called to answer a telephone call from one of the night-duty staff in his office. A cable had just come from 

London instructing him "cover briefly disappearance wife o'conroy".  At this time Conroy was claiming that 

Japanese thugs had kidnapped his wife in revenge for his "exposé" of Japan in his book, The Menace of Japan. 

Conroy's allegations had already appeared in the British press and were providing excellent publicity for his book. 

Since nothing was known in Japan of the alleged kidnapping, Kennedy cabled back to Reuters, "whereabouts mrs. 

o'conroy unknown but o'conroy well-known impostor swindler". Reports of the book soon reached Japan and 

intense indignation was aroused in the Japanese press and in official circles. Particular bitterness was felt at the fact 

that the Irish Prime Minister, de Valera, who had contributed a foreword to the book, was stated to have used parts 

of it when preparing to act as president of the Council of the League of Nations at the time of the Manchurian 

dispute. Equally galling was the claim that Lord Lytton had consulted the manuscript when he was about to present 

his report on the Japanese seizure of Manchuria to the League of Nations' Assembly. Japan had withdrawn from the 

League in February 1933 in protest at the overwhelming vote of the Assembly in favour of the report. 

In accordance with his instructions from Reuters, Captain Kennedy set about investigating the alleged disappearance 

of Mrs. Conroy. He contacted both the British Embassy and consulate in Tokyo, but neither could throw any light on 

the matter, though they had already received instructions from the Foreign Office to investigate the allegations. 

Enquiries at the Japanese Foreign Ministry, on 25 November 1933, also drew a blank, but Foreign Ministry Press 

Spokesman Amau Eiji showed Kennedy a large pile of press clippings from London and provincial papers, several 

with sensational headlines which played up Conroy's allegations. That same day Kennedy sent the following 

telegram to Reuters, summarising the results of his enquiries: 

 

 "Alleged disappearance conroys wife given incredence generally branded unscrupulous attempt 

advertise book stop neither britembassy consulate any recent records conroys though believe wife 
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formosa 1925 stop branding conroy quote wellknown impostor unquote foroffice untreats 

accusations seriously but deplores harm anglojapanese relations fraudulent attempt turn 

anglopublic antijapanese declare information indicates wife no japaristocrat but exwaitress cafe 

nothing known present whereabouts but police requested investigate".
295

 

 

Of this message Reuters only used the last eight words in a news message issue to the press: "nothing known present 

whereabouts but police requested investigate" - thus completely distorting the meaning of the original message. 

What was worse, the Sunday Despatch tagged these few words on to a highly sensational interview with Conroy. 

Conroy was now in hospital, claiming that his health had deteriorated because of worry about his wife. He gave an 

interview from his sick-bed to the Sunday Despatch: 

  

SEARCH FOR MISSING BEAUTY 

AUTHOR HUSBAND'S FEARS OF JAPANESE AVENGERS 

 The beautiful Japanese wife of Professor Timothy O'Conroy has disappeared in Tokyo. A Reuters 

message stated yesterday that the police have been requested to search for her. Professor 

O'Conroy is at present a patient in a London hospital. For 14 years he was Professor of English 

at Tokyo University, and while there married Kikuko Terao, famed as the most beautiful girl in 

Tokyo. When the professor came to England recently his wife remained in Japan. 

 

"THIS IS THE END" 

 "This is the end", said Professor O'Conroy, sinking back on his pillow, when a Sunday Despatch 

representative informed him of the disappearance. "My wife is a victim of vengeance. She is 

regarded as a "traitor" because she supplied me with information for my book, "The Menace of 

Japan". 

 

 

BAND OF FANATICS 

 "She is probably in the clutches of a secret society known as "God's Soldiers". The society is 

composed of fanatical young men of good birth who are ultra-patriotic. Recently they planned to 

murder the whole of the Japanese Cabinet. "If they have got her, there is no knowing what may 

happen. There is no limit to their inhumanity. She could be slowly tortured to death." 

 

THE NOBLEST CREATURE 

 Tears came into his eyes. "If only the Foreign Office could get her into the Embassy", he said. 

"Then she might be safe. I loved her more than I thought it was possible to love a woman. She 

was the noblest creature I ever met." 
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 "We were so happy a few years ago. In 1924 we were entertained by a princess and the President 

of the United States. Now it is all over. If she has gone, I have nothing left to live for."
296

 

 

On 2nd December, after over a week of unsuccessful enquiries, Kennedy received a telephone call from the British 

Consulate: Conroy's wife had been found - running a tea-house in the student quarter of Kanda in Tokyo. She was in 

excellent health and flatly denied that she had been persecuted or intimidated in any way. No one was more 

surprised than her to learn of her husband's concern for her.  After fleeing from Japan Conroy had deserted her in the 

streets of Marseilles.  

Kennedy immediately sent a cable to Reuters in London. They, however, decided to suppress the story. On the 

following day he received a cable from Rickatson-Hatt, Reuters editor-in-chief, claiming it was best not to give 

Conroy and his book further publicity. An angry Kennedy had the last word with the following riposte: 

  

 "Frankly I cannot agree that there was any justification for suppressing these messages. On the 

contrary, I consider it little short of criminal that Reuters, or any other agency, with the true facts 

in their possession, should fail to show up a man like Conroy, when he sets himself up so 

deliberately to play on the gullibility of the British public and does so much harm to 

Anglo-Japanese relations by poisoning the mind of the public by such gross and malicious 

fabrications".
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Kennedy's contract with Reuters was due for renewal in mid-1934 and, by the end of 1933, neither party wished to 

extend it. Moreover, Kennedy had decided that he would have to return to Britain for the sake of his children's 

education. Soon Kennedy's friends were rallying round. 

On Friday 27th October 1933 Kennedy visited the British Embassy for a talk with Thomas Snow, the Chargé 

d'Affaires, about the possibilities of a job in the Foreign Office Press Section in London. Snow said that he thought 

it was well worth trying for the job and promised to do what he could to help Kennedy. On 16 November 1933 

Snow wrote to Sir Arthur Willert, the head of the Foreign Office News Department: 

 

 "Captain M.D. Kennedy .... has received notice from Reuter's that [his] appointment will be 

terminated next year. Kennedy was a former language officer here and had a good war record. 

He has a thorough knowledge of Japan, indeed of certain aspects of Japanese politics his 

knowledge is unrivalled. During the time he was here Kennedy, who is a man of the highest 

standards and personally agreeable, gained the respect and entire confidence of the Press 

Departments both at the [Foreign Ministry] and at the Japanese War Office. With [Hugh] Byas, 

he is the only foreign journalist here who shares this confidence. The Press Department of the 

[Foreign Ministry] are aghast at Reuter's having decided to scrap him and to appoint in his stead 

a representative from China [Melville Cox]..... 
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 I am told that the head of the Press Department [Amau (Amo) Eiji] here has spoken of these 

arrangements as a "crowning example of "British futility"". .... [He] deplores that Reuter's should 

have sacrificed a white man to the demands of the Yellow [Gutter] Press. This Embassy, who will 

lose in Kennedy a trusted go-between and careful source of information, are equally distressed. 

Reuters themselves, as far as this country is concerned, only stand, I fear, to find they have done 

themselves a disservice by scrapping a good man whose appreciations of Japan, being based on a 

painstaking study of the country, are particularly valued by the Japanese".
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 "The purpose of this letter is to say that Kennedy enquired the other day ... whether... there would 

be any opening for him in the News Department of the Foreign Office. .... I write to pass on this 

enquiry to you and to say that we are confident that, were there such an opening, Kennedy's 

appointment would be to the benefit of all concerned. Kennedy also enquired whether we thought 

there was any chance that the Institute of International Relations would have any use for him. If 

you were able to explore this avenue too, we should be most grateful. 

 I would add for your private ear that, although Kennedy has not discussed the matter with me, I 

gather that as regards the financial side of the termination of his appointment Reuters have not 

treated him ungenerously. 

 By the way, Brigadier Piggott knows all about Kennedy, and I am taking the liberty of sending 

him a copy of this letter".
299

 

 

The British Embassy genuinely regretted Kennedy's impending departure: Kennedy had established a symbiotic 

relationship with the Embassy similar to that which Wilfrid Fleisher, the American editor of the Japan Advertiser, 

was to establish from the summer of 1932 with newly-arrived American Ambassador Joseph Grew
300

. 
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 August 4, 1932 

 "Fleisher came in to say good-bye before departing for two weeks' 

vacation in Karuizawa. I shall miss him, as he is my regular link 

with the press, but he has promised that Don Brown, of his staff, 

will keep me au courant of any interesting disclosures by 

Shiratori in the daily press conferences. The other 

correspondents apparently are going on the old assumption that 

the American Embassy never knows anything and never gives 

anything and they haven't bothered to find out whether there is 

any change in that situation. Fleisher profits because I 

frequently tell him current bits of information which he didn't 

know himself. You can't cultivate useful relations with the press 

unless they are reciprocally useful". 



 
 

Sir Arthur Willert's reply of 21st December 1933 was not promising: there were no vacancies at either the News 

Department or at Chatham House. In Britain there were too many journalists chasing far too few jobs. Willert could 

only suggest that it might be better for Kennedy to try and continue his career in the far east or India. 

 

 

In the final days before his departure from Japan Kennedy received several further offers of work from Japanese 

acquaintances.  These offered him positions as a journalist or editor.  In practice this meant acting as a publicist or 

propagandist for Japan. On May 30th 1934 Captain Yamada Kozo, an ex-army officer whom the former Minister of 

War, General Araki Sadao, employed as a his Chief Secretary
301

 and who acted, inter alia, as a go-between in 

arranging meetings between his employer and foreign diplomats, visited Kennedy.  He explained that Araki and his 

friends were contemplating buying the Japan Chronicle
302

, if Kennedy would agree to become its editor and make 

Anglo-Japanese friendship and co-operation the keynote of its editorial policy. Kennedy declined the offer.  

Although he was tempted he rejected it on both moral and practical grounds
303

. He had not quarrelled with Reuters 

in order to risk interference with his journalistic freedom from the Japanese army.  Moreover, his efforts to present 

Japan in a favourable light would be gravely damaged if he left himself open to charges of being a paid 

propagandist. 

 

Araki, however, was not to be put off so easily. On June 8th Yamada sounded Kennedy out as to whether he would 

be prepared to act as London correspondent of the Hochi Shimbun. The president of the newspaper company, Noma 
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 "Looked up Yamada after lunch, as he had asked me to do so. The 

main object of his request was to tell me that Araki & Co. 

contemplate buying up the Japan Chronicle if I will agree to take 

on its editorship and make Anglo-Japanese friendship and 

co-operation the key-note of its editorial policy. Much, however, 

as I should like to try and help on Anglo-Japanese relations in 

this way, I had to decline. Seems, according to Yamada, that 

Douglas Young is wanting to sell the paper, as it has not been 

paying very well of late. He also maintains that the War Office 

has evidence to show that Douglas Young received money from 

Nanking at the time of the Shanghai Operations and from Chang 

Hsueh-liang during the Manchurian trouble, though it is hard to 

believe". 

Douglas George Young, the Managing Director and Owner of the  Japan 

Chronicle, was no relation, nor friend, of the editor, Arthur Morgan Young. 



 
 

Seiji
304

, was a friend of Araki's and Araki had induced him to make the offer. Again Kennedy declined the 

proposition
305

. 

A final attempt to buy Kennedy's "goodwill" came during a farewell visit to the Newspaper Office at the Japanese 

Ministry of War on June 12th 1934. 

The Newspaper Office was grouped with the Investigation Office under the Military Affairs Investigation Section. 

On his arrival at the Newspaper Office Kennedy was surprised to be taken immediately to see Major-General Kudo 

Yoshio, the head of the Military Affairs Investigation Section. Major-General Kudo thanked Kennedy for his work 

in promoting Anglo-Japanese understanding and presented him with a small package by way of a "sembetsu" or 

"gift". Kennedy suspected what the parcel contained, but had to wait until he had left the general's office before 

examining it.  It held about one hundred 100 yen notes - a substantial bribe
306

. Kennedy immediately decided to 

return the "gift". Quite apart from moral considerations he realised that such a bribe could not remain secret for 

long.  Rumours would spread and reach the British Embassy - this would destroy his reputation for honesty and any 

hope of employment in the British civil service. Kennedy insisted that Colonel Nemoto Hiroshi, the head of the 

Newspaper Office, should take the money back. Nemoto and his deputy Major Saito would not hear of it.  

 

They assured Kennedy that it was meant entirely as a mark of appreciation of his sympathetic interpretation of Japan 

and for his assistance in promoting Anglo-Japanese friendship. They said it was in place of a military decoration 

which Kennedy had previously indicated he could not accept. They insisted that no one but the three officers 

involved and Kennedy knew anything about the matter. In fact the gift was made on the orders of Lt.-General 

Yanagawa, the Vice-Minister of War and a close associate of General Araki. 

Since Nemoto and Saito were adamant that they could not possibly take the money back, the argument continued for 

nearly an hour. Finally a compromise was reached: Kennedy agreed to accept the money on condition that he be 

allowed to present it, through them, to the fund for the purchase of "comforts" for the troops in Manchuria
307

. 

 

Although Kennedy had solved the immediate problem, he still had to take action to counter malicious rumours. On 

the next day he went to see two influential Japanese friends: Iwanaga Yukichi, president of Rengo news agency and 

Colonel Homma Masaharu, at that time commander of the 1st Infantry Regiment, and a former head of the 
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The ten thousand yen package was worth over six hundred pounds, which would 
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for under two thousand pounds. It was worth about £15,000 in today's prices. 
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Newspaper Office (1932-3). Both reassured Kennedy that there had been no attempt to bribe him.  The gift was 

honestly intended as a mark of appreciation. Iwanaga, however, considered that Kennedy had acted wisely in the 

circumstances in declining the money
308

. On the 14th Kennedy confided these events to Colonel Arthur James, the 

British Military Attaché and a friend since childhood of Roy Piggott. Colonel James promised to use the information 

to clear Kennedy's name in British official circles if - as he thought quite probable - rumours started to circulate
309

. 

The fact that Roy Piggott was Deputy Military Secretary at the War Office was an undoubted advantage in this 

process. 

 

Even after Kennedy's return to Britain in the summer of 1934, Yamada kept up a correspondence with him of behalf 

of his employer. In letters in the autumn of 1935, which Kennedy forwarded to the Far Eastern Department of the 

Foreign Office, Yamada advocated Anglo-Japanese co-operation in China after the anti-Japanese movement in 

China had been defeated. Yamada urged that Britain should not grant loans to the Nanking government since they 

would strengthen the nationalists in their opposition to Japan. Charles Orde, the head of the Far Eastern Department 

found the arguments for Anglo-Japanese co-operation "most unconvincing". 

 

 "16 November 1935 

 

 My dear Captain Kennedy, 

 

 ..... The great efforts rendered by both yourself and Lord Lindley to strengthen the ties of 

friendship between England and Japan is most appreciating. Ambassador Matsudaira 

[ambassador to Britain], who is now in Japan on a furlough, in his many lectures and talks also 

emphasise the necessity of a friendly relation between our two countries. 

 Japan does not intend to interfere with England's interest. In fact, she fully respects the vast 

interest which England holds in China. Only, as Japan is at present devoted in the extinguishment 

of anti-Japanese movements and anti-Japanese teachings, unless the Nanking Government 

completely abolishes her two-sided policy, viz: pro-Japanese on the outside and anti-Japanese on 

the back, and until a friendly policy based on real morality is carried out, Japan prefers not to 

have England or any other country render any help to the Nanking Government. The reason is, 

Japan intends to check beforehand the co-operation of China's anti-Japanese idea and Soviet 

Russia's Communistic idea of anti-Monarchism. 

 It is my sincere wish that after clearing away entirely China's anti-Japanese policy, to have 

England and Japan co-operate for the economic development of China, and for promoting the 

interests of the general public of that country, as well as the interests of our two countries. 
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 ..... Both Generals Araki and Yanagawa appreciates your kind words very much, and have asked 

me to convey their kindest regards to you".
310

 

 

Yamada's argument, that Britain should accept Japanese domination of China and agree to a division of the financial 

spoils, ran totally contrary to British policy and interests. Britain sought a stable Chinese government which would 

recognise British interests within the framework of the Washington agreements.  In contrast General Araki and 

like-minded elements in the Japanese Army sought a new status quo in the Far East, not a modification of the old 

one. Captain Kennedy, essentially a man of the pre-war world of military alliances and spheres of interest, had no 

sympathy for ideas of "non-aggression" and  international consultation  as embodied in the League of Nations' 

Covenant and the Washington agreements.  Provided that British interests were safeguarded he accepted that Japan 

should be allowed a relatively free hand in China.  

 

British public and government support for the League of Nations was based on the hope it could preserve the 

international status quo.  In the 1930s, with challenges from Germany, Italy and Japan to the existing order, it 

became clear that Britain could only draw as much support from the League as she was prepared to invest.  

Eventually Britain began to re-arm and sought to buy time by policies of appeasement. To pre-war "realists", such as 

Kennedy, Lindley and Piggott, this was a belated return to reason after the excessive disarmament of the 1920s. 

 

Captain Kennedy and his friends believed that China, which had done so much to challenge the international status 

quo in the 1920s, had goaded Japan into military action.  In the early 1930s Kennedy still saw China as the main 

disturber of peace in the Far East.  The Japanese were "restoring order", and, though they were improving their own 

position in China, they had not yet directly threatened British interests. Provided Chinese propaganda could be 

prevented from turning the British public against Japan so as to lead Japan to regard Britain as her enemy, Britain's 

position in the Far East could still be secured. As for the suffering of the Chinese people at the hands of Japanese 

forces, Kennedy believed that they suffered more at the hands of their own leaders.  Thus it was time someone 

taught those leaders "a lesson". 
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CAPTAIN KENNEDY & BRITISH WRITING ON JAPAN, 1924-1939 
 

BOOKS 

The number of serious studies of contemporary Japan written by British authors in the 1920s and 1930s is extremely 

small. Captain Kennedy with his books on the Japanese Army (The Military Side of Japanese Life (1924), Some 

Aspects of Japan and Her Defence Forces (1928)), on Japanese society (The Changing Fabric of Japan (1930)), and 

on Japan's international position in the 1930s (The Problem of Japan (1935)), was probably the most prolific writer 

of such studies. That Kennedy was broadly pro-Japanese in his views becomes apparent from the pages of his books 

but he always endeavoured to give a detached account of his subject in the light of the information available to him. 

In this he was no different from other serious authors such as G.C.Allen and Vere Redman. The difficulties that such 

authors faced lay in the political emotions aroused in sections of the British public by the issues of Chinese 

Nationalism and Japanese Imperialism.  As the Times Literary Supplement review of The Military Side of Japanese 

Life on 18 December 1924 pointed out: 

 

 "Most Englishmen are undoubtedly much more "pro" the gentler Chinese than "pro" Japanese, 

but it would be difficult to find one who is "pro" both yellow races. And so Captain Kennedy's 

friendship with the men who received him so hospitably has naturally tended to colour his views 

on the Chinese, among whom he spent a comparatively short time, and of whom he has little good 

to say".
311

 

 

The difficulties of the serious writers was further complicated by the appearance of books on Japan which made no 

effort to disguise their blatant anti-Japanese or pro-Japanese prejudice. Vere Redman referred to such publications in 

the chapter on Recent Japan Books in his Japan in Crisis: 

 

 "In another realm that one hesitates to define, two Britons have distinguished themselves on 

opposite sides of an emotional fence, Mr. Conroy with The Menace of Japan and Major Bodley 

with The Japanese Omelette and The Drama of the Pacific. It has been suggested that those 

desirous of getting a balanced picture of the Japanese scene should read the works of both these 

authors. Personally, I would recommend another course, which, while leaving the balance 

unaffected, would save considerable time".
312

 

 

Captain Kennedy, G.C.Allen and Vere Redman had much in common: several years' residence in Japan, a general 

admiration of the Japanese and a belief in the importance of good Anglo-Japanese relations. 
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In 1928 G.C. Allen wrote admiringly of Japan in Modern Japan and its Problems: 

 

 "This is the only country in the world where cleanliness is found together with the picturesque; 

where a love of beauty and a high standard of artistic taste live on good terms with practical 

achievement; and where local and public loyalties are reconciled with a sense of social 

responsibility. 

 ..... Alone of the Asiatic peoples she has offered an effective resistance to the encroachment of 

Western Powers. Alone she has assumed their material equipment without sacrificing her own 

forms of social and political life. Alone she appears likely to be able to work out some 

compromise between the West and the East, and, by her comprehension of both civilisations, to 

bring the two great branches of the human family together".
313

  

 

The problem for serious British writers living in Japan as against writers in Britain, was the same as that facing 

diplomats in Tokyo as opposed to officials in the Foreign Office in London: the writer or diplomat "on the spot", 

although well-informed about the local situation, could not avoid placing the requirements of British relations with 

Japan at the top of his list of priorities. Writers and officials in Britain were much better placed to view British 

relations with Japan in the context of Britain's global position. What was worse for serious "local" writers was that 

for all their informative and generally balanced studies of Japan their conclusions often appeared indistinguishable 

from that of the less reputable authors. This left them open to charges of propaganda, especially from the time of the 

Japanese seizure of Manchuria in 1931. 

 

One of the less sophisticated pro-Japanese writers was Ernest Pickering
314

.  However, Pickering's advice on the 

future course of British policy in the Far East in his book, Japan's Place in the Modern World, was relatively 

restrained: 

 

 "[Great Britain, American and Japan] must somehow succeed in reconciling their interests and 

aspirations. A ménage à trois is always a serious problem, and it usually falls on one of the three 

to make possible peace for all. Here it is Great Britain's responsibility. She is on good terms with 

America, and Japan admires and respects her more than any other Western power".
315

 

 

By contrast, Vere Redman, in his Japan in Crisis, took a much more extreme stance: 
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 "We can offer [Japan] partnership in maintaining the peace of the world, recognising a Japanese 

Monroe Doctrine in the Far East. ..... In the meantime, we protect those interests which are really 

vital to us: the route to India and to Australia. This can be done without danger. We shall have no 

trouble with Great Asia if only we will recognise Great Japan. After all, the policy here proposed 

amounts simply to a revival in a new form of our policy preceding the Washington Conference. 

Till then we were in partnership with Japan on the understanding that we were the senior partner. 

We should now renew that partnership on the basis of equality. To do that represents common 

sense, and at the same time a method of enlisting the generous sympathies of a people among the 

most warm-hearted in the world".
316

 

 

Major Bodley's book, A Japanese Omelette, had certain unfortunate similarities with Kennedy's The Problem of 

Japan.  The former  was little more than a travel book based on a visit to Japan: the latter was based on Kennedy's 

eighteen years of close association with Japan. Nevertheless, both authors were former army officers who had turned 

to careers in writing and their admiration for Japan was strongly influenced by a contempt for the Chinese - a 

contempt which at times became loathing. This contempt was the Achilles' heel of Kennedy's analysis of the Far East 

in The Problem of Japan. Bodley's views of the Chinese, the Bolshevik menace to the British Empire and the 

importance of good Anglo-Japanese relations, were remarkably similar to those held by Kennedy. 

In his book Bodley wrote: 

 

 "I came to China with no other feelings about its people than interest but I left disillusioned ...... 

 How .... can people talk of unity and patriotism in a country which not only collapses at the first 

show of force [Manchurian Incident] but actually lives in a state of civil war when the future of 

the nation is at stake. How can anyone sympathise when one sees China's would be rulers taking 

refuge in foreign concessions, which they have done their utmost to abolish, and seek the 

protection of those people who they would have no hesitation in massacring if the opportunity 

presented itself. 

 ..... On how many occasions did I see foreign women being hustled and insulted by ricksha coolies 

within the confines of large cities and hear of worse outrages in remoter districts, to none of 

which was there any redress".
317

  

 

Kennedy's experiences in China had led him to form exactly the same opinions as Bodley. Both former army 

officers were appalled by the disorder and ill-discipline of Chinese armies.  Both  were enthusiastic at the prospect 

of the disorderly and disrespectful Chinese being "taught a lesson" by the well-disciplined and well-organized 

Japanese. Bodley appreciated that China was not the only problem: 
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 "There is the attitude of the European and American governments, whose policies, though 

probably dictated by some excellent motives, are obscure to anyone who has lived for any length 

of time in China and Japan. And there is also ... the Russian peril which none can visualise until, 

as I, they have travelled in the interior of China and been in the midst of its seething population, 

or come into contact with its hordes of ill-disciplined soldiery who, if led and organised, could do 

what they liked with the rest of the world. 

 Japan's role in the shaping of the future of the Far East in the twentieth century is as clear as 

Rome's was in Europe and Africa two thousand years ago, and though the process may cause a 

certain amount of unavoidable pain, the ultimate result will benefit everyone".
318

 

 

Although Kennedy never shared Bodley's uncritical admiration for Japan and would never have indulged in such 

excesses as to compare Japan with the Roman Empire, he was vulnerable to accusations of bias on account of his 

intolerant views of the Chinese. In The Problem of Japan, a fair and well-balanced analysis of Japan's international 

position, he toned down his views of China, but nevertheless left himself open to criticism.  

 

The contrast between Kennedy's and Bodley's writings was highlighted in an editorial in the Japan Chronicle on 21 

February 1933. Although the editor, Morgan Young, clearly disagreed with many of Kennedy's opinions, he 

respected Kennedy as a serious writer: 

 

 "Among contributors to the fourth number of Contemporary Japan, a quarterly review published 

in English for the enlightenment of foreigners, are two Englishmen. One of them, Major R.V.C. 

Bodley, who has lately made himself foolish in several papers, discourses on "Merrily through 

Manchukuo", in which he once again airs his bright idea that because he stayed in a bad hotel in 

Harbin and in a good one on the South Manchurian Railway, therefore Manchukuo is all right 

and China all wrong. The logic hardly seems conclusive, not only because the quality of a 

nation's hotel-keeping is no criterion of its capacity for self-government, but because even if it 

were, Harbin, after all, is in Manchukuo, and the S.M.R., though in Manchuria, is hardly in 

Manchukuo. ..... 

 Altogether different, and as full of knowledge as the other is of ignorance, is "The Reactionary 

[Ultranationalist] Movement of 1932" by Captain M.D. Kennedy. This is not to say that we 

altogether agree with his "values". For instance, he begins by saying that it was the more 

conciliatory attitude of the Powers and the more tactful handling of the Sino-Japanese dispute at 

Geneva that caused national sentiment in Japan, which was becoming dangerously inflamed at 

one time, to die down to a large extent by the close of the year. There does not seem to be a great 

deal of abatement of the national sentiment, though it is true that Japan, after six months of 

witnessing Geneva's masterly postponements, is much more ready than before to defy the world 

without undue excitement. Of course, if we regard the murders of Inoue, Dan, and Inukai as 
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symptoms of national excitement, the tactfulness of Geneva may have saved the lives of quite a 

number of Japanese statesmen. On the other hand, the delays have certainly not saved any 

Chinese lives but have cost some thousands of them."
319

 

 

In the Changing Fabric of Japan Kennedy's subject was the rapid social, economic and political changes in Japan 

since the end of World War One and, more especially, since the Great Earthquake of 1923. Kennedy admired 

Japan's old "feudal system" in which the warrior class were at the top of the social scale and the merchants at the 

bottom. Such a system would naturally appeal to a former army officer. However, he believed that since the War, 

industrialisation, increasing commercialism and Bolshevik propaganda were undermining the "fine old traditions" 

of discipline, self-sacrifice and social harmony. These unwelcome intruders had brought labour unrest, disrespect for 

authority and a selfish, money-grubbing attitude. Foreign films too were undermining morals generally. Only the 

armed forces were maintaining the lofty principles of loyalty, patriotism, and the spirit of self-sacrifice for the good 

of the community. 

Corruption in politics with links between politicians and big business had created a vicious circle which would have 

to be broken if Japanese politics were to be "purified". There was also the problem of student unrest caused by 

"long-haired visionaries".  Kennedy believed that the only antidote to the spread of radical ideas in the student body 

was the growing popularity of outdoor sport.  

Kennedy saw the basis of the social unrest in Japan, Britain and elsewhere as lying in the undue emphasis on 

citizens' rights rather than their duties. 

 

According to Kennedy, prior to 1921 Japan had committed a number of minor acts of aggression on the Asian 

mainland.  These had been wildly exaggerated by skilful Chinese propaganda.  But at the Washington Conference of 

1921-2 Japan had shown a broad-minded willingness to reach agreements with the other powers. Japan had 

continued to be reasonable and co-operative ever since, primarily due to economic considerations - such as saving 

money by curbing defence expenditure. In such calculations Japan was no better nor any worse than the other 

powers.
320

 

 

Kennedy saw serious difficulties ahead for Japan resulting from the rapid process of industrialisation. At present 

many industrial workers who had been drawn to the towns from the countryside could return to their families if laid 

off in a recession.  But what would happen in terms of social unrest when, after two or three generations, a recession 

would find urbanised descendants of these workers without jobs or close relatives in villages who might take care of 

them? 

 

Despite these reservations Kennedy acknowledged that there was much that was positive in the developments in 

Japanese society: 
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 "Lovers of Old Japan, with its atmosphere of medieval enchantment, will regret its passing; but it 

is inevitable and, though some of the changes may be for the worse, there is much that is 

commendable in the New Japan now springing up."
321

 

 

A review of the book in the Times Literary Supplement of 18 December 1930 suggested that Kennedy was 

exaggerating the extent of social change in Japan - Kennedy was too close to the ""cafe civilisation" and jazz music 

of present-day Tokyo" to place it in its proper context. The reviewer took a more sanguine view of Japan's future - 

"the courage, loyalty and patriotism of her people, those qualities which brought her in fifty years from obscurity to 

the rank of a Great Power, may confidently be expected to survive the demoralising influences of cafe civilisation, 

yellow journalism, and jazz"
322

. When a copy of the book was sent to the Foreign Office, Mr. Charles of the Far 

Eastern Department noted that the author was "very painstaking but somewhat dry to read."
323

 

 

Five years later in The Problem of Japan (1935) Kennedy stated that the underlying causes of Japanese military 

action in China were: 1) economic necessity arising from the pressure of a rapidly growing population and a lack of 

indigenous raw materials, a problem aggravated by restrictions imposed by the Western countries on Japanese 

immigrants and the import of Japanese manufactured goods; 2) anxiety regarding Japan's security in the face of 

instability in China, the perceived threat from the Soviet Union and from American intervention against Japan in 

China.  According to Kennedy Japan's actions had been dictated by vital considerations of strategy and economics; 

she had no aggressive intentions against either the American mainland or Australasia but was determined to build up 

her navy so as to prevent American interference with her policy in China.  Her aim in China was to ensure peace and 

stability so that she could develop her trade and industry there. By establishing Manchukuo she had set up a model 

for the relationship she was seeking with China as a whole. It was a "rough-and-ready sort of wooing" but if she 

succeeded she would be able to prevent the Soviet Union exploiting Chinese instability.  Kennedy claimed that 

although Japan had no territorial ambitions south of the Great Wall she was convinced that the power which 

controlled Mongolia and Turkestan would control China. Since the Soviet Union was dominant in both those 

regions Japan might very possibly try to oust the Soviets. 

Although acknowledging the widespread scepticism over Manchukuo's degree of independence Kennedy believed 

that similar questions could be raised over China where extraterritorial rights were still widespread, and over Egypt, 

controlled by Britain, and Central America, controlled by the United States.
324

 

According to Kennedy the main point of friction in relations between Japan and the United States lay in the question 

of the "Open Door" in China.  Similarly the main problem in Anglo-Japanese relations was that of trade rivalry. 

Japan was never likely to resort to war with either Britain or the United States unless she was attacked or threatened 

with encirclement, which would force her to give way to "pressure".  In other words there could be nothing more 

harmful than an Anglo-American front against Japan. Britain should assume the role of mediator between the United 
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States and Japan but should on no account attempt to court the friendship of one at the expense of the other.  Indee, 

had it not been for British readiness, in the postwar years, to sacrifice almost anything for the sake of American 

friendship, Anglo-Japanese relations would have developed on a far firmer basis. 

Kennedy believed that if adequate guarantees regarding the protection of their legitimate interests could be obtained, 

Britain and America might find it to their ultimate advantage to agree to some kind of Monroe Doctrine for East 

Asia as desired by Japan. Although Japan would be the chief beneficiary, the resultant stability in China would be to 

the benefit of British and American trade. If matters were allowed to drift, however, the steady advance of Japanese 

control over large areas of North China was likely to continue and foreign interests would inevitably suffer. In time, 

Western resentment at Japanese expansionism might lead to an armed clash. Alternatively Japan, in a fit of 

desperation at Western opposition to its expansionism in China, might decide to act for herself, and take by force 

very much more than the Western Powers might be prepared to concede by negotiation. The powers would then be 

faced with the alternatives of war or an inglorious climb down. In any war between Japan and the United States, 

with or without Britain on America's side, the initial advantage would go to Japan. Thanks to superior British and 

American financial resources, Japan might eventually be defeated, but only after a long and bloody struggle. The 

only country standing to gain from such a struggle would be the Soviet Union. The Soviets would "sit on the fence", 

watching the capitalist Powers destroying each other. Then, in her own good time, the U.S.S.R. would step in to 

carry out her long-cherished plans to sovietise Asia. Japan, the only Power in East Asia able and willing to check the 

extension of the Soviet system, would probably be plunged into revolution in the aftermath of defeat.  

Kennedy believed that a revision of the League of Nations' Covenant was required in order to bring it in line with 

the realities in the Far East. The Nine-Power Pact (on the integrity of China)  might also be revised. It ought to be 

made clear to China that she could expect no help from the League and should enter into direct negotiations with 

Japan.  According to Kennedy much responsibility for the consequences of the Manchurian Incident could be laid at 

the door of the League for encouraging China by false hopes to resist Japan's insistence on direct negotiations.
325

 

 

The "Haves", Britain with its empire and the United States, both rich in territory and raw materials, should recognise 

the rights of the "Have Nots", Japan, Germany and Italy, each short of land and raw materials, to have guaranteed 

access to sources of raw materials and emigration outlets for their surplus population. 

Despite his general sympathy for Japan, Kennedy believed that it should be impressed on the Japanese that it takes 

two to make a quarrel.  

For the safety and protection of British interests in China, friendly relations between Britain and Japan were perhaps 

more important than those between Britain and China. Nothing was more conducive to "more respectful and correct 

conduct" on the part of China than the knowledge that Britain and Japan were prepared to co-operate in defending 

their interests in China. To Britain, anxious to hold on to India, the growth of Soviet influence in Central Asia must 

inevitably be a matter of concern. Japan and Britain thus had a mutual interest in resisting Soviet ambitions in 

Central Asia and the Far East.  

In view of their shared interests Kennedy stated that London and Tokyo should come to an agreement over trade and 

investment in China. North China might be recognised as Japan's special field for commercial and industrial 
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exploitation, and South China as Britain's, while joint undertakings might be carried out in the Yangtze regions, 

which would form the dividing line between the two. Guarantees, however, would have to be given for the 

protection of the other Powers' interests and those of China itself. Such an agreement would eliminate cut-throat 

competition between Britain and Japan and their interests in China would interlock in such a way as to ensure 

mutual co-operation.  Japan could rest assured of British assistance against Soviet encroachments in China, while 

Britain could depend on Japan to defend their mutual interests there. If, in conjunction with this agreement, Britain 

and the other Powers were prepared to recognise a modified form of Monroe Doctrine for East Asia, the 

international rivalries, which had done so much to disturb the peace and stability of the Far East, would largely be 

eliminated.
326

 

 

Kennedy's views went down well with his pro-Japanese friends. They did not, however, win critical acclaim. The 

Times Literary Supplement of 21 December 1935 took Kennedy to task:  

 

 "When the Japanese landed troops in Shanghai in the spring of 1932 a Japanese friend of the 

author remarked "The only thing for the Powers to do is to shut their eyes for a week or two while 

the Japanese drive back the Chinese". The Powers did so, and Captain Kennedy commends them 

for their wisdom. His approval provides the keynote of the book. "Give Japan her head" is what 

he says in substance, "she deserves a free hand, and in any case you cannot stop her". 

 In reaching this comfortable conclusion - for the line of least resistance is the easiest path - 

Captain Kennedy gives us an interpretation of Japan's military expansion and "forward" foreign 

policy which amounts in the main to an apology of her actions in the last four years. Though 

obviously free from the taint of deliberate propaganda, the author allows his pro-Japanese 

sympathies to serve on occasions as blinkers.....  

 The sympathetic understanding of Japan which gives its value to the book is unfortunately 

counterbalanced by lack of ability to see any of China's good points. She is weak but arrogant, 

obstructive, unreliable, and an inveterate intriguer, and as such fair and proper prey for Japan's 

continental ambitions".
327

 

 

 

Diametrically opposed to Kennedy's pro-Japanese, anti-Chinese and anti-Soviet viewpoint stood Freda Utley. She 

had been a correspondent for the Manchester Guardian in Japan in the 1920s and worked in China for the News 

Chronicle in the 1930s.  In 1936 Faber & Faber published her book, Japan's Feet of Clay. As an idealistic liberal 

with socialist leanings, she was outraged at the position of women in Japan: 

 

 "The real Japan is a country of half-starved peasants; of children working long hours and always 

hungry as in England a century ago; of women whose status, rich or poor, is practically that of 
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slaves and whose picturesque kimonos mock the misery and frustration of their lives......... The 

Japanese woman has no legal personality, no social or political rights; she can be sold to a 

factory or a brothel by a legal contract signed by her father or husband or other male guardian, 

she can be divorced without cause at the will of her husband; a married woman has no property 

rights, and no rights over her children......"
328

 

 

Kennedy took a more dispassionate view of the Women's movement in Japan: 

 

 "Any attempt to slow [the movement] up unreasonably would probably only result in the 

appearance of militant methods on the part of a section of the women;  for Japanese women, 

despite their usual docility, have been lacking neither in spirit nor in courage. 

 On the other hand, any attempt to hasten the emancipation movement, without good reason, 

would result in too great a jolt to the whole social fabric of Japan.  To give them the vote at this 

stage would be to place a weapon in the hands of the women before they were sufficiently trained, 

either to accept their new responsibilities or to use their new privileges in the best interests of 

themselves and of their country."
329

 

 

Utley criticised the admiration for Japan which still remained "amongst a large number of Conservatives and most 

markedly at the War Office and the Admiralty". She condemned their line of argument that Japan was already 

invincible in the Far East and that the wisest policy was to "make the best of it by quickly coming to an 

understanding ... to ensure [Japanese] goodwill and willingness, if not to let Britain share in the spoils, then at 

least to leave British interests in China intact."
330

 

 

According to Utley Japan was putting up a big bluff to the world. She had started her military aggression in China 

with the scantiest of economic and financial resources, but, if she was allowed to entrench herself in Manchuria and 

China and subsequently to develop her strength unmolested, her next step would inevitably be to turn on Singapore, 

the Dutch East Indies and finally on India and Australia. However, Japan's aggression could easily be checked 

without war: 

 

 "Economic measures against [Japan] would be quite sufficient. I am aware that it is usually said 

in answer to this argument that economic measures must inevitably lead to war. This is, however, 

not the case with regard to Japan. She cannot proceed without the tacit consent of England and 

the U.S.A. It is not a question of blockading Japan; it is merely a question of refusing to buy her 

goods or supplying her ourselves with oil, iron, cotton and machinery, and of refusing her the 

credits she is now still able to obtain. Refusal to buy from her for a few weeks would indeed be 
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sufficient. Japan cannot attack England or the U.S.A. for the same strategic reason that they 

cannot attack her, so that there is no reason at all why economic sanctions need lead to war. True, 

there are parts of the British Empire which could be attacked but even Japan cannot imagine that 

Britain would not defend them, and even Japan would not dare to challenge the joint strength of 

Britain and the U.S.A. Moreover, the seizure of Malaya or Hong Kong or Borneo would not solve 

Japan's raw material problems and she would still be in no position to carry on a war for long. 

 A brief period of collaboration between England and the U.S.A. is all that is necessary. Japan 

would collapse in a few weeks......."
331

 

 

The Times Literary Supplement criticised her views as set forth in Japan's Feet of Clay:  

 

 "Miss Utley sets out to shatter the Great Illusion of Japan's unassailable strength and to prove her 

a public danger which can be, and should be, suppressed. This she does with a religious fervour 

which takes one's breath away. As seen through her eyes Japan is internally "a seething cauldron 

of misery and injustice", and externally a threat to civilisation which, if not arrested in her course, 

will inevitably end in "tearing the British Empire to pieces". It is to save China in the first place, 

and secondly in our own Imperial interests, that the author exhorts the British nation to deal with 

Japan while she is yet weak. ...... Great Britain and the United States are called on, in 

combination, to check Japan's criminal career, and that by the easy method of boycotting her 

commercially and financially. ..... She somewhat lightheartedly dismisses the possibilities of 

retaliatory action by Japan".
332

 

 

Kennedy and his friends had no time for Utley and what he viewed as "her breed of parlour bolsheviks".
333

 

 

 

LEADING ARTICLES IN THE TIMES 

Throughout Kennedy's years as Reuters' correspondent in Tokyo (1925-34) his views on Japan remained largely in 

step with those expressed in leading articles in the Times.  
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The leader writers' foremost concerns were British financial interests and trade in China. In the 1920s and the first 

half of the 1930s they saw Chinese Nationalism (at times in association with Soviet Bolshevism) as the main threat.  

 

In the 1920s the Times leader writers admired Japan as a "great nation" whose capital was "rising gallantly" from 

the ruins of the 1923 earthquake. Japan was "maintaining its poise" in spite of provocations from the Chinese. No 

one quite knew what the Japanese were thinking, yet the country was little changed from the one that had been 

Britain's ally in the first two decades of the century. Although the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was now ended, British 

sympathy for Japan remained
334

. The ending of the Alliance, however, had left Japan internationally isolated. At her 

doors were a "Bolshevist Russia and a China in anarchy". Her relations with Britain and America were friendly, but 

"cool, correct and distant". Japan's future was uncertain, but she had endured the difficulties of the 1923 earthquake 

and a banking crisis in 1928 "gallantly and patiently" inspiring "respect and sympathy". Her statesmen had shown 

"great sagacity" and had been able to draw upon the "marvellous resource" of a strong and tenacious national 

character.
335

 

 

China, on the other hand, was a country where American, European and Japanese subjects were "as liable to attack 

by soldiers as much as by brigands". Since the Chinese government was incapable of protecting foreigners, caution 

should be exercised in making concessions to Chinese demands for the ending of foreign privileges. On land roving 

armies looted and terrorised large areas. Along the coast of Southern China pirates, allowed to flourish unchecked 

by the Chinese authorities, raided both Chinese and foreign shipping
336

. It was not surprising that a Times leader  

assessing the background to the Manchurian Incident of September 1931 showed no sympathy for the Chinese: 

 

JAPAN AND MANCHURIA 

 "During the last year or two conditions in Manchuria have deteriorated.  

 .... [The administration of Manchurian warlord Chang Hsueh-liang] became more extortionate as 

it became feebler, and even more anti-Japanese. Administrative obstruction received tacit and 

even open approbation; acts of sabotage against perfectly legitimate undertakings became 

frequent; brigandage grew; the railways were damaged .... The Japanese military authorities, 

whose treaty rights covered the defence of the railways, could restrain their impatience no longer; 

and, on whatever pretexts and by whatever stratagems they advanced their claims, none can deny 

the extreme efficiency with which they have now expelled from the whole of Southern Manchuria 

the Chinese troops and the hostile Chinese administration. The Tokyo Government ended by 

supporting the actions of their generals ... and they have authorised the installation of new 
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Chinese officials, favourable to Japan, in all the principal administrative posts of the 

province".
337

 

 

Thus the Japanese seizure of Manchuria in 1931 was neither welcomed nor condemned - Britain had no major 

financial interests there. What was important was that Japan should uphold the Nine Power Pact with its emphasis 

on Great Power co-operation in China and the "Open Door" to foreign trade. It was to take the Amau Statement of 

April 1934 to make the leader writers deviate from their hitherto consistent pro-Japanese and anti-Chinese stance.  

The Times response to the Statement came in a leader on 26 April 1934: 

 

THE ATTITUDE OF JAPAN 

 "The political and economic importance to Japan of her relations with China, and the needs of 

her geographical position, are universally recognised. They entitle her to a foremost place in any 

international conference that may deal with Chinese affairs. But they do not justify the claim to a 

monopoly of influence, and it is because recent Japanese statements seemed to make this claim, 

with an arrogance that recalled the days of the Shoguns ...., that they caused such widespread 

uneasiness. The Japanese Government seem now to wish to allay the anxieties which their 

spokesmen have aroused. Surely they can best achieve this end, and obtain a hearing for their 

views on Chinese affairs, by co-operation rather than friction with other civilised nations ....".
338

 

 

British priorities - trade and investment in China - were made perfectly clear in another leader which appeared five 

days later:  

 

JAPAN AND CHINA 

 "A long series of delicate adjustments is necessary before foreign activities can be completely 

reconciled with the new spirit of nationalism in the Eastern nations. If any one country tries the 

discarded method of domination, then the smooth development of Chinese prosperity must be 

indefinitely retarded. 

 As greater security is established and the peaceful organisation of the country progresses, the 

Chinese market is seen to be almost illimitable. The British interest .... lies in promoting ... peace, 

security and economic development".
339

 

 

Thus, by May 1934, the Times leader writers had made an almost complete volte face in their attitude towards Japan 

and China. With Japan perceived as the major threat to British financial interests in China the Chiang K'ai-shek 

government was seen in a more favourable light. Chiang had improved his standing with the British business 

community by consolidating the stability of his regime, by suppressing communism and by a growing willingness to 
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negotiate with the Western Powers. All these actions were seen to offer an improved environment for British 

business interests. Both Chiang and the The Times had shifted their positions since the late 1920s: they now saw that 

they had a certain shared interest in the suppression of communism and in resisting Japanese attempts to dominate 

China. 

 

Nevertheless, overt hostility to Japan in The Times did not appear until after the outbreak of full-scale war between 

Japan and China in 1937, and the movement of Japanese forces into areas such, as the Yangtze Valley, where 

Britain's financial and trade interests were focused. 

 

For Kennedy the British Imperial position in the Far East was all-important and Anglo-Japanese friendship was vital 

to safeguard it. Kennedy never wavered in his pro-Japanese line in the 1920s and 1930s.  As a result his line of 

argument was to diverge from that of The Times leader writers as they turned against Japan from 1934 onwards. 

 

Kennedy's priorities and interests are clearly shown by an analysis of the subject matter of his weekly leaders in the 

Japan Advertiser
340

 in the period April 1927 to April 1931. Out of some 205 leaders 21% were on military topics 

(including disarmament), 15% on the Soviet Union and Communism and Socialism in Japan, 10% on politics in 

Japan (excluding Communism and Socialism), 8% on Britain, India and Anglo-Japanese relations, 8% on the 

Japanese economy and 6% on China and Sino-Japanese relations. The remainder were on miscellaneous historical, 

cultural and social topics (e.g. the place of women in Japanese society). Kennedy clearly took a major interest in the 

Japanese armed forces and saw them as a bulwark against Soviet subversion in both China and Japan. In combating 

Communism, good Anglo-Japanese relations were essential. Economic questions, provided they did not cause a 

breach in Anglo-Japanese relations, were not of major interest to Kennedy, nor were Japanese activities in China, 

provided they were directed against the Chinese and Soviets and not against British interests. 

 

From the time of the Amau Statement, Kennedy and his pro-Japanese friends in Britain found themselves 

increasingly isolated from public opinion which, like The Times, which viewed Japan with more and more mistrust 

as British financial interests in China came under threat. 

 

In the interval between returning to Britain and finding full-time employment, Kennedy was to support himself and 

his family by working as a freelance journalist, author and lecturer on the Far East. Together with his pro-Japanese 

friends in the Japan Society of London he was also actively engaged in promoting the cause of Anglo-Japanese 

friendship. These two activities - professional commentator and private publicist - became inextricably linked and 

left Kennedy even more exposed to criticism than ever before.  
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KENNEDY & THE SINO-JAPANESE PROPAGANDA WAR, 1934-39. 
Throughout the 1930s Kennedy and his pro-Japanese friends fought a losing battle against their pro-Chinese rivals - 

journalists such as Hollington K. Tong, the Australians W.H. Donald and H.J. Timperley, the American Agnes 

Smedley (a close associate of Soviet spy Richard Sorge) and the Englishwoman Freda Utley (who was married to a 

Soviet citizen). 

 

Donald had served as an adviser to Chang Hsueh-liang, the Manchurian warlord, before and during the Japanese 

seizure of Manchuria. By 1934 he had become a friend and adviser to the Kuomintang leader, Chiang K'ai-shek. In 

1935 he recruited Hollington K. Tong, an American-trained journalist and long-standing friend of Chiang K'ai-shek, 

to be chief censor of all outgoing foreign press messages -a task which Donald himself had performed unofficially. 

With the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in July 1937 Tong was at the forefront of the international propaganda 

battle. He formed an anti-Japanese committee in the Shanghai international settlement to publicise the Chinese 

cause. Three of it four members were Chinese, the fourth was the Manchester Guardian's correspondent in China, 

Harold Timperley. On the fall of Shanghai to the Japanese at the end of 1937 the committee dispersed: one member 

remained in Shanghai (and was assassinated by Japanese agents), one went to Hong Kong, one to the United States; 

while Timperley went to London to take charge of the overseas information operation under Tong's direction. At the 

same time Tong was appointed Vice-Minister of Information in the Nationalist government and set up an office at 

Hankow: his staff included a number of foreign journalists including Freda Utley and Agnes Smedley. With the fall 

of Hankow to the Japanese at the end of 1938 the National government retreated to Chungking. It was there that 

Tong master-minded the Chinese propaganda effort throughout the second world war.
341

 

 

The Chinese propaganda effort was certainly well-targeted. It was, however, the Japanese themselves who provided 

the ammunition. The Japanese bombing of Shanghai in early 1932 was among the first modern air raids to be filmed 

by western newsreel cameramen. Such pictures were seen by large numbers of British cinema-goers and filled their 

audiences with revulsion, born of the fear that in a war in Europe they themselves might be victims of the terrible 

weapon of mass bombing. After the outbreak of full-scale war in China in July 1937, the emotional impact of 

photographs and newsreels showing the Chinese victims of Japanese bombing was quite spectacular
342

. In the mind 

of the British public the view of the Japanese as indiscriminate killers of innocent civilians became bound up with 

that of the horrors of modern warfare. Such an impression was hardly likely to endear the Japanese to the 

pacifically-inclined British public. It was not as though the Japanese limited themselves to such outrages as the 

bombing of undefended cities. Not only did they commit atrocities; they also made little effort to hide them from the 

outside world (although press censorship kept them largely hidden from the Japanese public). This was indeed 

ammunition for Chinese propagandists, who, basing themselves on the principles of the League of Nations and the 

defence of the status quo under the Nine-Power Pact, proceeded to shoot the Japanese propaganda effort to pieces. 
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The basis for official Japanese propaganda had been laid in 1898 when the Foreign Ministry began the systematic 

collection  of comments about Japan in foreign newspapers and journals.  At the time of the Russo-Japanese War in 

1904-5 friends of Japan were encouraged to voice their opinions and bribes were used to win the support of foreign 

newspapers. By the 1930s tactics had changed little.  Apart from attempts to buy the goodwill of journalists, the 

Japanese sought to justify their actions in China through radio broadcasts, pamphlets, commissioned books, 

goodwill missions overseas and conducted tours of Japan for foreign visitors. In 1936 the Domei news agency, the 

successor to Rengo, began full-time dissemination of Japanese propaganda. The government sought to promote 

British and American appreciation of the cultural aspects of Japan (as a distraction from the military aspects) by 

sponsoring a variety of English-language publications as well as lectures, films, exhibitions and performances of 

Japanese arts overseas. This "cultural propaganda" found a natural British partner in the Japan Society of London. 

Such efforts, however, made virtually no impact on either British or American public opinion
343

. 

 

The image of a militaristic and brutal Japan had merely been added to the earlier image of a Japanese economic 

threat to British industries (such as textiles) based on cheap labour and unfair competition. Denunciation of Japan on 

this score had reached a peak in the European press during the years of the Great Depression (1929-32) as Japan 

alone of the industrial powers continued to expand her markets and to increase her exports.
344

 

 

Soon after Kennedy's return to Britain on 19 July 1934 his old friend Roy Piggott had mentioned two possible jobs: 

the editorship of the British Legion magazine or "a job ... which would be more in my line, but [with] aspects ... 

which I would dislike intensely"
345

. The job in question was translating intercepted Japanese communications for the 

Government Code and Cipher School.  Following an interview at the War Office on 24th November 1934 with the 

head of GC&CS, Commander Denniston, Kennedy received a definite offer of a post. He began work in the 

Japanese Section on 1 October 1935. In the meantime he supported himself and his family by freelance journalism 

and lecturing on the Far East - an ideal opportunity to further the cause of Anglo-Japanese friendship and to counter 

the rising tide of anti-Japanese feeling in Britain. 
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On February 22nd 1935 a letter from Kennedy appeared in the Times. He argued that "the danger [of the Pacific 

situation] is largely the outcome of our having abrogated the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in order to court America's 

favour and friendship and thereby alienated Japan"
346

. The following day Kennedy received a letter of 

congratulation from Roy Piggott.
347

 

 

Kennedy gave several lectures on the situation in the Far East.  On 20th February 1935 he spoke at the Imperial 

Defence College and on 1st and 10th March at the Conservative Party's Bonar Law College at Ashridge. At both 

venues his pro-Japanese message received a sympathetic hearing. However, on 4th March, his lecture at the 

Presbyterian Hall Highgate in London had a less appreciative audience, some of whom were upset by his views. 

 

On 25th June 1935 he entered the lions' den when he spoke at a League of Nations' Union lunch. He succeeded in 

treating on a good many corns and had a heated argument with Geoffery Mander
348

, the Liberal M.P. for 

Wolverhampton, who insisted that Britain should force Japan to come to heel, even if it resulted in war. Kennedy 

was amazed at the ignorance of most of his questioners, who were mainly concerned with Japan's attitude to the 

Abyssinian conflict - whether Japan would fight Italy on Abyssinia's behalf, and whether it was true that Japan had 

obtained huge concessions in Abyssinia for opium growing. 

 

Meanwhile Kennedy's friends had been working behind the scenes for him to receive some recognition for his 

valuable assistance to the British Embassy in Tokyo as an unofficial adviser and source of political and military 

intelligence. On April 10th 1935 he went to see his old friend Roy Piggott, the Deputy Military Secretary, at the War 

Office and was surprised to be taken to see the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, General Sir Archibald 

Montgomery-Massingberd. Kennedy discovered that Sir Francis Lindley, on his return from Japan, had paid the 

Chief of the Imperial General Staff a special visit to ask that Kennedy's services in Japan be recognised by a special 

promotion to the rank of major. Unfortunately the request could not be granted, as there was no precedent for it. The 

general gave Kennedy his personal thanks and promised to help him in any way he could
349

. In June Kennedy was 

awarded an O.B.E. in the Birthday Honours list.  

 

Although Kennedy's work in Far Eastern Military Intelligence had ended when he was invalided out of the army at 

the end of February 1922, he had subsequently been a frequent visitor to M.I.2.c (the Far Eastern Section at the War 

Office) whenever he had been back in Britain on leave or between jobs. Now that he had returned to Britain he 
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continued to remain in close contact with the Section. He had the same symbiotic relationship with Far Eastern 

Military Intelligence that he had established with the British Embassy in Tokyo.  The Section valued Kennedy's 

expertise on the Japanese Army and were happy to exchange information on the Japanese Military, and discuss its 

significance.  

It was typical that as soon as Kennedy had returned from Japan in the summer of 1934 he had visited 

Lieutenant-Colonel Grimsdale, the head of M.I.2c, to give his views on the situation in Japan and east Asia, as he 

had been requested by Arthur James, the Military Attaché in Tokyo. 

 

Kennedy was also closely connected with British Military Intelligence through his friendship with Roy Piggott. In 

1914, after returning from his second tour of duty as a Language Officer in Japan (1910-13), Piggott had been 

appointed head of Far Eastern Intelligence.  After seeing active service in the First World War and graduating from 

Staff College in 1919, Piggott returned to the War Office in early 1920 as head of Russian Military Intelligence. At 

the end of 1920 he was transferred to the Far Eastern Section. A year later Piggott was appointed Military Attaché in 

Tokyo
350

. 

In July 1927 Piggott returned to the War Office and spent six months in charge of the general organisation of 

worldwide military intelligence.  Then, in early 1928, he was placed in charge of M.I.2, thus being in overall charge 

of M.I.2c, Far Eastern Intelligence
351

. 

 

Thus, the combination of Kennedy's previous work in Far Eastern Intelligence, his friendship with Piggott, his visits 

to the War Office and the practice of successive heads of M.I.2.c visiting Japan before taking up their appointments 

led to Kennedy knowing all the heads of the Far Eastern Section up to the end of the second world war. 

 

Of the Heads of Far Eastern Intelligence in the years 1917-1943 Kennedy undoubtedly knew Piggott and King the 

best since he had worked under them. Hill he came to know well, but only later, when Hill was Military Attaché in 

Tokyo from 1925 to 1930; Harrison, Wagstaffe and Miles he met only briefly. With his return to Britain in 1934 

Kennedy regularly visited the Far Eastern Section; even during World War Two Kennedy paid occasional visits to 

the War Office. Although Grimsdale, Major and Winterborn freely discussed with Kennedy the latest intelligence on 

the Japanese Army and its significance, it was Dennis Chapman who was Kennedy's most regular contact in the War 

Office, both when Chapman was the Section's Japanese expert in 1936-1938 and when he was head of the Section in 

1940-1942. 

 

Heads of M.I.2c (Far Eastern Military Intelligence), War Office, 1917-1945. 

Officer Years 

Major Leslie Hill 1917-1920 

Major Roy Piggott 1920-1921 

Major D.M. King 1921-1925 
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Major H.C. Harrison 1925-1927 

Lt.-Colonel Wagstaffe 1928-1929 

Major E.G. Miles 1930-1934 

Lt.Colonel G.E. Grimsdale 1934-1936 

Major C.R. Major 1936-1940 

Major Dennis Chapman 1940-1942 

Major Hugh Winterborn 1942-1943 

 

Kennedy also had regular meetings with Japanese diplomats, even after starting work for the Government Code and 

Cipher School. These meetings enabled him to provide the Japanese Embassy with informal advice on how to 

counter Chinese propaganda; they were also a source of intelligence on the thinking of the Japanese Embassy: 

Kennedy passed on information to the British Foreign Office and War Office. 

Although the Japanese Embassy and the Japan Society of London were both involved in trying to present a 

favourable impression of Japan to the British public and members of parliament, the main propaganda effort centred 

on two Japan Society members Lionel Gall and A.H.F."Teddy" Edwardes
352

, advisers to the Japanese Embassy.  

Third Secretary Fukuoka was in charge of liaison with these advisers and other pro-Japan sympathisers.  In January 

1938 Fukuoka was succeeded by the new third secretary, Hasegawa Motokichi.  The Embassy and its advisers 

received valuable support from the editor-in-chief of the Morning Post, H.A.Gwynne, and from Kennedy himself. 

 

At a meeting of the Japan Society Council on 4th October 1934 Captain Kennedy, a member of the society since 

1921, was unanimously elected to membership of the Council having been proposed by Roy Piggott. At the next 

meeting, on 15 November 1934, Kennedy took his seat on the council
353

. 

Early in 1935 the Japanese Embassy engaged a British public relations agency to counter anti-Japanese views in the 

British press. This agency in turn formed an Anglo-Japanese Friendly Relations Committee, but it was poorly 

organised and proved a total failure
354

.  

 

On 9 May 1935 at the 7th Council meeting of the Society's 1934-5 session, the Chairman, Charles V. Sale, 

distributed copies of a pamphlet on Japanese trade competition, which had been prepared at his request and which 

sought to defend Japanese actions. Matsuyama Shinjiro, the Commercial Counsellor of the Japanese Embassy and 
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one of the two honorary secretaries of the Society, referred to it as a "most fair-minded and lucid" publication, and 

expressed the hope that it would have a wide circulation
355

. 

At this point Roy Piggott raised a question about the Anglo-Japanese Friendly Relations Committee. Piggott was 

keenly aware that badly-organised and blatant propaganda on the part of the Japanese Embassy might not only do 

more harm than good to Anglo-Japanese relations but could also compromise the more low-key activities of the 

Japan Society in promoting Anglo-Japanese friendship. There was also the danger that Japan Society members 

could find themselves tarred with the same brush as the Friendly Relations Committee - that of being 

Japanese-organised propagandists. Matsuyama replied to Piggott's question stating that the primary object of the 

Committee was the correction of untrue statements in the Press regarding Japan and propaganda generally. Piggott 

suggested that a representative of the Committee should be invited to attend the next Council meeting for the 

purposes of co-ordination of their efforts and the avoidance of overlapping
356

. However, in the face of hostility from 

Brigadier Piggott and other members of the Japan Society, the Japanese Embassy decided to abandon the Friendly 

Relations Committee and dispense with the services of the public relations agency. 

 

The Japanese embassy's next move was to make an indirect approach to Captain Kennedy via Lionel Gall. After an 

initial meeting on 5th June 1935, Kennedy invited Gall to his house at Haslemere on 23rd June where they discussed 

the possibilities of building up an influential body of public opinion in Britain in favour of closer relations with 

Japan
357

.  

 

On 12th August Kennedy met Edwardes, Gall and Fukuoka, the third secretary at the Japanese Embassy. Edwardes 

was extremely critical of two senior Foreign Office officials, Sir John Pratt and Sir Eric Teichman
358

, both of whom 
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Teichman had entered the Consular Service in China in 1907 at the age of 23. 

From 1922 he was assistant Chinese Secretary at the British Legation in 

Peking; he was Counsellor of the Embassy in China in 1927-1936 and in 

1942-44:  

 "Eric (later Sir Eric) Teichman who was the British consular 

representative in Peking was a competent Intelligence expert. He 

had designs which even went beyond promoting anti-Japanese 

sentiments among the Chinese. He planned to map out an overland 

route from China via Tibet, all the way to India across the 

Himalayas. He once actually set out on such a "path-finding" 

journey with a number of motor vehicles and other equipment 

mobilised with surprising efficiency. It was a grand and bold 

design, but at least in the initial stages he could not go 

through with it. I tried to cause as much inconvenience to his 

expedition as possible with my limited resources. I could not do 

much, but at least at three stages (that is, over a distance of 

about 40 or 45 miles) from the starting point, I managed to have 



 
 

had spent many years in China, and who, according to Edwardes, were markedly anti-Japanese in their views. Since 

Edwardes, like Kennedy, saw Anglo-Japanese friendship and co-operation as essential for the survival of British 

imperial interests in the Far East, he regarded them as the "two greatest menaces to the British Empire". Such a 

view, however, was unfair to the two officials.  What the pro-Japanese lobby saw as Pratt and Teichman's 

anti-Japanese attitudes were in fact no more than a shared concern at the threat which Japan posed to British 

interests in China.  Both could also be strongly critical of China - a fact overlooked by the pro-Japanese lobby.  

 

The upshot of Gall's approach to Kennedy in the summer of 1935 was seen at the first Japan Society Council 

meeting of the 1935-1936 session on 3 October 1935. The Chairman, Charles Sale read out a memorandum 

prepared by Gall (who had recently joined the Society). This suggested that an Anglo-Japanese Association should 

be formed under the aegis of the Society, for the promotion of friendly relations and co-operation between the 

peoples of the two countries by active political means. The phrase "active political means" raised a storm with 

Council members protesting that although the Rules contained nothing against such activity, there had always been 

an unwritten law that politics and religion were excluded from the purview of the Society's activities. 

In the end it was decided that the matter would appear, with the word "political" deleted, in the next agenda and that 

a copy of the memorandum be circulated with the latter.
359

 

 

The memorandum read as follows: 

 

 ANGLO-JAPANESE CO-OPERATION 

 

 Draft Proposal 

 "In view of the present disturbed and uncertain situation in the Far East, it is suggested that 

consideration be given by the Council [of the Japan Society] to the organisation of some form of 

mutual co-operation between leading personalities in the public life of Britain and Japan under 

the aegis of the Society with the following objectives: 

 (1) To advocate and encourage political and economic co-operation between the British Empire 

and Japan. 

 (2) To promote personal relations between representative men in Britain and Japan leading to a 

frank and useful interchange of intelligence between them. 
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Chinese agents whom I recruited for sabotaging the project. But 

the British consular service consisted of tenacious officers and 

apparently they were operating deep into Sinkiang and other 

Chinese areas beyond ......" 
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 (3) To make all possible use of the Press, supplying authoritative articles and information, and 

organising a good lecture service. 

 For this purpose the following preliminary organisation is suggested: 

 (1) A small, influential Parliamentary Committee 

 (2) A General Purposes Committee 

 (The formation of a corresponding body in Japan will be necessary for the success of the 

undertaking) 

 

 The question for the Council to consider is whether the proposed movement shall be organised as 

an integral part of the Society. Hitherto politics as such have been excluded from the purview of 

its activities, except in one or two instances. At the same time, it must be remembered that its first 

objective, as stated in rule 1, is "..... the promotion of mutual understanding and good feeling 

between the British and Japanese peoples......" and in view of this it would appear reasonable 

that the above proposal be considered. 

 The prestige of the Japan Society and the consideration which it has always received from the 

Japanese Embassy are assets which would be lacking in any organisation for the purpose, and 

the suggestion has been made that a political branch distinct from that directing its present 

activities should be instituted, which would be authorised to use the name of the Society in the 

prosecution of its endeavours."
360

 

 

The question of the formation of an Anglo-Japanese Association under the Society's aegis to carry out what was in 

effect pro-Japanese propaganda, was debated at the Society Council's next meeting on 7 November 1935. Charles 

Sale, the Society Chairman, was not present, but the Secretary, Mr. Haslam, speaking on his behalf, voiced his 

objection to the proposal.  Haslam, also speaking on his own behalf, expressed agreement with Sale and read an 

extract from a letter from the Chairman to Lionel Gall which stated that this effort to improve Anglo-Japanese 

relations had come too late. Despite the objections of the Chairman and the Secretary, the meeting was dominated 

by supporters of the proposal. Amongst supporters attitudes ranged from the out-and-out approval of Lt.Colonel 

Smallwood and Captain Kennedy, to the more cautiously expressed support of Roy Piggott and Lord Sempill down 

to the agreement in principle coupled with serious reservations of Brigadier-General Woodroffe.  

 

Roy Piggott stressed the importance of fund-raising in order to finance the venture and suggested that approaches be 

made to British and Japanese commercial firms. Kennedy in his remarks dismissed the Chairman's fears that there 

was a danger inherent in the pro-Japanese propaganda venture that the Society might find itself called on to support 

Japan even if this were contrary to British interests. The Secretary, however, remained unconvinced by the advocates 

of the proposal. In the end a resolution voicing broad approval of the proposal was adopted with only one opposing 

vote - that of the Secretary.  
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The supporters of the Anglo-Japanese Association had won the first round, but, in the five weeks which elapsed 

between then and the next meeting, the Chairman, Charles Sale, was able to take action to scotch the proposal. At 

that next meeting Secretary Haslam read a quotation from a letter from the Chairman. Mr. Sale had discussed the 

issue of the proposed Association with Sir Edward Crowe, Vice-Chairman of the Society. Sir Edward had agreed 

with the Chairman that the Association did not come within the Society's proper sphere of activity and that funds 

would not be forthcoming to meet the necessary additional expenditure. The opponents of the Association had won. 

Confronted with the resolute opposition of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Secretary, its supporters had to 

concede defeat. Roy Piggott admitted that lack of funds would make such action impossible. With this admission the 

Society's flirtation with politics came to an end.
361

 

 

Meanwhile the Japanese Embassy and the pro-Japanese lobby had been active in attempting to improve 

Anglo-Japanese relations through economic co-operation. 

Almost two years earlier Japanese Ambassador Matsudaira Tsuneo, together with Edwardes, Gwynne, and other 

members of the pro-Japanese lobby, had devised a plan to send an economic mission under Lord Barnby to Japan 

and Manchuria. The visit took place in September/October 1934. The mission
362

 proposed Anglo-Japanese 

co-operation in the development of Manchuria, but there was an underlying plan - that such moves would be a step 

on the road to British recognition of the Japanese puppet-state of Manchukuo.  In the end the Japanese army, which 

controlled Manchukuo, blocked plans for British investment in Manchukuo. 

 

Most support in the British government for a rapprochement with Japan came not from the Foreign Office but from 

the Treasury. Sir Warren Fisher, head of the Treasury and of the Civil Service, had formed a low opinion of the 

Foreign Office's judgement on the Far East. He also gained the support of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Neville 

Chamberlain, himself a close friend of Sir Francis Lindley. The Treasury argued that since Britain lacked the 

resources to fight Germany and Japan simultaneously they should concentrate on the German threat and seek 

improved relations with Japan.  In general the  Foreign Office's priority was maintaining good relations with 

America, if necessary at the expense of relations with Japan.  In contrast the Treasury resented Washington's 

persistence in demanding repayment of war debts and was prepared to sacrifice ties with America in order to gain 

Japanese goodwill.
363

 

 

In 1935 the Leith-Ross mission, also the brainchild of the Treasury, was given the task of cooperating with Japan in 

financial aid to China. The Treasury was prepared to envisage negotiations with Japan on the possible recognition of 
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Manchukuo.  However, like the Barnby mission, the Leith-Ross mission did not succeed because of the hostility of 

the Japanese army which regarded it as a ploy to defend British interests in China. Neither the Far Eastern 

Department of the Foreign Office nor Cadogan, the Ambassador to China (1933-36), were consulted about the 

Leith-Ross mission before the decision to send it had been taken.   In fact Cadogan - to his anger - learned of it from 

the Japanese. On his arrival Leith-Ross had spoken freely to Chinese Ministers and officials and Cadogan had 

remonstrated strongly when Leith-Ross suggested to the Chinese that they should recognise Manchukuo
364

. 

The Leith-Ross mission was the last major British initiative to improve Anglo-Japanese relations in the period 

before the outbreak of the Pacific war in 1941. Ironically, its success in restoring the stability of the Chinese 

currency greatly enhanced China's capacity for resisting Japanese aggression, and, as a consequence, further 

alienated Japanese military and government opinion.
365

 

 

The hostility of the Foreign Office to the Treasury's interference in far eastern policy was reflected in the behaviour 

of British Ambassador to Tokyo (1934-37), Sir Robert Clive, towards the Barnby mission. Clive, without consulting 

the members of the mission, declined an invitation from the Emperor for them to be received in audience at the 

palace. Lord Barnby was furious when he heard of Clive's action, and gave him a piece of his mind, declaring he 

would personally inform King George V (who had given the mission his blessing). Clive agreed to try and arrange 

an audience, but this was only achieved with the greatest difficulty.  The Imperial Household Department had been 

deeply offended by the original rejection of the Emperor's invitation.
366

 

 

Despite the failure of the Treasury's efforts to effect an Anglo-Japanese rapprochement and the failure of the 

Japanese Embassy to draw the Japan Society into active pro-Japanese propaganda, Captain Kennedy persisted in his 

own attempts to promote an improvement in Anglo-Japanese relations. 

 

In May 1935 the publishers Nisbets had requested Kennedy to write a book on Japan and her problems. But by 

November Kennedy was having recurring problems with his publishers.  Bertram Christian, the director of Nisbets, 

was not happy about the effect Kennedy's pro-Japanese views would have on sales of the book. As Kennedy noted 

in his diary: 

 

Friday 1st November 1935 

 "Am getting very annoyed with him, as he tries to dictate to me what I ought to do and what I 

ought not to do, and he wants large chunks of the book cut out as he dislikes my views and says 

they will cause offence to the Lothian-Cecil crowd. Be blowed to them, I say. They are my own 
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views and are fully shared by men like Lindley, Crowe, Parlett and others, who are best placed to 

express judgement and, as I told Christian, the tragedy is that the views of doctrinaire pacifists 

like Lothian and Cecil, who have no first-hand knowledge of the situation, are accepted like Holy 

Writ".
367

 

 

Kennedy had already clashed with Lord Lothian in correspondence to the Times. On 18 February 1935 Lord 

Lothian wrote complaining that Japan was working to "nullify the political basis of the Washington system and to 

drive the Europeans and Americans out of China". On 20 February a letter from Kennedy appeared pointing out that 

the dangerous situation in the Far East had arisen largely as a result of Britain "having abrogated the 

Anglo-Japanese Alliance in order to court America's favour and friendship and thereby alienating Japan...." 

With Britain and her Empire facing the potential threat of attacks from Germany and Japan and being unable to fight 

the two countries simultaneously, some people, such as Lothian, suggested the appeasement of Germany and 

confrontation with Japan.  Other groups, such as the Treasury, suggested appeasement of Japan and confrontation 

with Germany.  Some, such as Neville Chamberlain, supported appeasement of both.  Yet others, such as Churchill, 

supported confrontation with both. Kennedy and his friends, who viewed the Soviet Union as the main threat to 

Britain, tended to support Neville Chamberlain in his policy of avoiding war by appeasement. A war between the 

major capitalist powers would merely play into the hands of the Soviets. 

 

At the same time the dispute with Nisbets continued: 

 

Saturday 2nd November 1935 

 "Had a heated talk over the 'phone with Christian on the subject of my comparison between our 

own position vis-à-vis Egypt and Japan's towards Manchuria. He maintains that there is no 

comparison and wants me to cut out all my references to Egypt and he as good as called me a 

liar when I assured him I had checked up my assertions about Britain making herself responsible 

for the protection of foreign interests in Egypt, though it should not have been necessary to check 

up such well-established facts .... He is now threatening to take action against me on the grounds 

of my alleged failure to live up to the terms of my signed agreement, though there is nothing in 

the agreement about my "writing to order" in the matter of views expressed in the book. It is 
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obviously pure bluff on his part and I have written to say that I am perfectly willing to have the 

matter put up to arbitration...."
368

 

 

Although Nisbets backed down in their confrontation with Kennedy and gave the book a glowing presentation in 

their publicity, Christian's apprehensions were justified. Kennedy's book which sought to explain and to some extent 

justify Japanese action in Manchuria also floated the idea of Anglo-Japanese co-operation in China, which Yamada 

Kozo
369

, General Araki Sadao's Chief Secretary, advocated in his letters to Kennedy of 26 September and 16 

November 1935 and to which Kennedy was already sympathetic. Kennedy's book was strongly criticised in a review 

in Punch:  

 

 BRAVE NEW BANZAI 

 The Japanese nation, it seems, is grossly misjudged. It really consists of innocent children, forced 

to stand on the defensive against the threatening tyranny of those sinister bullies, China, Russia, 

America and Great Britain. We must therefore be sympathetic and helpful whilst the Yamato race 

proceeds with its benevolent expansion. Such, at any rate, is the view maintained by Captain 

M.D. Kennedy in "The Problem of Japan" (NISBET, 15/-). It is an astonishing piece of 

propaganda, for in order to make his contentions even plausible the author is compelled to 

impute the basest motives to all the nations and their League and to explain away some 

extremely stubborn facts. In this he is not uniformly successful.....
370

 

 

The Times Literary Supplement of 21 December 1935 had also criticised the book, stating "Captain Kennedy gives 

us an interpretation of Japan's military expansion .... which amounts in the main to an apology of her actions in the 

last four years"
371

. 

 

At least Kennedy's book received serious attention at the War Office: on 9th January 1936 Captain Charles Boxer 

told him that the War Office was studying it. On 24th January Kennedy lunched with Alvary Gascoigne, until 

recently first secretary at the British Embassy in Tokyo, but now in the Far Eastern Department at the Foreign Office 

in London. Gascoigne informed Kennedy that the War Office had sent the Foreign Office a paper in which they set 

forth the desirability of reaching an agreement with Japan. Although in his book Kennedy had emphasised the need 

to consider the interests of China and other interested powers, the main stress had been on Japan and Britain each 
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acknowledging the areas of China in which the other had its greatest financial and political interests: north China for 

Japan and south China for Britain with co-operation in the Yangtze Valley. The War Office was clearly thinking 

along similar lines. To Foreign Office officials, however, such a "division of the spoils" was unacceptable.  They 

thought it unfair to China, and that Japan could not be trusted to keep such an agreement
372

. Kennedy had sent 

Yamada's two letters to the Foreign Office on 17 December 1935, but Yamada's ideas on Anglo-Japanese 

co-operation - or "sharing the spoils" as Alvary Gascoigne described them - had met a chilly response. Charles 

Orde, the head of the Far Eastern Department, had noted that Yamada's ideas were "very unconvincing".
373

 

 

The prime concern of Foreign Secretary (1935-38) Anthony Eden was with Europe, especially with the threat posed 

by Nazi Germany
374

. Eden, influenced by his friend, Cadogan, was as unpopular as both Cadogan and Teichman 

with the pro-Japanese lobby. On learning of Eden's appointment as Foreign Secretary in December 1935, Lindley 

wrote to Alvary Gascoigne remarking that he would be well advised to abandon diplomacy as a vocation and invest 

all his money in armaments companies because Eden was more likely to lead the country into war than ensure peace 

by diplomatic methods. 

In addition, Eden did not make a favourable impression on Japanese diplomats. On January 25th 1936 Nagai 

Matsuzo, the Ambassador to Belgium and one of the Chief Japanese delegates to the second London naval 

conference, told Kennedy of a meeting he had had with Eden.  According to Nagai, Eden had little knowledge of far 

eastern affairs, and showed complete indifference towards them - almost to the point of rudeness.  It appeared to 

Nagai that Eden was not listening seriously to his views and seemed only too anxious to turn the conversation to 

other matters.
375

 

 

Earlier, on 14 December 1935, Kennedy had visited Nagai at the Grosvenor Hotel in response to a telegram from 

Nagai.  At this meeting they discussed the forthcoming London Naval Conference and Nagai stated that Japan was 

willing to accept British global naval superiority but would insist on equality with the United States. Nagai 

dismissed American arguments that they required equality with Britain as "nonsense".  His main object in meeting 

Kennedy was to question him on the reaction of the British public to the conference. Kennedy reassured him that the 

average Englishman had little interest in it. On the following Monday (16 December) Kennedy reported the details 

of the conversation to Alvary Gascoigne at the Far Eastern Department of the Foreign Office, and was taken to meet 

the head of the department, Charles Orde.
376

 

 

After a break for Christmas and the New Year, the Naval Conference reopened on Monday 6th January 1936. With 

telegrams going back and forth between the Foreign Ministry in Tokyo and the London Embassy, Kennedy was 
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called into work at the Japanese Section of the Government Code and Cipher School on 5th January to translate the 

intercepted messages - despite the fact that, as Kennedy complained in his diary, it was both a Sunday aanndd his 

birthday. On 15 January the Japanese delegation, having failed to win acceptance of the principle of equality with 

the United States, withdrew from the conference.
377

 

 

Four days after his meeting with Nagai on 25 January 1936, Kennedy sent a brief note of the main topics of his 

conversation with Nagai to Alvary Gascoigne at the Far Eastern Department. This was prior to a face to face 

discussion with Gascoigne. Kennedy had sounded out Nagai as to how Japan would react to the application of 

economic sanctions. Nagai had replied that Japan would be compelled to take drastic steps, and as a result could 

hold out for at least two years.  He inferred that the present hostile attitude of the Western powers was making the 

Japanese apprehensive and was therefore playing into the hands of the Japanese Military.  Nagai claimed that, if the 

Japanese could be assured that their apprehensions were unwarranted, the country would swing over to the side of 

the moderates and a strong reaction against the Military would probably occur. Should that happen, Nagai expected 

to see the former foreign minister Shidehara reinstated.
378

 

 

Nagai's suggestion that it was necessary to support the moderates in Japan and, implicitly, be more co-operative 

towards Japanese actions in China, evoked a more favourable response in the Far Eastern Department than Yamada's 

bald offer of a "division of the spoils". Alvary Gascoigne noted that: 

 

 "Japanese suspicions are kept going by the Military through the Press etc., but certain sections of 

public opinion in Japan are heartily sick of the sword rattling chauvinists, and would give much 

to see the moderates come into the picture. 

 Baron Shidehara, whose policy towards China was so discredited and unsuccessful in the years 

immediately prior to 1931, would be hardly likely, I should think, to be returned to office". 

  

Sir John Pratt, the Department's China expert, wondered: 

 

 "... if the Japanese stop sabre rattling what other alternative is there to Shidehara's conciliatory 

policy. Can there be a successful China policy?" 

 

Maxse thought that the Japanese were caught in the political quagmire that was China and would wear themselves 

out, thus reducing the threat to Britain: 

 

 "I think the truth is that the Japanese are in the grip of circumstances and cannot help themselves 

- they are drawn to China as a moth to a candle, and, apart from getting their wings singed 
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occasionally, they are quite likely to exhaust themselves in the effort. I regard "sabre-rattling" 

and "conciliation", less as two contrasted policies than as two variations on the same theme - 

namely "magnetic attraction"".  

  

Charles Orde, the head of the department, agreed with Maxse: 

  

 ".... The trouble is that the Japanese want a great deal from China and it is extremely difficult to 

get a great deal by any policy. Conciliation not having yielded what is wanted the other is tried. I 

should not be much surprised if the pendulum were to swing the other way in time - and 

eventually back again!"
379

 

 

The Japanese Embassy was becoming increasingly frustrated at the failure of itself and its British allies to win the 

propaganda battle against the China and its British supporters. Yoshida Shigeru (Ambassador June 1936-October 

1938), did his best to rectify the situation. For example, he invited Kennedy to call on him on 14th August 1936 

intending to offer him a job as a "fellow-worker in interpreting Japan to Great Britain" but was informed that 

Kennedy was working for the Foreign Office
380

. Failing to recruit Kennedy, the Embassy turned to "Teddy" 

Edwardes as their "adviser". 

 

Kennedy had first met Yoshida in 1921 when the latter was a secretary at the Japanese Embassy in London and 

Kennedy was working for Far Eastern Intelligence at the War Office. Later when Kennedy was Reuters 

correspondent he frequently met Yoshida in Tokyo. 

 

Japanese Ambassadors to Britain, 1916-1941. 

Ambassador Years 

CHINDA SUTEMI 1916-1920 

HAYASHI GONSUKE 1920-1925 

MATSUI KEISHIRO 1925-1928 

MATSUDAIRA TSUNEO 1929-1935 

YOSHIDA SHIGERU 1936-1938 

SHIGEMITSU MAMORU 1938-1941 

 

At the annual dinner of the Japan Society on 22nd October 1936 Yoshida had stated his belief that there was no 

problem in Anglo-Japanese relations which could not be settled if tackled with goodwill and sympathy. Between 

July 1936, when a draft of the anti-Comintern Pact was drawn up in Tokyo, and its signing by Germany and Japan 
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on 25 November 1936, ambassador Yoshida attempted to persuade the Conservative Party, behind the back of 

Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden, to agree to Britain's adhesion to the pact.
381

 

 

Simultaneously Yoshida made a personal approach to the Foreign Office in an attempt to improve Anglo-Japanese 

relations.  This took the form of a series of secret talks with Foreign Office representatives (including Cadogan and 

Eden), which were aimed at finding a basis for a comprehensive resolution of Anglo-Japanese differences.  Finally, 

on 26 October, 1936 Yoshida submitted a detailed "plan". However, these confidential talks were sabotaged when 

news of them was leaked to the Japanese Press and the British Morning Post in November 1936.  

 

It is possible that the source of the leaked information was Lt.Colonel Tatsumi Eiichi, the recently-appointed 

Military Attaché in London, whom Yoshida was later to accuse of being linked to the pro-German General Oshima 

Hiroshi, the Military Attaché in Berlin and instigator of the Anti-Comintern Pact. According to Yoshida, Tatsumi 

was largely responsible for his recall as ambassador in 1938. Whether Tatsumi was responsible or not, Charles Orde, 

the head of the Foreign Office's Far Eastern Department, suspected that the leak had come from the British side. 

Orde had been particularly embarrassed by the article which contained the leak since Yoshida had come to see him 

to complain about it.  The U.S. Embassy had also asked Orde whether the report of secret Anglo-Japanese talks was 

accurate
382

. Knowing that Kennedy wrote occasional articles for the Morning Post (he needed the money to 

supplement his meagre official salary) Orde assumed that he was responsible and, on 11 December 1936, 

telephoned Commander Denniston, the head of the Government Code and Cipher School, and demanded Kennedy's 

dismissal. Kennedy was summoned before Denniston, "put on the mat", and told that he must resign. Kennedy was 

able to deny the accusation, pointing out that although he had contributed an article in the relevant issue of the 

Morning Post, the embarrassing information had been contained in another article. Kennedy thereupon went to see 

Orde who proceeded to denounce him for the leak. After Kennedy had once again denied the allegations Orde 

apologised for his error. The incident ended with Denniston sending Orde a strongly-worded note on the subject of 

ill-founded accusations.
383

 

 

On 18 January, 1937, the Foreign Office replied to Yoshida's initial "plan", after extensive internal study. It was not 

until June 2, 1937 that Yoshida presented a revised draft "plan" to the Foreign Office. By then, however, it was far 

too late for serious reconciliation. On 7 July the Marco Polo Bridge incident signalled the start of full-scale war 

between Japanese and Chinese forces and sank Yoshida's "plan", which had already been torpedoed the by the 

November press leak.
384
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It is open to question whether anything would have come of Anglo-Japanese talks even if there had been no press 

leak and no Marco Polo Bridge incident. Talks had only been undertaken on Yoshida's personal initiative and the 

basis of the rapprochement which he was sought was nothing less than British acceptance of Japan's domination of 

China. As Kennedy assessed the talks over forty years later, "with regard to Yoshida's aim being to get 

Anglo-Japanese co-operation in China without much consideration for the Chinese themselves, it is, of course, 

perfectly true that the moderates in Japan and the Army had the same goal in view. The only difference between the 

two was that the former sought to gain their ends by peaceful methods whereas the Military were prepared to use 

force. At the time of Yoshida's talks in 1936 our Foreign Office was inclined to treat his suggestions a bit lightly, as 

it was considered that they were his own rather than Tokyo's and should not therefore be taken too seriously. In this, 

the Foreign Office was probably right."
385

 

 

Yoshida's biographer, J.W. Dower, however, believes that the talks might have had reasonable chance of success: 

 

 "Although the initiative throughout was Yoshida's, and at first was met with a heavy measure of 

scorn, his endeavour was regarded with increasing seriousness by the Foreign Office and later 

became known as the "secret Yoshida-Eden plan". It eventually involved the Treasury, Colonial 

Office, Dominions Office and Board of Trade, as well as a variety of prominent British statesmen 

whom Yoshida personally recruited as potential supporters. By June 1937 both governments do 

seem to have come to regard Yoshida's proposals as a potential for serious negotiation."
386

 

 

The impact on British public opinion of newsreel and newspaper reports in August 1937 of the renewed fierce 

fighting around Shanghai did not help the pro-Japanese cause in Britain. The actions of the Japanese Military in 

China were undoing all the efforts of the pro-Japanese lobby. The serious wounding of the British Ambassador to 

China, Knatchbull-Hugessen, on 25th August 1937, when his official car was attacked by a Japanese plane, 

provoked both official and public protest: 

 

 "As expected, Sir Knatchbull-Hugessen's wounding has called forth a terrific scream and "The 

Times" has come out with an absolute snorter on what it calls "an outrage for which there is no 

parallel". That it is a thoroughly bad show is not to be gainsaid, but it certainly will not help 

matters to have a responsible paper like "The Times" losing its sense of proportion and going 

into hysterics about it".
387
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Japanese air raids on Chinese cities made the situation even worse: 

 

 "Evening papers report a Japanese air raid on Canton. I'm afraid that the Japanese are rather 

playing with fire and making it difficult for their best friends to stand up for them properly".
388

 

 

Ever since the attack on the British Ambassador to China the Japanese Embassy had been inundated with abusive 

and threatening letters and telephone calls.  Individual Japanese were being insulted in the streets. On several 

occasions anonymous callers rang up the Embassy and demanded to speak to the "murderers' department". There 

were a number of demonstrations outside the Embassy. Such treatment alienated previously pro-British diplomats: 

 

 "Terasaki [2nd Secretary] remarked bitterly that he himself had always been a friend and 

admirer of England's, but he has nothing but contempt for her now and regards her as Japan's 

principal enemy and thinks Japan was well rid of her as an ally". 

 

Ambassador Yoshida reacted more in sorrow than in anger: 

 

 "Embassy staff, knowing how intensely keen Yoshida had always been to bring about closer 

relations with Britain, did their best to hide as much as possible of the situation from him, but the 

wave of anti-Japanese protest was too great to conceal completely. The "poor little man" was 

"just about heart-broken"".
389

 

 

There was another reason for Yoshida's depressed state: 

 

 "The final year of Yoshida's ambassadorship was surely one of great personal pain and 

embarrassment. He was treated courteously but lightly in London, and must have sensed this 

(after his resignation [October 1938] the British government decided not to present him with the 

usual perfunctory honours)."
390

 

 

A National Protest Meeting against Japan in the Albert Hall on 5 October 1937 inflicted further damage to 

Anglo-Japanese relations.  The Archbishop of Canterbury took the Chair, giving the meeting, in Japanese eyes, a 

semi-official appearance. The fact that the Archbishop advocated economic pressure on Japan if protests failed 

made matters even worse.  

In the light of reports reaching Tokyo of the anti-Japanese mood in Britain, the Foreign Ministry instructed 

Ambassador Yoshida to carry out a vigorous propaganda campaign to make Japan's position better understood and 
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to counter anti-Japanese propaganda disseminated by China and its supporters. The problem was to know how best 

to carry out this task: the only pro-Japanese newspaper, the Morning Post, had now been amalgamated with the 

Daily Telegraph. Yoshida had therefore asked Fukuoka, the third secretary, to seek Kennedy's advice.
391

 

 

On 9th October Fukuoka invited Kennedy for a confidential talk at the Nihonjinkai (Japanese club). With the tide of 

public opinion running strongly against Japan all Kennedy could advise was the need to stick to unassailable facts 

and to avoid any attempt to buy friendship by offers of subsidies to newspapers.
392

 

 

Meanwhile Kennedy continued to do his best to argue the Japanese case. On November 6th 1937 he went to 

University College, London to give a lecture to the International Students' Service on Japan's position in the war 

with China: 

 

 "As the audience included a number of Chinese students and as most of the audience was both 

pro-Chinese and pro-Soviet, I got well heckled, but I quite enjoyed myself and think I gave as 

good as I got, though I was not able to put my case as strongly as I could have done if the 

audience had been wholly British".
393

 

 

By the end of 1937 Ambassador Yoshida was so upset by the upsurge of anti-Japanese protest that he was unable to 

eat or sleep properly. According to Mme. Yoshida, it was "like some terrible nightmare to us both"
394

. 

 

By early 1938 anti-Japanese feeling was having an impact on British sympathisers with Japan. Captain J.D.P. 

Chapman, the Japanese expert in Far Eastern Military Intelligence at the War Office, had gone to the cinema with 

Major Matsutani Makoto, the Japanese Assistant Military Attaché and one of a minority of Japanese officers who 

were well-disposed towards Britain. As usual before the main feature, newsreels were shown. Among these were 

shots of Japanese troops in China. When these were shown, part of the audience began booing and hissing, and 

(unforgivable insult) pictures of the Emperor on a charger were greeted in the same way
395

. 

 

For the pro-Japanese lobby the only optimistic development appeared to be the resignation of Eden as Foreign 

Secretary in February 1938. Kennedy's only regret was that "he did not do so long ago, as the Far Eastern question 

might then have been handled with greater tact and statesmanship"
396
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Kennedy's hostility to Eden was not surprising in view of Kennedy's pro-Japanese views and what he was learning 

(from Foreign Office documents relating to the Far East which were regularly circulated to the Japanese Section of 

the Government Code and Cipher School) of Eden's policy of supporting the Chinese against the Japanese so as to 

defend British interests in China: 

 

 "Amazed to find Eden instructing our new Ambassador in China to bring pressure to bear on the 

Hong Kong [&] Shanghai Bank representative to induce him to withdraw his opposition to the 

loan for which the Chinese are asking. Eden's contention is that it is to Britain's advantage to 

help the Chinese to continue their resistance to Japan, i.e. to prolong hostilities, as our 

commercial interests in China are likely to suffer more at the hands of a victorious Japan than a 

victorious China. Quite apart from ethical considerations, this stand of his would seems to 

indicate that he has deliberately turned a deaf ear to the advice and warnings tendered by 

MacKillop [Counsellor of Embassy in China] and Lovat-Fraser [Military Attaché]. He is simply 

incorrigible!"
397

 

 

September 1938 was to bring the Munich crisis which eased the tension in Anglo-Japanese relations.  At least it 

diverted the attention of the British public from the Far East to events much nearer home. 

 

Earlier in 1937, the head of the Far Eastern Department of the Foreign Office, Charles Orde, had been responsible 

for an estrangement of relations between Kennedy and the Japanese Embassy.  Whilst working for the Government 

Code and Cipher School (translating the texts of intercepted Japanese diplomatic telegrams) Kennedy had, with 

official permission, maintained his contacts with the Japanese Embassy. This arrangement gave Kennedy, and his 

employers, a double insight into the thinking of the Japanese Embassy. If questioned about his work for the "Foreign 

Office", his standard reply was that he was employed on general intelligence work on the Far East. However, on 

18th January 1937, Baron Tomii Shu, the Counsellor of the Japanese Embassy, in one of his regular visits to the Far 

Eastern Department, asked Orde in which department Kennedy was employed. Orde, worried about mentioning the 

Government Code and Cipher School, asserted that Kennedy had nothing to do with the Foreign Office. Tomii was 

somewhat surprised. There were only two conclusions which the Japanese Embassy could reasonably draw: either 

Kennedy was lying when he claimed to be working for the Foreign Office, or he was working for British 

intelligence
398

. Although Kennedy continued to be invited to the Embassy, invitations were less frequent than before 

and his reception was never quite so cordial as before. 

 

On 28th November 1938 Kennedy had a frank talk with Ambassador Shigemitsu Mamoru (who had replaced 

Yoshida in October 1938) on the perennial question of how to improve Anglo-Japanese relations. Kennedy thought 

it "best not to mince matters, but to tell him just how the average Englishman regarded Japan's treatment of the 
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Chinese interests". Shigemitsu, for his part, "was equally outspoken with regard to Japan's attitude towards Great 

Britain"
399

. 

Shigemitsu followed the line taken by Yoshida by stating that Britain could best protect her interests in the Far East 

by coming to terms with the new situation in the area (created by Japanese military action) and by co-operating with 

Japan in China. 

 

Kennedy's last public stand in the cause of Anglo-Japanese friendship came on 19 July 1939, when, with the 

growing threat of war in Europe and the Japanese blockade of the British concession at Tientsin casting a shadow 

over Anglo-Japanese relations, he confronted the pro-Chinese and pro-Soviet writer, Freda Utley in a panel 

discussion at the English-Speaking Union. The exchanges between Kennedy and Utley were particularly heated on 

the issue of possible war between Japan and Britain:
400

 

 

Captain Kennedy: .No doubt in the long run we would win, but only after a ghastly struggle; and would 

anyone be better off at the end - apart from Russia, because we would be so weakened and everything 

would be in such chaos that the ground would be prepared for world revolution, which is just what 

Moscow wants. 

 

Miss Utley: . But Russia doesn't want a revolution any more ... Your idea is that because Japan can attack 

Hong Kong, therefore we are to do nothing that will stop her eventually taking Hong Kong and everything 

else we possess in the East. 

 

Captain Kennedy:  No. ...... We must not suppose that the threat of sanctions between ourselves and the 

United States would be effective, especially if there is no likelihood of America being prepared to follow up 

that policy by force. Rather than give way Japan would go for us. She would not back down simply at the 

threat of sanctions. 

  

The failure of Kennedy and the other members of the pro-Japanese lobby in stemming the rising tide of anti-

Japanese sentiment in the 1930s had three main causes: 

 

i) Its most active adherents were those who had lived in Japan: it was thus numerically weak.  Lacking resources for 

large-scale publicity, it concentrated on lobbying leading political figures such as M.P.s.   The battle for British 

public opinion was lost largely by default. 

ii) Its efforts were constantly being undermined by the erratic and largely inept propaganda effort emanating from 

the Japanese Embassy. 
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iii) The actions of the Japanese military in China together with the deterioration in Anglo-Japanese relations left the 

pro-Japanese lobby in an invidious position and completely sabotaged its publicity work. 

 

It was not that Kennedy and the pro-Japanese lobby had been defeated in debate.  It was just that they had been 

outnumbered by their rivals and overwhelmed by the march of events in the Far East. 

 

Unfortunately for Kennedy, disappointment at the failure of his private pro-Japanese publicity efforts was to be 

paralleled by frustration with his official work for the Government Code and Cipher School. 
 
 



 
 

KENNEDY & THE GOVERNMENT CODE AND CIPHER SCHOOL, 

1935-44 
In 1919 the British cabinet established the Government Code and Cipher School (GC&CS) both to advise on the 

security of British codes and ciphers and to study cipher communications used by foreign countries. GC&CS was 

the successor to the wartime Room 40 in the Admiralty, whose most celebrated achievement was the decryption of 

the Zimmerman telegram. The contents of the telegram - an attempt by Germany to induce Mexico to attack the 

United States - was a decisive factor in the American decision to declare war on Germany. A former officer in Room 

40, Alexander (Alastair) Denniston, was selected to lead the new GC&CS. He was to remain its head until February 

1942. In the early years it was a small organisation of some 25 people recruited from Room 40 and its equivalent in 

the War Office. In 1922 administrative control of the organisation passed from the Admiralty to the Foreign Office, 

which also became the administrative head of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). The Foreign Office maintained 

close relations with the head of the SIS, who was also Director of GC&CS, and an active interest in the intelligence 

produced by SIS and GC&CS, but did not become involved in guiding their activities. Likewise Denniston, 

nominally the Deputy-Director of GC&CS, but in practice its effective head, was given a relatively free hand by the 

SIS, and presided over a slow expansion of the organisation in the interwar years in order to cope with the 

continuously increasing sophistication of cipher security by foreign powers.
401

 

 

In the spring of 1938 it was decided that in the event of war GC&CS would be moved from London (at SIS 

Headquarters in Broadway) to Bletchley, a small Buckinghamshire country town, 50 miles from London and easily 

accessible by both railway and road. During the Munich crisis in September 1938 the staff of GC&CS were twice 

warned that they would probably be evacuated to a "war station" the same day. On 12th September secret 

instructions were issued for GC&CS staff to have a suitcase ready packed for evacuation, but not to tell anyone 

outside the office except wives "where necessary". Saturday 24th September was a day of grim suspense: everyone 

was in the office working, and staff were informed upon arrival that they would probably be evacuated before the 

day was over. They began to pack up office equipment, but the tension eased off in the afternoon and they were 

allowed to go home at 5 p.m., although they were warned to "stay at the end of a telephone" in case the situation 

deteriorated. By 28th September, with air-raid trenches being dug in London parks and gas masks being issued, the 

threat of war seemed closer than ever. Again staff were informed on arrival that they would probably be evacuated 

the same day: again the day passed off without incident. The emergency period at GC&CS came to an end on 8th 

October, one week after Neville Chamberlain had returned from his meeting with Hitler at which the Munich 

agreement was reached
402

. 

 

Evacuation to Bletchley was not to come for another eleven months. On the morning of Thursday 24th August 1939 

the staff received orders to pack up all their secret documents and their equipment and to proceed to "war stations" 
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on the next day. However, as Kennedy discovered, the contingency plans left something to be desired, at least as far 

as the Japanese section was concerned: 

 

 "Left by road for war station, arriving there a bit before noon after a sixty-mile run. Found that 

no arrangements had been made for providing us with lunch, and the school which is to serve as 

our office building is still occupied, so we won't be able to get in our stuff and settle down to work 

till tomorrow at the earliest. Found, too, that we are to be billeted in Northampton, twenty-three 

miles from our work, so thither I took Roscoe in my car in the evening and now am sharing a 

single room with him at the Angel Hotel.... as accommodation is limited. Ostensibly we are now 

engaged in "Civil Air Defence", but this camouflage seems a bit thin and why we can't admit that 

we are a branch of the Foreign Office heaven alone knows!"
403

 

 

At least by that Sunday Kennedy and Roscoe had been found billets, Roscoe at Woburn and Kennedy, with another 

colleague in the Japanese section, Lieutenant-Colonel Marsden, at the palatial Wavenden House
404

. 

On the following Sunday, September 3rd, Britain declared war on Germany. 
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Norman Roscoe was an old friend of Kennedy's. Roscoe was appointed a student 

interpreter in Japan in January 1915 at the age of twenty-four. Kennedy met 

Roscoe on the first day he arrived in Japan (November 7th, 1917) when he 

reported to the British Embassy in Tokyo. Kennedy also met Ernest 

Hobart-Hampden, the Japanese Secretary at the Embassy, at the same time. 

Roscoe and the Hobart-Hampdens were the first to befriend Kennedy after his 

arrival in Japan. Mrs. Roscoe was the daughter of John Struthers, a leading 

light in the foreign community in Tokyo. In the summer of 1920 Roscoe was 

involved in a protest by the student interpreters at the Embassy: they 

threatened to resign unless they had their pay raised, since they were 

finding it impossible to live on their present income. The situation was 

particularly difficult for Roscoe now that he was married: in the end he was 

the only one who carried out the threat to resign. He was fortunate that his 

father-in-law was far eastern delegate of the Chilean Nitrate Company and 

was able to offer Roscoe a job. In 1931 Roscoe succeeded Struthers as 

delegate. However, that same year, the nitrate concern was bought by an 

American whose first step was to dismiss all the British members of staff in 

different parts of the world and replace them by Americans. As Kennedy 

complained in his diary on 11 June 1931 having just heard the news of Roscoe 

and Struthers losing their jobs:  

"Struthers has been with the concern the best part of 30 years and Roscoe 

11, yet the first intimation of what was impending was the arrival of a man 

... with a letter from New York saying that their services were no longer 

required and they were to clean out chop chop."  

The Roscoes probably returned to Britain late in 1931. Norman Roscoe was 

subsequently recruited by the Government Code and Cipher School. 
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Throughout the 1920s GC&CS had had little difficulty breaking Japanese codes and ciphers. To translate the text of 

the deciphered messages Denniston recruited Ernest Hobart-Hampden and, in 1928, Sir Harold Parlett
405

, who had 

succeeded Hobart-Hampden as Japanese Secretary at the Embassy in Tokyo. 

In the wake of the Manchurian Incident and the fighting in Shanghai in early 1932, GC&CS recruited Norman 

Roscoe and, in late 1933 or early 1934, a military expert in the shape of Lt.-Colonel Marsden, who had recently 

retired from the army as Commander of the Royal Engineers at Hong Kong. Marsden, the former Assistant Military 

Attaché to Brigadier-General Woodroffe in 1919-20 and Acting Military Attaché in 1921, had, like Piggott and 

Kennedy, broadly pro-Japanese sympathies and had been at cross-purposes with the British civilian authorities in 

Hong Kong whom he regarded as being strongly pro-Chinese
406

. As their naval expert the organisation had recruited 

T.E. Nave, formerly of the Royal Australian Navy, who, as a Paymaster Lieutenant, had been a naval language 

officer in Japan in the early 1920s and later attached to the Commander-in-Chief's staff of the Far Eastern Squadron. 

 

By 1935, when Captain Kennedy joined the Japanese section, GC&CS had broken the chief Japanese army and 

navy ciphers. In 1937, however, the Japanese Army introduced a new cipher which was not easily broken. During 

1938 and 1939 the Japanese made great changes in their ciphers and it was not until September 1939 that, beginning 

with the Fleet cipher, the new ciphers began to yield to GC&CS's attack. Despite the inability to break the new 

Japanese ciphers, the familiarity with Japan's communications networks and procedures that GC&CS had built up 

over many years, enabled GC&CS to obtain useful intelligence on the deployment of Japan's armed forces
407

. 

Moreover, wireless communications between Japanese Embassies and Legations in Europe and the Foreign Ministry 

continued to provide a major source of intelligence that was readily intercepted if not always easily deciphered. 

Indeed, the steady stream of communications between Ambassador Oshima in Berlin and the Foreign Ministry in 

Tokyo was to prove an invaluable source of intelligence not only on Japan and Japan-German relations but also on 

Germany itself. 

After the evacuation to Bletchley in August 1939, the Japanese Section found themselves sharing Elmers Grammar 

School, a building only a few hundred yards from Bletchley Park, with the South American Section, a typists' pool, 

and a newly-installed telephone exchange.
408

 

 

From 21st January 1940 to 26th August 1941 Kennedy was billeted at Aspley Guise Rectory. The Rector, Harry 

Clothier, a kindly man of pacific and liberal inclination, was not, at first sight, a person of whom the determinedly 

patriotic Captain Kennedy would have approved. They nevertheless developed a mutual respect. The Rectory was a 

large building, but all available space was used (including the garage) to accommodate both GC&CS billetees and 

evacuees from London. In the course of the war no less than one hundred people were accommodated for varying 
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lengths of time. There were usually about twelve to fifteen residents at any one time. The social spectrum ranged 

from school children from Walthamstow to highly-educated foreign refugees and a Parisian hairdresser.
409

 

 

By May 1940, with German troops pouring into Holland and Belgium, Aspley Guise suddenly assumed a warlike 

appearance: sentries with fixed bayonets and tin hats were posted on all roads to the village and watchers on high 

ground kept a look-out for parachutists. Captain Kennedy immediately responded to the appeal for volunteers to 

form local defence units (Home Guard) made by Anthony Eden on 14th May. Kennedy joined the detachment 

formed at Bletchley Park and frequently spent the night on look-out duty on Windmill Hill to the west of Bletchley. 

By mid-June, with the fall of France, the Home Guard were eagerly manning road-blocks.  In the absence of 

parachutists they harassed people who had forgotten their identity cards.  By mid-September, the London Blitz had 

brought even more refugees to the Rectory.  

 

Between Captain Kennedy on the one hand, and the East Enders on the other, there yawned an unbridgeable social 

gulf. Harry Clothier strove to maintain a modicum of harmony, but Kennedy's insistence on standing whenever the 

national anthem was played on the radio was not popular with other residents. Harry Clothier had to ask him to curb 

his patriotic instincts for the sake of social peace. Meanwhile Clothier was having trouble with a group of refugees 

from Wandsworth who, having arrived unannounced, proved singularly ungrateful for their accommodation and 

showed no sign of seeking anywhere else to live. Kennedy despised them because they did nothing to help and 

lounged about all day. By the beginning of November Harry Clothier was so exasperated that he gave them some 

straight talking. The following week seven of them left without a word of thanks to their hosts
410

. 

Kennedy spent many months searching for a house or rooms to rent in the Bletchley area so that his wife could join 

him. Unfortunately many of his colleagues were also looking for accommodation: it was not until August 1941 that 

he had any success, and then it meant buying a house rather than renting one.
411

 

 

By the end of 1940 the British authorities were becoming aware of the serious shortage of Japanese linguists. Apart 

from current and former military language officers and officials in the Japan Consular Service, such expertise was 

exceedingly rare. The short supply had to meet a large demand. During the interwar years Britain had neglected 

Japanese studies: now the chickens were coming home to roost. 

Linguists were needed in Japan, in the Embassy and consulates, to attempt to improve relations with the Japanese 

authorities and in the work of gathering economic, political and military intelligence. Linguists were also needed for 

liaison and intelligence purposes in China where isolated British concessions were surrounded by Japanese forces. 

In Hong Kong and later in Singapore, there was also the demand for linguists to work on the interception and 

decryption of Japanese communications: from 1930 Japanese naval signals were being intercepted and decrypted in 

Royal Navy ships on the China Station; in 1934 a naval intercept station was founded by the Admiralty at Hong 

Kong - it was moved to Singapore in 1939. In India, Military Intelligence at Simla also required linguists. With the 
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start of the European war the Ministry of Information sought linguists. GC&CS had absorbed many of the best 

Japanese linguists and was actively seeking more. There was also M.I.2c, the Far Eastern Section at the War Office, 

yet another competitor for Japanese experts. By December 1940 the War Office was trying to persuade Commander 

Denniston to release Captain Kennedy from his work in GC&CS in order to take charge of M.I.2c. With GC&CS 

having priority over all other services in the recruitment of staff, Denniston was able to refuse, much to Kennedy's 

frustration.  Kennedy knew that his main field of expertise was the Japanese army, not the Japanese language.  

Unfortunately his work for GC&CS tied him to long hours spent translating often incomplete, garbled and/or routine 

messages - a task he found mind-numbingly tedious. In January 1941 the War Office again tried to secure Kennedy's 

services, but Denniston once again refused to let Kennedy go. This, however, did not prevent Kennedy from keeping 

in close touch with his friends at the War Office.  He was determined to escape from Bletchley if at all possible.
412

 

 

In 1940-1941 the war clouds in the Far East were gathering fast, certainly faster than British Intelligence was 

gathering Japanese experts. In September 1940 Japan had signed the Tripartite Pact with Germany and Italy, hoping 

to deter the United States from taking action against her. Japan had also forced the Vichy Government to agree to the 

stationing of Japanese troops in northern Indochina
413

. 

In February 1941 intelligence information erroneously indicated that Japan was about to launch an attack on British 

possessions in the Far East. By 13 July 1941 it was becoming clear from intelligence that Japan had decided against 

joining with Germany in an attack on the Soviet Union, and was preparing for a show-down with the Vichy French 

authorities with the aim of obtaining naval and air bases in southern Indochina in readiness for a later attack on 

Malaya. However, by the end of August 1941 intelligence indicated that the Japanese, having already moved into 

southern Indochina, would next move to attack the Soviet Union and seize the Maritime Provinces; then, having 

secured themselves against attack from the north, the Japanese would move against Malaya, the Philippines and the 

Dutch East Indies
414

. 

 

The years 1940/41 saw a continuing deterioration in Anglo-Japanese relations. However, in the course of 1941, the 

United States gradually took over the leading role in confronting Japanese expansionism in the Far East
415

. 
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President Roosevelt had inherited the policy of President Hoover and Secretary of State Stimson towards Japanese 

aggression.  They had promised to halt aggression through the force of world opinion.  Their policy of 

non-recognition of Manchukuo assured Americans that their nation could achieve its goals of peace and justice 

without war. After Japan's proclamation of a "New Order in East Asia" in November 1938 Roosevelt's friends and 

advisers urged him to consider some form of coercion to halt Japanese expansionism in China. Few doubted that 

economic sanctions would compel a Japanese capitulation. Throughout 1939 and 1940 the Roosevelt administration 

gradually adopted three lines of action against Japan: increased economic pressure, direct aid to China, and an 

uncompromising adherence to the established treaty structure. For Washington the Japanese move into Indochina in 

the summer of 1940 shifted the issue from concern for the treaty structure in China to defence of the East Asian 

balance of power. Immediately United States policy began to harden.  However, the illusion of Japanese 

vulnerability remained. Those who favoured a stronger policy to restrain Japan assumed that United States 

resistance would produce the desired effect, without direct American military involvement. On 26th July 1941, 

immediately following the Japanese advance into southern Indochina, Roosevelt issued an executive order freezing 

Japanese assets and proclaimed what amounted to an embargo on exports to Japan of oil and steel. He was 

convinced that Japan would not fight the United States and the British Empire simultaneously
416

. The United States 

was immediately followed in its embargo by the British and the Dutch. Japan was no longer able to import oil. 

Within six months at the earliest, or eighteen months at the latest, Japanese industry and the armed forces would be 

halted by oil shortages. It was vital for Japan to secure the oil fields in the Dutch East Indies, but it was clear that the 

Dutch would resist and that Britain would come to their aid. The meeting between Churchill and Roosevelt in 

August 1941 and their joint announcement of the Atlantic Charter reinforced the impression in Japan that war with 

Britain would unavoidably bring in the United States
417

. Japan could either allow the embargo to drive her from 

Indochina and perhaps China, or go to war with Britain and the United States. When diplomacy failed to resolve the 

confrontation with Britain and America, Japan decided on war.  She had not endured four years of war with China to 

yield in the face of an embargo. 

 

By November 4th 1941 there were increasing indications from intelligence reaching GC&CS that Japan was 

preparing for a further advance southwards - with either the Dutch East Indies, Thailand, Malaya or Burma, or all of 

them, as her objective. It was thought that the Japanese were only awaiting the start of the dry season in South-east 

Asia in December before launching an attack. By 29th November there were increasing indications that the Japanese 

were soon likely to strike southwards. 

By 4th December the latest indications were that the Japanese forces intended to land near Kota Bharu in north-east 

Malaya. On 5th and 6th December the situation was so critical that the staff of the Japanese Section of GC&CS were 
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constantly on duty from 9 a.m. on the 5th to 9 p.m. on the 6th. From then on night shifts were introduced for the first 

time. Churchill was now seriously concerned at the situation and was ringing up at all hours of the day and night for 

the latest information and indications of Japanese intentions. Just before Kennedy left the office on 7th December at 

6 p.m., a message was received indicating that the outbreak of war was probably only a matter of hours away.  The 

actual attack on Pearl Harbour came as a complete surprise. The first Kennedy knew of it was the B.B.C. radio news 

at 9 p.m.
418

 

 

The widespread attacks on British and American possessions in the Far East were largely as GC&CS and M.I.2.c 

had expected. The first great shock came with the sinking of Britain's proud battleships, the Prince of Wales and the 

Repulse, on 10th December. When it was reported on the B.B.C. 1 p.m. news a gasp of dismay went round the 

dining room at Bletchley Park. The news dismayed the whole nation. 

On 18th December, during a day off in London, Kennedy called in at the War Office to see Major Chapman, the 

head of M.I.2c. Chapman told him that the War Office had given an almost exact prediction of where the Japanese 

would land in Malaya and how they would act, but that the Navy had refused to believe that the Japanese would 

carry out such a daring strategy
419

. Chapman said that there was a serious shortage of material and aircraft in Malaya 

and expressed grave doubts as to Singapore's ability to hold out. 

 

The immediate capture of the International Settlement at Shanghai by the Japanese and the fall of Hong Kong on 

19th December were serious blows to British Intelligence.  The majority of the Chinese and Japanese-speaking 

officers stationed there were taken prisoner. A few escaped: S.R. Hunt of the North Staffordshire Regiment, a former 

language officer in Japan, succeeded in escaping from Shanghai and making his way to Chungking and thence to 

India - despite being held hostage by Chinese guerrillas until the British Embassy in Chungking paid a ransom.
420
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The Admiralty appear to have been strongly influenced by a report by the 

Naval Attaché, Captain Vivian, from Tokyo in 1935, on the efficiency of the 

Japanese navy. Besides calling the navy "second rate" he had stated that the 

Japanese had "peculiarly slow brains" due to the strain of learning large 

numbers of Chinese characters during childhood.  

War Without Mercy op.cit. p. 107. 

420 In October 1942, with the exchange of diplomatic personnel between Japan 

and Britain, several experts on Japan were returned. The release of the 

Military Attaché in Tokyo, George Wards, and of the consular officials was 

particularly important. Phipps, the former Consul-General in Seoul, joined 

the Japanese Section at GC&CS. Another former member of the Japan Consular 

Service, Watts, who had left the service to do propaganda work from 

Singapore for the Ministry of Information, joined GC&CS at the beginning of 

August 1942 after being evacuated from Singapore and working for a time for 

the Ministry of Information in Delhi. Amongst the returning consular 

officials from Shanghai was Harry Nathaniel Steptoe. Steptoe was transferred 

to Lourenço Marques (now Maputo), the capital of neutral Portuguese East 

Africa. There, under his diplomatic cover, he worked for Section V of S.I.S. 

in operations against Axis agents. Unfortunately, in 1943, a complaint was 

made to the Foreign Office that he was associating with Germans. He was 

speedily withdrawn. He continued his work for Section V, first in Basra 

(1944) and then in Teheran (1945). 



 
 

 

In order to make up for the shortage of Japanese linguists, GC&CS set up a Japanese language course at the local 

gas board showrooms in Bedford. The first of the six-month crash courses was underway by February 1942 with 25 

students. Captain Kennedy regularly gave lectures on Japanese history to these courses. 

 

The greatest disaster for the British Empire in the Far East came with the fall of Singapore on 15th February 1942. 

The War Office now estimated that the Japanese had 2,200,000 men under arms, with about 72 divisions. Of these 

divisions, 15 were in China and no less than 23 were in Manchuria for the eventuality of war with the Soviet 

Union.
421

 

By the beginning of March 1942 the Japanese had occupied a large part of both Burma and the Dutch East Indies. It 

was precisely at this period of maximum crisis in the Far East that a major reorganisation of GC&CS took place. 

 

Since the early 1920s the head of the SIS had been the Director of GC&CS. Commander Denniston, the 

Deputy-Director and effective head of GC&CS, had been given a relatively free hand in running the organisation.  

Day to day decisions on which enemy communications to target were made by GC&CS. However, Sir Stewart 

Menzies, who was appointed head of SIS at the end of 1939 after a series of serious defeats at the hands of German 

Intelligence, was soon facing a growing challenge from Military Intelligence on the issue of targeting policy. Day to 

day decisions on the targeting of particular communications were largely determined by the requirements of 

GC&CS's ongoing cryptographic policy. In order to break a particular cipher it was vital to intercept an adequate 

quantity of messages. Whilst GC&CS approached targeting policy from a more long-term, cryptanalytical 

standpoint, the armed forces' intelligence agencies stressed the need to be more responsive to the immediate 

requirements of military operations against the enemy. The focus of the hostility to Bletchley Park came from MI8 

in the War Office. MI8 had been established on the outbreak of war to control the Army's effort in the field of 

Signals Intelligence (Sigint). Lack of success in breaking German army ciphers had led MI8 to concentrate on traffic 

analysis (analysis of communications networks and procedures).  It was soon making considerable headway in 

reconstructing German army communications networks and thus the relationship between the individual army units 

using the networks.
422

 

 

From the middle of 1940 MI8 had a small traffic analysis team at Bletchley Park. MI8 regarded the team's work as 

so useful that, in December 1940, it demanded that its whole traffic analysis team, some 70 officers, should move to 

Bletchley. GC&CS, however, was already in the midst of rapid expansion, and the limited accommodation facilities 

in that part of rural Buckinghamshire were already bursting at the seams. MI8 would have to wait. Moreover, the 

administration of GC&CS, staffed by SIS officers, was being overwhelmed by the problems of coping with 

ever-increasing numbers of staff. The 200 who had been evacuated to Bletchley in August 1939 had, by early 1941, 

grown to about 900. To make matters worse, Denniston, although possessing a flair for the technical side of 
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GC&CS's work, showed no interest in administration. By the end of 1941, with numbers approaching 1,500, 

GC&CS's administration was in a state of crisis. 

 

The crisis was aggravated by the fact that military personnel, who were being attached to GC&CS in increasing 

numbers, had begun challenging the SIS officers over control of targeting policy, and the dissemination of 

information to the service departments. In November 1941 Menzies gave way to pressure from the Service 

ministries and Air Intelligence and Military Intelligence officers gained total operational control of their staff.  SIS 

officers retained control of administration. However, the original two-way struggle now developed into a three-way 

conflict between officers of Air Intelligence, Military Intelligence and SIS. By January 1942, with the Japanese 

sweeping through South-east Asia, the dispute had begun to damage efficiency and threatened a breakdown of 

discipline. Menzies called in a former Deputy Director of Military Intelligence to investigate both the dispute and 

the general problem of administration. The latter's recommendations were accepted by Menzies, and were 

implemented in February 1942. GC&CS was split: the service sections remained at Bletchley and the diplomatic 

and commercial sections (which included Kennedy) were transferred back to London. The service sections came 

under the control of Commander Travis: the diplomatic and commercial sections remained under the control of 

Commander Denniston. The military wing was provided with fresh administrative staff; the SIS administrators 

moved down to London with the civil wing. The departure of the civil wing freed sufficient space and 

accommodation for the whole of MI8's traffic analysis staff finally to move to Bletchley in May 1942. This drastic 

reorganisation solved most of the existing problems.  But the manner of this reorganisation caused problems of its 

own.
423

 

 

Captain Kennedy, and many of his colleagues in the new Civil Section, were definitely not pleased by these new 

arrangements: 

 

Wednesday 4 March 1942 

 "Orders definitely issued for our branch... to return to London next week. Feel very sore about it, 

as the move has been manoeuvred by certain "interested parties" and by gross misrepresentation 

of the facts, while Denniston is so utterly spineless that, on his own admission, he has made no 

attempt to question the order or to point out all the serious snags and difficulties involved. No 

small portion of the personnel who, for one reason or another, are unable to go, have had to 

resign and for many of us the move will entail from four to five hours travel daily to and from 

work, with an early start (about 8 a.m.) and a late return (9 p.m. or later). And yet Denniston has 

the brass to contend that efficiency will be increased "in the tenser atmosphere of London"! We 

and others have sent memos and made personal protests, pointing out how efficiency will be 

seriously affected rather than increased, but our warnings are simply brushed aside and we are 

censured by Denniston for having the temerity to question the decision. "I never questioned it," he 

said, as though it were to his credit, though by this very admission he damns himself as utterly 
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unfitted to be head of a show like ours. By failing to put forward his views and to point out the 

facts, he is guilty of negligence and incompetence and has failed deplorably in his duties as 

No.1".
424

 

 

In face of such discontent, Denniston, on the Saturday before the move to the new premises in London (the premises 

of Madame Riché, couturier des dames, of Berkeley Street, W1.), sought to rally his troops by circulating a notice to 

all the staff who were affected. Kennedy remained unimpressed: 

 

Saturday 7th March 1942 

 "Denniston has circulated an absolute masterpiece of fatuous "pep talk" to those of us who are 

being sent back to London. In it he describes our coming return there as being "in the nature of 

an adventure in the middle of this war" and says we shall be able to "carry out our duties more in 

the front line" and that "the tenser atmosphere will urge us on still further", though how he 

reconciles that with his assertion that we shall be "more exposed to daylight raids" is somewhat 

mystifying! It is all in line, however, with his remark to us the other day that, if we continue to 

work in the peaceful atmosphere of Bletchley Park our work might suffer from "dolci far 

niente"!"
425

 

 

As far as Kennedy was concerned, the only good thing about the move to London was that he now had Sunday as 

his weekly day off and could spend it at his house at Woburn Sands, and once more go to church with the family on 

Sundays.  

By mid-May 1942 effective resistance to the Japanese in both the Philippines and Burma had come to an end. The 

only relatively hopeful news for the Allies was the battle of Coral Sea, which, though indecisive, had thwarted 

Japanese preparations for an attack on Port Moresby in New Guinea. Early June saw the failure of the Japanese 

attack on Midway island
426

.  The tide of war was beginning to turn. 
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426 The Americans, having broken the Japanese naval ciphers, were aware that 

the Japanese were planning a major attack almost a month before the Midway 

attack force sailed from Japan. It was clear to the Americans that the 
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revealed Japanese Military Intelligence's communications interception 
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Sigint reaching GC&CS in June 1942 indicated that the Japanese were becoming increasingly concerned about their 

losses of shipping
427428

. 

By the end of 1942 Japanese and Americans forces were locked into a prolonged struggle for Guadalcanal in the 

Solomon Islands; the Americans, however, were gaining the upper hand, their air superiority being of decisive 

importance. Victory in Guadalcanal came in February 1943 when the Japanese withdrew their forces. 

 

In December 1942 Captain Kennedy was transferred back to Bletchley Park to work in the Japanese military 

section. It was to take another two years before he finally succeeded in obtaining a transfer from GC&CS. His diary 

recorded how great his discontent with his work had become: 

 

 "I would give much to be soldiering once more instead of living my present cabbage-like 

existence, doing work for a large part of which I have little liking and but mediocre aptitude. The 

intelligence side is, of course, of great interest, but the bulk of the work is linguistic and just about 

drives me "crackers" at times. I have never regarded myself as any great shakes at the lingo, but 

the trouble is that there are so few who know the Japanese language that even a pedestrian 

knowledge of it, such as mine is, is regarded as of vastly greater importance by the 

Powers-that-Be than any other asset that one may have, and all other qualifications go by the 

board. That, of course, was why the [Government Code and Cipher School] refused to let me go 

when the War Office wanted me to take charge of MI2c [Far Eastern Section, Military 

Intelligence] and I curse myself now for not having just snapped my fingers at Denniston & Co. 

and gone to the War Office, as the work there would have been far more to my liking and, without 

wishing to boast, I am sure I would have been of far more value to the Government, as it would 

have been work of a kind for which I am far better qualified. Incidentally, I should probably by 

now have been a Lieutenant-Colonel instead of a bally civilian......"
429

 

 

Eventually a chance of escape from GC&CS presented itself.  
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In the summer of 1944 Kennedy persuaded Travis, the head of the Military Wing of GC&CS, to recommend him to 

the Director of Military Intelligence for another posting. On 7 October 1944 Kennedy had an interview with Colonel 

E.I.C. Jacob, one of the two deputy-heads of the Military Wing of Churchill's War Cabinet Secretariat. It was Jacob 

who, under the Prime Minister, was in overall charge of intelligence service appointments. On 27 November 1944 

Kennedy had an interview with Colonel Cowgill, the head of Section V (five) of the Secret Intelligence Service 

(SIS). The appointment for which Cowgill had Kennedy in mind was that of head of Section V's G branch. Cowgill 

seemed to very keen to recruit Kennedy.  

However, as Kennedy was soon to discover, matters were not that simple: 

 

Wednesday 13 December 1944 

 "Letter from Cowgill to say that he had applied for me to take on the post in question, but that 

Bletchley Park had declined on the grounds that I could not be spared. As I had previously 

received both Travis's and Jacob's permission and benediction to go ahead, this sudden 

withdrawal of sanction has come as a bit of a shock and all the more so since enquiries show that 

it was Travis himself who turned down Cowgill's application for me. Feel there must be some 

misunderstanding, so rang up Cowgill to find out if the post was still open and, if so, whether he 

could hold it open till Travis's return on Friday. This he very readily agreed to do, as he is 

particularly anxious to have me."
430

 

 

Relations between Cowgill and Travis were far from good: Cowgill had succeeded in antagonising the rest of the 

British Intelligence community and had finally added GC&CS to the list of his enemies. Since Cowgill clearly 

wanted to recruit Kennedy, and Travis could veto Kennedy's move to Section V, an obvious means of annoying 

Cowgill had presented itself. Kennedy, the pawn in the game, was becoming even more desperate to escape: 

 

Saturday 16 December 1944 

 "Travis was unable to see me till just on 6 o'clock this evening and I had pretty well given up all 

hope of getting the post offered by Cowgill, but Cowgill very sportingly extended the time limit to 

8 p.m. this evening, and shortly after 6 I was able to ring him up to say that I had induced Travis 

to reverse his decision and to release me from my present post in order to take up the post offered 

by Colonel Cowgill. Travis is a grand chap and I felt all along that, in view of the strong 

recommendations he had made about me to the Director of Military Intelligence in the summer, he 

would be prepared to let me go if only I could see him personally and explain matters to him. I 

was right, for he listened to my plea with the utmost sympathetic attention, in spite of his being 

over-burdened with far more vital work, and then told me to ring up Cowgill to say I could take 

the post offered".
431
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In January 1945 Kennedy was transferred to the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). After a six-week training course, 

he returned to Bletchley Park to begin work in Section V (Counterespionage) of SIS. On 28 February he became 

head of the Section's subsection G, replacing Professor Green, who returned to his post as Professor of French at 

Magdalen College, Cambridge
432

. Professor Green, with his fluent command of French and German, had acted as a 

liaison between Section V and GC&CS in the work of uncovering Axis espionage nets. The appointment of 

Kennedy reflected changing priorities: Germany's defeat was imminent; Japan was now the main intelligence target. 

 

Section V, under the single-minded leadership of Colonel Cowgill, was virtually a law unto itself, with its own 

network of agents.  Its chief source of information came from the Radio Security Service (RSS) at Hanslope Park 

which intercepted hostile intelligence services' communications. 

The intelligence gathered by RSS was used by both MI5 and SIS, the former for counter-espionage work in Britain 

and the Empire, the latter for counter-espionage abroad.  Enemy agents, detected by RSS information, could be 

"turned" and used to spread disinformation.  However, to make a full assessment of the success of a disinformation 

campaign, Section V needed the co-operation of GC&CS's wide-ranging interception capabilities
433

.  For this reason 

Section V's subsection G was based at Bletchley Park.  Thus Kennedy's work was to liaise with GC&CS in 

gathering information on Japanese intelligence operations in Europe.   

 

By June 1945, with the end of the war approaching, Kennedy knew that he would need to find another post.  

Kennedy had heard of a new SIS section, Section IX, which was being formed for counter-espionage against Soviet 

Intelligence.  He enquired whether the section might have use of his knowledge of communist activity in the Far 

East and, on 2 July 1945, he was interviewed by the section's head, Kim Philby: 

 

Monday 2 July 1945 

 "Though he cannot make a definite promise as yet, he thinks it reasonably certain that he will be 

able to take me on if and when my present job peters out (as it probably will do when the war with 

Japan ends), as he needs someone with a first-hand knowledge of Far Eastern affairs and seems 

anxious to get me."
434

 

 

At the end of 1945 Kennedy was transferred to Section IX and became one of a small team of experts on 

Communism formed within the section.  Kennedy was responsible for research on Communist activities in the Far 

East and South-east Asia.  This team later became a separate Research Section dealing with Communist Affairs, 

headed by Jane Sissmore
435

.  When this section was closed in 1955 Kennedy, aged 60, went into retirement.  
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